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Preface

Image recognition and classification is one of the most actively pursued
areas in the broad field of imaging sciences and engineering. The reason is
evident: the ability to replace human visual capabilities with a machine is
very important and there are diverse applications. The main idea is to
inspect an image scene by processing data obtained from sensors. Such
machines can substantially reduce the workload and improve accuracy of
making decisions by human operators in diverse fields including the military
and defense, biomedical engineering systems, health monitoring, surgery,
intelligent transportation systems, manufacturing, robotics, entertainment,
and security systems.

Image recognition and classification is a multidisciplinary field. It
requires contributions from diverse technologies and expertise in sensors,
imaging systems, signal/image processing algorithms, VLSI, hardware and
software, and packaging/integration systems.

In the military, substantial efforts and resources have been placed in this
area. The main applications are in autonomous or aided target detection
and recognition, also known as automatic target recognition (ATR). In
addition, a variety of sensors have been developed, including high-speed
video, low-light-level TV, forward-looking infrared (FLIR), synthetic aper-
ture radar (SAR), inverse synthetic aperture radar (ISAR), laser radar
(LADAR), multispectral and hyperspectral sensors, and three-dimensional
sensors. Image recognition and classification is considered an extremely
useful and important resource available to military personnel and opera-
tions in the areas of surveillance and targeting.

In the past, most image recognition and classification applications have
been for military hardware because of high cost and performance demands.
With recent advances in optoelectronic devices, sensors, electronic hard-
ware, computers, and software, image recognition and classification systems
have become available with many commercial applications.
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While there have been significant advances in image recognition and
classification technologies, major technical problems and challenges face
this field. These include large variations in the inspected object signature
due to environmental conditions, geometric variations, aging, and target/
sensor behavior (e.g., IR thermal signature fluctuations, reflection angles,
etc.). In addition, in many applications the target or object of interest is a
small part of a very complex scene under inspection; that is, the distorted
target signature is embedded in background noise such as clutter, sensor
noise, environmental degradations, occlusion, foliage masking, and camou-
flage. Sometimes the algorithms are developed with a limited available train-
ing data set, which may not accurately represent the actual fluctuations of
the objects or the actual scene representation, and other distortions are
encountered in realistic applications. Under these adverse conditions, a reli-
able system must perform recognition and classification in real time and
with high detection probability and low false alarm rates. Therefore, pro-
gress is needed in the advancement of sensors and algorithms and compact
systems that integrate sensors, hardware, and software algorithms to pro-
vide new and improved capabilities for high-speed accurate image recogni-
tion and classification.

This book presents important recent advances in sensors, image proces-
sing algorithms, and systems for image recognition and classification with
diverse applications in military, aerospace, security, image tracking, radar,
biomedical, and intelligent transportation. The book includes contributions
by some of the leading researchers in the field to present an overview of
advances in image recognition and classification over the past decade. It
provides both theoretical and practical information on advances in the field.

The book illustrates some of the state-of-the-art approaches to the field of
image recognition using image processing, nonlinear image filtering, statis-
tical theory, Bayesian detection theory, neural networks, and 3D imaging.
Currently, there is no single winning technique that can solve all classes of
recognition and classification problems. In most cases, the solutions appear
to be application-dependent and may combine a number of these
approaches to acquire the desired results.

Image Recognition and Classification provides examples, tests, and experi-
ments on real world applications to clarify theoretical concepts. A bibliog-
raphy for each topic is also included to aid the reader. It is a practical
book, in which the systems and algorithms have commercial applications
and can be implemented with commercially available computers, sensors,
and processors. The book assumes some elementary background in signal/
image processing. It is intended for electrical or computer engineers with
interests in signal/image processing, optical engineers, computer scientists,
imaging scientists, biomedical engineers, applied physicists, applied mathe-
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maticians, defense technologists, and graduate students and researchers in
these disciplines.

I would like to thank the contributors, most of whom I have known for
many years and are my friends, for their fine contributions and hard work. I
also thank Russell Dekker for his encouragement and support, and Eric
Stannard for his assistance. I hope that this book will be a useful tool to
increase appreciation and understanding of a very important field.

Bahram Javidi

Preface vii
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1
Neural-Based Target Detectors for
Multiband Infrared Imagery

Lipchen Alex Chan, Sandor Z. Der, and
Nasser M. Nasrabadi
U.S. Army Research Laboratory, Adelphi, Maryland

1.1 INTRODUCTION

Human visual performance greatly exceeds computer capabilities, probably
because of superior high-level image understanding, contextual knowledge,
and massively parallel processing. Human capabilities deteriorate drastically
in a low-visibility environment or after an extended period of surveillance,
and certain working environments are either inaccessible or too hazardous
for human beings. For these reasons, automatic recognition systems are
developed for various military and civilian applications. Driven by advances
in computing capability and image processing technology, computer mimi-
cry of human vision has recently gained ground in a number of practical
applications. Specialized recognition systems are becoming more likely to
satisfy stringent constraints in accuracy and speed, as well as the cost of
development and maintenance.

The development of robust automatic target recognition (ATR) sys-
tems must still overcome a number of well-known challenges: for example,
the large number of target classes and aspects, long viewing range, obscured
targets, high-clutter background, different geographic and weather condi-
tions, sensor noise, and variations caused by translation, rotation, and scal-
ing of the targets. Inconsistencies in the signature of targets, similarities
between the signatures of different targets, limited training and testing
data, camouflaged targets, nonrepeatability of target signatures, and
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difficulty using available contextual information makes the recognition pro-
blem even more challenging.

A complete ATR system typically consists of several algorithmic com-
ponents, such as preprocessing, detection, segmentation, feature extraction,
classification, prioritization, tracking, and aimpoint selection [1]. Among
these components, we are particularly interested in the detection-classifica-
tion modules, which are shown in Fig. 1. To lower the likelihood of omitting
targets of interest, a detector must accept a nonzero false-alarm rate. Figure
1 shows the output of a detector on a typical image. The detector has found
the target but has also selected a number of background regions as potential
targets. To enhance the performance of the system, an explicit clutter rejec-
tor may be added to reject most of the false alarms produced by the detector
while eliminating only a few of the targets. Clutter rejectors tend to be much
more complex than the detector, giving better performance at the cost of
greater computational complexity. The computational cost is often unim-
portant because the clutter rejector needs to operate only on the small subset
of the image that is indicated by the detector.

The ATR learning environment, in which the training data are
collected, exerts a powerful influence on the design and performance of
an ATR system. Dasarathy [2] described these environments in an increas-
ing order of difficulty, namely the supervised, imperfectly supervised, un-
familiar, vicissitudinous, unsupervised, and partially exposed environments.
In this chapter, we assume that our training data come from an unfamiliar
environment, where the labels of the training data might be unreliable to a
level that is not known a priori. For the experimentation presented in this
chapter, the input images were obtained by forward-looking infrared

2 Chan, Der, and Nasrabadi

Figure 1 A typical ATR system.
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(FLIR) sensors. For these sensors, the signatures of the targets within the
scene are severely affected by rain, fog, and foliage [3]. Clark et al. [4] used
an information-theoretic approach to evaluate the information bound of
FLIR images in order to estimate the best possible performance of any
ATR algorithm that uses the given FLIR images as inputs. On the other
hand, some FLIR enhancement techniques may be used to preprocess
the FLIR input images. Lo [5] examined six of these techniques and
found that a variable threshold zonal filtering technique performed most
satisfactorily.

The major goal of this research is to examine the benefits of using two
passive infrared images, sensitive to different portions of the spectrum, as
inputs to a target detector and clutter rejector. The two frequency bands
that we use are normally described as mid-wave (MW, 3–5�m) and long-
wave (LW, 8–12�m) infrared. Two such images are shown in Fig. 2.
Although these images look roughly similar, there are places where different
intensities can be noted. The difference tends to be more significant during
the day, because reflected solar energy is significant in the mid-wave band,
but not in the long-wave band. These differences have indeed affected the
detection results of an automatic target detector. As shown in Fig. 3, dif-
ferent regions of interest were identified by the same target detector on these
two images. Because a different performance is obtained using either the
MW or the LW imagery, our first question is which band alone provides
better performance in target detection and clutter rejection? The second
question is whether combining the bands results in better performance
than using either band alone, and if so, what are the best methods of
combining these two bands.

Neural-Based Target Detectors 3

Figure 2 Typical FLIR images for the mid-wave (left) and long-wave (right)
bands, with an M2 tank and a HMMWV around the image center. Different degree
of radiation, as shown by the windshield of the HMMWV, is quite apparent.
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To answers these questions, we developed a set of eigen-neural-based
modules and use them as either a target detector or clutter rejector in our
experiments. As shown in Fig. 4, our typical detector/rejector module con-
sists of an eigenspace transformation and a multilayer perceptron (MLP).
The input to the module is the region of interest (target chip) extracted
either from an individual band or from both of the MW and LW bands
simultaneously. An eigen transformation is used for feature extraction and
dimensionality reduction. The transformations considered in this chapter
are principal component analysis (PCA) [6], the eigenspace separation trans-
form (EST) [7], and their variants that were jointly optimized with the MLP.
These transformations differ in their capability to enhance class separability
and to extract component features from a training set. When both bands are
input together, the two input chips are transformed through either a set of
jointly obtained eigenvectors or two sets of band-specific eigenvectors. The
result of the eigenspace transformation is then fed to the MLP that predicts
the identity of the input, which is either a target or clutter. Further descrip-
tions about the eigenspace transformation and the MLP are provided in the
next two sections. Experimental results are presented in Section 4. Some
conclusions are given in the final section of this chapter.

1.2 EIGENTARGETS

We used two methods to obtain the eigentargets from a given set of training
chips. PCA is the most basic method, from which the more complicated EST
method is derived.

4 Chan, Der, and Nasrabadi

Figure 3 The first seven regions of interest detected on the mid-wave (left) and the
long-wave (right) bands. Note that the M2 tank is missed in the case of the long-wave
image but detected in the mid-wave image.
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1.2.1 Principal Component Analysis

Also referred to as the Hotelling transform or the discrete Karhunen–Loève
transform, PCA is based on statistical properties of vector representations.
PCA is an important tool for image processing because it has several useful
properties, such as decorrelation of data and compaction of information
(energy) [8]. Here, we provide a summary of the basic theory of PCA.

Assume a population of random vectors of the form

x ¼

x1

x2

..

.

xn

2
66664

3
77775 ð1Þ

The mean vector and the covariance matrix of the vector population x are
defined as

mx ¼ Efxg ð2Þ
Cx ¼ E x�mxð Þ x�mxð ÞT� � ð3Þ

respectively, where Efargg is the expected value of the argument and T
indicates vector transposition. Because x is n dimensional Cx is a matrix
of order n� n. Element cii of Cx is the variance of xi (the ith component of
the x vectors in the population) and element cij of Cx is the covariance
between elements xi and xj of these vectors. The matrix Cx is real and
symmetric. If elements xi and xj are uncorrelated, their covariance is zero
and, therefore, cij ¼ cji ¼ 0. For N vector samples from a random popula-

Neural-Based Target Detectors 5

Figure 4 Schematic diagram of our detector/rejector module.
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tion, the mean vector and covariance matrix can be approximated respec-
tively from the samples by

mx ¼
1

N

XN
p¼1

xp ð4Þ

Cx ¼
1

N

XN
p¼1

xpx
T
p �mxm

T
x

� � ð5Þ

Because Cx is real and symmetric, we can always find a set of n ortho-
normal eigenvectors for this covariance matrix. A simple but sound algor-
ithm to find these orthonormal eigenvectors for all really symmetric matrices
is the Jacobi method [9]. The Jacobi algorithm consists of a sequence of
orthogonal similarity transformations. Each transformation is just a plane
rotation designed to annihilate one of the off-diagonal matrix elements.
Successive transformations undo previously set zeros, but the off-diagonal
elements get smaller and smaller, until the matrix is effectively diagonal (to
the precision of the computer). The eigenvectors are obtained by accumulat-
ing the product of transformations during the process, and the main diag-
onal elements of the final diagonal matrix are the eigenvalues. Alternatively,
a more complicated method based on the QR algorithm for real Hessenberg
matrices can be used [9]. This is a more general method because it can
extract eigenvectors from a nonsymmetric real matrix. It becomes increas-
ingly more efficient than the Jacobi method as the size of the matrix
increases. Because we are dealing with large matrices, we used the QR
method for all experiments described in this chapter. Figure 5 shows the
first 100 (out of the 800 possible in this case) most dominant PCA eigen-
targets and eigenclutters, which were extracted from the target and clutter
chips in the training set, respectively. Having the largest eigenvalues, these
eigenvectors capture the greatest variance or energy as well as the most
meaningful features among the training data.

Let ei and �i, i ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; n, be the eigenvectors and the corresponding
eigenvalues, respectively, of Cx, sorted in a descending order so that �j �
�jþ1 for j ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; n� 1. Let A be a matrix whose rows are formed from
the eigenvectors of Cx, such that

A ¼

e1

e2

..

.

en

2
66664

3
77775 ð6Þ

6 Chan, Der, and Nasrabadi
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Figure 5 First 100 most dominant PCA eigenvectors extracted from the target

(top) and clutter (bottom) chips.
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This A matrix can be used as a linear transformation matrix that maps the
x’s into vectors, denoted by y’s, as follows:

y ¼ A x�mxð Þ ð7Þ
The y vectors resulting from this transformation have a zero mean vector;
that is, my ¼ 0. The covariance matrix of the y’s can be computed from A

and Cx by

Cy ¼ ACxA
T ð8Þ

Furthermore, Cy is a diagonal matrix whose elements along the main diag-
onal are the eigenvalues of Cx; that is,

Cy ¼

�1 0

�2

�
�

0 �n

2
6666664

3
7777775 ð9Þ

Because the off-diagonal elements of Cy are zero, the elements of the y

vectors are uncorrelated. Because the elements along the main diagonal of
a diagonal matrix are its eigenvalues, Cx and Cy have the same eigenvalues
and eigenvectors.

On the other hand, we may want to reconstruct vector x from vector y.
Because the rows of A are orthonormal vectors, A�1 ¼ A

T . Therefore, any
vector x can be reconstructed from its corresponding y by the relation

x ¼ A
T
yþmx ð10Þ

Instead of using all the eigenvectors of Cx, we may pick only k eigenvectors
corresponding to the k largest eigenvalues and form a new transformation
matrix Ak of order k� n. In this case, the resulting y vectors would be k
dimensional, and the reconstruction given in Eq. (10) would no longer be
exact. The reconstructed vector using Ak is

x̂x ¼ A
T
k yþmx ð11Þ

The mean square error (MSE) between x and x̂x can be computed by the
expression

� ¼
Xn
j¼1

�j �
Xk
j¼1

�j ¼
Xn
j¼kþ1

�j ð12Þ

Because the �j’s decrease monotonically, Eq. (12) shows that we can mini-
mize the error by selecting the k eigenvectors associated with the k largest

8 Chan, Der, and Nasrabadi
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eigenvalues. Thus, the PCA transform is optimal in the sense that it mini-
mizes the MSE between the vectors x and their approximations x̂x.

1.2.2 Eigenspace Separation Transform

The EST has been proposed by Torrieri as a preprocessor to a neural binary
classifier [10]. The goal of the EST is to transform the input patterns into a
set of projection values such that the size of a neural classifier is reduced and
its generalization capability is increased. The size of the neural network is
reduced, because the EST projects an input pattern into an orthogonal
subspace of smaller dimensionality. The EST also tends to produce projec-
tions with different average lengths for different classes of input and, hence,
improves the discriminability between the targets. In short, the EST pre-
serves and enhances the classification information needed by the subsequent
classifier. It has been used in a mine-detection task with some success [11].

The transformation matrix S of the EST can be obtained as follows:

1. Computer the n� n correlation difference matrix

M̂M ¼ 1

N1

XN1

p¼1

x1px
T
1p �

1

N2

XN2

q¼1

x2qx
T
2q ð13Þ

where N1 and x1p are the number of patterns and the pth training
pattern of Class 1, respectively. N2 and x2q are similarly related
to Class 2 (which is the complement of Class 1).

2. Calculate the eigenvalues of M̂M f�1ji ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; ng.
3. Calculate the sum of the positive eigenvalues

Eþ ¼
Xn
i¼1

�i if �i > 0 ð14Þ

and the sum of the absolute values of the negative eigenvalues

E� ¼
Xn
i¼1

�i
�� �� if �i < 0 ð15Þ

(a) If Eþ > E�, then take all the k eigenvectors of M̂M that have
positive eigenvalues and form the n� k matrix S.

(b) If Eþ < E�, then take all the k eigenvectors of M̂M that have
negative eigenvalues and form the n� k matrix S.

(c) If Eþ ¼ E�, then use either subset of eigenvectors to form the
matrix S, preferably the smaller subset.

Neural-Based Target Detectors 9
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Given the S transformation matrix, the projection yp of an input
pattern xp is computed as yp ¼ S

T
xp. The yp, with a smaller dimension

(because k � n) and presumably larger separability between the classes,
can then be sent to a neural classifier. Figure 6 shows the eigenvectors
associated with the positive and negative eigenvalues of the M̂M matrix that
was computed with the target chips as Class 1 and the clutter chips as Class

10 Chan, Der, and Nasrabadi

Figure 6 First 100 most dominant EST eigenvectors associated with positive (top)
and negative (bottom) eigenvalues.
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2. From the upper part of Fig. 6, the signature of targets can be clearly seen.
On the other hand, the lower part represents all the features of clutters.

As we can see from Figs. 5 and 6, only the first few dozens of the
eigentargets contain consistent and structurally significant information per-
taining to the training data. These eigentargets exhibit a reduction in infor-
mation content as their associated eigenvalues rapidly decrease, which is
depicted in Fig. 7. For the less meaningful eigentargets, say the 50th and
all the way up to the 800th, only high-frequency information is present. In
other words, by choosing k ¼ 50 in Eq. (12) when n ¼ 800, the resulting
distortion error, �, would be small. Although the distortion is negligible,
there is a 16-fold reduction in input dimensionality.

1.3 MULTILAYER PERCEPTRON

After projecting an input chip to a chosen set of k eigentargets, the resulting
k projection values are fed to an MLP classifier, where they are combined
nonlinearly. A typical MLP used in our experiments, as shown on the right-
hand side in Fig. 4, has kþ 1 input nodes (with an extra bias input), several
layers of hidden nodes, and one output node. In addition to full connections
between consecutive layers, there are also shortcut connections directly from

Neural-Based Target Detectors 11

Figure 7 Rapid attenuation of eigenvalues.
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one layer to all other layers, which may speed up the learning process. The
MLP classifier is trained to perform a two-class problem, with training
output values of �1. Its sole task is to decide whether a given input pattern
is a target (indicated by a high output value of around þ1) or clutter (indi-
cated by a low output value of around �1). The MLP is trained in batch
mode using Qprop [12], a modified backpropagation algorithm, for a faster
but stable learning course.

Alternatively, the eigenspace transformation can be implemented as an
additional linear layer that attaches to the input layer of the simple MLP
above. As shown in Fig. 8, the resulting augmented MLP classifier, which is
collectively referred to as a PCAMLP network in this chapter, consists of a
transformation layer and a back-end MLP (BMLP). When the weights
connecting the new input nodes to the kth output node of the transforma-
tion layer are initialized with the kth PCA or EST eigenvector, the linear
summation at the kth transformation output node is equivalent to the kth
projection value. The advantage of this augmented structure is to enable a
joint optimization between the transformation (feature extraction) layer and
the BMLP classifier, which is achieved by adjusting the corresponding
weights of the transformation layer based on the error signals backpropa-
gated from the BMLP classifier.

The purpose of joint optimization is to incorporate class information
in the design of the transformation layer. This enhancement is especially
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Figure 8 An augmented MLP (or PCAMLP) that consists of a transformation
layer and a back-end MLP.
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useful to the PCA eigenvectors, because the class-separation issue has never
been considered during their derivation. During the joint operation process,
the transformation weights are gradually adjusted, suing a variety of gradi-
ent descent-based algorithms, so that the overall error is reduced at the
output node of the back-end MLP. Although the discriminability of the
transformation layer is enhanced, it may lose some of its energy compaction
capability in exchange. These changes are exhibited in Fig. 9, where the
structural characteristics of the PCA eigenvectors are gradually given
away to local emphases that distinguish the targets from clutter. After a
prolonged joint optimization process, the succinct PCA structures could be
completely replaced by incomprehensible patterns that have overfitted the
training samples. Care should be taken to avoid overtraining the transfor-
mation layer.

It is interesting to observe that similar evolutions also occur when we
initialize the transformation layer with random weights, instead of initializ-
ing with the PCA or EST eigenvectors. Adjusted through a supervised gra-
dient descent algorithm, these random weights connected to each output
node of the transformation layer gradually evolve into certain features
that try to maximize the class separation for the BMLP classifier. A typical
evolution of a five-node supervised transformation matrix is shown in
Fig. 10, after it had been trained for 689, 3690, 4994, and 9987 epochs,
respectively. Note that the random weights at the early stage evolved into
more structural features that resemble those of the PCA eigenvectors shown

Neural-Based Target Detectors 13

Figure 9 Changes in PCA eigenvectors after (a) 0, (b) 4752, and (c) 15751 epochs
of backpropagation training to enhance their discriminability.
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in Fig. 9a. Nonetheless, these features became incomprehensible and less
structural again when the training session was extended.

In contrast to the PCA transformation, the above supervised transfor-
mation does not attempt to optimize the energy compaction on the training
data. In addition, the gradient descent algorithm is very likely to be trapped
at a local minimum in the treacherous weight space of p�m dimensions or
in its attempts to overfit the training data with strange and spurious solu-
tions. A better approach would be using a more sophisticated training algo-
rithm that is capable of optimizing both the interclass discriminability and
energy compaction simultaneously.

Let us first consider the issue of energy compaction during joint dis-
crimination-compression optimization training. Instead of extracting the
PCA eigenvectors from the covariance matrix Cx, we can compute them
directly from the x input vectors via a single-layer self-organized neural
network [13]. An example of such a neural network, with predefined p
input nodes and m linear output nodes, is shown in Fig. 11. If the network
is trained with the generalized Hebbian algorithm (GHA) proposed by
Sanger [14], the activation value of the kth output neuron, yk, converges
to the kth most dominant eigenvalue associated with the input data. At the
same time, the p weights leading to the kth output neuron, wki, i ¼ 1; . . . ; p,

14 Chan, Der, and Nasrabadi

Figure 10 The evolution of transformation vectors that were initialized with ran-

dom weights and trained with a gradient descent algorithm, after (a) 689, (b) 3690,
(c) 4994, and (d) 9987 epochs of training.
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become the eigenvector associated with the kth dominant eigenvalue.
Suppose we want to find the m most dominant eigenvalues and their asso-
ciated eigenvectors based on S input samples of size p, namely xsi ,
s ¼ 1; . . . ;S, i ¼ 1; . . . ; p. The corresponding GHA network can be trained
through the following steps:

1. At iteration t ¼ 1, initialize all the adjustable weights, wji,
j ¼ 1; . . . ;m, i ¼ 1; . . . ; p, to small random values. Choose a
small positive value for the learning rate parameter �.

2. Compute the output value ysj ðtÞ and weight adjustment �ws
jiðtÞ

for s ¼ 1; . . . ;S, j ¼ 1; . . . ;m, i ¼ 1; . . . ; p, as follows:

ysj ðtÞ ¼
Xp
i¼1

wjiðtÞxsi ð16Þ

�ws
jiðtÞ ¼ �ysj ðtÞ xsi �

Xj
k¼1

wkiðtÞyskðtÞ
 !

ð17Þ

3. Modify the weights, wji, j ¼ 1; . . . ;m, i ¼ 1; . . . ; p for this itera-
tion:

Neural-Based Target Detectors 15

Figure 11 A single-layer self-organized neural network.
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wjiðtþ 1Þ ¼ wjiðtÞ þ
1

S

XS
s¼1

�ws
jiðtÞ ð18Þ

4. Increment t by 1 and go back to Step 2. Repeat Steps 2–4 until all
the weights reach their steady-state values.

We combine the unsupervised GHA with a supervised gradient des-
cent algorithm (such as the Qprop algorithm) to perform a joint discrimina-
tion–compression optimization. Note that the GHA network in Fig. 11
structurally and functionally resembles the transformation layer of the
PCAMLP shown in Fig. 8. Therefore, we may adjust the weights of the
transformation layer in Fig. 8 as follows:

wjiðtþ 1Þ ¼ wjiðtÞ þ � PCA contribution½ � þ � BMLP contribution½ �

¼ wjiðtÞ þ �
1

S

XS
s¼1

�ws
jiðtÞ

 !
� � 1

S

XS
s¼1

xsi �
s
j ðtÞ

 !
ð19Þ

¼ wjiðtÞ þ
1

S

XS
s¼1

��ws
jiðtÞ � �xsi �sj ðtÞ

� � ð20Þ

The PCA contribution in Eq. (19) is defined earlier as the second term on the
right-hand side of Eq. (18). The �sj ðtÞ in Eq. (20) is the error signal back-
propagated from the BMLP to the jth output neuron of the transformation
layer for training sample s at iteration t, whereas the xsi is the same input
vector defined in Eq. (16). The strength of the PCA contribution on the joint
transformation is controlled by �, whereas � controls the contribution of
gradient descent learning. If � ¼ 0, a regular supervised transformation is
performed. Setting � ¼ 0 results in a standard PCA transformation, pro-
vided that the � in Eq. (17) is small enough [14].

For the joint transformation to acquire PCA-like characteristics, the �
in Eq. (17) and � in Eq. (20) must be small. To prevent the gradient descent
effect from dominating the joint transformation, the � has to be small also.
As a result, the training process is slow. To speed up the process, we first
obtain the standard PCA eigenvectors using the much more efficient QR
algorithm [9] and initialize the transformation layer in Fig. 8 with these
eigenvectors. Equation (20) is then used to jointly optimize the transforma-
tion layer and the classifier together. It is easier to observe performance
changes in this way, as the joint transformation attempts to maximize its
discriminative power while maintaining its energy compression capability
simultaneously.

The effect of this joint discrimination–compression optimization can
be clearly seen in Fig. 12. Figure 12a shows the first five most dominant
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PCA eigenvectors obtained with the standard QR algorithm. If we initialize
the transformation layer of the PCAMLP with these standard PCA eigen-
vectors and adjust them based on the supervised Qprop algorithm only, the
resulting weight vectors, as shown in Fig. 12b and similarly in Fig. 9c, would
gradually lose all of their succinct structures to quasirandom patterns.
However, if Eq. (20) with small nonzero � and � are used, the most impor-
tant structures of the PCA eigenvectors are always preserved, as we can see
in Fig. 12c. If we initialize the transformation vectors with random weights
rather than PCA eigenvectors, the Qprop algorithm alone could only forge
them into incomprehensible features, as shown in Fig. 12d as well as Fig.
10d, after an extended period of training. With the joint discrimination–
compression optimization, even the random weights evolve into the mostly
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Figure 12 The effect of joint discrimination–compression optimization. The five

transformation vectors show as standard PCA eigenvectors (a), after 12519 epochs of
Qprop (b), or after 12217 epochs of Qprop+GHA training (c). With randomly
initialized values, they appear after 17654 epochs of Qprop (d) or 34788 epochs of
Qprop+GHA training (e).
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understandable features as shown in Fig. 12e. Out of the five feature vectors
displayed in Fig. 12e, only the fourth one fails to exhibit a clear structure.
Comparing the other four vectors of Fig. 12e to the corresponding vectors in
Fig. 12a, a clear relationship can be established. Reverse-video of the first
vector and fifth vector might be caused by an � value that is too large or
might be an anomaly of the GHA algorithm when initialized with random
weights. The sign of both wkiðtÞ and yskðtÞ can flip without affecting the
convergence of the algorithm, as can be seen in Eq. (17). The only effect
on the back end of the MLP is to flip the signs of the weights that are
connected to the yskðtÞ. The other minor differences in these vector pairs
are probably the work of the Qprop algorithm.

1.4 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A series of experiments was used to examine the performance of the
PCAMLP, either as a target detector or clutter rejector. We also investi-
gated the usefulness of a dual-band FLIR input dataset and the best way to
combine the two bands in order to improve the PCAMLP target detector or
clutter rejector. We used 12-bit gray-scale FLIR input frames similar to
those shown in Fig. 2, each of which measured 500� 300 pixels in size.
There were 461 pairs of LW–MW matching frames, with 572 legitimate
targets posed between 1 and 4 km in each band. First, we trained and tested
the PCAMLP as a clutter rejector that processed the output of an automatic
target detector called NVDET (developed at the U.S. Army Research
Laboratory). Then, we used the trained PCAMLP as a target detector on
its own and compared its detection performance to that of NVDET on the
same dataset.

1.4.1 PCAMLP as a Clutter Rejector

In order to find the answers for the three questions raised in Section 1.1, we
have designed four different clutter rejection setups. As shown in Fig. 13, the
first two setups use an individual MW or LW band alone as input. Based on
the results from these two setups, we should be able to answer the first
question, namely which band alone may perform better in our clutter rejec-
tion task? For setup c, we stack the MW and LW chips extracted at the same
location before the eigenspace transformations. In this case, the size of each
eigenvector is doubled, but not the number of projection values fed to the
MLP. If the performance of setup c is better than both setups a and b, then
we may say that there is an advantage to using dual band simultaneously.
Finally, setup d is almost the same as combining setups a and b, except the
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projection values resulting from each eigenspace transformation are now
combined before feeding to an MLP with twice as many input nodes.
Comparing the performance of setups c and d, we can find out if it is better
to combine the two bands before or after the eigenspace transformation.

The chips extracted from each band has a fixed size of 75� 40 pixels.
Because the range to the targets varies from 1 to 4 km, the size of the targets
varies considerably. For the first dataset, the chips were extracted from the
location suggested by the NVDET. As shown in Fig. 14, many of these so-
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Figure 13 Four different setups for our clutter rejection experiments.
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called detector-centered chips end up with the target lying off-center within
the chip. This is a very challenging problem, because the chips of a parti-
cular target, posed at the same viewing distance and aspect, may appear
different. Furthermore, any detection point would be declared as a miss
when its distance from the ground-truth location of a target is greater
than a predefined threshold. Hence, a clutter chip extracted around a miss
point may contain a significant part of a target, which is very similar to an
off-centered target chip. Therefore, it is difficult to find an unequivocal class
boundary between the targets and the clutter. The same numbers of chips
were created for the MW and LW in all experiments.

We have also created ground-truth-centered chips, which were
extracted around the ground truth location of a detected target, as our
second dataset. The extraction process of this dataset is almost the same
as in the previous dataset, except that whenever a detection suggested by the
target detector is declared as an acceptable hit, we move the center of chip
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Figure 14 Examples of detector-centered chips.
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extraction from the detected location to the ground-truth center of the
corresponding target. In this case, all the target silhouettes were properly
centered within the chips, so that a class boundary between the targets and
the clutter becomes more feasible. However, some partial targets still
appeared on some of the clutter chips, undermining the notion of clear-
cut class boundaries. Also, the size of targets continue to fluctuate consider-
ably at different viewing ranges, which complicates the culmination of target
distinction. Examples of good-truth-centered chips are given in Fig. 15.

The third dataset consists of chips that were properly centered and
zoomed based on ground-truth location and range. The target appears at
the center of each chip with a relatively consistent silhouette size.
Nonetheless, the signatures of the same target may still exhibit a wide
scope of appearances due to differences in zoomed resolution, viewing
aspect, operational and weather conditions, environmental effects, and
many other factors. Figure 16 shows a few chips from the third dataset.
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Figure 15 Examples of ground-truth-centered chips.
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To reduce the computational complexity while retaining enough infor-
mation embedded in the chips, we down-sampled the input image chip from
75� 40 pixels to 40� 20 pixels. As shown in Fig. 7, the eigenvalues diminish
rapidly for both the PCA and EST methods, but those of the EST decrease
even faster. In other words, the EST may produce a higher compaction in
information. The eigenvalues approach zero after the 40th or so eigentarget,
so we were interested in no more than the 40 most dominant eigentargets,
instead of all 800 eigentargets. For setups a, b, and c, we used the 1, 5, 10,
20, 30, and 40 most dominant eigentargets of each transformation to pro-
duce the projection values for the MLP. For setup d, we used the 1, 5, 10, 20,
and 25 projection values of each band to feed the corresponding MLPs with
2, 10, 20, 30, 40, and 50 input nodes, respectively. In each case, five inde-
pendent training processes were tried with different initial MLP weights.
The average hit rates of each setup for detector-centered chips, at a con-
trolled false-alarm rate of 3%, are tabulated in Table 1. The bold numbers
in the table indicate the best PCA and EST performance achieved for each
setup with this dataset.
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Figure 16 Examples of ground-truth-centered and zoomed chips.
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Comparing setup a and b in Table 1, we can see that the MW band
performed better than the LW band when a moderate number of 5–30
projection values were fed to the MLP. For both setups, the peak perfor-
mance was achieved with 20 MLP inputs. Although their peak hit rates for
the training set are somewhat comparable, the MW leads in the testing
performance by 5–8%. Therefore, the MW sensor seems to be the better
candidate than the LW, if we have to choose only one of them for our clutter
rejector. It should be noted that this conclusion may apply only to the
specific sensors used for this study. If we compare setup a with setup c,
we note significant improvement achieved by the stacked dual-band input
in both training and testing sets, which ranges from 5% to 8% again. In
other words, processing the MW and LW jointly is better than using either
one of them alone. The way we merge the two bands also affects the clutter
rejection performance. Although the performances of setups c and d are
similar, setup c is the clear winner when it comes to the peak performance
and in the cases where 20 or more MLP inputs were used. Therefore, com-
bining the dual band before the eigenspace transformation, rather than
after, is the better way to utilize the MW and LW jointly.

In order to examine the effect on the clutter rejector of accurate cen-
tering of the targets within the input chips, we repeated the above experi-
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Table 1 Performance on Detector-Centered Chips at 3% False-Alarm Rate

No. of
MLP
inputsa

Data
type

Average hit rates of five runs (%)

a b c d

PCA EST PCA EST PCA EST PCA EST

1/2 Train 21.08 46.31 26.31 43.96 25.41 48.83 25.55 50.05
Test 20.07 42.68 23.69 40.87 22.78 45.21 23.98 45.28

5/10 Train 78.02 79.10 72.93 78.02 82.84 85.05 87.14 85.48
Test 70.27 70.78 61.05 65.50 74.40 77.21 76.20 74.07

10/20 Train 79.93 81.69 76.40 79.86 88.25 90.59 88.22 90.20

Test 73.24 72.88 63.00 67.05 79.49 81.88 78.66 74.14

20/30 Train 83.35 85.01 79.06 85.30 89.69 89.04 85.66 87.57
Test 74.50 74.47 66.91 69.26 81.66 76.17 77.87 74.29

30/40 Train 79.17 80.29 78.81 76.72 91.78 85.55 80.94 88.32

Test 66.91 64.34 66.76 61.05 80.25 71.86 73.27 72.19
40/50 Train 68.18 57.48 70.09 62.25 88.50 82.63 74.67 76.14

Test 62.82 48.35 62.17 51.97 78.70 68.54 70.38 65.06

a First number is for setups a, b, and c. Second number is for setup d.
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ments with the second dataset. Once again, we tabulated the average hit
rates achieved by each setup in Table 2 and marked with bold numbers the
best performance of all setups. When we look at the best performance in
Table 2, the relationships among the four setups are similar to those exhib-
ited in Table 1. Due to the distinctly improved target chips in this case,
performance of all setups have dramatically improved. Emerging from
much lower hit rates on the first dataset, the single-band setups have
made a greater gain than the dual-band setups with the improved target
centering offered by the second dataset. As a result, the performance edge of
the dual-band clutter rejectors has shrunk to about 5%. In other words, the
usefulness of dual-band input would be reduced if the prior target detector
could detect the ground-truth target center more accurately.

Finally, we repeated the same set of experiments on the third dataset,
in which the target chips were centered and zoomed correctly using the
ground-truth information. We give the average hit rates of each setup in
Table 3. With a quick glance on the bold numbers in Table 3, one can see
that near-perfect hit rates were achieved by almost every setup for the
training set, even at a demanding 3% false-alarm rate. The performance
on the testing set are not far behind either, with those of the setup a tailing
at around 94%. In other words, accurate zooming of the target has helped
every setup, especially the weaker single-band clutter rejectors.
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Table 2 Performance on Ground-Truth-Centered Chips at 3% False-Alarm Rate

No. of

MLP
inputsa

Data
type

Average hit rates of five runs (%)

a b c d

PCA EST PCA EST PCA EST PCA EST

1/2 Train 26.50 45.16 35.24 48.64 31.01 50.72 34.14 56.63
Test 27.37 47.26 35.57 48.26 29.95 51.74 34.18 56.86

5/10 Train 89.92 89.93 87.44 85.41 92.31 94.34 94.00 95.38

Test 85.92 83.83 85.42 85.42 90.25 90.85 88.71 91.14

10/20 Train 92.11 93.40 91.02 88.88 94.84 96.58 97.87 93.60
Test 85.27 85.07 86.81 86.37 88.26 89.35 89.40 87.21

20/30 Train 90.47 88.69 83.47 80.00 97.47 97.37 95.43 95.39

Test 86.97 79.31 80.20 73.73 91.29 90.94 89.80 87.31
30/40 Train 71.96 67.10 77.02 66.70 97.96 92.11 87.84 89.83

Test 71.69 62.84 71.14 60.60 89.65 86.82 84.83 81.15

40/50 Train 77.92 70.67 79.30 69.53 82.08 84.96 87.59 73.10
Test 75.57 62.64 73.58 64.93 81.14 80.65 84.83 66.07

a First number is for setups a, b, and c. Second number is for setup d.
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In Table 4, we show the average value of the bold numbers in Tables
1–3 for the single-band (columns 3–6) and dual-band (columns 7–10) setups,
respectively. The benefit of dual-band data decreases gradually as more
ground-truth information is added to the process of chip extraction. It
should be noted that as the performance improves, the performance esti-
mates become relatively less accurate because of reduced number of sam-
ples.

The average recognition rates usually increase with the number of
eigenvectors used for feature extraction, but they approach saturation at
around 20 projection values. Theoretically, the more eigenvectors employed
in the transformation, the larger the amount of information that should be
preserved in the transformed data. However, using more transformed inputs
increases the complexity of the MLP, prolongs the training cycle, results in
an overfitted MLP with reduced generalization capability, and increases the
chance of getting stuck in a nonoptimal solution. In our experiments, many
clutter rejectors with a large number of projection values have shown a
steady decrease in their peak performance, mainly because of the weakening
in their generalization capability to recognize the targets in the testing set.
When fewer projection values are used, a higher performance is achieved by
the EST. This improvement can be attributed to the better compaction of
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Table 3 Performance on Ground-Truth-Centered-Zoomed Chips at 3% False-

Alarm Rate

No. of
MLP

inputsa
Data

type

Average hit rates of five runs (%)

a b c d

PCA EST PCA EST PCA EST PCA EST

1/2 Train 68.98 77.42 79.40 82.88 80.40 86.10 80.55 86.85

Test 70.15 78.86 75.87 82.09 78.11 83.33 78.76 83.83
5/10 Train 70.22 97.17 78.86 99.01 77.32 100.00 80.35 100.00

Test 71.49 95.62 80.55 96.51 79.15 98.46 82.59 97.11

10/20 Train 83.97 99.95 87.10 96.43 92.36 99.55 93.20 90.08

Test 88.65 94.73 90.55 94.48 95.82 96.92 96.32 89.16
20/30 Train 88.29 92.70 90.57 92.61 94.64 98.96 96.43 95.09

Test 91.99 85.97 93.63 87.56 96.12 92.78 97.51 89.55

30/40 Train 90.42 93.50 93.45 84.77 99.06 92.31 99.20 99.01
Test 92.19 82.04 95.52 86.47 95.07 89.50 96.37 89.55

40/50 Train 96.77 93.30 100.00 87.74 100.00 98.51 99.30 99.35

Test 94.58 83.93 96.47 85.82 98.36 89.50 97.66 89.60

a First number is for setups a, b, and c. Second number is for setup d.
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information associated with EST. However, the PCA performed as good or
even better when more projection values were used, which may indicate that
some minor information might have been lost in the EST method.
Nonetheless, the EST should be a better transformation when only a
small number of projection values can be processed, because of speed or
memory constraints.

We also investigated the effect on the performance of clutter rejectors
of jointly optimizing the transformation layer with the BMLP. Consider the
room for potential improvement at a 3% false-alarm rate; we chose the best
PCA setups with 5 (10 for setup d) MLP inputs that were trained with the
third dataset. First, we tried to minimize the overall output error of the
PCAMLP by modifying the PCA eigenvectors, based on the errors back-
propagated from the BMLP, using the supervised Qprop algorithm only.
The clutter rejection rates of these four PCAMLPs for the first 4000 epochs
of joint Qprop optimization are shown in Fig. 17. Due to the increased
discriminability at the PCA transformation layer, their hit rates were
improved by 15–25%. The improvements achieved by single-band setups
were especially significant and, therefore, further diminished the dwindling
advantage held by dual-band setups for this dataset. The best testing per-
formance of setups a–d were achieved at epoch 5862, 5037, 1888, and 5942
of training, with corresponding hit rates of 99.78%, 100.00%, 97.99%, and
100.00% for the training set and 98.22%, 98.66%, 96.44%, and 99.78% for
the testing set, respectively.

We also attempted to modify the PCA transformation layer with Eq.
(20), where the Qprop and GHA were applied simultaneously. The resulting
improvements of the same PCA setups are shown in Fig. 18. Comparing the
corresponding curves in Figs. 17 and 18, we found that the GHA appeared
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Table 4 Performance Improvement (%) by Dual-Band Data at 3% False-

Alarm Rate

Data type Single band Dual band Improvement

Detector centered
Train 83.43 90.20 6.77
Test 71.29 78.73 7.44

Ground-truth centered
Train 91.35 97.02 5.67
Test 85.88 90.69 4.81

Ground-truth-centered zoomed
Train 98.93 99.83 0.90
Test 95.57 97.90 2.33
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Figure 17 Clutter rejection performance of PCAMLP were enhanced by optimizing the PCA layer using the Qprop

algorithm only.
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Figure 18 Clutter rejection performance of PCAMLP were enhanced by optimizing the PCA layer using Qprop and
GHA algorithms simultaneously.
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to slow down the improvement during the early stage of training, but then
accelerated at the later stage to performance peaks that rival or beat those in
Fig. 17. In this case, their best testing performance were achieved at epoch
3293, 3413, 3952, and 4531 of training, with corresponding hit rates of
99.11%, 100.00%, 99.78%, and 99.78% for the training set, and 98.00%,
98.44%, 99.33%, and 98.44% for the testing set, respectively. The early
damping in learning curves indicates conflicting roles played by GHA and
Qprop. The GHA tried to preserve the compaction characteristics of the
transformation layer by maintaining the structures of those standard PCA
eigenvectors, whereas the Qprop attempted to modify them in order to
minimize the overall errors at the BMLP output node. The result of this
struggle is a transformation layer that maintained most of its structure while
emphasized some key areas, as exemplified by Fig. 12e.

Although the GHA did help the curves in Fig. 18 to reach their peaks
sooner or higher, these differences in performance are statistically question-
able because of the extremely small sample size. (The number of additional
targets that are rejected by a system with 98.44% performance, versus
98.66% performance, is 1.) A larger or more difficult dataset is required
to adequately measure the performance of this algorithm.

The added cost of computing the GHA is quite significant. Therefore,
the usefulness of Eq. (20) is not proven by these experiments, where the
transformation layer was initialized with standard PCA eigenvectors rather
than random weights. In situations where the PCAMLP setups were
equipped with the EST transformation layer, the effect of either joint opti-
mization above was insignificant. The main reasons are thought to be asso-
ciated with the integrated class separation formulation of the EST, as well as
their near-perfect performance with merely five projection values.

1.4.2 PCAMLP as a Target Detector

The PCAMLP structure can be used as a target detector instead of a clutter
rejector. As shown in Fig. 19, successive and overlapping chips can be
extracted from the input frames and fed to the PCAMLP. For single-
band detection, each chip is evaluated by the PCAMLP and the resulting
output value indicates the likelihood of having a target situated at the
location where the center of that chip is extracted. For setups c and d, a
pair of chips must be extracted from the corresponding locations on the two
bands for each evaluation. After the whole frame is evaluated, a number of
locations with high PCAMLP scores are selected as potential target areas.
High scores within a small neighborhood are combined and represented by
the highest-scoring pixel among them. Any detection that lies sufficiently
close to the ground-truth location is declared a hit, and if not, it is declared a
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false alarm. The numbers of hits and false alarms per frame could be chan-
ged by considering a different number of top detections from each frame.

We split the 461 pairs of LW–MW matching frames into two near-
equal sets, each containing 286 targets of interest. We used the half with 231
frames as a training set, from which we extracted the training chips that
were used in the previous clutter rejection experiments. In other words, the
trained PCAMLP clutter rejections had ‘‘seen’’ parts of these frames, the
parts where the NVDET detector declared as potential target areas. The
other 230 served as a testing set, from which we extracted the testing chips
for the clutter rejectors.

The same PCA setups chosen for the joint optimization experiments in
Sections 1.4.1 were used as target detectors on these frames. With the stan-
dard PCA eigenvectors as their transformation layer, the detection perfor-
mance of all four setups are presented as receiver operating characteristics
(ROC) curves. The ROC curves obtained from the training and testing
frames are shown at the upper and lower parts of Fig. 20 respectively.
For the purpose of comparison, the ROC curves of the NVDET detector
for MW and LW frames are also provided. Clearly, the single-band
PCAMLPs outperformed the NVDET in both MW and LW cases at
lower false-alarm rates, and the dual-band PCAMLPs excelled over the

30 Chan, Der, and Nasrabadi

Figure 19 PCAMLP as a target detector.
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Figure 20 Detection performance of PCAMLP and NVDET.
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single-band PCAMLPs. Reversing their order of achievement as clutter
rejectors, setup d performed slightly better than setup c as a target detector,
especially at low false-alarm rate operation. The MW detectors scored lower
than their LW counterparts, even though the MW clutter rejectors were
preferred in Tables 1 and 2.

We also applied the Qprop-optimized PCAMLPs, whose clutter rejec-
tion improvements were characterized in Fig. 17, as target detectors. Their
detection performance is shown by the ROC cures in Fig. 21. Compared to
Fig. 20, the performance of setup c was significantly improved at any false-
alarm rate on both the training and testing sets and reached the peaks much
sooner than other setups. Meanwhile, setup d showed solid gains and con-
tinued its leading edge at the regions of five false alarm per frame or lower,
but nearly unchanged at higher false-alarm rates. In contrast, setup b
showed substantial improvement in the testing performance at five false
alarms per frame or higher, but did not change a lot at lower false-alarm
rates. Finally, setup a performed significantly worse after this joint optimi-
zation on both training and testing sets at any false-alarm rates.

To examine the performance of GHA–Qprop-optimized PCAMLPs at
a target detection task, we used the PCAMLPs whose clutter rejection char-
acteristics were charted in Fig. 18. The detection performance of these
PCAMLPs for the training and testing sets are presented as ROC curves
shown in Fig. 22. Compared to Figs. 20 and 21, the ROC curves in Fig. 22
were changed significantly from those in Fig. 21. Only setup a appeared to
benefit from this GHA–Qprop-optimization, whereas all the other setups
suffered deteriorations in performance. For the first time, setup a outper-
formed other setups as a target detector, even though it was limited to low
false-alarm regions of the ROC curves.

1.5 CONCLUSIONS

Developing learning algorithms requires overcoming a number of common,
challenging design issues. The size of the training dataset requires that the
architecture of the learning algorithm does not use too many trainable
parameters. Dimensionality reduction on the raw data is a feasible way of
reducing the number of weights in a neural network. Dimensionality reduc-
tion must be done with an eye toward maintaining much of the information
that is useful for discrimination. This implies that the dimensionality reduc-
tion should be done with a specific discrimination task in mind.

Because of the limited number of training samples available, our
benchmark BMLP classifier consisted of only 5 projection inputs, 1 output,
and 111 adjustable weights. In order to represent an extracted area of 75�

32 Chan, Der, and Nasrabadi
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Figure 21 The detector performance of Qprop-optimized PCAMLPs.
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Figure 22 The detector performance of GHA–Qprop=optimized PCAMLPs.
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40 pixels with only 5 coefficients, we first shrank the input chips to 40� 20
pixels and then projected them to the first five eigenvectors of PCA and
EST, resulting in a dimensionality reduction ratio of 600. The feature extrac-
tion capability of the transformation layer was enhanced through a joint
optimization with the BMLP, so that the class membership and task-specific
information were fused into the feature extraction process.

Based on the experiments in which the PCAMLPs were used as clutter
rejectors, we conclude that the performance of clutter rejection can be
improved by using dual-band FLIR inputs, instead of MW or LW band
alone. However, the margin of improvement is inversely affected by the
consistency of the input chips. When the targets were not properly centered
and scaled within the chips, the dual-band clutter rejectors were able to
increase the testing performance by over 7%. This improvement shrank to
slightly over 2% when all the targets were properly centered and scaled
within the chips. In other words, finding the correct center and range of
the targets is a very crucial step in the boosting of clutter rejection perfor-
mance.

From the results of target detection experiments, we again conclude
that the dual-band inputs provide increased performance over the single-
band PCAMLP target detectors. Although the MW detectors alone per-
formed considerably worse than the LW detectors, critical information
from MW inputs still enabled the dual-band detectors to achieve hit rates
superior to those of LW detectors. Even though the PCAMLPs were trained
only for cluster rejection tasks, with limited training on the background,
constrained to those views that were prescreened by the NVDET detector,
they still performed well as target detectors. Jointly optimizing the transfor-
mation layer with the BMLP enabled the dual-band PCAMLP detectors to
reach the best possible results in these experiments. Given the opportunity
to further improve these PCAMLP detectors via direct and complete train-
ing on the input scenes, they should be able to perform even better.
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2
Passive Infrared Automatic Target
Discrimination

Firooz Sadjadi
Lockheed Martin, Saint Anthony, Minnesota

2.1 INTRODUCTION

Automatic target recognition (ATR) technology is entering a critical phase
of the technology cycle. ATR functions are now being incorporated as a
requirement in several defense systems like Joint Strike Fighter aircraft
(JSF) and the unmanned air vehicles (UAV). These systems will impose
increasingly demanding requirements on ATR performance.

During the course of ATR evolution, numerous algorithms have been
developed and tested. However, the algorithms are limited to a very small
scope of applications. Outside this limited scenario, many ATRs fail their
performance requirements. For future systems, the ATR algorithms should
be able to maintain optimal performance under a variety of applications,
such as scenarios, environments, countermeasures, clutter density, and
others.

Our technical approach addresses two technology areas:

. Target segmentation algorithm development

. Evaluation technology

In the algorithm development area, we present a target discrimination/seg-
mentation technique based on hypothesis testing of the statistical decision
theory. This approach relies on the assumption that the target segments in
infrared imagery have different conditional probability density functions
(PDFs) than those of the background. Based on this assumption, we present
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a technique for target segmentation by estimating the differences of these
PDFs, creating a new image based on their statistical differences and then
classifying this distance image into two distinct classes based on another
hypothesis testing approach.

In the second part of the approach, we present a methodology for the
scientific evaluation of the segmentation algorithm and use it for testing the
behavior of the algorithm on a large amount of target data from a number
of different databases.

This chapter is structured in the following way: In Section 2.2, a
description of the segmentation algorithm in the context of the statistical
decision theory is given. Section 2.3 provides the details of the experimental
design methodology used in this study for the evaluation of the performance
of the target segmentor as functions of the changes in the image content and
algorithms internal parameters. Section 2.4 documents the results of the
performance analysis on a number of real infrared (IR) imagery containing
thousands of tactical targets. Finally, in Section 2.5 we provide a summary
of the results of the study and its main conclusions.

2.2 TARGET SEGMENTATION

Image segmentation is one of the most error-prone steps in any autonomous
image exploitation system [1–5] and has been the subject of research and
development for the past decades [1–18]. These studies can be grouped into
several categories. Heuristic approaches [6] and the more recent statistical
techniques that make use of the Bayesian cost minimization and also tech-
niques based on Markov models [7–18] are the major trends in the field.

Our presented approach uses a heuristically defined distance metric
and multilevel Bayesian hypothesis testing techniques for separating IR
targets from their backgrounds.

Target segmentation is viewed in this study as the process of separat-
ing two statistically distributed population of pixels, each originating from
the targets and backgrounds.

In the sense of minimizing the total probability of error, the optimal
separation between these two populations can be achieved by the Bayes rule.
Each population can be described statistically by means of its conditional
PDFs, conditioned on the observations that are denoted by their corre-
sponding image pixel intensity values. Each PDF can itself be represented
in a one-to-one correspondence by the set of its statistical moments. In
general, an infinite number of moments are needed for this representation.
However, for some special distributions such as Gaussian, a few of the
lower-order moments can uniquely describe the PDF. The lower-order
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moments such as means and variance have been used in the definitions of a
number of bounds on the Bayesian total probability of errors. The Fisher
distance is an example of such a bound.

In the following, we describe a technique for first estimating the target
and background PDFs in terms of their first two moments. Then, a distance
metric [5,19,20] is defined that is a function of these moments for the target
and background conditional PDFs. This distance function is then used in
hypothesis testing to separate targets from backgrounds.

2.2.1 A Brief Description of the Segmentor

Define the conditional PDF for the target originated IR pixels as the PðI jTÞ
and the conditional PDF for the background originated IR pixels as PðI jBÞ.
The qth-order moment of PDF is defined as

mq ¼
ð
xqPðI j�Þ dx ð1Þ

It is well known in probability theory [21–25] that any PDF can be uniquely
represented by the set of all moments. For several cases of special interest,
this uniqueness moment representation can be achieved for low values of q
(e.g., for q ¼ 2 for the case of Gaussian PDF). In the target segmentation,
we limit ourselves to only finding the difference of the statistical PDF of the
target and background. This leads, in an alternate way, to the issue of
obtaining a measure of separability or distance in the moments of the two
populations.

In the literature, there exists a number of distance functions for mea-
suring the statistical dissimilarity of two populations. In our study, we used
a new distance function with a particular form that has been heuristically
motivated.

Consider d as a distance that is a function the first- and second-order
moments of the target and background originated PDFs:

d ¼ d mT ; �T ;mB; �Bð Þ ð2Þ
The particular form of dð�Þ will be discussed later in this section.

Using d, we consider two other functions: PðEjdÞ, the probability
density of the having a target boundary pixel conditioned on the observa-
tion of the distance pixel value d and the Pð �EEjdÞ as the probability density
function of having a nontarget boundary conditioned on the observation
pixel d. These two functions are obtained by the use of the Bayes theorem
from the PðdjEÞ and Pðdj �EEÞ, the probability densities for distance d condi-
tioned on being from target and nontarget boundaries, respectively. In this
context, the optimal decision about which pixels belong to the targets
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boundaries and which pixels belong to the background is reduced to a
hypothesis testing problem in the context of the statistical decision-making.
The solution is shown to reduce to a comparing of the ratio of the two
conditional PDFs with a threshold value p:

l ¼ PðEjdÞ
Pð �EEjdÞ

> p ) target boundary

� p ) background

�
ð3Þ

The Pð�jdÞ is related to the Pðdj�Þ through the Bayes theorem:

Pð�jdÞ ¼ Pðdj�ÞPð�ÞP2
i¼1 PðdjEiÞPðEiÞ

ð4Þ

where Ei for i ¼ 1 stands for E, and i ¼ 2, it stands for �EE � PðEÞ and Pð �EEÞ
and the a priori probabilities of E and �EE, respectively.

2.2.2 Estimating the d Function

For this study, we assume that the sample moments are equivalent to the
spatial moments (ergodicity assumption). The means and variances of the
target and background generated IR pixel PDEs are estimated on a n� n
moving window centered at any particular pixel in the IR image of the scene.
The values of n are determined empirically and are adjusted for changing
scene conditions. Thus, we associate a set of moments with each pixel in the
IR imagery. Using the estimated values for the moments, the d function is
estimated as the maximum of the local distance d values obtained on
another k� k moving window that is centered at any given pixel in the
IR image.

Defining dij as

dij ¼ mi �mj

� �2þ �i � �j
� �2n o1=2

ð5Þ

where i and j indices refer to two distinct pixels in the k� k region. Finally,
d is defined as

d ¼ max

i; j 2 fk� k regiong dij
� � ð6Þ

In this way, we associate a distance d with each pixel in the IR image. This d
value is then used to generate a two-dimensional array, referred to as the
distance image.

The final decision regarding the presence or lack of a target boundary
edge pixel is determined using this distance image. This task is achieved by
thresholding the distance image systematically by comparing its pixel values
with a threshold p, as was described in Eq. (2).

40 Sadjadi
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The final target segments are obtained from their corresponding target
boundaries through the applications of a connected component algorithm
that establishes the different target regions as distinct labeled domains and
the observation that pixels within a distinct labeled region have their x
values limited from below and above by their corresponding values on the
labeled region boundary pixel sets.

It is to be noted that there are mainly three critical internal parameters
ðn; k; pÞ for the operation of this algorithm.

2.3 EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN METHODOLOGY

To evaluate the performance of the target segmentor, we followed the rules
of the experimental design methodology. This procedure is generic and
applies to systems independent of the sensor types, the systems output,
the goals of the evaluation, and performance measures that are used. The
methodology of experimental design has been developing since 1920 and
has been successfully used in numerous real-world applications such as
industrial quality control. However, the use of the tools developed in
experimental design has not been seen until recently in the field of signal
and image processing [26–29].

2.3.1 Data Characterization

The concept of quantifying data to account for meaningful variations in
imagery forms the goals of the Image Metric Theory. Computation of
image metrics is akin to low-level image processing functions. It requires
both global and local measurements to be made. The most useful
metrics require some ‘‘ground-truth’’ information. In our study, ground
truthing was achieved by associating each IR frame of data with
another frame where at the locations of the targets, geometrical wire-
frame silhouettes of the targets are synthetically generated. These models
are then used in the computation of a set of image metrics. In these
models, no consideration is given to the thermal signature of the targets
[30–32].

The target metrics that we used were Target Interference Ratio
Squared (TIR2), Target Background Interference Ratio Squared (TBIR2),
Edge Strength Ratio (ESR), and Resolution Cells on Target (RNO). TIR2 is
defined as
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TIR2 ¼
1=N0

PN0

i¼1 x01 � 1=Nb

PN0

i¼1 xbi

	 
2
1=N0

PN0

i¼1 x
2
bi � 1=Nb

PN0

i¼1 xbi

	 
2 ¼ �xx0 � �xxbð Þ2
�2b

ð7Þ

where N0 is the number of pixels in the object, x0i is the intensity level of the
ith pixel in the object, Nb is the number of pixels in the background, xbi is
the intensity level of the ith pixel in the background, �xx0 is the mean target
intensity value, �xxb is the mean background intensity value, and �b is the
background standard deviation. The background used in this computation
is a local window around the minimum bounding rectangle of the target.

The TBIR2 is defined similarly:

TBIR2 ¼ �xx0 � �xxbð Þ2
�b�0

ð8Þ

where �0 is the standard deviation of the target.
The edge strength ratio is defined as the filtered, range-compensated

Sobel operator output divided by local background variance.

2.3.2 Data Bases

As part of our study, we had access to relatively large databases, each
exhibiting a wide spectrum of targets at various ranges, clutter condition,
and viewing angles. The databases that were used in our experiments were
the following:

1. 29-Palm Database. This database consisted of two different sets,
each containing 32 frames. There were about 184 targets in this
database.

2. Aberdeen Proving Ground (APG) database: This database con-
sisted of three different sets. Two of them contained 45 frames
and the remaining database contained 46 frames. There were a
total of 378 targets in this database.

Both of these databases have ground-truth data available, which consisted
of the wire-frame model of the targets at their appropriate locations on
separate frames for every frame.

3. Aberdeen Proving Ground Test database: This database con-
sisted of 197 frames of data; this set was used only to perform
detection and segmentation test experiment.

Figures 1–8 show selected frames from databases and some of the results of
the segmentation algorithm for these frames.
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2.3.3 Performance Measures

The relevant performance metrics for evaluating the target segmentation
algorithms were as follows:

Probability of detection (PD):

PD ¼ Number of ground-truth targets detected

Number of ground truth targets
ð9Þ

False-alarm rate (FAR) per frame performance:

FAR ¼ Total number of clutter regions declared target

Total number of frames
ð10Þ

Segmentation accuracy (SA):

SA ¼ Number of pixels of (segmented region) \ (Ground-truth region)

Number of pixels of ground truth [ (segmented region)

ð11Þ

2.3.4 Internal Algorithms Parameters

It is always the case that a particular algorithm depends on a set of para-
meters for its execution. In general, each performance measure (PM)
depends on a set of metrics (M) and a set of algorithms parameters (P):
PM ¼ PMðP;MÞ. Our particular target segmentation algorithm, as was
discussed earlier, had three major internal parameters: n, k, and p.
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Figure 1 A sample of IR imagery.
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2.4 THE SEGMENTOR PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
EXPERIMENTS

The objective of this experiment was to investigate the variations of the
segmentation accuracy as the three parameters were varied. The outcome
of this investigation that provided insight into the sensitivities of the seg-
mentation accuracy with respect to the ðn; k; pÞ set was used for the appro-
priate selection of the parameters for a particular database.

In our first experiment, we used the 29-Palm database. The first 28
images in this database were divided into two major groups based on the
similarities of the member of each group. From each group, a single typical
image was selected.

44 Sadjadi

Figure 2 Another sample of IR data showing several targets at close range.

Figure 3 IR image of a scene showing a number of armored personnel carriers.
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The parameters n and k were varied by three different values. The
parameter p varied by four different values because past experience had
suggested that it was the most sensitive of the three parameters. Thus, a
3� 3� 4 factorial design was performed and a total of 36 runs on each
frame were made. Figure 9 shows the variations of mean segmentation
accuracy versus the percent parameter, p, for three different values of n
and k for the two frames. As can be seen in this figure, for the first frame,
SA achieved a maximum at p ¼ 0:25 for n ¼ 4 and k ¼ 6. As we increased
the value of n from 4 to 5, the maximum SA reached its peak at n ¼ 5, k ¼ 7,
and p ¼ 0:35. Moreover, the value of maximum increased also from about
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Figure 4 A sample of IR imagery showing two tanks.

Figure 5 The result of applying the segmentation algorithm on Fig. 1.
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0.31 to about 0.36. Figure 9 also shows the effect of increasing n to 6. In this
case, SA achieved its highest value of 0.41 at n ¼ 6, k ¼ 6, and p ¼ 0:35.
Consequently, the best result was achieved at n ¼ 6, k ¼ 6, and p ¼ 0:35.
Figure 9 also shows the variations of the SA for the second frame as func-
tions of n, k, and p. SA achieved its highest value of 0.48 at n ¼ 6, k ¼ 7 or 8,
and p ¼ 0:15 as seen in this figure.

Based on the results of this experiment, an average appropriate
parameter set was derived. This set was then used for the 28 frames form
the 29-Palm database.
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Figure 6 The result of applying the segmentation algorithm on Fig. 2.

Figure 7 The result of applying the segmentation algorithm on Fig. 3.
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2.4.1 Performance on the 29-Palm Database

Twenty-eight frames from the 29-Palm database were segmented by the
target segmentor and the segmentation accuracy performance measures
were derived.

Tables 1–3 show the variations of the SA values versus TIR2, TBIR2,
and ESR metrics for the 29-palm dataset.

SA Versus TIR2

As can be seen from Figs. 4–10, for the TIR2 values in the first bin
(0:00185 < TIR2 < 8:70Þ, the SA has a mean value of 0.30. In the second
bin (8:7 < TIR2 < 7:4), the SA average was 0.43. In the third bin
(17:4 < TIR2 < 26:1), the SA average was 0.49. Finally, in the fourth bin
(26:1 < TIR2 < 34:0Þ, the SA average was 0.01, due to only one sample that
produced this SA value.

SA Versus TBIR2

Table 2 shows the variations of SA versus TBIR2 metric. In the first bin
ð0:00141 < TBIR2 < 1:58), the SA average was 0.29. In the second bin
(1:58 < TBIR2 < 3:15), the SA average was 0.37. In the third bin
(3:15 < TBIR2 < 4:73Þ, the SA average was at 0.63. Finally, in the fourth
bin (4:73 < TBIR2 < 6:3Þ, the SA average was 0.31.

SA Versus ESR

Table 3 shows the variations of the SA versus ESR metric. In the first bin
(0:944 < ESR < 103), the SA average was 0.30. In the second bin
(103 < ESR < 205), the SA average was 0.41. In the third bin
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Figure 8 The result of applying the segmentation algorithm on Fig. 4.
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(205 < ESR < 307), the SA average was 0.30. Finally, in the fourth bin
(307 < ESR < 409), there was only one sample due to one target that was
not detected.

In the above analysis we have excluded the samples that produced SA
values of zero in the computation of average SA values.

2.4.2 Aberdeen Proving Ground Database Results

In this experiment, a total of 136 frames containing 372 targets were used.
There were three different sets of data in the this database that we refer to as
T3002 and T3004. In the following, the results for each set is reported
separately.
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Figure 9 Variation of SA as a function of range.
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Table 1 Variation of SA as a Function of TIR2

Database Bin

Bin range
SA

average CommentsMin. Max.

29-Palms 1 0 8.7 0.30

2 8.71 17.4 0.43
3 17.41 26.1 0.49
4 26.11 34.8 0.01 Only one sample

T3002 1 0 37.5 0.33

(expanding 2 37.51 75.0 0.47
the first bin) 3 75.10 113.0 0.49

4 0 One undetected

target
T3003 1 0 32.5 0.36
(expanding 2 32.51 65.0 0.43

the first bin) 3 65.01 97.5 0.36
4 97.51 130.0 0.60

T3004 1 0 76.5 0.38

2 76.51 153.0 0.18
3 153.01 230.0 0.39 Only one sample
4 230.01 306.0 Only one sample

T3004 1 0 37.5 0.33

(expanding first 2 37.51 75.0 0.55
two bins) 3 75.00 113.0 0.33

4 113.01 150 0.03

Combined 1 0 139 0.35 0.20 SDa

databases 2 139.01 277 0.35 0.18 SD
3 277.01 416 0.40 0.09 SD

4 416.01 554 0.60 0 SD (only one
sample)

Combined 1 0 37.5 0.31 0.24 SD
databases (for 2 37.51 75.0 0.49 0.25 SD

0–150 only) 3 75.01 113.0 0.44 0.21 SD
4 113.01 150.0 0.03 0.02 SD (two

undetected

targets)

aStandard deviation
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Table 2 Variation of SA as a Function of TBIR2

Database Bin

Bin range
SA

average CommentsMin. Max.

29-Palms 1 0 1.58 0.29

2 1.59 3.15 0.37
3 3.16 4.73 0.63
4 4.74 6.30 0.31

T3002 1 0 7.17 0.33

2 7.18 14.30 0.29
3 14.31 21.50 0.69
4 21.51 28.70 0.36

T3003 1 0 25.50 0.36
2 25.51 51.10 0.60
3 51.11 Only one sample

4 100.00 (target not
detected)

T3004 1 0 8.50 0.34

2 8.51 17.00 0.42
3 17.01 25.50 0.57
4 25.51 34.00 Only one sample

(target not

detected)
Combined 1 0 25.50 0.35 0.24 SDa

databases 2 25.51 51.10 0.60 0 SD

3 51.11 76.60 No sample
available

4 76.61 102.00 One target not

detected
Combined 1 0 6.25 0.32 0.22 SD
(expanding 2 6.26 12.50 0.38 0.28 SD
TBIR2 3 12.51 18.80 0.48 0.28 SD

range to 4 18.81 25.00 0.45 0.08 SD
between 0
and 25)

aStandard deviation
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Table 3 Variation of SA as a Function of ESR

Database Bin

Bin range
SA

average CommentsMin. Max.

29-Palms 1 0 103 0.30 Excludes samples

2 104 205 0.41 that produced
3 206 307 0.30 SA values of 0
4 308 409 Only one sample

(target not

detected)
T3002 1 0 750 0.33
(expanding 2 751 1500 0.61

the first bin) 3 1501 2250 0.49 Only one sample
4 2251 3000 0 One sample not

detected

T3003 1 4 1770 0.36
2 1771 3530 0.33
3 3531 5290 0.28 One sample

4 5291 7060 0.52
T3003 1 0 475 0.32
(expanding 2 476 950 0.45
the first bin) 3 951 1430 0.56

4 1431 1900 0.43
T3004 1 3 436 0.34

2 437 868 0.43

3 869 1300 0.01 Mainly due to
4 1301 1730 one target

Combined 1 1 1810 0.35 0.24 SDa

databases 2 1811 3620 0.33 0 SD (only one
sample)

3 3621 5420 0.39 0.11 SD
4 5421 7230 0.52 0.08 SD

Combined 1 0 375 0.32 0.23 SD
(expanding 2 376 750 0.40 0.28 SD
range to 3 751 1130 0.52 0.20 SD

between 0 4 1131 1500 0.56 0.19 SD
and 1500)

aStandard deviation

}
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T3002 Set Results

Table 1 shows the variations of SA as function of TIR2. In the first bin
(0 < TIR2 < 37:5), the average segmentation accuracy was 0.33. In the sec-
ond bin (37:5 < TIR2 < 75), the average SA was 0.47. In the third bin
(75 < TIR2 < 113), the average value of SA was 0.49. Finally, in the fourth
bin, the average SA value was zero due to the one target that was not
detected.

Variation of SA Versus TBIR2

Table 2 shows the variations as a function of TBIR2. In the first bin
(1:43� 10�3 < TBIR2 < 7:17), the average SA value was 0.33. In the second
bin (7:17 < TBIR2 < 14:3Þ, the average SA value was 0.29. In the third bin
(14:3 < TBIR2 < 21:5), the average SA was 0.69. Finally, in the fourth
bin (21:5 < TBIR2 < 28:7Þ, the average SA was down to 0.36.

Variation of SA Versus ESR
Table 3 shows the variations of SA as a function of ESR. In the first

bin (0 < ESR < 750Þ, the average SA was 0.33. In the second bin
(750 < ESR < 1500), the average SA was 0.61. In the third
bin (1500 < ESR < 2250), the average SA was 0.49 due to only one sample.
Finally, in the fourth bin (2250 < ESR < 3000), the average value of SA was
zero due to one sample that was not detected.

T3003 Set Results

Variation of SA Versus TIR2

Table 1 shows the variations of the SA as a function of TIR2. In the
first bin (0 < TIR2 < 32:5), the average SA value was 0.36. In the second
bin (32:5 < TIR2 < 65), the average SA value was 0.43. In the third bin
(65 < TIR2 < 97:5), the average value of SA was 0.36. In the fourth
bin (97:5 < TIR2 < 130), the average SA value was 0.6.

Variation of SA Versus TBIR2

Table 2 shows the variations of SA as a function of TBIR2. In the first
bin (3� 19�6 < TBIR2 < 25:5Þ, the average SA value was 0.36. In the sec-
ond bin (25:5 < TBIR2 < 51:1Þ, the average SA value was 0.60. In the third
and fourth bins (51:1 < TBIR2 < 100Þ, there was only one sample due to a
target that was not detected.

Variations of SA Versus ESR
Table 3 shows the variation of SA as a function of ESR. In the first bin

(4:06 < ESR < 1770Þ, the average SA value was 0.36. In the second
bin (1770 < ESR < 3520Þ, the average SA value was 0.33. In the third bin
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(3520 < ESR < 5250Þ, the average SA was 0.28 due to one sample. Finally,
for ð5250 < ESR < 7000Þ, the average SA value was 0.52.

Further expanding the first bin into four subbins, one obtains the
following results: In the first subbin (0 < ESR < 475), the average SA
value was 0.32. In the second subbin (47 < ESR < 950), the average
SA value was 0.45. In the third subbin (960 < ESR < 1430Þ, the average
SA value was 0.56. Finally, in the fourth bin (1430 < ESR < 1900Þ, the
average SA value was 0.43.

T3004 Dataset

Variation of SA Versus TIR2

Table 1 shows the variation of SA as a function of TIR2. In the first
bin (3:74� 10�3 < TIR2 < 76:5Þ, the average SA value was 0.38. In the
second bin (76:5 < TIR2 < 153Þ, the average SA value was 0.18. In the
third bin (153 < TIR2 < 230Þ, the average SA value was 0.39 due to only
one sample. In the fourth bin (230 < TIR2 < 306Þ, only one sample was
located, which was due to one target that was not detected. Further expand-
ing the first two bins into four equal-sized bins, one obtains the following
results. In the first subbin (0 < TIR2 < 37:5Þ, the average SA was 0.33. In
the second subbin (37:5 < TIR2 < 75:0Þ, the average SA was 0.55. In the
third subbin (75:0 < TIR2 < 113Þ, the average value of SA was 0.33, and,
finally, in the fourth subbin (113 < TIR2 < 150), the average SA value was
0.03.

Variation of SA Versus TBIR2

Table 2 shows the variations of the segmentation accuracy as a func-
tion of TBIR2. In the first bin (4:10� 10�3 < TBIR2 < 8:50), the average
SA value was 0.34. In the second bin ð8:50 < TBIR2 < 17:0Þ, the average SA
value was 0.42. In the third bin (17:0 < TBIR2 < 25:5Þ, the average
SA value was 0.57. In the fourth bin (25:5 < TBIR2 < 34:0Þ, there was
only one sample due to one target that was not detected.

Variation of SA Versus ESR
Table 3 shows the variation of SA as a function of ESR. In the first bin

(3:03 < ESR < 436Þ, the average SA was 0.34. In the second bin
(436 < ESR < 860Þ, the average SA value was 0.43. In the third
bin (860 < ESR < 1300Þ, the average value of SA was 0.01, mainly due to
one target.

Variation of SA Versus Range for the APG and 29-Palm Databases
Figure 10a shows the variation of SA versus range for the first 28

frames from the 29-Palms database. There are three distinct ranges: 800,
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Figure 10 Variation of SA as a function of range. (a) 29-Palms database; (b) T3002 database; (c) T3003 database; (d) T3004
database; and (e) combined databases.
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1210, and 1770. In the highest, SA occurs at 1770. At this range, the highest
SA attains a value of 0.672.

Figure 10b shows the variation of SA as a function of range for the
T3002 dataset. As can be seen, SA attains its highest values at ranges
between 3000 and 5470 and then decreases. The highest SA is 0.897.

Figure 10c shows the variation of SA versus range for the T3003
dataset. In this dataset, SA attains its highest values at ranges between
3010 and 5350 and then decreases. The highest value of SA is 0.781.

Figure 10d shows the variation of SA versus range for the T3004
dataset. The highest SA value decreases at 0.6 at 3230. The highest SA
value decreases to 0.6 at 5510 and then increases again to 0.72 at around
7000.

2.4.3 Performance of Target Segmentation Algorithm on
the Combined Databases of Aberdeen Proving
Ground and 29-Palms

SA Versus TIR2

Table 1 shows the variation of SA as a function of TIR2. In the first bin
(4:0� 10�6 < TIR2 < 139), the SA has an average value of 0.35 and a stan-
dard deviation of 0.25. In the second bin (139 < TIR2 < 277), the SA has an
average value of 0.35 and a standard deviation of 0.18. In the third bin
(277 < TIR2 < 416Þ, the SA has an average value of 0.40 and a standard
deviation of 0.09. In the fourth bin (416 < TIR2 < 554), the SA has an
average value of 0.60 and a standard deviation of zero due to the only
sample detected in this bin.

Table 1 shows the variation of SA versus TIR2 for (0 < TIR2 < 150)
only. Dividing this metric space into four equal and consecutive bins, one
obtains the following results. In the first subbin (0 < TIR2 < 37:5Þ, the SA
has an average value of 0.31 and a standard deviation of 0.24. In the second
subbin (37:5 < TIR2 < 75), the SA has an average of 0.49 and a standard
deviation of 0.25. In the third subbin (75 < TIR2 < 113Þ, the SA has an
average value of 0.44 and a standard deviation of 0.21. In the fourth bin
(113 < TIR2 < 150), the SA has an average of 0.03 and a standard deviation
of 0.02 due to two detected targets.

SA Versus TBIR2

Table 2 shows the variation of SA as a function of TBIR2. In the first bin
ð3� 10�6 < TBIR2 < 25:5Þ, the SA has an average value of 0.35, and a
standard deviation of 0.24. In the second bin (25:5 < TBIR2 < 51:5), the
SA has an average value of 0.60 and a standard deviation of zero due to
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the presence of only one sample in this bin. In the third bin
(51:1 < TBIR2 < 76:7Þ, no sample was available. In the fourth bin
(76:6 < TBIR2 < 102), there was one target that was not detected.
Expanding the values of TBIR2 between 0 and 25 further as shown in
Fig. 10, the following results are obtained. In the first subbin
(0 < TBIR2 < 6:25Þ, the SA has an average value of 0.32 and a standard
deviation of 0.22. In the second subbin (6:25 < TBIR2 < 12:5Þ, the SA has
an average value of 0.38 and a standard deviation of 0.28. In the third
subbin (6:25 < TBIR2 < 18:8Þ, the SA has an average value of 0.46 and a
standard deviation of 0.28. In the fourth bin (18:8 < TBIR2 < 25), the SA
attains an average value of 0.45 and a standard deviation of 0.08.

SA Versus ESR

Table 3 shows the variation of SA as a function of ESR. In the first bin
(0:944 < ESR < 1810), the SA has an average value of 0.35 and a stan-
dard deviation of 0.24. In the second bin (1810 < ESR < 3620), the SA
has an average of 0.33 and a standard deviation of zero due to the
presence of a single sample. In the third bin (3620 < ESR < 5420), the
SA has an average value of 0.39 and a standard deviation of 0.11. In
the fourth bin (5420 < ESR < 7230), the SA attains an average value of
0.52 and a standard deviation of 0.08. Expanding the ESR range
between 0 and 1500 further, as seen in Fig. 10, one obtains the follow-
ing. In the first subbin (0 < ESR < 375), the SA has an average value of
0.32 and a standard deviation of 0.23. In the second subbin
(375 < ESR < 750), the SA has an average of 0.40 and a standard
deviation of 0.28. In the third subbin (750 < ESR < 1130), the SA
attains an average value of 0.52 and a standard deviation of 0.20.
Finally, in the fourth bin (1130 < ESR < 1500), the SA has an average
range of 0.56 and a standard deviation of 0.19.

SA Versus Range

Figure 10e shows the variation of SA as a function of range. SA attains its
highest value of 0.897 at 5370 and then falls to around 0.7 at around 7000.

Target Segmentor Probability of Detection Versus Metrics on
the Combined APG and 29-Palm Databases

PD Versus TIR2

Figure 11a shows the variation of PD as a function of TIR2. As TIR2

increases, PD tends to increase and attain the value of 1 for most TIR2

values higher than 350.
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Figure 11 Variation of PD for the combined databases: (a) as a function of TIR2; (b) as a function of TBIR2; (c) as a
function of ESR; (d) as a function of range; and (e) as a function of FAR per frame.
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PD Versus TBIR2

Figure 11b shows the variations of PD as a function of TBIR2. As
TBIR2 increases, PD tends to increase. In the range 0 < TBIR2 < 10, the
PD average is 0.70 with a standard deviation of 0.21. For 10 < TBIR2 < 20
PD has an average value of 0.56 and a standard deviation of 0.35. For
20 < TBIR2 < 30, the PD has an average value of 0.53 and a standard
deviation of 0.50, for 30 < TBIR2 < 110, the PD has an average value of
0.5 and a standard deviation of 0.577.

PD Versus ESR
Figure 11c shows the variation of PD as a function of ESR. For values

of 0 < ESR < 50, the average value of PD was 0.61 and standard deviation
of 0.32. For values of 50 < ESR < 100, the average value of PD was 0.91
and a standard deviation was 0.12. For 100 < ESR < 1500, the average
value of PD was 0.7 with a standard deviation of 0.4. For values of
500 < ESR < 7200, the average PD was 0.6 and the standard deviation
was 0.459.

PD Versus Range
Figure 11d shows the variations of PD as a function of range. The

worst PDs occur at the 9800 range value. The PD has maximum value of
0.53 at ranges between 1400 and 2100 and the PD has a maximum of 1 and a
minimum of around 0.66.

PD Versus False-Alarm Range
Figure 11e shows the variation of PD as a function of false-alarm rate

(FAR) performance. The numbers inside the parentheses show the number
of samples having the same position on the graph. As can be seen there is a
large number of samples; 53 have their PD equal to 1. Fifty-four samples
have a PD value of around 0.67. The rest of the 55 samples have PD values
of 0.5 or smaller.

2.5 CONCLUSION AND SUMMARY OF THE RESULTS

In this study, we presented a statistical technique for the segmentation of
targets in infrared imagery. We then used elements of experimental design
methodology to systematically evaluate the performance of the algorithm on
large and varied numbers of IR targets under a variety of backgrounds and
scene conditions. The measures of performance that we used were probabil-
ity of detection, false-alarm rate, and segmentation accuracy. The imagery
that were used were characterized in terms of a set of image metrics, among
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them were TIR2, TBIR2, ESR, and range. All of the performance measures
were tabulated in terms of the image metrics for a total of 163 frames and
448 targets for the single-frame evaluations.

The study showed that generally as TIR2, TBIR2, and ESR increase,
at least in the lower domains of metric space, performance measures
increase. However, for higher domains of metric space, the behavior of
algorithms were different. This is partly due to the lack of sufficient data
in this domain and, consequently, relating to very few samples.

As part of this study, we gained significant insight into the algorithm
parameter selection. The study showed that the algorithm performance
metrics were very sensitive to the setting of the parameters. Moreover, the
study showed that there existed optimum sets of parameters for the algo-
rithm as functions of the image metrics. Thus, one can embark on an adap-
tive parameter selection based on the image metrics and, consequently,
based on scene parameters.
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3
Recognizing Objects in SAR
Images

Bir Bhanu and Grinnell Jones III
Center for Research in Intelligent Systems, University of California,
Riverside, California

3.1 INTRODUCTION

3.1.1 Problem Definition and Scope

Automated object recognition in synthetic aperture radar (SAR) imagery is
a significant problem because recent developments in image collection plat-
forms will soon produce far more imagery (terabytes per day per aircraft)
than the declining ranks of image analysts are capable of handling. In this
chapter, the problem scope is the recognition subsystem itself, starting with
chips of military target vehicles from real SAR images at 1-ft resolution and
ending with vehicle identification. The specific challenges for the recognition
system are the need for automated recognition of vehicles with articulated
parts (like the turret of a tank), or that have significant external configura-
tion variants (like fuel barrels, searchlights, etc.), or that can be partially
hidden. Previous recognition methods involving detection theory [1,2], pat-
tern recognition [3–5], and neural networks [6,7] are not useful in these cases
because articulation or occlusion changes global features like the object
outline and major axis [8]. In order to characterize the performance of the
recognition subsystem, we approach the problem scientifically from funda-
mentals. We characterize SAR azimuth variance to determine the number of
models required, we utilize the invariance of the targets, and based on these
invariants, we develop a SAR-specific recognition system. We characterize
the performance of this system in terms of invariance of features, number of
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features, and amount of occlusion for recognition of articulated objects,
occluded objects, and configuration-variant objects. All of the experimental
data are based on 1-ft resolution real SAR images of actual vehicles from
the MSTAR (Public) targets dataset [9].

3.1.2 Overview of Approach for Object Identification

Our approach to object identification is specifically designed for SAR. The
peaks (local maxima) in radar return are related to the physical geometry of
the object. The relative locations of these scattering centers are independent
of translation and serve as distinguishing features. The specular radar return
varies greatly with the uncontrolled target orientation (azimuth) and this is
captured by using models of the objects at 1� azimuth increments. The radar
depression angle to the target is controllable, or known, and it is fixed at 15�

for this research (unless otherwise noted).
We demonstrate that quasi-invariant scattering center locations exist

and that their magnitudes are also quasi-invariant for articulation and con-
figuration variants. These invariants permit building standard nonarticu-
lated recognition models and using them to successfully recognize
nonstandard and articulated targets. This avoids the combinatorial problem
of modeling 360 turret angles times 360 aspect views as well as numerous
configuration differences. The SAR recognition system has an off-line model
construction phase and an on-line recognition process. The recognition
model is a look-up table that basically relates the relative distances (in the
radar range and cross-range directions) among the scattering centers to
object type and azimuth (as well as recording scatterer magnitudes). The
recognition process is an efficient search for positive evidence, using relative
locations of test scattering centers to access the look-up table and (if the
model and test scatterer magnitudes are similar, within limits) to generate
votes for the appropriate object (and azimuth).

3.1.3 Key Contributions

The major contributions of this chapter are as follows:

1. Quantifies the azimuthal variance of scattering center locations in
real SAR data

2. Demonstrates that quasi-invariant scattering center locations
exist and that their magnitudes are also quasi-invariant for (a)
articulation and (b) configuration variants for actual vehicles in
real SAR data
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3. Develops a new recognition system based on scattering center
location, and magnitude that achieves significant vehicle recogni-
tion performance for articulation, configuration variants, and
large amounts of occlusion with real SAR data.

3.2 BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK

3.2.1 Background

Automatic target recognition (ATR) is the use of computer processing to
detect and recognize object (target) signatures in sensor data. General
reviews of ATR concepts and technologies can be found in Refs. 10–13.
ATR systems generally have separate detection and recognition stages. The
goal of the detection stage is to eliminate most of the sensor data from
further consideration and find small regions potentially containing the tar-
gets of interest. The goal of the recognition stage is to classify or identify the
targets. The term classification is generally used for a coarse categorization
(e.g., the target is a tank, not a truck) and identification is used for a fine
categorization (e.g., a specific type of tank). Detecting targets in SAR ima-
gery typically involves a prescreen stage {e.g., a constant false alarm rate
(CFAR) thresholding technique [14]} and a discriminator stage to separate
the targets from the background clutter (a detailed description of features
used for this segmentation can be found in Ref. 15). Other methods for
target detection include filters [16], using the variations in return from
man-made objects and natural clutter with changes in image resolution
[17], likelihood images with image relational graphs [18], and neural net-
works [7]. There are several different categories of algorithms used for
recognition in ATR systems: detection theory, pattern recognition, artificial
neural networks, and model-based recognition [13]. Several of these can be
used for detection as well as recognition and several ATR systems use
combinations of approaches.

Detection Theory

The detection theory approach uses filters to separate the distributions of
target and clutter signatures so they can be distinguished by a simple sta-
tistical test. This approach has been applied to classification of different
objects in SAR images using Minimum Noise and Correlation Energy
(MINACE) filters [2,16] and Optimal Trade-off Distance Classifier
Correlation Filters (OTDCCFs) [1] (which use a distance measure for clas-
sification instead of just the output correlation peak). Because of the azi-
muth variation of SAR signatures, multiple filters are used for each object,
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each covering a range of target azimuth angles. Limited tests showed that
the correlation peak drops proportionally to the percent occlusion and the
MINACE filters performed well at up to 20% occlusion [2].

Pattern Recognition

The pattern recognition approach uses SAR image templates [5] or feature
vectors {such as Topographical Primal Sketch (TPS) categories, based on
zero crossings of directional derivatives [3]} and determines the best match
between the target image and an exemplar database. In contrast to detec-
tion theory algorithms that are derived by using statistical models of raw
data, pattern recognition uses more ad hoc approaches to the definition
and extraction of the features used to characterize targets. In contrast to
the later model-based approach, the pattern recognition approaches
usually use global measures to represent the target. These global features
are very susceptible to occlusion and articulation effects. Many of the
pattern recognition approaches suffer from an exhaustive search of a
database of exemplars, although a hierarchical index of distance trans-
forms with composite models had been used [4] to convert the problem
to a tree search.

Neural Networks

The neural network approach uses learning by example to discover and use
signature differences that distinguish different types of targets. Adaptive
Resonance Theory networks [7] have been used to categorize SAR target
aspects and learn SAR target templates. Feature Space Trajectory neural
networks have been used for SAR detection and classification [6]. One
problem for neural network approaches is to achieve good performance
with a range of target signatures (with occlusion, articulation, and nonstan-
dard configurations) and varying background clutter, given limited amounts
of training data.

Model-Based Recognition

The model-based recognition approach typically uses multiple local features
(involving object parts and the relationships between the parts) and match-
ing of sensor data to predictions based on hypotheses about the target type
and pose. A current state-of-the-art example is the Moving and Stationary
Target Acquisition and Recognition (MSTAR) program that uses a search
module for hypothesis generation and refinement [19], a feature prediction
module that captures the target signature phenomenology [20] and a match-
ing module [21]. Most model-based systems are optimized for unobscured
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targets and, therefore, degrade rapidly for increasing occlusion. One model-
based approach, Partial Evidence Reconstruction from Object Restricted
Measures (PERFORM) [22] uses a linear signal decomposition, direction
of arrival pose estimation technique, and attempts to overcome the difficul-
ties of recognizing an obscured target by breaking the problem into smaller
parts (e.g., separately recognize the front, center, and rear regions of the
vehicle and fuse the results). Test results with the PERFORM system show
significant reductions in performance with 5–25% occlusion.

3.2.2 Related Work

The detection theory, pattern recognition, and neural network approaches
to SAR recognition, as discussed in the previous subsection, all tend to use
global features that are optimized for standard, nonarticulated, non-
occluded configurations. Approaches that rely on global features are not
appropriate for recognizing articulated or occluded objects because these
conditions change global features like the object outline and major axis [8].
Template matching (whether the templates are built by hand, as in Ref. 5,
or developed by neural networks, as in Ref. 7) has been successfully used
for object recognition with SAR images, but this approach is not suitable
for recognizing articulated objects because there will be a combinatorial
explosion of the number of templates with varying articulations. Some of
the SAR recognition techniques (e.g., MINACE filters [2], PERFORM
[22], mean squared error template matching [23], stochastic models [47],
and invariant histograms [24]) have reported limited test results for small
amounts of occlusion, typically 25% or less, which would also indicate
some potential for articulated object recognition. In addition, the devel-
opers of the MSTAR search engine reported [25] using a shadow inferen-
cing technique to hypothesize targets with up to 30% occlusion in the
cross-range direction. The standard approaches used for articulated object
recognition in optical images (such as recognition by components [26],
constrained models of parts [27], and joint articulation [28] are not appro-
priate for the relatively low-resolution, nonliteral nature, and complex part
interactions of SAR images.

Table 1 compares the recognition results based on different
approaches, all using real SAR images from the MSTAR public data
[9]. This is an active area of current research; new approaches are evolving
and this comparison should be viewed as a snapshot in time. The results
are presented in terms of probability of correct identification (PCI) for
cases with target articulation, depression angle change, and target con-
figuration variants. Many of the results are for forced recognition, where
the ATR system is forced to make a target decision (i.e., there is no
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‘‘unknown’’ class). Other results with an ‘‘unknown’’ or ‘‘reject’’ class are
presented at a given probability of false alarm (Pfa) or probability of miss
(Pmiss). The MSTAR predict approach [29] uses CAD object models as
the basis for generating synthetic SAR signature model predictions that
are matched to the real SAR data; all of the other approaches build
models from real SAR images. The template-matching approaches
[9,23,30,31) use (scaled) intensity values of the target chip as features,
but they require either an accurate estimate of the target pose or an
exhaustive search of a large database of model templates. Others [32,33]
use the Radon transform as a way to reduce the number of models
required to handle the SAR signature variations with target azimuth rota-
tion. None of these approaches is specifically designed to accommodate
articulated objects and the one attempt to recognize articulated objects [23]
confirms that the template-matching approach is not well suited for articu-
lated objects. In contrast, this chapter presents an approach to SAR target
recognition, specifically designed to accommodate articulated and occluded
targets, that achieves excellent recognition results for articulated objects
and for highly occluded data with over 50% target occlusion.
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Table 1 Related Work Comparison for Target Recognition Using Real MSTAR

SAR Data

Approach Ref

Probability of

correct identification

RemarksArt. Depr. Config

MSTAR predict models, 29 — — 0.74–0.78a Forced average of
mean square error 11 T72s
matching

Template matching, 30 — 0.99 0.93b Forced recognition
correlation/mean sq. 31 — — 0.40–0.75 11 T72s at 0.10 Pfa
error 23 0.35 0.93 0.73 Forced recognition

9 — — 0.79 0.10 Pmiss
Radon transform, neural 32 — 0.93 — Forced recognition
net

Radon transform, 33 — 0.94 — Forced recognition
hidden Markov models

This chapter 1.00 0.99 0.95 Forced recognition

0.97 0.82 0.55–0.95 at 0.10 Pfa

aEstimates.
bConfiguration and depression.
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3.3 SAR TARGET CHARACTERISTICS

The typical detailed edge and straight-line features of man-made objects in
the visual world do not have good counterparts in SAR images for sub-
components of vehicle-sized objects at 1-ft resolution; however, there is a
wealth of peaks corresponding to scattering centers. The relative locations
of SAR scattering centers, determined from local peaks in the radar return,
are related to the aspect and physical geometry of the object, independent of
translation and serve as distinguishing features. Target regions of interest
(ROIs) are found in the MSTAR SAR chips by reducing speckle noise using
the Crimmins algorithm in Khoros [34], thresholding at the mean plus two
standard deviations, dilating to fill small gaps among regions, eroding to
have one large ROI and small regions, discarding the small regions with a
size filter, and dilating to expand the extracted ROI. The scattering centers
are extracted from the SAR magnitude data (within the boundary contour
of the ROI) by finding local eight-neighbor maxima. The parameters used in
extracting ROIs are held constant for all of the results reported. Objects
from the MSTAR public data used in this research include BMP2 armored
personnel carriers (APCs), a BTR70 APC, T72 tanks, a ZSU23/4 antiair-
craft gun, and a BRDM2 APC. Photo images of the MSTAR articulated
objects used in this chapter, T72 tank serial number (#) a64 and ZSU 23/4
antiaircraft gun #d08, are shown in Figs. 1 and 2. Example SAR images and
the ROIs with the locations of the scattering centers superimposed, are
shown in Fig. 3 for baseline and articulated version of the T72 and ZSU
(at 30� radar depression angle, 66� target azimuth).
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Figure 1 T72 tank #a64: (a) turret straight; (b) turret articulated.
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3.3.1 Azimuthal Variance of Scatterer Locations

The typical rigid-body rotational transformations for viewing objects in the
visual world do not apply much for the specular radar reflections of SAR
images. This is because a significant number of features do not typically
persist over a few degrees of rotation. Because the radar depression angle
is generally known, the significant unknown target rotation is 360� in azi-
muth. Azimuth persistence or invariance can be expressed in terms of the
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Figure 2 ZSU 23/4 antiaircraft gun #d08: (a) turret straight; (b) turret articulated.

Figure 3 MSTAR SAR images and ROIs (with peaks) for T72 tank #a64 and ZSU
23/4 #d08 at 66� azimuth. (a) T72 image; (b) ROI; (c) articulated image; (d) articu-
lated ROI; (e) ZSU image; (f) ROI; (g) articulated image; and (h) articulated ROI.
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percentage of scattering center locations that are unchanged over a certain
span of azimuth angles. It can be measured (for some base azimuth 	0) by
rotating the pixel locations of the scattering centers from an image at azi-
muth 	0 by an angle �	 and comparing the resulting range and cross-range
locations with the scatterer locations from an image of the same object at
azimuth 	0 þ�	. More precisely, because the images are in the radar slant
plane, we actually project from the slant plane to the ground plane, rotate in
the ground plane, and project back to the slant plane. Because the objects in
the chips are not registered, we calculate the azimuth invariance as the
maximum number of corresponding scattering centers (whose locations
match within a given tolerance) for the optimum integer pixel translation.
This method of registration by finding the translation that yields the max-
imum number of correspondences has the limitation that for very small or
no actual invariance, it may find some false correspondences and report a
slightly higher invariance than in fact exists. To determine scattering center
locations that persist over a span of angles, there is an additional constraint
that for a matching scattering center to ‘‘persist’’ at the kth span �	k, it
must have been a persistent scattering center at all smaller spans �	j, where
0 � j < k. Averaging the results of these persistent scattering center loca-
tions over 360 base azimuths gives the mean azimuth invariance of the
object.

Figure 4 shows an example of the mean scatterer location invariance
(for the 40 strongest scatterers) as a function of azimuth angle span using
T72 tank #132, with various definitions of persistence. In the ‘‘exact match’’
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Figure 4 Scatterer location persistence, T72 #132.
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cases, the center of the rotated scatterer pixel from the image at 	0 azimuth is
within the pixel boundaries of a corresponding scatterer in the image at
	0 þ�	. In the ‘‘within 1 pixel’’ cases, the scatterer location is allowed to
move into one of the eight adjacent pixel locations. Note that for a 1�

azimuth span, although only 20% of the scatterer locations are invariant
for an ‘‘exact match,’’ 65% of the scatterer locations are invariant ‘‘within 1
pixel.’’ The cases labeled ‘‘persists’’ in Fig. 4 enforce the constraint that the
scatterer exist for the entire span of angles and very few scatterers continu-
ously persist for even 5�. In the upper two cases (not labeled ‘‘persists’’),
scintillation is allowed and the location invariance declines slowly with
azimuth span. The ‘‘within 1 pixel’’ results (which allow scintillation) are
consistent with the 1-ft ISAR results of Dudgeon et al. [35], whose definition
of persistence allowed scintillation. Because of the higher scatterer location
invariance with a 1� azimuth span, in this research we use azimuth models at
1� increments for each target, in contrast to others who have used 5� [36],
10� [24], and 12 models [5].

3.3.2 Scatterer Location Invariance

Many of the scatterer locations are invariant to target conditions such as
articulation or configuration variants. Because the object and ROI are not
registered, we express the scatterer center location invariance with respect to
articulation or configuration differences as the maximum number of corre-
sponding scattering centers (whose locations match within a stated toler-
ance) for the optimum integer pixel translation. Given an original version of
a SAR target image with n scattering centers, represented by points at pixel
locations Pi ¼ ðxi; yiÞ for 1 � i � n and a translated, distorted version P 0

j ¼
ðx 0

j ; y
0
j Þ ð1 � j � nÞ at a translation t ¼ ðtx; tyÞ, we define a match between

points P 0
j and Pi as

MijðtÞ ¼
1 if jx 0

j � tx � xij � l and jy 0
j � ty � yij � l

0 otherwise

�
where l ¼ 0 for an ‘‘exact’’ match and l ¼ 1 for a match ‘‘within 1 pixel.’’
The scatterer location invariance, Ln of n scatterers, expressed as a percen-
tage of matching points, is given by

Ln ¼
max

t

100

n

Xn
j¼1

min
Xn
i¼1

MijðtÞ
 !

; 1

 !( )

where each point P 0
j is restricted to at most one match.

Figure 5 shows the location invariance, L40, of the strongest 40 scat-
tering centers with articulation for T72 tank #a64 and ZSU 23/4 antiaircraft
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gun #d08 (at a 30� depression angle) as a function of the hull azimuth. The
combined average invariance for both vehicles is 16.5% for an exact match
of scattering centers and 56.5% for a location match within one pixel (3� 3
neighborhood) tolerance. Similarly, Fig. 6 shows the percent of the strongest
40 scattering center locations that are invariant for configuration variants,
T72 #812 versus #132 and BMP2 vehicle #C21 versus #9563, at a 15�

depression angle. The mean and standard deviation for percent location
invariance (for 40 scatterers and depression angle 
) are shown in Table 2
for articulated versions of the T72 and ZSU23/4, for configuration variants
of the T72 and BMP2.
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Figure 5 Scatterer location invariance with articulation: (a) T72 tank; (b) ZSU
23/4.

Figure 6 Scatterer location invariance with configuration: (a) T72 tank; (b) BMP2.
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3.3.3 Scatterer Magnitude Invariance

Using a scaled scatterer amplitude (S), expressed as a radar cross section in
square meters, given by S ¼ 100þ 10 log10ði2 þ q2Þ, where i and q are the
components of the complex radar return, we define a percent amplitude
change ðAjkÞ as Ajk ¼ 100ðSj � SkÞ=Sj. (This form allows a larger variation
for the stronger signal returns.) A location and magnitude match QjkðtÞ is
given by

QjkðtÞ ¼
1 if MjkðtÞ ¼ 1 and jAjkj � lA

0 otherwise

�

where lA is the percent amplitude change tolerance. The scatterer magnitude
and location invariance ðInÞ, expressed as a percentage of n scatterers, is
given by

In ¼
max

t

100

n

Xn
k¼1

min
Xn
j¼1

QjkðtÞ
 !

; 1

 !( )

Figure 7 shows the probability mass functions (PMFs) for percent
amplitude change for the strongest 40 articulated versus nonarticulated
scattering centers of T72 tank #a64 and ZSU 23/4 gun #d08. Curves are
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Table 2 Scatterer Percent Location Invariance for Targets with

Articulation and Configuration Variants

Depression
angle

Exact match Within 1 pixel

invariance invariance

Mean s.d. Mean s.d.

Articulation
T72 #a64 30 17.17 1.47 57.83 2.23
ZSU #d08 30 15.69 0.91 55.05 1.72

Average 16.45 56.47

Configuration variants
T72
#812 vs. #132 15 15.34 0.89 55.34 1.91

#s7 vs. #132 15 15.40 0.83 56.68 1.95
BMP2
#9563 vs. #c21 15 16.34 0.84 58.52 1.97

#9566 vs. #c21 15 16.17 0.99 57.93 1.97
Average 15.83 57.15
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shown both for the cases where the scattering center locations correspond
within one pixel tolerance and for all the combinations of scatterers whose
locations do not match. Similarly, Figure 8 shows the PMFs for percent
amplitude change for the strongest 40 scattering centers with configuration
variants, T72 #812 versus #132 and BMP2 #c21 versus #9563, at a 15�

depression angle. The mean and standard deviation for these matching
and nonmatching scatterers and the crossover points for the PMFs are
given in Table 3. Table 4 shows the mean and standard deviation for the
percent location and magnitude invariance (within one-pixel location toler-
ance and an amplitude change tolerance of lA) of the strongest 40 scatterers
for these same articulation and configuration difference cases. Similar find-
ings for scatterer location and magnitude invariance are presented in Ref. 37
for a 2� depression angle change.

3.3.4 Target Occlusion

No real SAR data with occluded objects is available to the general public
(limited data on vehicles in revetments [23] and partially hidden behind walls
[25] have been reported to exist, but they have not yet been released for
unrestricted use). In addition, there is no standard, accepted method for
characterizing or simulating occluded targets. Typically, occlusion occurs
when a tank backs up into a tree line, for example, so that the back end is
covered by trees and only the front portion of the tank is visible to the radar.
Thus, the ‘‘bright target’’ becomes a much smaller-sized object to the ATR.
In addition, the treetops can produce ‘‘bright’’ peaks that are of similar
strength to target peaks at many azimuths.
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Figure 7 Scatterer magnitude invariance with articulation: (a) T72 tank; (b) ZSU
23/4.
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The occluded test data in this chapter are simulated by starting with a
given number of the strongest scattering centers and then removing the
appropriate number of scattering centers encountered in order, starting in
one of four perpendicular directions di (where d1 and d3 are the cross-range
directions, along and opposite the flight path, respectively, and d2 and d4 are
the up range and down range directions, respectively). Then, the same
number of scattering centers (with random magnitudes) are added back at
random locations within the original bounding box of the chip. This keeps
the number of scatterers constant and acts as a surrogate for some potential
occluding object. Our approach, using simulated occlusion, provides an
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Table 3 Scatterer Percent Amplitude Change

Within 1 pixel No match

CrossoverMean s.d. Mean s.d.

Articulation
T72 #a64 0.51 5.91 0.75 10.44 �5=þ6

ZSU #d08 0.06 7.44 0.08 11.37 �9
Configuration variants
T72

#812 vs. #132 0.15 7.29 �0.38 11.12 �8
#s7 vs. #132 0.48 6.69 2.20 11.15 �9

BMP2
#9563 vs. #c21 0.35 5.72 0.94 10.88 �8=þ 9

#9566 vs. #c21 0.48 6.20 0.56 10.68 �7=þ 8

Figure 8 Scatterer magnitude invariance with configuration: (a) T72 tank; (b)

BMP2.
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enormous amount of data with varying known amounts of occlusion for
carefully controlled experiments.

3.4 SAR RECOGNITION SYSTEM

The basic SAR recognition algorithm is an off-line model construction
process and a similar on-line recognition process. The approach is designed
for SAR and is specifically intended to accommodate recognition of
occluded and articulated objects. Standard nonarticulated models of the
objects are used to recognize these same objects in nonstandard, articulated,
and occluded configurations. The models are a look-up table and the recog-
nition process is an efficient search for positive evidence, using relative loca-
tions of the scattering centers in the test image to access the look-up table
and generate votes for the appropriate object (and azimuth pose).

Establishing an appropriate local coordinate reference frame is critical
for reliably identifying objects (based on locations of features) in SAR images
of articulated and occluded objects. These problems require the use of a local
coordinate system; global coordinates and global constraints do not work, as
illustrated in Fig. 3, where the center of mass and the principal axes change
with articulation. In the geometry of a SAR sensor, the ‘‘squint angle,’’ the
angle between the flight path (cross-range direction) and the radar beam
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Table 4 Scatterer Percent Location and

Magnitude Invariance for Locations Within
One Pixel and Amplitude Tolerance lA (in
%)

lA Mean s.d.

Articulation

T72 #a64 �9 53.47 2.63
ZSU #d08 �9 47.98 2.22

Average 50.78

Configuration variants
T72
#812 vs. #132 �9 48.40 2.42

#s7 vs. #132 �9 50.69 2.44
BMP2
#9563 vs. #c21 �9 54.38 2.34

#9566 vs. #c21 �9 53.00 2.51
Average 51.68
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(range direction), can be known and fixed at 90�. Given the SAR squint
angle, the image range and cross-range directions are known and any local
reference point chosen, such as a scattering center location, establishes a
reference coordinate system. (The scattering centers are local maxima in
the radar return signal.) The relative distance and direction of the other
scattering centers can be expressed in radar range and cross-range coordi-
nates and naturally tessellated into integer buckets that correspond to the
radar range/cross-range bins. The recognition system takes advantage of this
natural system for SAR, where a single basis point performs the translational
transformation and fixes the coordinate system to a ‘‘local’’ origin.

The model construction algorithm for the recognition system is out-
lined in Fig. 9 (where the ‘‘origin’’ is the stronger of a pair of scatterers and a
‘‘point’’ is another weaker scatterer). Because of the specular radar reflec-
tions in SAR images, a significant number of features do not typically persist
over a few degrees of rotation (as shown in Fig. 4). Consequently, we model
each object at 1� azimuth increments. The relative locations and magnitudes
of the N strongest SAR scattering centers are used as characteristic features
(where N, the number of scattering centers used, is a design parameter). Any
local reference point, such as a scattering center location, could be chosen as
a basis point (‘‘origin’’) to establish a reference coordinate system for build-
ing a model of an object at a specific azimuth angle pose. For ideal data,
selecting the location of the strongest scattering center as the origin is suffi-
cient. However, for potentially corrupted data where any scattering center
could be spurious or missing (due to the effects of noise, target articulation,
occlusion, nonstandard target configurations, etc.), we use all N strongest
scattering centers in turn as origins to ensure that a valid origin is obtained
Thus, to handle occlusion and articulation, the size of the look-up table
models (and also the number of relative distances that are considered in
the test image during recognition) are increased from N to NðN � 1Þ=2.
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Figure 9 Model construction algorithm.
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Using a technique like geometric hashing [38], the models are constructed
using the relative positions of the scattering centers in the range ðRÞ and
cross-range ðCÞ directions as the initial indices to a look-up table of labels
that give the associated target type, target pose, ‘‘origin’’ range and cross-
range positions, and the magnitudes ðSÞ of the two scatterers. Because the
relative distances are not unique, there can be several of these labels (with
difference target, pose, etc. values) at each look-up table entry.

The recognition algorithm is outlined in Fig. 10. The recognition pro-
cess uses the relative locations of the N strongest scattering centers in the
test image to access the look-up table and generate votes for the appropriate
object, azimuth, range and cross-range translation. (In contrast to many
model-based approaches to recognition [39], we are not ‘‘searching’’ all of
the models.) Further comparison of each test data pair of scatterers with the
model look-up table result(s) provides information on the magnitude
changes (between the data and the model) for the two scatterers. Limits
on allowable values for translations and magnitude changes are used as
constraints to reduce the number of false matches. The number of scattering
centers used and the various constraint limits are design parameters that are
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Figure 10 Recognition algorithm.
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optimized, based on experiments, to produce the best recognition results.
(Another approach to optimizing these tuning parameters, based on rein-
forcement learning, is presented in Ref. 40.) Given that MSTAR targets are
‘‘centered’’ in the chips, a �5 pixel limit on allowable translations is imposed
for computational efficiency. As will be shown later, the experimentally
determined optimum limit on the allowable percent difference in the mag-
nitudes of the data and model scattering centers was �9%, which is con-
sistent with the measured probability mass functions of scatterer magnitude
invariance with target configuration variants and articulations (previously
shown in Figs. 8 and 7, respectively). To accommodate some uncertainty in
the scattering center locations, the eight neighbors of the nominal range and
cross-range relative location are also probed in the look-up table and the
translation results are accumulated for a 3� 3 neighborhood in the transla-
tion subspace. A (city-block) weighted voting method is used to reduce the
impact of the more common small relative distances. The recognition pro-
cess is repeated with different scattering centers as basis points, providing
multiple ‘‘looks’’ at the model database to handle spurious scatterers that
arise due to articulation, occlusion, or configuration differences. The recog-
nition algorithm actually makes a total of 9NðN � 1Þ=2 queries of the look-
up table to accumulate evidence for the appropriate target type, azimuth
angle, and translation. The models (labels with object, azimuth, etc.) asso-
ciated with a specific look-up table entry are the ‘‘real’’ model and other
models that happen, by coincidence, to have a scatterer pair with the same
(range, cross-range) relative distance. The constraints on magnitude differ-
ences filter out many of these false matches. In addition, although these
collisions may occur at one relative location, the same random object–azi-
muth pair does not keep showing up at other relative locations with appro-
priate scatterer magnitudes and mapping to a consistent 3� 3 neighborhood
in translation space, whereas the ‘‘correct’’ object does.

The basic decision rule used in the recognition is to select the object–
azimuth pair (and associated ‘‘best’’ translation) with the highest accumu-
lated vote total. To handle identification with ‘‘unknown’’ objects, we intro-
duce a criteria for the quality of the recognition result that the votes for the
potential winning object exceed some minimum threshold vmin. By varying
the decision rule threshold, we obtain a form of the receiver operating
characteristic (ROC) curve with probability of correct identification, PCI ¼
Pfdecide correct objectjobject is true}, versus probability of false alarm, Pf

¼ fdecide any objectjunknown is true}. We call the algorithm a six dimen-
sional (6D) recognition algorithm because, in effect, we use the range and
cross-range positions and the magnitudes of pairs of scattering centers.
(When using 40 scatterers, this 6D algorithm takes an average of 2.5 s to
process a test chip on a Sun Ultra2 without any optimizations.)
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3.5 RECOGNITION RESULTS

3.5.1 Configuration Experiments

In the configuration-variant experiments, a single configuration of the T72
tank (#132) and BMP2 (#C21) APC are used as the models and the test data
are two other variants of each vehicle type (T72 #812, #s7 and BMP2 #9563,
#9566) and different ‘‘unknown’’ confuser test vehicles (all at 15� depression
angle). Although more extensive T72 configuration-variant data are avail-
able, only two configurations are used so that the amount of test data for the
T72 and BMP2 is comparable and the results are not artificially biased
toward recognizing the T72. In ‘‘forced recognition’’ experiments, the test
data only include variants of the modeled classes and the system is forced to
choose an alternative among the modeled classes. The forced recognition
confusion matrix for these configuration variants is shown in Table 5, with
an overall recognition rate of 94.7%. (The 94.7% rate with this 6D recogni-
tion system is a great improvement over the directly comparable 68.4% rate
for an earlier 2D version of the recognition system given in Ref. 41.) These
results were obtained with the 6D system using 36 scattering centers, a
translation limit of �5 pixels, and a percent magnitude change of less
than �9%. These parameter settings were optimum for the configuration-
variant experiments, the most difficult case, and the same settings were also
used with the 6D system in the articulation and depression angle change
results given in subsequent sections. The effect on the forced recognition
PCI of the number of scattering centers used is shown in Fig. 11, and Fig. 12
shows the effect of varying the amplitude change limit.

Figure 13 illustrates the pose accuracy of the forced recognition con-
figuration-variant results. The top curve shows that 99% of time, the correct
pose was achieved within �15� (with a 180� front versus back direction
ambiguity), whereas the correct object and pose were achieved 94% of the
time with the directional ambiguity and 89% of the time with no ambiguity.
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Table 5 Forced Recognition Confusion Matrix for Configuration
Variants (36 Scatterers, � 9% Amplitude Tolerance)

Test targets (serial number)

Identification results (configurations modeled)

BMP2 (#c21) T72 (#132)

BMP2 (#9563) 106 (98.1%) 2

BMP2 (#9566) 107 (97.2%) 3
T72 (#812) 11 92 (89.3%)
T72 (#S7) 6 88 (93.6%)
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Thus, the differences between the top and middle curves are the misidenti-
fications; between the middle and the bottom are the cases where the direc-
tion is wrong by 180�.

Figures 14a–14d show scatterplot recognition results in BMP2–T72
vote space for configuration variants of the tracked BMP2 APC and tracked
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Figure 11 Effect of number of scattering centers used on recognition of config-
uration differences.

Figure 12 Effect of amplitude change tolerance on recognition of configuration
differences.
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T72 tank and for various confusers: the wheeled BTR70 APC #c71, the
tracked ZSU 23/4 antiaircraft gun #d08, and the wheeled BRDM2 APC
#e71. The 45� line in Fig. 14 represents the decision boundary of the simplest
decision rule: ‘‘the object with the most votes wins.’’ In this forced recogni-
tion case, Fig. 14a, the overall recognition rate is 94.7%, where 2.3% of the
BMP2s and 9.4% of the T72s are on the ‘‘wrong’’ side of the boundary and
are misidentified. To handle unknown objects, in these cases fairly difficult
‘‘targetlike’’ confuser vehicles, we establish a minimum vote threshold for
positive identifications; otherwise, the test object is labeled ‘‘unknown.’’ In
Figs. 14b–14d, the BTR70 APC is the most difficult confuser, the BRDM2
APC is somewhat less difficult, and the ZSU 23/4 antiaircraft gun is easy.
For example, Fig. 14b illustrates that 99.6% of the BTR70 confuser false
alarms could be eliminated with a 3000 vote threshold, but Fig. 14a shows
that a 3000 vote threshold would eliminate more than half of the BMP2 and
T72 identifications. In contrast, Fig. 14d shows that almost all of the ZSU
confuser false alarms could be eliminated with a 1000 vote threshold without
any reduction in the BMP2 and T72 identifications.

3.5.2 Articulation Experiments

In the articulation experiments the models are nonarticulated versions of
T72 tank #a64 and ZSU23/4 antiaircraft gun #d08 and the test data are the
articulated versions of these same serial number objects and BRDM2 APC
#e71 as a confuser vehicle (all at 30� depression angle). The articulated
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Figure 13 Forced recognition pose accuracy for configuration variants.
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object recognition results are shown in Table 6 using a 2100 common vote
decision criterion for an overall 0.927 PCI at a 0.039 Pfa. (The overall forced
recognition rate is 100% over a range from 14 to 40 scattering centers.)
Figures 15a and 15b show recognition system scatterplot results in ZSU–
T72 vote space for articulation of the ZSU 23/4 and T72 tank and for the
BRDM2 confuser. Here, the results for the ZSU 23/4 and T72 are widely
separated, giving 100% forced recognition results. Figure 15b shows that
whereas the BRDM2 is always classified as a T72, a unique threshold of
2000–2500 T72 votes will eliminate most, if not all, of the false alarms at the
cost of only a few T72s moved to the ‘‘unknown’’ classification. A common
threshold applied to votes for either the T72 or the ZSU has a higher cost
because many ZSUs are moved to ‘‘unknown,’’ as shown in Table 6.

Figure 16 shows how the PCI varies with the percent articulation
invariance (for a ‘‘within 1 pixel’’ location match) for the 6D recognition
engine. The sets of curves are shown with different vote thresholds from
1700 to 2700 to generate failures that illustrate the effect of location invar-
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Figure 14 Scatterplots for recognition system results with configuration variants.
(a) BMP vs. T72; (b) BTR confuser; (c) BRDM confuser; and (d) ZSU confuser.
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iance on recognition rate. As expected, recognition failures generally occur
for instances with relatively low invariance with articulation. The behavior
shown in Fig. 16 for this 6D system with real MSTAR data and ‘‘within 1
pixel’’ location match is consistent with the previous results [42] for a 2D
system with XPATCH simulated radar signature data and ‘‘exact’’ location
match. Detailed comparisons between the articulated object recognition
results for the 6D system and the earlier 2D system are presented in Ref. 43.

With our approach, in these experiments the effects of articulation
generate noise and occlusion (scatterers are removed and others are added
in region effected by articulation). Thus, we are only concerned with the
major part (e.g., the tank or APC hull) and treat the smaller articulated
turret as a ‘don’t care’’ region. An approach that explicitly models the small
articulated part and recovers the pose of that part is given in Ref. 44. (This is
a difficult task because of the relatively limited number of scatterers usually
available on the smaller turret part.)
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Table 6 Example Articulated Object Confusion

Matrix (36 Scatterers, � 9% Amplitude
Tolerance, 2100 Vote Threshold)

Articulated test targets

Identification results

T72 ZSU Unknown

T72 315� turret 94 0 4
ZSU 315� turret 0 84 10
BRDM2 (confuser) 10 0 248

Figure 15 Scatterplots for recognition system results with articulation. (a) ZSU vs.
T72; (b) BTDM confuser.
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3.5.3 Depression Angle Experiments

In the depression angle experiments, themodels are T72 #132 andBMP2 #c21
at a 15� depression angle and the test data are the same serial number objects
and the BTR70 #c71 confuser at 17�. The confusionmatrix, shown in Table 7,
for the depression angle results has an overall 0.822 PCI at 0.10 Pfa, obtained
with a 2800 vote threshold. Figures 17a and 17b show scatterplot recognition
results in BMP2–T72 vote space for the depression angle experiments. These
results show better separation than the configuration variant results of
Fig. 14a with a 99.3% forced recognition rate. The vote counts for depression
angle change in Fig. 17a are typically higher (more away from the origin and
away from the decision boundary) than in Fig. 14a for configuration variants,
whereas the BTR confuser plots are generally similar. Thus, a common vote
threshold for the depression angle cases eliminates false alarms at a lower cost
than for the configuration-variant cases.
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Figure 16 Recognition rate and articulation invariance.

Table 7 Example Confusion Matrix for Depression Angle Changes

(36 Scatterers, �_9% Amplitude Tolerance, 2800 Vote Threshold)

Depression angle 17� test targets

Identification results [15� moldels]

BMP2 T72 Unknown

BMP2 (#c21) 110 0 28
T72 (#132) 0 117 21
BTR70 (confuser) 15 8 207
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3.5.4 ROC Curve Results

Receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves can be generated from the
scatterplot data in Figs. 14–17 by varying the vote threshold (typically
from 1000 to 4000 in 50 vote increments). Figure 18 shows the significant
effect on the configuration variant recognition ROC curves of using the
different ZSU, BRDM, and BTR confusers whose scatterplot results were
given in Fig. 14. Excellent results are obtained with the ZSU 23/4 confuser,
whereas the BTR70 is a difficult case. Figure 19 shows the ROC curve
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Figure 17 Scatterplots for recognition system results with depression angle change:
(a) BMP versus T72; (b) BTR confuser.

Figure 18 Effect of confusers on configuration variant ROC curve.
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recognition results for the articulation, depression angle change, and con-
figuration-variants cases, all with the recognition system using the same
operating parameters. The ROC curves in Fig. 19 show that the differences
in configuration of an object type are a more difficult challenge for the
recognition system than small depression angle changes, as both were
generated using the BTR confuser. The excellent results for the articulation
case are basically due to the dissimilarity of the ZSU, T72, and BRDM as
seen in Fig. 15.

Figure 20 shows ROC curves for the same MSTAR T72 and BMP2
configuration variants with the BTR confuser using three different versions
(2D, 6D, and 8D) of the recognition system. The earlier simpler 2D system
(described in Ref. 41) used only relative locations of pairs of peaks; the 6D
system is described in Section 3.4 and the 8D version (described in Ref. 37)
uses an additional feature the shape factor (a measure of the relative
sharpness) of the two peaks. Each of the systems was optimized for the
forced recognition configuration-variant case: the 2D system at 20 scat-
terers; the 6D system at 36 scatterers; the 8D system at 50 scatterers (with
a �30% shape factor change limit). Both the 6D and 8D system results are
a substantial improvement over the earlier 2D system results. Although
Fig. 20 shows that the 8D system gave worse results than the 6D system in
the region below 0.1 Pfa, reoptimizing the operating parameters (e.g., using
45 scatterers) gives the 8D system somewhat better results in the region
below 0.1 Pfa at the cost of a slightly reduced forced recognition rate.
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Figure 19 ROC curves for articulation, depression angle, and configuration
variants.
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3.5.5 Integration of Multiple Recognizers

Instead of tuning the parameters of a single recognizer to achieve the opti-
mum forced recognition performance, the results of multiple recognition
systems with different parameters can be integrated to produce a better
overall result. Figure 21 shows the results of integrating 9 recognizers (oper-
ating in a 3� 3 neighborhood about the optimum parameters of 36 scat-
terers and a 9% maximum percent magnitude change) for the most difficult
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Figure 20 ROC curves for configuration variants with 2D, 6D, and 8D systems.

Figure 21 Effect of integrating multiple recognizers on ROC curves for configura-
tion variants.
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case of configuration variants. The upper ROC curve, labeled ‘‘high con-
fidence,’’ represents the combined 90.3% of the T72 tank and BMP2 APC
target cases and 70.1% of the BTR70 APC confuser cases where all nine of
the recognizers agreed. The second curve, labeled ‘‘combined results,’’ repre-
sents the overall average of all the multiple recognizer results (five or more
of nine recognizers agree). It is a significant improvement over the best
single system result, previously shown as the configurations result in Fig.
19 as well as the BTR result in Fig. 18 and now replotted and labeled as
‘‘best single result’’ in Fig. 21. For example, at a 15% false-alarm rate, the
combined result of multiple recognizers is a 79% recognition rate compared
to a 65% rate for the best single recognizer. The ‘‘medium confidence’’ curve
represents the 8.4% of the targets and 23.7% of the BTR70 APC confusers
where six to eight of the nine recognizers agreed. The ‘‘low confidence’’
curve represents 1.3% of the targets and 6.2% of the BTR70 APC confusers
where only five of nine recognizers agreed.

3.5.6 Occluded Objects

Figure 22 shows the forced recognition performance of the system with
occluded objects in terms of PCI as a function of percent occlusion with
the ‘‘number of scattering centers used’’ as a parameter. Each point for a
specific number of scattering centers and percent occlusion is the average
PCI for all four occlusion directions, the four objects (BMP, BTR, T72,
and ZSU), and the number of available test azimuths. We defined the
available test azimuths as azimuths that had at least the ‘‘number of
scattering centers used’’ present in the data; thus, we avoid introducing
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Figure 22 Effect of occlusion and number of scatterers on recognition rate:
(a) effect of occlusion; (b) effect of number of scatterers.
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an uncontrolled variable: the number of scattering centers actually avail-
able for some instance of an object at a specific azimuth orientation. (In
practice, if some target aspect did not have the appropriate number of
scattering centers, the performance would degrade as if the ‘‘missing’’
scatterers were occluded.) The forced recognition results in Fig. 22 show
a ‘‘breakpoint’’ at 60–75% occlusion for 20 scatterers or more. At very
high occlusion levels, one would expect that the recognition results with
four objects would approach 25%, due to chance. With the MSTAR data,
we achieve 50% recognition because the ZSU is almost never confused
with the other vehicles, so the three remaining vehicles at a little over 33%
and the ZSU at over 90% yields an overall rate of about 50% recognition.
The results shown in Fig. 22 (which use both scatterer location and mag-
nitude features) are better than the predicted performance given in Ref. 45,
which considers only location features.

Typical forced recognition results for 40 scattering centers and 70%
occlusion are shown as a confusion matrix in the left half of Table 8. With
3410 correct identifications in 3420 trials, the overall PCI is 0.9971. The
right half of Table 8 shows the pose accuracy results, where 99.18% of
the time the pose is correct within �5�, and in 98.68% of the cases the
pose is exactly correct.

In the occluded data, for the true case (the actual object, azimuth used
in the test instance), there are n valid scatterers of M scatterers used (where
n � M due to occlusion). Using an unweighted voting method and neglect-
ing any random contribution of nonmatching points, the number of votes
predicted for the true case, V , is given by V ¼ nðn� 1Þ=2. Figure 23 shows
that the actual number of votes received lies just slightly above the predic-
tion curve and that the random contributions of nonmatching points are
negligible. These results for the 6D algorithm are a significant improvement
over the results for the earlier 2D algorithm [42], where there was a relatively
large random contribution from the nonmatching points. Detailed compar-
isons between the occluded results for the 6D system, using real vehicle data
from the MSTAR dataset and the earlier 2D system, using XPATCH-gen-
erated simulated SAR signature data, are presented in Ref. 46.

Using a vote threshold decision rule (i.e., the votes for the potential
winning object exceed some threshold, vmin), recognition results were
obtained for the occluded versions of the BMP, BTR, T72, and ZSU test
vehicles as well as a similarly occluded BRDM2 confuser vehicle. Figures
24a, 24b, and 24c give the probability of correct identification, probability of
false alarm, and probability of miss, respectively, as a function of vmin for 20
and 40 scatterers and 70% occlusion. The resulting ROC curves for 20 and
40 scatterers and 70% occlusion are shown in Fig. 24d. Figure 25 gives the
ROC curves for 40 scatterers with 65–80% occlusion. An illustrative con-
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Table 8 Forced Recognition Confusion Matrix for 70% Occluded Objects (40 Scatterers, e ¼Exact Pose,
c ¼Pose Within �5�)

70% occluded test targets

Identification results Pose accuracy

BMP BTR T72 ZSU BMP BTR T72 ZSU

BMP 769 1 2 0 768c, 768e
BTR 1 774 1 0 773c, 770e
T72 3 0 773 0 767c, 765e

ZSU 1 1 0 1094 1084c, 1072e
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fusion matrix for 70% occlusion and vmin ¼ 65 (40 scatterers) is shown in
Table 9. The overall PCI is 0.997 and the Pf is 0.025.

Figure 26 compares the mean and standard deviation of the votes
generated by the four test objects with the votes generated by the
BRDM2 confuser vehicle for 40 scatterers as a function of the percentage
of valid (unoccluded) scatterers. This shows that, with 40 scatterers, for
above 30% valid data (or less than 70% occlusion), the occluded
BRDM2 is not in competition with the actual object. However, although
the target may be occluded, the confuser vehicle may not necessarily be
occluded in the practical case. Hence, to cope with unoccluded confusers,
one would need to set a threshold of about 200 votes for a valid identifica-
tion (labeled by a in Fig. 26), which would then limit the ability to recognize
targets to about 50% target occlusion (b in Fig. 26).

To test the combined effects of occlusion and positional noise,
Gaussian noise with zero mean and standard deviation sigma (in units of
1-ft resolution pixels) is added to the range and cross-range locations of the
scattering centers in the occluded test data. The overall recognition perfor-
mance for 4 objects, using 40 scatterers with varying amounts of occlusion,
is shown in Fig. 27 as a function of positional noise. Figure 27 confirms that
the recognition system accommodates a �1 pixel uncertainty in scattering
center location for up to 70% occlusion.

All of the occlusion experiments described here involve recognizing
four objects (BMP, BTR, T72, and ZSU). Because there are only two articu-
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Figure 23 Occluded performance results versus prediction.
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Figure 24 Vote threshold and receiver operating characteristic (70% occlusion):
(a) probability of correct identification; (b) probability of false alarm; (c) probability
of miss; (d) receiver operating characteristic.

Figure 25 Effect of occlusion on receiver operating characteristics (40 scatterers).
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lated objects available (T72 and ZSU), it is useful to establish the effect of
scaling the forced recognition problem from four occluded objects to two
occluded objects prior to investigating the effect of occlusion on articulated
objects. Figure 28 illustrates the effect of scaling on occluded object recog-
nition. The 20- and 40-scatterer curves for 4 objects are the same data as
previously shown in Fig. 22a. As one would expect, the results for the two-
object case are better than the four-object case: The ‘‘break’’ point is less
pronounced and the PCI is higher at very high occlusion levels.
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Table 9 Typical Confusion Matrix for 70% Occluded Objects (40

Scatterers, �min ¼ 65)

70% occluded test targets

Identification results

BMP BTR T72 ZSU Unknown

BMP 769 1 2 0 0
BTR 1 774 1 0 0
T72 3 0 773 0 0
ZSU 1 1 0 1094 0

BRDM2 2 3 0 1 237

Figure 26 Occluded performance with targets versus unknown object (40 scat-
terers), where a is the unoccluded confuser threshold and b is the resulting operating
point.
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3.5.7 Occluded Articulated Objects

In the articulated experiments, the models are nonarticulated versions of
T72 #a64 and ZSU23/4 #d08 and the test data are the articulated versions
of these same serial number objects (with the turret rotated to 315�) that
are occluded in the same manner as earlier. The MSTAR articulated data
is at 30� depression angle. Figure 29 shows the effect of occlusion on
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Figure 27 Effect of positional noise on occluded object recognition (40 scatterers).

Figure 28 Effect of scaling on occluded object recognition.
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recognition of these articulated objects for various numbers of scattering
centers used.

3.6 CONCLUSIONS

The large variance in SAR scattering center locations with object pose
(azimuth) can be successfully captured by modeling objects at small (e.g.,
1�) azimuth increments. Although this requires a significant modeling effort,
about 8 megabytes total of computer memory for each modeled object in
our implementation, the resulting vote-based recognition process can be
accomplished quickly (2–3 s) with efficient table look-ups. The locations
and magnitudes of many scatterers are quasi-invariant with object config-
uration variations, articulations, and small changes in radar depression
angle. Typically, about 50% of the scatterers are invariant within a 10%
magnitude and one pixel location bound for configuration variants and
articulations. A model-based recognition system, using an inexact match
of the local features scatterer location and magnitude, can successfully han-
dle difficult conditions with object configuration variants, articulation, and
occlusion with significant forced recognition rates and excellent pose accu-
racy results. Using local features is essential for recognizing articulated and
occluded objects, where global features like the object shape and major axis
can be significantly altered. The use of additional features, scatterer magni-
tudes, and the ability to handle inexact matches of these quasi-invariant
local features are the keys to the success of this 6D recognition system
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Figure 29 Effect of occlusion on MSTAR articulated object recognition.
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compared to the earlier 2D recognition system which used only relative
scatterer locations and required an exact location match. Some of the con-
fuser vehicles are sufficiently similar to the objects of interest (e.g., BTR70
APC versus T72 tank and BMP2 APC) that they pose a much more severe
challenge than other confusers (such as the ZSU23/4 gun). The physical
differences in the configuration-variant cases are a more difficult challenge
than the articulation and depression angle cases, which involve the same
physical object. Combining the results of multiple recognizers can give sig-
nificantly improved performance over the single best recognizer. The possi-
bility of an unoccluded confuser vehicle is an important practical limiting
factor on the performance that can be achieved in recognizing highly
occluded vehicle targets (e.g., 50% occlusion versus over 70% with occluded
confusers). These algorithms achieve excellent occluded object recognition
results for real SAR data with simulated occlusion, even with the combined
effects of articulation and occlusion.

A significant limitation of this work is that we, like all other research-
ers in the field using the MSTAR data, have assumed flat terrain so that the
major pose issue is the 360� unknown target azimuth (vehicle yaw). Because
the radar signature changes significantly with small vehicle pose changes, the
effects of vehicle pitch and roll due to real terrain (which were not included
in the MSTAR data) need to be considered for an eventual product imple-
mentation. Fortunately, vehicle operational limitations (e.g., tracked vehi-
cles cannot handle more than about 10� of roll) reduce the amount of target
pitch and roll; however, 10� in both axes would add about two orders of
magnitude more model data requirements to the problem. Scaling the results
obtained for 2–4 objects to a more realistic 20–40 objects adds another order
of magnitude.

The current work, which implicitly relies on the dissimilarity between
different objects and on the invariance of the same object to changing con-
ditions, can be extended to explicitly determine and utilize these measures
for increased recognition performance. This becomes especially important
as the problem is scaled to larger numbers of objects and larger numbers of
models per object to handle target pitch and roll conditions. One approach
is to explicitly discount model similarity between objects, as measured by
feature space collisions. The intuition is that ‘‘ambiguous’’ features should
be discounted. Another approach is to explicitly promote features that are
invariant with changing conditions (e.g., configurations, articulations, or
small pose changes). Here, the intuition is that the invariant features are
more ‘‘reliable’’ and should be promoted. Higher-resolution data, instead of
1-ft resolution now (commonly) available, would greatly increase the dis-
criminating power of the current scatterer location and magnitude features.
Additional features such as valleys or ridges could also be used, especially
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with higher-resolution data. As more features and constraints are added, the
number of system tuning parameters increases and optimizing recognition
performance becomes difficult. An approach combining performance pre-
diction [45] and adaptive learning of the recognition algorithm tuning para-
meters [40] needs to be developed to facilitate optimizing recognition system
performance.
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Edge Detection and Location in
SAR Images: Contribution of
Statistical Deformable Models

Olivier Germain and Philippe Réfrégier
Ecole Nationale Supérieure de Physique de Marseille,
Domaine Universitaire de Saint-Jérôme, Marseille, France

4.1 INTRODUCTION

Remote sensing plays a key role in many domains devoted to observation of
the Earth, such as oceanography, cartography, or agriculture monitoring.
Among the different acquisition systems, Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR)
imagery has broadly opened the field of applications in the past 20 years.
This active sensor emits a microwave illumination (1–10 GHz) and measures
the backscattered component (see Refs. 1 and 2 for a detailed description of
the system). It offers the advantage of acquiring high-resolution images of
the Earth’s surface, in any weather conditions, both day and night.
However, the main drawback of SAR is the well-known speckle corruption,
inherent to any active and coherent imaging technique, which limits the
analysis of the image.

Segmentation aims at decomposing the image into a tesselation of
homogeneous regions. It is a low-level processing which helps further
steps like classification or pattern recognition [3]. Actually, classical segmen-
tation algorithms do not perform well on SAR images and a class of new
methods, dedicated to speckled images, has arisen. Many techniques have
been proposed, including edge detection [4–7], region growing [8,9], and
random Markov Fields (RMF) [10–12]. Operational segmentation chains
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generally consider a combination of these techniques. For instance, the
method developed by Fjortøft et al. [13,14] includes four steps: edge detec-
tion, edge extraction by watershed, region fusion, and contour refinement
with RMF.

In this chapter, we will address two points:

. Speckle-dedicated edge detectors are of special interest in SAR
image segmentation because they are used in a large number of
algorithms. There have been many studies about their performance
in edge detection, but the accuracy of edge location was only
recently carefully addressed, to our knowledge [15–17]. We first
provide a characterization of the spatial accuracy of these detectors.

. Second, we describe an improvement of the segmentation accuracy
while keeping a low computing time. For this purpose, we consider
a statistical approach based on active contours. On one hand, we
evaluate the improvement brought by the original technique; on the
other hand, we adapt it to specific problems of SAR images.

Section 4.2 is devoted to the characterization of speckle-dedicated
filters. We first explain how the speckle corruption motivated the develop-
ment of new edge detectors. We then address the spatial accuracy of these
detectors, focusing on an important property; these detectors give a biased
location in some situations.

In Section 4.3, we present the method of statistical active contour,
which aims at segmenting a unique object in the scene. The improvement
in spatial accuracy brought by this method is evaluated.

Multicomponent images are often available in SAR (i.e., multispectral,
polarimetric, multidate images). We therefore propose in Section 4.4 an
extension of statistical active contour to multicomponent images. Two dif-
ferent approaches are discussed and compared.

To deal with the case of multiregion segmentation, a generalization of
the statistical active contour is discussed in Section 4.5. Here we consider a
polygonal deformable partition called an active grid. This method is used as
a postprocessing step and allows a fast refinement of a presegmentation.

4.2 CHARACTERIZATION OF EDGE DETECTORS IN SAR

4.2.1 Edge Detection in Speckled Image

Edge detectors aim at segmenting the image by finding out the transitions
between homogeneous regions, rather than directly identifying them. They
compute an edge strength map of the scene, in which the pixel intensity
represents the ‘‘likelihood’’ of the presence of an edge at this position.
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This is achieved by scanning the image with an analyzing window split in
two half-windows and evaluating for each position the similarity between
the pixels within the two half-windows. Hence, the edge detector response
implicitly requires two choices: the attribute on which homogeneity is
defined (intensity, texture, . . . ) and the measure of variability between two
homogeneous regions.

Differential Edge Detectors

Classical edge detectors are based on the difference of average intensity
computed in each half-window; for that reason, they are said to be differ-
ential. The most basic one, comparable to the Prewitt filter [18], has the
following response:

d ¼ m2 �m1

�� �� ð1Þ

where m1 and m2 are the average intensities computed in the two half-
windows of the analyzing window, (i.e., a simple rectangle symetrically
split in two (Fig. 2b). More complex edge detectors like those of Shen
and Castan [19], Canny and Deriche [20,21], or Paillou [22] also belong to
this family. They just differ by the shapes of their analyzing window, which
are determined to optimize given heuristical criteria.

It has been shown that differential edge detectors are not adapted to
speckled images. This is due to the fact that speckle can be modeled as a
random, exponentially distributed, multiplicative noise (see Refs. 23 and 24
for details on speckle models, in particular, the fully developed model),
whereas these detectors are designed for additive Gaussian noise. As a
result, their false-alarm rate is nonconstant but depends on the mean inten-
sity of the region [4]. In other words, differential detectors detect more
spurious edges in brighter zones than in darker ones (Fig. 1b).

A simple way of overcoming this problem is to apply the logarithmic
transformation I ! log I to the original image. In particular, one can define
a detector whose response is

dlog ¼ ~mm2 � ~mm1

�� �� ð2Þ

where ~mm1 and ~mm2 represent the average intensities in the half-windows after
the logarithmic transformation. Because of this processing, the speckle
becomes additive and differential edge detectors have a constant false-
alarm rate (CFAR) (see Fig. 1c).
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Ratio Edge Detectors

To design CFAR edge detectors, Bovik [25] and Touzi [6] have proposed in
the late 1980s using the ratio, rather than the difference, of the average
intensities:

r ¼ m2

m1

ð3Þ

After normalization, the response of the corresponding edge detector is

r0 ¼ max r;
1

r

� �
ð4Þ

As for differential detectors, it is possible to define ratio edge detectors
whose window shape is more elaborate. Thus, Fjørtoft et al. have followed
Shen and Castan [19,26] to determine a ratio detector, optimal in the least
square sense, for a certain stochastic image model where there is more than
one edge present [13]. The corresponding window is symetrical and is expo-
nentially shaped.

It was not until 1995 that Oliver et al. brought a clear theoretical
justification for the use of the ratio of averages in SAR edge detection
[7,27]. In the framework of statistical decision theory, they have used an
optimal method to cope with this problem: the hypothesis testing by like-
lihood ratio [28]. Let I1 and I2 be the two samples of pixel intensities within
the two half-windows, I the union of these two samples, and m the average
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Figure 1 (a) Speckled image with an edge; (b) edge detection with d. The false-

alarm rate depends on the mean intensity. (c) Edge detection with dlog. The false
alarm rate is constant.
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of I. For a given position of the window, the following hypotheses are
considered:

. H0: The window covers an homogeneous region. The reflectivity is
therefore the same in the two half-windows and is equal to �.

. H1: The window is on an edge. The reflectivities in the two half-
windows are therefore different and equal to �1 and �2.

The two corresponding decisions are then as follows:

. ĤH0: There is no edge.

. ĤH1: An edge is present.

The Neyman–Pearson strategy [29] allows one to define the optimal decision
rule, in the sense that it gives the highest probability of detection (PD) for a
fixed probability of a false alarm (PFA). This rule consists of comparing the
likelihood ratio

� ¼ pðIjH1Þ
pðIjH0Þ

ð5Þ

to a threshold t whose value depends on the desired PFA. Decision ĤH1 is
taken if � is greater than t and decision ĤH0 in the other case:

ĤH1

� 5 t

ĤH0

ð6Þ

One has pðIjH0Þ ¼ pðIj�Þ and pðIjH1Þ ¼ pðI1j�1ÞpðI2j�2Þ because the two
half-windows are assumed independent. If the fully developed speckle
model is assumed [23,24], pðIj�Þ, pðI1j�1Þ, and pðI2j�2Þ are decreasing
exponentials	 and one obtains

log� ¼ N log��N1 log�1 �N2 log�2 þN
m

�
�N1

m1

�1

�N2

m2

�2

ð7Þ

where N1, N2, and N are respectively the number of pixels in I1, I2, and I.
Note that this approach is optimal (i.e., highest PD for a fixed PFA) only if
the intensities are actually exponentially distributed and if the reflectivities
�, �1, and �2 are known. In practice, these parameters are, most of the time,
a priori unknown and are called nuisance parameters: Their values are of no
interest but must be dealt with [Eq. (7)]. A simple way of coping with this
problem is to replace �1, �2, and � by their maximum likelihood (ML)
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	 The same result is obtained if pðIj�Þ, pðI1j�1), and pðI2j�2Þ are assumed to be gamma-dis-

tributed with the same order L. This case corresponds to multilook images [15].
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estimates, which are m1, m2, and m. Thus, one obtains the generalized like-
lihood ratio:

log �̂� ¼ N logm�N1 logm1 �N2 logm2 ð8Þ
This detector will be denoted the Generalized Likelihood Ratio Test
(GLRT). Noting that m ¼ ðN1m1 þN2m2Þ=ðN1 þN2Þ, it is possible to
rewrite Eq. (8) as a function of r:

log �̂� ¼ �N1 log rþN log
N1rþN2

N

� �
ð9Þ

Generally, a symmetrical window (N1 ¼ N2Þ is chosen because it leads to
better detection performance [15]. In this case, the previous expression
becomes

log �̂� ¼ N log
1

2

1ffiffi
r

p þ ffiffi
r

p� �� �
ð10Þ

Consequently, there exists a bijective relation between �̂� and r0: These
detectors are equivalent. In the following, we will denote by ratio detector
each edge detector whose expression is a bijective function of Eq. (10).

4.2.2 Accuracy of Ratio Edge Detectors

Many studies have been performed to characterize the performance of the
ratio detectors in detecting edges [6,14,27,30]. Here, we propose studying the
performance of edge location. The purpose is to assess the influence of the
analyzing window geometry (shape, size, orientation) on the location per-
formance.

Models and Criterion

The edge that we consider is a straight, steep transition between two uniform
regions with constant reflectivities �1 and �2 (Fig. 2). We assume that the
intensities in the two regions are uncorrelated and exponentially distributed
with means �1 and �2. The contrast of the edge is then defined as the ratio
� ¼ �2=�1. Furthermore, the edge can be tilted by an angle �.

The analyzing window (Fig. 2) is a Lx � Ly rectangle, vertically split
into two symetrical regions. We define the shape parameter � ¼ Ly=Lx and
the size N ¼ LxLy.

The detection performance is classically assessed by the Receiver
Operating Curve (ROC), which represents the Probability of False Alarm
(PFA) versus the Probability of Detection (PD). For the location, we will
look at the estimation of the edge position along the x axis. Let �̂�ðx; yÞ be
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the response of the edge detector at the position ðx; yÞ. The edge position
estimate is the one that maximizes the response along x:

xe ¼
x

argmax �̂�ðx; 0Þ ð11Þ

The accuracy can therefore be assessed by the histogram of xe computed
over several realizations (1000 typically) of the speckled image. A sharp
histogram centered on the true edge position is characteristic of a good
location performance.

Detection Performance

It is clear that the location accuracy is partially related to the detection
performance: a too-low contrast edge that it is hardly detectable will be
all the more difficult to locate. It is therefore interesting to study some
detection properties through the ROC.

Figure 3 illustrates the effects of the tilt between the window and the
edge. When � ¼ 0, it is obvious that the detection performances do not
depend on the window shape: Whatever �, when the window is centered
on the boundary between the two regions, each region of the window con-
tains homogeneous samples (i.e., all pixels belong to the sample probability
density function (PDF). Things become different if the window orientation
is no longer adapted to the edge. For high values of � (typically, � > 1), the
detection efficiency drops rapidly when � is increasing. On the contrary,
when � is lower (� < 1), the window is much more robust to orientation
difference.
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Figure 2 (a) Edge model; (b) 10� 10 analyzing window.
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Location Performance

The shape of the window has a crucial influence in the edge location. Figure
4 shows the histograms of xe, estimated with two differently shaped win-
dows: a wide one (low �) and a narrow one (high �). When the orientation of
the window is adapted to the edge (� ¼ 0), the narrow window gives a more
accurate location of the edge than the wide one. When � 6¼ 0, the location
performance drops: The variance of the estimation increases and a bias
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Figure 3 ROC for the detection of an edge of contrast � ¼ 1:6 and variable tilt

with two windows of the same size N ¼ 80 but different shapes: (a) � ¼ 5,
(b) � ¼ 1=5.

Figure 4 Histograms of the position estimate xe of a �-tilted edge, with two win-
dows of the same size N ¼ 80 but different shapes: (a) � ¼ 5, (b) � ¼ 1=5. The
contrast is � ¼ 4.
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appears. The increase of variance can be explained by the results of Fig. 3:
As detection gets worse when � increases, the edge cannot be accurately
located. Once again, the decrease of location performance is very pro-
nounced for the narrow window, whereas the large one is more robust to
the tilt of the edge.

To go further, we have computed histograms of xe for different edges
and windows. Only the average xe and the standard deviation �̂�xe have been
retained to characterize the location performance. These are represented in
Fig. 5. On the diagram (xe, �̂�xe ), the closer to the origin a point is, the better
the corresponding edge location. It is remarkable that the corruption of
location when � increases depends on the contrast of the edge: We observe
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Figure 5 Variation of bias xe and standard deviation �̂�xe in the estimation of the
edge position xe. Four windows are considered: (a) N ¼ 128, � ¼ 2; (b) N ¼ 128,

� ¼ 1=2; (c) N ¼ 32, � ¼ 2; (d) N ¼ 32, � ¼ 1=2. One point in the diagram gives xe
and �̂�xe for an edge of contrast � and tilt �. For a given contrast, the points are linked
and the values of � along the line are respectively from right to left: 0�, 10�, 20�, 30�.
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a variance increase for low � and a bias increase for high �. The type of
window has a strong influence on the performance. If narrow windows yield
the best location when � ¼ 0 (Figs. 5b and 5d), wide windows are more
robust to edge orientation (when � 6¼ 0), whereas the corruption is striking
for narrow windows (Figs 5a and 5c). In addition, the increase of variance
with � is all the more important when N is small (Figs. 5c and 5d). On the
contrary, the increase of bias with � is all the more important when N is
large (Figs. 5a and 5b).

4.2.3 A Phenomenological Model for the Location Bias

In the previous subsection, we have observed that edge location with ratio
edge detector is biased when the orientation of the window does not corre-
spond to the edge [17]. Here, we show that the bias is also observed in some
other situations and we give a general model to explain these results [16].

We first provide examples which reveal that the edge location with
the ratio edge detector is biased in various situations. For this purpose, we
synthetized speckled edge images and processed them with the GLRT edge
detector, using a vertical 10� 10 window (Fig. 6). Edges were extracted
with a constrained watershed algorithm [31]. In the three first columns of
Fig. 6, the speckle is monolook and uncorrelated. The intensity distribu-
tions of the two regions are exponential laws with different means. In the
fourth column, the speckle is correlated and the image has been generated
according to Ref. 32.

When the edge is an ‘‘ideal’’ step (Fig. 6, column 1), the GLRT edge
detector yields a correct location. On the other hand, for different types of
‘‘nonideal’’ edges, we observe a bias toward the darker side. In the first
example, the step edge was tilted so than the orientation of the window is
no longer adapted (Fig. 6, column 2). This case was already observed in the
previous subsection. In the second example, the edge is not a straight line
but a sinuous frontier (Fig. 6, column 3). The third example (Fig. 6, column
4) shows the location bias when the speckle is correlated by the point spread
function (PSF) of the acquisition system. One can note that the occurence of
the bias depend on whether the edge is ‘‘ideal’’ (the edge is a step, vertically
oriented) or not. We conjecture that when a ‘‘nonideal’’ edge is processed,
the estimation of the means near the frontier is somehow degraded, yielding
a false location of the edge. To explore this conjecture more precisely we
propose a simple phenomenological model to interpret the results observed
in Fig. 6 and give an approximated expression of the bias.

In a rigorous manner, the bias is defined as the expectation of the
difference between the estimated and the real (say x ¼ 0) edge positions:
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Figure 6 Edge location for different situations. In all cases, the contrast is � ¼ 4.
First row: Speckled edges; second row: edge location performed by GLRT filtering

(10� 10 vertical windows) followed by an edge extraction step (watershed algo-
rithm). The result is shown on the speckle-free edge. First column: ideal, straight,
step edge; second column: edge tilted by 35�; third column: sinuous edge; fourth

column: edge with correlated speckle (the point spread function is a circular kernel of
diameter d ¼ 5).
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hxei ¼
x

argmax �̂�ðx; 0Þ
� �

ð12Þ

In our phenomenological model, we propose approximating the bias by
applying the edge detector on the speckle-free image (i.e., an image made
of two regions of constant intensities �1 and �2). Thus, one obtains a
deterministic location �, which is taken as an approximation of hxei. This
model amounts to applying the operator h�i on the speckled image (to
eliminate the speckle) instead of xe. We also consider that the image is
continuous i.e., the coordinates x and y take real values). Let M1ðx; yÞ
and M2ðx; yÞ be the averages computed in the two half-windows on the
speckle-free image at position ðx; yÞ. If � > 1, the phenomenological expres-
sion of the bias is

� ¼
x

argmax
M2ðx; 0Þ
M1ðx; 0Þ

ð13Þ

When the window is in the neighborhood of the tilted edge, the half-win-
dows contain a mixture of intensities �1 and �2 (Fig. 7). To stay as general
as possible, we do not make any assumption on the spatial repartition of the
intensity in the analyzing window. We simply note that the behavior of the
plots M1ðx; 0Þ and M2ðx; 0Þ differ for ideal and nonideal edges (Figs. 7 and
8). In these figures, we have set �2 > �1 and we have introduced a phenom-
enological positive parameter a that gives the size of the ‘‘mixture zone,’’
which is the zone near the edge where the two half-windows contain a
mixture of intensities �1 and �2.

In the case of an ‘‘ideal’’ edge, M1ðx; 0Þ is constant ½M1ðx; 0Þ ¼ �1� for
any x � 0 and increases linearly with x (until it reaches �2). Similarly,
M2ðx; 0Þ is constant ½M2ðx; 0Þ ¼ �2� for any x � 0 and decreases linearly
(until it reaches �1Þ when x decreases. Things are slightly different for a
‘‘nonideal’’ edge. M1ðx; 0Þ remains constant ½M1ðx; 0Þ ¼ �1� as long as the
subwindow R1 does not enter the zone containing a mixture of the two
intensities �1 and �2 (i.e., for x � �a). Then, M1ðx; 0Þ increases with x
toward �2 but not in a linear manner. Similarly, M2ðx; 0Þ remains constant
½M2ðx; 0Þ ¼ �2� as long as x � a and nonlinearly decreases toward �1 when
x decreases. We propose to model the behavior of M1ðx; 0Þ and M2ðx; 0Þ in
the interval x 2 ½�a; a�. As mentioned earlier, this behavior is not necessarily
linear and we therefore use quadratic expansions:

M1ðx; 0Þ ’ �1 þ �ðxþ aÞ2Hðxþ aÞ ð14Þ
M2ðx; 0Þ ’ �2 � �ðx� aÞ2Hð�xþ aÞ ð15Þ
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Figure 7 Top: ‘‘Ideal’’ edge; bottom: ‘‘nonideal’’ edge with a ‘‘mixture zone’’ of
length 2a.

Figure 8 Variation of the estimated means as the window is shifted across the edge:

(a)M2ðx; 0Þ for an ‘‘ideal’’ edge; (b)M2ðx; 0Þ for a ‘‘nonideal’’ edge; (c)M1ðx; 0Þ for a
‘‘nonideal’’ edge; (d) M1ðx; 0Þ for an ‘‘ideal’’ edge. The means are computed on the
speckle-free image of Fig. 7.
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where � is a positive constant and H is the Heaviside function. Combining
Eqs. (13) and (15) and expanding the calculation to the second order, one
obtains the following expression:

� ¼ a
1� �
1þ � with � ¼ �2

�1

ð16Þ

which does not depend on �.
Although it is very simple, this model permits one to describe three

main facts:

. The bias is toward the darker side (see the sign of �).

. The absolute value of the bias increase with the edge contrast �
[approximately as jð1� �Þ=ð1þ �Þj].

. The asymptotic value of the bias (as �! 1) is given by a phenom-
enological parameter a which is related to the size of the mixture
zone within the sliding window.

The relevance of this model also lies in its generality: It allows the descrip-
tion of several different cases for which biased location occurs. One only
need to determine the size of the mixture zone. Thus, in the case of corre-
lated speckle (Fig. 6, column 4), the mixture zone size is equal to the PSF
width d: 2a ¼ d. If the edge is tilted by an angle � with respect to the window
(Fig. 6, line 2), then it can easily be seen that the mixture zone has a size
2a ¼ Ly tan �, where Ly is the height of the window. For a sinuous edge
(Fig. 6, column 3), a is related to the variance of the edge position.

We performed simulations to test the reliability of this model. For that
purpose, we used edges corrupted by correlated speckle (like the one pre-
sented in Fig. 6, column 4). The PSF is a circular kernel of diameter d. For a
given set ð�; dÞ, 1000 realizations of the edge image are generated to estimate
the bias. This estimation is compared to the bias measured on the speckle-
free image and to the value given by expression (16). The results are shown
in Fig. 9. Please note that no scaling or free parameter have been adjusted to
obtain these plots. There is rather good agreement between the estimated
bias and the measure on the speckle-free image; this shows that the phenom-
enological model we considered is a good way of evaluating the bias. On the
other hand, expression (16) does not fit very well with the estimation, espe-
cially for large d. This is due to the fact that this expression has been
obtained with a second-order expansion. However, the general behavior
of the curve remains well described.

It is worth noting that the bias is indeed inherent to the use of the ratio
and that differential edge detectors are not biased. In Fig. 10, we have
compared the location of a vertical edge with the ratio detector �̂� and
the CFAR differential detector dlog. In both cases, the window has a size
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of 10� 10 and is tilted by 30� with respect to the vertical. When the contrast
is high, dlog leads to an unbiased location, unlike �̂� (Fig. 10, top). However,
�̂� has better location accuracy than dlog: When the contrast is lower, the
variance of location is clearly higher for dlog than for �̂� (Fig. 10, bottom).

4.2.4 Multiorientation Edge Detection

Up to now, we have addressed the location of an edge with a fixed orienta-
tion, analyzing the consequence of ignoring this orientation. In practice, the
image is, of course, processed with several windows of different orientations
which compute a response �̂�, assuming a given orientation of the edge.

Types of Windows

Different kinds of window are presented in Fig. 11. One can work with a
fixed frame and let only the frontier rotate within the frame [6]. The draw-
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Figure 9 Bias of the edge position estimate as a function of the edge contrast �, for
different sizes d (in pixels) of the PSF. For each d, three curves are plotted: bias
estimated from 1000 realizations of the speckled image (points), bias measured on

the speckle-free image (dashed curve), and approximated expression of the bias (solid
curve). The sliding window is 128� 128.
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back of this choice is that the window shape is not invariant. Another choice
is to apply the rotation to the entire window (Fig. 11, second row). As
shown in this figure, the discrete rotation may slightly modify the respective
sizes of the half-windows (Fig. 11, third row).

Fusion of the Responses

Suppose that nd windows with orientations �k ¼ ½ðk� 1Þ=nd � � 180� are
considered. There are several ways of fusing their responses. For a position
ðx; yÞ, the responses are arranged in a nd -dimensional vector and the global
response can be viewed as the norm of this vector:
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Figure 10 Comparison of edge detectors �̂� (first column) and dlog (second column)

for the location of a vertical edge with a 10� 10 window tilted by � ¼ 30�. First row:
high contrast (� ¼ 50); second line: low contrast (� ¼ 2).
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�̂�
��� ���

;nd
¼

Xnd
k¼1

�̂� �kð Þ
��� ���

" #1=

ð17Þ

where  is the order of the chosen norm. Three orders are often considered:

�̂�
��� ���

1;nd
¼ max

k 2 ½1; nd �
�̂� �kð Þ
��� ��� ð18Þ

�̂�
��� ���

1;nd
¼
Xnd
k¼1

�̂� �kð Þ
��� ��� ð19Þ

�̂�
��� ���

2;nd
¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiXnd
k¼1

�̂� �kð Þ
��� ���2

vuut ð20Þ

The norm of order 2 [Eq. (20)] is often used by analogy with the gradient
modulus of the differential edge detectors [13]. The norms of orders 1 [Eq.
(18) and 1 [Eq. (19)] can be justified in the framework of decision theory. If
the edge orientation is unknown, it becomes a nuisance parameter which
prevent the evaluation of the numerator of Eq. (5). This one can therefore be
written as pðIjH1; �kÞ. Two solution are then possible:

. Replacing �k with its ML estimate, that is the orientation which
maximizes pðIjH1; �kÞ. The numerator is then equal to
max�k pðIjH1; �kÞ.
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Figure 11 Directional windows for � ¼ 0�, 22:5�, 45�, and 90�. First row: Rotation
modifies the frontier and not the frame of the window; second row: rotation modifies

the entire window; third row: discrete versions of the windows presented in the
second row.
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. Adopting the marginal Bayesian approach [33], which consists of
integrating the likelihood upon all of the possible values of orienta-
tions. In this case, the numerator is equal to

P
�k

pðIjH1; �kÞ:
Note that norm1 is analogous to the solution when the nuisance parameter
is estimated, and norm 1 is similar to the marginal Bayesian approach. One
can note that, rigorously speaking, the Bayesian formalism cannot be
applied to this problem. Indeed, for the kind of window we are using
(Fig. 11, second row), the sample I depends on the nuisance parameter
�k. The Bayesian formalism would be rigorously valid only if one used
the windows of the first row of Fig. 11.

Experimental Study

In the following, we show an experimental comparison to answer the fol-
lowing two questions:

. Which norm performs better?

. How many orientations should one consider?

The image in Fig. 12 was segmented with k�̂�k;nd , followed by watershed
edge extraction. The size of the windows is 18� 18 and the orientations are
�k ¼ ½ðk� 1Þ=nd � � 180�. Three values of nd have been tested: nd ¼ 2, 4, 8.
The quality of segmentation is assessed by computing the number of mis-
classified pixels N . For fixed  and nd , the histogram of N is computed over
1000 realizations of the image model.

Results are presented in Fig. 13. Clearly, whatever the number of
orientations, the three norms yield similar results. Regarding the number
of orientations, if the performance is increased when passing from nd ¼ 2 to
nd ¼ 4; the improvement is less obvious when passing from nd ¼ 4 to nd ¼ 8.
This shows that using a great number of different orientations is not neces-
sarily a good way of improving multidirectional edge detection. Indeed,
when nd increases, both the PD and the PFA increase. The question is,
Which increases faster?

4.3 CONTRIBUTION OF THE STATISTICAL ACTIVE
CONTOUR

4.3.1 The Statistical Active Contour

Recently, a new segmentation technique based on active contours and devel-
oped in the framework of statistical estimation theory has been proposed
[34–36]. For a given image model, this method has properties of optimality
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Figure 13 Histograms of number of misclassified pixels N obtained for the three
norms  ¼ 1, 1, 2 and for a variable number of orientations: (a) nd ¼ 2, (b) nd ¼ 4,
(c) nd ¼ 8.

Figure 12 (a) 256� 256 synthetic image with a polygonal object; (b) image with
speckle. The contrast is � ¼ 1:7.
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for the estimation of the frontier of an object. Here, we recall the principle of
the Statistical Active Contour (SAC) for speckled images.

Image Model

We assume that the scene s ¼ ½si; i 2 ½1;N�� is only composed of two connex
regions: the object and the background. The object region is identified by a
function w such that

wi ¼ 1 if the pixel i belongs to the object

wi ¼ 0 otherwise

�
ð21Þ

This function thus defines a partition of the image into two regions; namely
the object �a ¼ fijwi ¼ 1g and the background �b ¼ fijwi ¼ 0g, having
respectively NaðwÞ and NbðwÞ pixels. We then assume that the pixel inten-
sities in the object (respectively in the background) are realizations of an
independent, homogeneous, spatially uncorrelated random field a (respec-
tively b). The intensity of the pixel i in the scene can therefore be written

si ¼ aiwi þ bið1� wiÞ ð22Þ
If one adopts the model of a fully developed speckle, the probability density
function (PDF) of a and b are exponential laws	 of means �a and �b (which
are the reflectivities of the regions):

p
ai
�a

� �
¼ 1

�a

e�ai=�a ð23Þ

p
bi
�b

� �
¼ 1

�b

e�bi=�b ð24Þ

Statistical Estimation of the Shape

The goal of segmentation is to determine the shape w of the object in the
scene s. Adopting the latter image model, the problem can be transposed in
the framework of statistical estimation. We have to estimate the parameter
w knowing the data s. The likelihood of s for a certain shape w can be
written

P s w; �a; �b

��� � ¼ Y
ijwi¼1

p
si
�a

� � Y
ijwi¼0

p
si
�b

� �
ð25Þ
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	 The same result is obtained if the PDFs of a and b are gamma laws with the same order L.

This case corresponds to multilook images [35].
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Note that in the latter equation, we do not know the nuisance parameters �a

and �b. A simple way of handling this is to replace the parameters by their
ML estimates, namely

�̂�a ¼ maðwÞ ¼
1

NaðwÞ
X
ijwi¼1

si ð26Þ

�̂�b ¼ mbðwÞ ¼
1

NbðwÞ
X
ijwi¼0

si ð27Þ

After substituting Eqs. (26) and (27) into Eq. (25), one easily shows that
maximizing the likelihood is equivalent to minimizing the following criter-
ion:

Jðw; sÞ ¼ NaðwÞ logmaðwÞ þNbðwÞ logmbðwÞ ð28Þ
The shape w which minimizes this criterion then realizes the optimal seg-
mentation in the ML sense.

Optimization Scheme

w is defined as the interior of a polygonal contour with Nn nodes. To per-
form the minimization of Jðw; sÞ, we start from an initial contour and use a
simple iterative algorithm. For each iteration:

. Consider an elementary deformation by randomly moving a node
of the polygon. More precisely, the node is randomly chosen and
randomly moved by ð�x; �yÞ, where �x and �y are integers uniformly
drawn in the set ½�Amax;Amax�.

. Compute Jðw; sÞ for the new w.

. Accept the deformation if it has lowered J; cancel it otherwise.

This process is continued until Jðw; sÞ does not decrease anymore.
To improve the convergence of the SAC, we have adopted a simple

multiresolution scheme [37], which consists in progressively increasing the
number of nodes of the contour. The idea is to apply successively the opti-
mization algorithm with finer levels of resolution (i.e., larger Nn). In general,
the initial contour has few nodes (typically four or five) and it is possible to
obtain an approximative segmentation of the object, even if the initialization
is far from the solution. This result is then used to initialize a second step in
which Nn is increased to refine the segmentation. Generally, the multiresolu-
tion scheme includes three steps. To increase Nn, the level of resolution is
specified at each step. This parameter is given by dn, which represents the
minimal distance between two successive nodes. Note that the previous
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nodes are not affected; we simply go along the contour and add a new node
each time the distance to the last node is greater than dn.

There can be an interest in using different amplitudes of deformation
(parameter Amax) from one step to another. Generally, high amplitudes are
used at low resolution (first step) and Amax is then decreased for steps at finer
resolution.

Regularization of the Contour

If the number of nodes is large, the minimization of Jðw; sÞ can lead to a very
irregular contour. To avoid this, it is interesting to introduce regularization
constraints to the contour. This approach is well justified in the framework
of statistical estimation because the regularization constraints are viewed as
an a priori knowledge of the parameter to be estimated. This knowledge is
translated into a prior:

P½w� ¼ U0 exp � 1

2�2
UintðwÞ

� �
ð29Þ

with

UintðwÞ ¼
XNn

i¼1

d2ðiÞ ð30Þ

where dðiÞ is the distance between the node i and the center of the segment
defined by its two neighbors (nodes i � 1 and i þ 1). U0 is a normalization
constant guaranteeing the prior to be a PDF and � is a parameter. w can
now be estimated in the Maximum a posteriori (MAP) sense by searching
for the shape that maximizes P½sjw�P½w�. This is equivalent to minimizing
the following criterion:

J�ðw; sÞ ¼ ð1� �ÞJðw; sÞ þ �UintðwÞ ð31Þ
where � is a parameter depending on � and can vary between 0 and 1. �
controls the smoothness degree of the contour by balancing the influences of
the likelihood Jðw; sÞ and of the prior UintðwÞ.

Summary

To conclude, we recall the different parameters of the SAC method.
Generally, the initial contour has few nodes (say four or five) and the con-
vergence is made in three steps.

. Maximum amplitude of the deformation (AmaxÞ. We use a large
value to permit a large deformation of the contour.
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. Internode distance (dn). This depends on the type of object to seg-
ment (complex or simple shape) and the desired resolution.

. Regularization parameter (�). It is generally null for the two first
steps and set to � ¼ 0:1 in the third one if Nn is large.

4.3.2 Segmentation Results

We illustrate the segmentation results on two genuine monolook, intensity
SAR images (Figs. 14 and 15). The scenes correspond to agricultural regions
and the goal is to segment a field appearing on a more or less homogeneous
background.

The parameters of the SAC are the same for the two images. The
convergence is made in three steps. Amax ¼ 7 in the three steps; � is null
in the two first steps and is set to 0.1 in the third one. The internode dis-
tances are dn ¼ 20 after step 1 and dn ¼ 10 after step 2. It can be seen in
Figs. 14 and 15 that the fields are correctly segmented with this protocol.
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Figure 14 Segmentation of a field in an agricultural region near Bourges (France).
The image size is 301� 201. (a) Contour initialization (Nn ¼ 4); (b) result.
Computing time: 350ms.
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4.3.3 Study of Segmentation Refinement

We have seen in Section 4.2 that the spatial accuracy of the GLRT edge
detector is limited when the analyzing window is not adapted to the edge.
Because of its deformable properties, the SAC is likely to fit the shape of the
edge and, therefore, to accurately locate it. However, this method is super-
vised in the sense that the contour must be initialized. Thus, it is interesting
to use both methods in cooperation. In the first step, the edges are roughly
located with the GLRT �̂� and the watershed algorithm. This result initia-
lizes the active contour, which, after convergence, refines and regularizes the
segmentation. Here, we study the contribution of the SAC to segmentation
refinement.

Protocol

The segmentation scheme (GLRT edge detection, watershed extraction, and
refinement with SAC) is tested on a 128� 128 synthetic image (Fig. 16).
This image follows the model described in Section 4.3.1: It includes a single
object and is corrupted with a fully developed speckle. The contrast of the
object is � ¼ �a=�b.

We perform edge detection with four differently oriented windows of
size 8� 8. The responses of the four detectors are fused by taking the norm
1 [Eq. (18)]. A closed boundary can be extracted using the watershed
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Figure 15 Segmentation of a field in an agricultural region of Ukraine. The image

size is 250� 250. (a) Contour initialization (Nn ¼ 4); (b) result. Computing time:
280ms.
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algorithm constrained with markers [31]. Then, this boundary is vectorized;
that is, we progress along the boundary and sample it with a given internode
distance ðdn ¼ 25Þ to define the initial active contour. As the initialization is
close to the searched solution, only one step is used in the optimization.
Because the contour has few nodes, no regularization is necessary (� ¼ 0).
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Figure 16 Segmentation of the synthetic image with a high contrast (� ¼ 10).
(a) Original speckled image; (b) GLRT edge detection performed on (a); (c) initial

active contour obtained by sampling the contour in (b); (d) active contour after
convergence.
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To assess the accuracy of segmentation, we generate 1000 realizations
of the image model and segment each of them. The accuracy is then eval-
uated by the following:

. The histogram of misclassified pixels after segmentation computed
over the 1000 segmentations

. The image obtained by ‘‘stacking’’ the 1000 estimated contours

These data permit the comparison of the segmentation accuracy before and
after the refinement of SAC.

Results

Figures 16 and 17 illustrate the different steps in the segmentation of the
synthetic image. When the contrast is high (Fig. 16), the estimation of the
object contour is biased after the first step and the SAC allows the correc-
tion of this bias. When the contrast is low (Fig. 17), the variance on the
contour location is important and the SAC permits one to regularize the
estimation.

These results are confirmed by the histograms of misclassified pixels
and the stacked images. When � ¼ 10, the segmentation does not really
change from one realization to another. This is the reason why histograms
are particularly sharp around their mean values (Fig. 18) and contour stacks
are thin (Fig. 19). The segmentation refinement essentially consists in the
bias correction. One can also observe that the corners of the object are
located more accurately in Figs. 19. When � ¼ 2 (see Figs. 20 and 21),
there is more variability in the segmentations. As a consequence, the histo-
grams are no sharper and the contour stacks are broader. However, the
improvement of the SAC is still very clear. Indeed, the use of a polygonal
contour intrinsically regularizes the segmentation and improves its accuracy.

4.4 STATISTICAL ACTIVE CONTOUR FOR
MULTICHANNEL IMAGES

The availability of multichannel images can help to reduce the speckle effect
and facilitates segmentation. Multichannel information can be obtained
when the acquisition of the scene is performed with several sensors (polari-
metric or multispectral image) or if the same scene is acquired at different
dates (multidate image), which is often the case in SAR imagery. We there-
fore describe an extension of the SAC method to multichannel images and
we compare the performance of two particular solutions.
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Figure 17 Segmentation of the synthetic image with a low contrast ð� ¼ 2Þ.
(a) Original speckled image; (b) GLRT edge detection performed on (a); (c) initial

active contour obtained by sampling the contour in (b); (d) active contour after
convergence.
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Figure 18 Histograms of the number of misclassified pixels after segmentation of

the synthetic image by edge detection and after refinement with SAC. The contrast
was � ¼ 10.

Figure 19 Stack of the 1000 estimated contours of the synthetic image by edge
detection (a) and after refinement with SAC (b). The contrast was � ¼ 10.
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4.4.1 Extension of the SAC to multichannel images

Consider a set S ¼ fsð‘Þj‘ 2 ½1;P�g of P images with N pixels. Thus, the
intensity at pixel i for the channel ‘ is denoted s

ð‘Þ
i . We intend to segment

a target appearing in each of the P channels which are assumed to be
independent of each other. For each channel ‘, the intensities of the target
and the background are supposed to follow a white gamma distribution of
mean �ð‘Þ

a and �ð‘Þ
b , respectively. The orders of the gamma distributions are

assumed to be the same, whatever the channel and the region (target or
background). Considering this model, the shape w of the object is estimated
in the ML sense. The likelihood is

P½Sjw; la; lb;L� ¼
YP
‘¼1

Y
ijwi¼1

p
s
ð‘Þ
i

�ð‘Þ
a

;L

 ! Y
ijwi¼0

p
s
ð‘Þ
i

�ð‘Þ
b

;L

 )(
ð32Þ

where la ¼ f�ð‘Þ
a j‘ 2 ½1;P�g and lb ¼ f�ð‘Þ

b j‘ 2 ½1;P�g are two vectors con-
taining the reflectivities of the object and the background in each channel
‘. To cope with the nuisance parameters la and lb, we now consider two
different solutions derived from the maximum a posteriori estimation tech-
nique. This requires a prior Pðla; lbÞ which represents an assumption made
on the possible values of the nuisance parameters. We study two different
priors that lead to different solutions.
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Figure 20 Histograms of the number of misclassified pixels after segmentation of
the synthetic image by edge detection and after refinement with SAC. The contrast
was � ¼ 2.
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In the first solution, we make no prior assumption about the nuisance
parameters so that Pðla; lbÞ is constant. In that case, the nuisance para-
meters are estimated in the ML sense:

�̂�ð‘Þ
a ¼ mð‘Þ

a ðwÞ ¼ 1

NaðwÞ
X
ijwi¼1

s
ð‘Þ
i ð33Þ

�̂�ð‘Þ
b ¼ m

ð‘Þ
b ðwÞ ¼ 1

NbðwÞ
X
ijwi¼0

s
ð‘Þ
i ð34Þ

Maximizing the likelihood [Eq. (32)] is then equivalent to minimize the
following criterion:

Jvectðw;SÞ ¼ NaðwÞ
XP
‘¼1

log mð‘Þ
a ðwÞ

h i
þNbðwÞ

XP
‘¼1

log m
ð‘Þ
b ðwÞ

h i
ð35Þ

This is equivalent to minimizing
PP

‘¼1 Jðw; sð‘ÞÞ. In the following, it will be
referred to as the vectorial algorithm.

The second solution consists in assuming that the nuisance parameters
are the same in all channels. In other words, we introduce the following
prior: Pðla; lbÞ ¼  ðlaÞ ðlbÞ, where  is a function equal to 1 if all the
components of its vectorial argument are identical, and equal to 0 otherwise.
In practice, this assumption can be fulfilled in the case of a multidate image
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Figure 21 Stack of the 1000 estimated contours of the synthetic image by edge
detection (a) and after refinement with SAC (b). The contrast was � ¼ 2.
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for which no major modification of the scene occurred between the acquisi-
tion of the different dates. Thus, the disposition of elementary scatterers
may have varied enough so that the realization of speckle differ from one
date to another but without modifying the mean reflectivity of the zones.
The MAP estimation of the nuisance parameters leads to

�̂�ð‘Þ
a ¼ 1

PNaðwÞ
XP
‘¼1

X
ijwi¼1

s
ð‘Þ
i ; 8‘ 2 ½1;P� ð36Þ

�̂�ð‘Þ
b ¼ 1

PNbðwÞ
XP
‘¼1

X
ijwi¼0

s
ð‘Þ
i ; 8‘ 2 ½1;P� ð37Þ

In this case, one should minimize the criterion:

Jscalðw;SÞ ¼ NaðwÞ log
XP
‘¼1

mð‘Þ
a ðwÞ

" #
þNbðwÞ log

XP
‘¼1

m
ð‘Þ
b ðwÞ

" #
ð38Þ

which is equivalent to minimizing Jðw;PP
‘¼1 s

ð‘ÞÞ. It consists in summing the
P channels of S and applying the SAC on the unique resulting image. The
solution will therefore be denoted the scalar algorithm.
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Figure 22 Three-date intensity monolook SAR image of an agricultural region:

(a) date 1 (16/09/91); (b) date 2 (25/09/91); (c) date 3 (01/10/91); (d) sum of the three
dates.
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4.4.2 Comparison of the Two Solutions

We have seen that two particular solutions could be proposed to simply
extend the SAC method to multichannel images. For the scalar approach,
we have assumed that the reflectivities are the same for all of the channels,
whereas the vectorial approach is subject to no particular assumption. It is
thus interesting to compare the performance of these two solutions when the
reflectivities of the object and the background are the same and when they
are different.

A comparative study has therefore been carried out on synthetic
speckled images. It is detailed in the Appendix. The conclusions of this
study are the following:

. When the reflectivities are different, the vectorial algorithm always
provides much better results than the scalar algorithm.

. When the reflectivities are the same, both algorithms have the same
performance, even if the scalar algorithm is the optimal solution in
that case.

This result highlights the good properties of the vectorial algorithm, which is
always at least as effective as the scalar algorithm.
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Figure 23 Segmentation of a field in the multidate image of Fig. 22: (a) contour

initialization; (b) result of the scalar algorithm; (c) result of the vectorial algorithm.
The results are shown on the sum of the three dates.
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4.4.3 Results on Real Data

The scalar and vectorial algorithms have been applied on a genuine mono-
look, multidate SAR image (see Fig. 22). Three available dates are exploited
to segment a field in an agricultural region. The field appears clearly in the
first date with a weaker contrast than in the two others. The convergence is
made in three steps. dn ¼ 30 after the first step and dn ¼ 20 after the second
one. In the three steps, � ¼ 0 and Amax ¼ 7. The initialization is far from the
object and does not lead to a correct segmentation with the scalar algorithm.
The vectorial algorithm is therefore more efficient in that case because it
yields a satisfying result with the same initialization as the scalar algorithm
(see Fig. 23).

4.5 SEGMENTATION WITH STATISTICAL ACTIVE GRID

The SAC method presented in Section 4.3 permits the segmentation of a
unique object in the scene. In this section, we address the more general
problem of segmenting an image made of several different regions. We
propose an extension of the SAC to a deformable partition with a fixed
number of regions. This Statistical Active Grid (SAG) allows a semisuper-
vised segmentation of the image.

4.5.1 The Statistical Active Grid

Segmentation Criterion

Let us consider that the scene	 s ¼ fsðx; yÞg is a tessellation of R statistically
independent and simply connected regions. The hypothesis of a fully devel-
oped speckle is used again, and in each region �r ðr 2 f1; 2; . . . ;RgÞ, we
assume that the pixel intensities are realizations of independent and identi-
cally distributed random variables with an exponential PDF of parameter
�r. Let w ¼ fwðx; yÞg be an R-valued function that denotes a partition of the
image into R regions �r, so that wðx; yÞ ¼ r if and only if ðx; yÞ belongs to
region �r. We propose to estimate w in the maximum likelihood (ML) sense.
For a given partition w of the scene, the log-likelihood can be written

logP sjw; �1; �2; . . . ; �R½ � ¼
XR
r¼1

X
ðx;yÞ2�r

logP sðx; yÞj�r½ � ð39Þ
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	 In this section, we need to differentiate the spatial coordinates of pixels and we will use sðx; yÞ
instead of si.
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Note that we will not address the estimation of the number of regions R:
This parameter will be assumed known a priori. To deal with the nuisance
parameters �r, we estimate them in the ML sense:

�̂�r ¼ mrðwÞ ¼
1

NrðwÞ
X

ðx;yÞ2�r

sðx; yÞ ð40Þ

where NrðwÞ is the number of pixels in region �r. After replacing the para-
meters �r by their ML estimates, the maximization of the likelihood is
equivalent to minimizing the criterion

Jðs;wÞ ¼
XR
r¼1

NrðwÞ logmrðwÞ ð41Þ

Partition Model

The partition w is induced by a polygonal grid—that is to say, a set of nodes
linked by segments to define the boundaries of polygonal regions. w is then
entirely defined by the Nn nodes and the grid topology. However, there is
still an ambiguity in properly defining the whole partition (i.e., to attribute
each pixel to one and only one region. This ambiguity deals with the pixels
located on the boundaries of the regions. These pixels can a priori belong to
one or the other region and we describe in the following subsections the
convention we have chosen to cope with this problem.

Optimization

The minimization of the criterion is done in the same manner as for the SAC
(Section 4.3). The grid is simply deformed by moving the nodes and the
minimization of Eq. (41) is then performed by accepting each move that has
lowered the criterion. The multiresolution scheme is still used to improve the
convergence: The number of nodes is progressively increased, according to a
given internode distance dn, in a three-step process.

Topology Representation

The active grid has Nn nodes and R polygonal regions. This grid is described
by two structures:

. One structure contains the spatial coordinates of the Nn nodes. This
structure changes during the convergence.

. The other one is relative to the grid topology (i.e., the relationship
between nodes and regions). This structure remains invariant dur-
ing the convergence.
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The topology of the grid is represented by an oriented, valued graph
(Fig. 24). To each node in the grid corresponds a vertex in the graph.
When two nodes M and M 0 are linked by a segment, the valuation of the
corresponding are MM 0���!

is the label of the region on the left side of the edge

MM 0���!
. This graph gives access to two types of information. Given a region,

one can determine the list of nodes that define its polygonal boundary.
Given a node, one can determine the different regions to which it belongs.

Projection of the Partition on the Discrete Lattice

As we pointed out previously, an ambiguity arises when partitioning the
discrete lattice from a given state of the grid: The pixels located on the
frontier between two regions might be assigned to both regions. To overcome
it, we have to modify the convention that defines the interior of a discrete
contour. In the SAC approach, the interior of a contour is composed of the
pixels strictly inside the contour plus the pixels of the contour. This conven-
tion can no longer be considered for the active grid because, otherwise, the
pixels on segments separating two regions would belong to both regions. We
have adopted a new convention that is actually analogous to considering that
frontiers between regions are located on the dual lattice of the pixels sites.
The region�r corresponding to a contour Cr is defined as the strict interior of
the contour translated by ð1=2; 1=4) (see Fig. 25). With this convention, the
different regions of the grid do not overlap. The fast algorithm of Ref. 36 can
still be implemented with the main conventions recalled in Figs. 26 and 27.
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Figure 24 Representation of the grid topology with an oriented valued graph.
Example of grid with 12 nodes and 4 regions (left) and its representation (right).
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4.5.2 Results

Segmentation Refinement

The SAG is a more supervised technique than the SAC. Indeed, in addition
to the initialization problem, it requires the knowledge of the number of
regions in the image. Here, we intend to use it in cooperation with the
GLRT edge detector, as a postprocessing stage to refine edge location. A
more quantitative study of segmentation accuracy improvement with SAG
can be found in Ref. 38. The improvement of accuracy is here illustrated on
two extracts of genuine SAR images (Figs. 28 and 29). Edge detection is
performed with the four 10� 10 windows of Fig. 11. The active grid is
initialized with the result of edge detection and converges in three steps ðdn
¼ 30 and dn ¼ 20 after the first and second steps). The active grid clearly
improves the location of the field boundaries.
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Figure 25 Projection of the partition on the discrete lattice: (a) Polygonal grid with
10 nodes and 4 regions; (b) corresponding partition of the discrete lattice. The pixels
marking the boundaries between regions are linked together (thick lines). After

translating these lines by (1/2, 1/4) (thin lines), the four regions are defined without
ambiguity (pixels in black, white, dark gray, and bright gray).
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Figure 26 Notations used for the coding presented in Fig. 27. If one goes antic-
lockwise around the contour, Ink and Outk are the vectors formed by a pixel k with

its previous ðk� 1Þ and next ðkþ 1Þ neighbors (left). These vector directions are
represented with the Freeman code (right).

Figure 27 Encoding cðx; yÞ of the pixels of a contour Cr useful for a fast algorithm
implementation (see Ref. 36). Pixels belonging to the interior �r are represented in
black.
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Figure 28 Segmentation of an agricultural region with eight fields. (a) original
three-look SAR image (size: 70� 119 pixels); (b) segmentation obtained by edge
detection and watershed edge extraction; (c) initialization of the active grid obtained

by sampling the presegmentation presented in (b); (d) active grid after convergence
(computing time on Pentium III-700: 240ms).
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Computing Time

Finally, we evaluate the performance of the fast algorithm of Ref. 36 on
some large images with a great number of regions. In this subsection, all of
the presented computing times correspond to user time (not CPU time) and
were measured on a PC under Linux (Mandrake 7.0) with a 700MHZ
Pentium III processor and a 256Mo RAM.
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Figure 29 Segmentation of an agricultural region with seven fields: (a) original
monolook SAR image (size: 65� 288 pixels); (b) segmentation obtained by edge
detection and watershed edge extraction; (c) initialization of the active grid obtained

by sampling the presegmentation presented in (b); (d) active grid after convergence
(computing time on Pentium III-700: 380ms).
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To characterize the computing time, we considered some ‘‘checkboard
images,’’ corrupted by speckle where the reflectivities of the square regions
are alternatively 1 and 3 (Fig. 30). The grid was initialized as shown in
Fig. 30. The convergence is done in two steps and dn ¼ 32 after the first
step. This means that we always work with the same final resolution. Figure
30 illustrates an example of segmentation obtained for 512� 512 image with
256 regions. Table 1 gives the corresponding computing time. These are
relatively small, regarding the important sizes of the images as well as
their number of regions.

4.6 SUMMARY

Edge detection in SAR images is a difficult problem due to the speckle
corruption of the image. Classical differential edge detector do not perform
well on these images and operators based on the ratio of averages have been
introduced to improve edge detection. In this chapter, we have characterized
the spatial accuracy of such edge detectors. We have shown that it was
limited each time there is inadequacy between the edge and the analyzing
window. In particular, these detectors yield a biased location of the edge in
this condition. This bias is toward the darker side of the edge, increases with
the contrast, and is bounded by a parameter related to the degree of inade-
quacy between edge and window.

We have then described a method to improve segmentation accuracy.
The idea is to use edge detection and statistical active contours in coopera-
tion. The active contour is used as a postprocessing step: It is initialized by
the results of edge detection and, after convergence, permits the refinement
of edge location. The technique has also been extended to efficiently cope
with multichannel images. Finally, we have described a method that gener-
alizes the concept of active contour to the case of a deformable partition
called ‘‘active grid.’’ Thanks to a fast algorithm (see Ref. 36), the SAG
allows efficient and quick segmentation refinement in images with several
regions.

APPENDIX: COMPARATIVE STUDY OF VECTORIAL AND
SCALAR ALGORITHMS FOR MULTICHANNEL IMAGE
SEGMENTATION

In this appendix, we compare the scalar and the vectorial algorithms in two
different situations: when the reflectivities of the object and the background
are the same and when they are not.
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Figure 30 Segmentation of a 512� 512 synthetic image with 256 regions: Top:
initialization; bottom: result. Computing time on Pentium III-700: 1.7 s.
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Protocol

The algorithms are applied on a two-channel synthetic image (Fig. 31) in
which the speckle is fully developed. Their performance is assessed by com-
puting the average and the standard deviation of the number of misclassified
pixels after the segmentation of 1000 realizations of the image model. The
convergence of the contour is made in three steps in which Amax ¼ 3 and
� ¼ 0. The internode distances are dn ¼ 10 and dn ¼ 5.

The two-channel image is characterized by four parameters, which are
the mean intensities of the object and background in each channel, namely
�ð1Þ
a , �ð1Þ

b , �ð2Þ
a , and �ð2Þ

b . Actually, it is possible to reduce the number of
effective parameters. As the vectorial algorithm works simultaneously on
the two channels, it is obvious that the two relevant parameters in this case
are the ratios of the object and background reflectivities in each channel:
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Table 1 Computing Time (Measured on Pentium III-700) of the

SAG for Images of Variable Sizes and Number of Regions

Image size No. of regions No. of nodes Computing time

1024� 1024 256 290 and then 560 3.3 s
1024� 1024 64 80 and then 366 1.6 s
512� 512 256 290 and then 290 1.7 s

512� 512 64 80 and then 148 1.0 s

Note: The convergence is made in two steps (the number of nodes increases

in the second step) and the final internode distance is fixed to dn ¼ 32.

Figure 31 (a) 64� 64 image. The size of the object is 737 pixels. (b, c) Realization
of the image model for the parameters �ð1Þ

a ¼ 3, �ð1Þ
b ¼ 1, �ð2Þ

a ¼ 1, and �ð2Þ
b ¼ 1=2.
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�ð1Þ ¼ �ð1Þ
a

�ð1Þ
b

; �ð2Þ ¼ �ð2Þ
a

�ð2Þ
b

ð42Þ

As a matter of fact, if the reflectivities �ð‘Þ
a and �ð‘Þ

b are multiplied by the
same factor �ð‘Þ, the criterion Jvectðw;S) remains the same to within an
additive constant. However, these two parameters do not suffice to describe
the problem when the scalar algorithm is considered. Here, only one para-
meter can be eliminated. Indeed, if the four reflectivities �ð‘Þ

a and �ð‘Þ
b are

multiplied by the same constant �, the criterion Jscalðw;SÞ remains the same
to within an additive constant. In addition to �ð1Þ and �ð2Þ, we consider a
third parameter, �ðsÞ, which is a measure of the contrast in the sum image.
The three parameters necessary to entirely describe the problem are then

�ð1Þ ¼ �ð1Þ
a

�ð1Þ
b

; �ð2Þ ¼ �ð2Þ
a

�ð2Þ
b

; �ðsÞ ¼ �ð1Þ
a þ �ð2Þ

a

�ð1Þ
b þ �ð2Þ

b

ð43Þ

Note that, from these, it is possible to come back to the initial parameters if
one of them is normalized:

�ð2Þ
b ¼ 1; �ð2Þ

a ¼ �ð2Þ; �ð1Þ
b ¼ �ð2Þ � �ðsÞ

�ðsÞ � �ð1Þ ; �ð1Þ
a ¼ �ð2Þ � �ðsÞ

�ðsÞ � �ð1Þ �
ð1Þ

ð44Þ

First Case: Reflectivities Differ

The two algorithms are first compared in the case where the reflectivities in
the channels differ. For a given set ð�ð1Þ; �ð2ÞÞ, the performance of the vec-
torial algorithm is fixed. This performance should then be compared with
the scalar one, which depends on the third parameter �ðsÞ. For a given value
of ð�ð1Þ; �ð2ÞÞ, it is easy to check that

min �ð1Þ; �ð2Þ
	 


� �ðsÞ � max �ð1Þ; �ð2Þ
	 


ð45Þ
We have therefore presented the results in the following way. The compar-
ison is made for a fixed ð�ð1Þ; �ð2ÞÞ and the performance of the scalar algo-
rithm is evaluated as a function of �ðsÞ. This can be compared to the
performance of the vectorial algorithm (which does not vary with �ðsÞ).
Some representative values of ð�ð1Þ; �ð2Þ) have been picked for the compar-
ison (Fig. 32).

We consider points A and B in Fig. 32 which illustrate the situation
where log �ð1Þ and log �ð2Þ have the same sign. Figure 33 shows that whatever
�ðsÞ, the vectorial algorithm leads to better or equivalent performance than
the scalar algorithm.
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Figure 32 The contour initialization is shown in Fig. 31b. Representation of the
set of parameters ð�ð1Þ; �ð2ÞÞ for which the comparison was made. Each point

A, B,. . ., H) represents a set ð�ð1Þ; �ð2ÞÞ.

Figure 33 Comparison of the scalar and vectorial algorithms performance as a
function of �ðsÞ, in the case where the two channels have logarithmic contrast of the
same sign: (a) �ð1Þ ¼ 10, �ð2Þ ¼ 2 (point A); (b) �ð1Þ ¼ 1=2, �ð2Þ ¼ 1=10 (point B).
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Then, we consider points C, D, E, and F in Fig. 32 (log �ð1Þ and log �ð2Þ

have opposite signs). Here, again, the performance of the scalar algorithm is
always worse than the vectorial one (Fig. 34). The worse value is of course
obtained when �ðsÞ ¼ 1.

Finally, points G and H in Fig. 32 are considered. In this case, one of
the two channels does not contain any information. The vectorial algorithm
still gives the best performance (Fig. 35).
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Figure 34 Comparison of the scalar and vectorial algorithms performance as a

function of �ðsÞ, in the case where the two channels have logarithmic contrast of
opposite sign: (a) �ð1Þ ¼ 2, �ð2Þ ¼ 1=2 (point C); (b) �ð1Þ ¼ 10, �ð2Þ ¼ 1=2 (point D); (c)
�ð1Þ ¼ 2, �ð2Þ ¼ 1=10 (point E); (d) �ð1Þ ¼ 10, �ð2Þ ¼ 1=10 (point F).
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Second Case: Reflectivities Are the Same

Let us switch to the case for which the scalar algorithm is optimal, (i.e.,
when �ð1Þ

a ¼ �ð2Þ
a and �ð1Þ

b ¼ �ð2Þ
b Þ. Here, the relevant parameter is

� ¼ �ð1Þ
a =�

ð1Þ
b ¼ �ð2Þ

a =�
ð2Þ
b . The performance of both algorithms are therefore

tested as a function of � (Fig. 36). It turns out that the performance of the
vectorial algorithm is similar to the scalar one.
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Figure 35 Comparison of the scalar and vectorial algorithms performance as a

function of �ðsÞ, in the case where one of the two channels has no information (null
logarithmic contrast): (a) �ð1Þ ¼ 2, �ð2Þ ¼ 1 (point G); (b) �ð1Þ ¼ 10, �ð2Þ ¼ 1 (point H).

Figure 36 Comparison of the scalar and vectorial algorithms performance as a
function of the contrast �, in the case where reflectivities are the same in the two
channels.
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5.1 INTRODUCTION

Laser radars (ladars) typically output both range and intensity images. The
range images provide explicit three-dimensional (3D) information about
objects. Intensity returns measure the reflectivity of objects. There are two
kinds of ladar systems: direct-detection ladar and coherent ladar. A direct-
detection ladars ends out a simple pulse for each pixel, receives the returning
signal energy, and estimates the range to that pixel by detecting the pulse in
the return signal. A coherent ladar system sends out a signal on a carrier
frequency, just as a standard AM or FM radio does. An advantage of direct-
detection over coherent systems is that direct detection gives improved range
accuracy for a given set of lasers parameters, because direct-detection ladars
are less susceptible to speckle and turbulence distortion of the signal. An
advantage of coherent systems is that they can measure target motion using
Doppler processing, whereas direct detection systems can measure motion
only by sending repeated pulses and measuring the difference in range.
Ladars are day/night sensors that operate well in a wide variety of weather
conditions. They complement many traditional sensors (passive infrared,
visible) and are useful in many applications. Figure 1 gives a simplified
block diagram of ladar operation.
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Both coherent and direct-detection ladars typically return a range
image, consisting of the estimated range to each pixel in the image, and
an intensity image, consisting of the measured energy received for that
pixel. The range image contains a number of sensor effects. Range error
is simply the error in the measured time delay between the sending and
receiving of the signal. When insufficient energy returns to the receiver
(e.g., at long ranges) to distinguish the returning signal from background
and detector noise, either a dropout or an anomaly will result. A dropout
occurs when the maximum receiver energy fails to exceed a threshold, so the
ladar reports no range estimate for that pixel. An anomaly occurs when a
background or detector noise spike exceeds the dropout threshold and
exceeds the genuine return signal, resulting in a wildly incorrect range
value. A good introduction to laser sensing can be found in Ref. 1.

Ladars have been used extensively in manufacturing and outdoor
environments. For indoor applications, low-power, eye-safe ladars can
give accurate range measurements for quality control and robot positioning.
For outdoor applications, ladars provides a convenient and accurate ran-
ging capability, but they are limited by atmospheric attenuation and some
obscurants, so that accuracy suffers as range increases. The algorithm
described in this chapter is geared toward a direct-detection ladar with
high range resolution but relatively low cross-range resolution (10 � 20 pix-
els in a target-sized region). The application is identification of military
vehicles in outdoor images.

5.2 SYNTHETIC LADAR IMAGERY

The advantages and disadvantages of synthetic data are well known.
Synthetic data requires an upfront investment of effort to develop the data
generation algorithms, which may or may not be more than the effort
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Figure 1 Ladar architecture.
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required to obtain corresponding real data. Once the algorithms are gener-
ated, the effort to produce additional data is usually much smaller than for
real data, so synthetic datasets tend to be larger and, thus, more densely
sample the probability space of the data. Synthetic data do not require wait-
ing for the right environmental conditions, so that appropriate data can be
obtained at will. For this reason, it is often used to fill in gaps in a real dataset.
The chief disadvantage is that the data are only as good as the model used to
develop the simulation, so that the utility of the synthetic data varies greatly
depending on application. Blind use of synthetic data can lead to optimistic
estimates of system performance, or worse, to a system that has been tuned to
perform well on synthetic data, but deteriorates on real data. Because the
estimation of the tails of distributions of real data is difficult and the extreme
values of random phenomena tend to be the ones that cause system failure,
the estimation of failure rates using synthetic data is problematic.

Computer vision algorithm development efforts frequently suffer from
a lack of adequate data for training and testing of algorithms. This is parti-
cularly true for algorithms that have a large number of free parameters,
which require large datasets to ensure that the parameters are not overfitted
to the data. Data acquisition is often extremely expensive, forcing algorithm
designers to develop algorithms that are too simple for the problem or to
overfit the data, or to use synthetic imagery.

Many computer vision researchers have used synthetic data to assist
in the design and evaluation of their algorithms. Computer-generated syn-
thetic data are becoming more common as the processing capability of
computers increases. Jones and Bhanu [2] have used computer-generated
synthetic aperture radar (SAR) imagery from the XPATCH [3] radar
signature prediction code to identify features that are invariant to target
articulation. These features are then used to identify targets in various
articulations. Miller et al. [4] used computer-generated multisensor data
to evaluate an algorithm for simultaneous detection, tracking, and recog-
nition of objects.

Synthetic imagery generated from model boards has also been com-
mon. A number of authors [5–7] have used the model-board-derived
TRIM2 [8] synthetic forward-looking infrared (FLIR) database. These
algorithms are based primarily on the geometrical shape of targets and,
therefore, are not highly sensitive to the inadequacies of synthetic data.
Liu et al. [9] use both RADIUS [10] model board imagery and computer-
generated synthetic imagery to evaluate algorithms which simultaneously
locate buildings and estimate their size and shape parameters. They also
address the issue of validation of computer recognition software using the
Kolmogorov–Smirnov comparison of empirical and theoretical probability
distributions.
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5.2.1 Synthetic Image Generation Algorithm

Laser radars and other active sensors tend to be easier to characterize than
most passive sensors, because of reduced sensitivity to environmental con-
ditions. For laser radars in the near-infrared, the background noise is caused
by stray solar radiation in the narrow passband of the optical receiver. This
radiation tends to be small compared to the reflected laser energy and is
easily characterized. Similarly, the effects of atmospheric scintillation,
speckle, and receiver noise have been extensively studied, and appropriate
models exist. The rest of this section describes the simulation for laser radar
returns.

Component Disassembly

In order to simulate the effects of target shape, speckle, and scintillation, we
decomposed the laser pulse into components along the range and the two
cross-range dimensions. Thus, the pulse can be expressed as Uðx; y; zÞ,
where x and y are the horizontal and vertical cross-range dimensions and
z is the range dimension (the direction that the pulse is traveling). The
beam’s irradiance profile is assumed to be Gaussian, and the pulse shape
in the z dimension is an input to the model and can be written as VðzÞ or,
alternatively, as VðctÞ where c is the speed of light. Thus, the outgoing pulse
is decomposed as

Uðx; y; zÞ ¼ PsGðx; yÞVðzÞ ð1Þ
where Ps is the total pulse power, x; y, and z take on discrete values, Gðx; yÞ
is the proportion of energy contained within a component located at ðx; yÞ
under the two-dimensional Gaussian curve at location ðx; yÞ, and VðzÞ is the
discrete pulse shape in the range dimension shown in Fig. 2. The integral of
Gðx; yÞ and VðzÞ are both 1 because they are normalized to unity.

Each cross-range component ðx; yÞ corresponds to the energy con-
tained in a 5-cm� 5-cm square area (this size can be set arbitrarily, of
course) at target range; thus, the number of cross-range components used
by the simulation is dependent on the range and the beam divergence of the
sensor. Table 1 shows the portion of energy in each cross-range component
for a pulse that spreads to an area of 25 cm� 25 cm at target range. The
distance that each component travels is determined by a geometric model,
which is an input to the simulation, and has resolution of 5 cm� 5 cm,
matching the cross-range decomposition of the pulse. At the target, each
component is treated as if it encounters a resolved planar surface perpendi-
cular to the line of sight to the sensor. However, a pulse may see nonper-
pendicular surfaces and unresolved surfaces as a set of components at
different ranges. The pulses are not split by frequency because we assume
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a quasimonochromatic source. For a broadband source, such as a semicon-
ductor laser, accurate modeling of speckle would require either breaking up
the pulses by frequency or using a different distribution than the one we use
to model speckle and turbulence modulation.

The standard radar equation governs the return power received for
each component sent [11]. Therefore, he received component power is given
by

PR ¼ Pce
2�R d2

4R2
�� ð2Þ
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Figure 2 Simulated laser pulse shape.

Table 1 Portion of Total Pulse Energy in Cross-Range

Components with a Gaussian Irradiance Profile [G(x,y)]

x ¼ �0:1 x ¼ �0:05 x=0.0 x ¼ 0:05 x ¼ 0:1

y ¼ 0:1 0.003 0.014 0.022 0.014 0.003
y ¼ 0:05 0.014 0.059 0.095 0.059 0.014

y ¼ 0:0 0.022 0.095 0.154 0.095 0.022
y ¼ �0:05 0.014 0.059 0.095 0.059 0.014
y ¼ �0:1 0.003 0.014 0.022 0.014 0.003
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where PR is the received component power, Pc is the transmitted component
power, � is the atmospheric extinction coefficient, R is the range to the
target, d is the effective diameter of the receiver’s clear aperture, � is the
receiver’s optical efficiency, and � is the diffuse reflectivity of the resolved
target. The resolved target assumption is applied only at the level of the
component; the pulse itself may be unresolved.

Speckle and Turbulence Modulation

The power received from each component is modulated by speckle and
turbulence. Speckle is applied to each component, using the exponential
distribution to modulate the received power because we assume a quasimo-
nochromatic source. For broadband sources, the method described by Parry
[12] could be used to compute the probability density function (PDF). Thus,
the power received from a component in the presence of speckle is

Pspeckle ¼ SðPRÞ ð3Þ
where S is an exponentially distributed random variable with parameter PR;

Prob Sð�Þ ¼ s½ � ¼ e�s=�

�
ð4Þ

where � is the mean of the exponential random variable [13]. Similarly,
turbulence is applied by modulating the power of each component with a
lognormal random variable. Some authors have argued that other distribu-
tions for turbulence are more appropriate, especially in high turbulence,
where the K distribution matches the data well [14], although it tends to
underestimate probabilities of high irradiances [15]. Experimental evidence
suggests that in the presence of significant aperture averaging, the statistics
of the irradiance are lognormal even in the high-fluctuation regime [16].
Many other PDFs have been suggested, but none have been shown to fit
the data under all conditions [15]. The simulation has been written using
modular code, making it easy to change the PDF if consensus is reached.
The mean � of the variable is the power prior to the application of the
turbulence. The mean normalized variance �2I is determined by [17]

�2I ¼ target�
2
Ipoint ð5Þ

where the term target accounts for the target averaging of turbulence, �21point
is the intensity fluctuation for a point target without aperture averaging:

�21point ¼ 1:23c2nðkÞ7=6ð2RÞ11=6 ð6Þ
where R is the range from the target to the sensor, k is the wave number, and
c2n is the turbulence refractive index structure constant, which is dependent
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on atmospheric conditions. The value of c2n used in the simulation is a user-
controlled input parameter. Typical values are obtained from Ref. 11. The
target-averaging term target is determined using [17]

target ¼
�l
reff

� �7=3

ð7Þ

where the value

reff ¼ min rtgt; rbeamðRÞ; rfovðrÞ
� � ð8Þ

is a measure of the effective averaging area and �l is the long-term turbu-
lence cell size. It is calculated using

�l ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
R=k

pffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1þ R=k�20

q ð9Þ

where [17]

�0 ¼ �ðpÞ0 1� R

fxmt

� �2

þ R

zB

� �2

1þ �
2

3

 !
1

1þ �2
" #(

1� 13

3

R

fxmt

� �2

þ 11

3

R

fxmt

� �2

þ 1

3

R

zB

� �2

2
ð1þ �2=4Þ
ð1þ �2Þ

" #)
ð10Þ

�ðsÞ0 ¼ 0:5k2c2nR
� ��3=5 ð11Þ

�ðpÞ0 ¼ 1:46k2c2nR
� ��3=5 ð12Þ

zB ¼ krb0
2

� �
1

ð�ðsÞ0 Þ2
þ 1

4r2b0

" #�1=2

ð13Þ

Fxmt ¼
�rb0

tanð	b1=2Þ � tanð�=2�rb0Þ
ð14Þ

� ¼ 2rb0

�ðpÞ0

ð15Þ

The above Rytov solution predicts that the variance of the intensity fluctua-
tion increases indefinitely as the range or the structure construct c2n increases.
Empirical measurements show that the normalized variance of intensity
fluctuations saturate at approximately 1, whereas the normalized irradiance
variance is unbounded in the Rytov solution [18]. The empirical curve of this
saturation is shown in Fig. 3. This curve is stored in the form of a look-up
table in the simulation.
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The received power in a component after turbulence is then

Pturbulence ¼ eGða;bÞPspeckle ð16Þ
where G is a Gaussian random variable with mean a and variance b. The
parameters a and b are determined from the mean and variance of the
lognormal distribution using

b ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
log

�2

�e2 þ 1

� �s
ð17Þ

a ¼ logð�Þ � b2

2
ð18Þ

The speckle and turbulence modulation of the component intensities is not
independent from component to component. The correlation length of the
speckle and turbulence in the cross-range dimension are calculated, and
components are grouped together so that the combined components are
the size of a turbulence or speckle cell. The turbulence cell size is equivalent
to the value �l calculated earlier. The speckle cell size in the target plane is

lspeckle ¼
�Rffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
AO

p ð19Þ
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Figure 3 Saturation of intensity fluctuation.
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where AO is the area of the receiver optics. The correlation time of speckle
and turbulence for a single path is assumed to be greater than the pulse
width, so that turbulence and speckle for a given pulse is a function only of
cross-range dimensions (x; y), not of the range dimension z.

Once speckle and turbulence have been applied, the components are
summed in the cross-range dimension to form the return signal at the detec-
tor. Each component is shifted in range corresponding to the range to the
target for that component. The returning power at the detector then has the
form

UrðzÞ ¼
X
x;y

Pturbulenceðx; yÞV z� 2Tðx; yÞð Þ ð20Þ

where the cross-range dependence of Pturbulenceðx; yÞ is made explicit and T
ðx; yÞ represents the range to the target at location ðx; yÞ.

Detector and Amplifier Noise

The return signal power is multiplied by �ann, which is a function of the
geometric radius of the laser spot image, turbulence blur circle, and diffrac-
tion-limited blur radius. The factor is calculated as [1]

�ann ¼ 2�FgcðRÞ
�r2bðRÞ

ðrbðRÞ
0

�aðR; rÞr dr ð21Þ

�aðR; rÞ ¼ � rD;
raperfrcvr

R
;
rfrcvr
R

� �
�� rD;

robsfrcvr
R

;
rf

R

� �

�
raperfrcvr

R

� �2
" #

ð22Þ

�ða; b; cÞ¼: b2�ða; b; cÞ þ a2�ðb; a; cÞ � ac sin �ðb; a; cÞð Þ ð23Þ

�ðb; a; cÞ¼: arccos c2 þ b2 � a2

2bc

 !
ð24Þ

FgcðRÞ ¼ min
Ad

AblurðRÞ
; 1

� �
ð25Þ

where Ad is the area of the detector, raper is the radius of the receiver
aperture, robs is the radius of the obscuration, and FgcðRÞ is the detector
geometric compression factor, and

AblurðRÞ ¼ �rblurðRÞ2 ð26Þ
rblurðRÞ ¼ rgeomðRÞ þ rturbþdiff ðRÞ ð27Þ
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The diffraction-limited blur radius and turbulence blur circle radius for the
short exposure case can be taken as

rtrbþdiff ¼ rdiff 1þ r2diff
rtrb

" #�1=2

ð28Þ

rdiff ¼
1:22�frcvrQ

drcv
ð29Þ

rtrb ¼ 2

��trb
ð30Þ

where �trb is the turbulence cutoff spatial frequency given by the solution �
of the following equation [19]:

1

3:44

3=5 r0
�frcvr

� �
¼ � 1� � �frcvr�

drcv

� �1=3
" #3=5

0
@ ð31Þ

and

r0 ¼ 2:1 1:46k2c2nR
� ��3=5 ð32Þ

is Fried’s coherent aperture diameter due to turbulence. The geometric
radius of the laser spot image is

rgeom ¼ frcvr
R

rbðRÞ ð33Þ

where the laser spot radius, rbðRÞ, is calculated as [20]

rbðRÞ ¼
R2

k2r2b0
þ r2b0 1� R

fxmt

� �2

þ 4R2

k2�2l

" #1=2

ð34Þ

if R > kminð� 2
l ; 4r

2
b0Þ or �l > 2rb0, and

rbðRÞ ¼
R2

k2r2b0
þ r2b0 1� R

fxmt

� �2

þ 4R2

k2�2l
1� 0:62

�l
2rb0

� �1=3
" #6=5

8<
:

9=
;

1=2

ð35Þ

fxmt ¼
�rb0

tanð	b1=2Þ � tanð�=2�rb0Þ
ð36Þ

otherwise. In the above equation, rb0 is the radius of the beam waist, frcvr is
the focal length of the receiver, fxmt is the effective focal length of the
transmitter, 	b1=2 is the half-angle transmitted beam divergence, Q is the
quality factor of the optics, drcv is the diameter of the effective clear aper-
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ture, � is the wavelength of the laser, k is the wave number, and R is the
range to the target.

The return signal is subject to background noise, shot noise, amplifier
noise, and dark current noise, all of which are independent identically dis-
tributed (iid) Gaussian. The detector noise, consisting of dark, shot, and
background noise, is calculated as [21]

NEPDetector ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2ecB Ids þ db þ Ib þ Isð ÞM2F

� �q
R ð37Þ

where R is the responsivity of the detector, B is the electrical bandwidth, Ids
is the surface dark current, Idb is the bulk dark current at unity gain, Ib ¼
RPb is the current due to the background illumination, Is ¼ RPturbulence is
the current due to the received signal, M is the detector gain, and F is the
excess noise factor due to the detector gain. PB is the background power
calculated from

PB ¼ �hsunTrAr sin
	fov
2

� �2

�� ð38Þ

where Ar is the area of the receiver, Tr is the transmission of the receiver, � is
the background reflectance, 	fov is the field of view, hsun is the background
solar irradiance, and �� is the optical bandwidth.

Amplifier noise is calculated assuming a basic resistor-capicitor (RC)
filtered amp. It follows that

NEPAmp ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
4kTBN

RLR2

s
ð39Þ

where k is Boltzmann’s constant, T is the temperature in degrees Kelvin, B is
the electrical bandwidth, N is the noise factor for the electronics, and RL is
the load resistor calculated from

RL ¼ 1

2�BC
ð40Þ

where C is the capacitance of the detector.
The noises are added in quadrature to determine the overall noise

figure for the detectors

NEPTotal ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
NEP2

Amp þNEP2
Detector

q
ð41Þ

The NEP is the standard deviation of the Gaussian distribution of the
additive noise in the optical power domain. The simulation generates a
Gaussian random variable with zero means and a standard deviation
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equal to NEP. This Gaussian noise is added to the signal and is then filtered
according to the electrical bandwidth of the sensor. The noisy signal is then
passed to the pulse detector.

The pulse detection portion of the simulation is modified according to
the sensor being simulated. Commonly used pulse detection algorithms
include matched filtering followed by peak detection, threshold detection
of the rising edge of the pulse, or averaging the detection of the rising and
falling edge of the pulse. Quantization error of the system clock is simulated
by shifting the transmitted and received pulse by a random variable that is
uniformly distributed across � one-half of a clock cycle.

Figure 4 shows the effect of the noise on the simulated received pulse.
Figure 5 shows a simulated ladar range image exhibiting the effects of the
signal fluctuations and noise included in the simulation.

5.2.2 Verification and Validation of Synthetic Imagery

Verification is used to ensure that an algorithm code performs as the
designer intended. It does not serve to test the assumptions upon which
the algorithm was designed; hence, real data are not required to verify an
algorithm. Validation is used to determine if a simulation accurately reflects
the real world and, hence, requires real data. Validation can serve to both
verify that a simulation accurately encodes the assumptions of the designer
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Figure 4 Undistorted pulse shape and noisy return signal after matched filtering.
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and that the design assumptions are reasonable. A separate verification step
serves to eliminate the possibility of error due to mistakes in coding, so that
remaining error between simulated and real data can safely be assumed to be
due to the inadequacies of the assumptions used in the simulation. This
maximizes the use of the limited real data.

This section discusses verification and validation of the laser radar
simulator. The simulator was used to help design a laser radar to be used
with an automatic target recognizer (ATR) algorithm [22]. The simulator
provided performance predictions of each potential laser radar design. The
simulator was also used to create a set of synthetic images for the develop-
ment and evaluation of a recognition algorithm. The performance of the
algorithm on synthetic and real images is reported.

Verification

The purpose of verification is to ensure that the simulation code performs as
the designer intended. Verification does not attempt to test the assumptions
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Figure 5 Input range image and resulting ladar image. (Black pixels indicate drop-
outs and white pixels indicate anomalies.)
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of the design. Hence, verification does not require real data. It does require
that the simulation be run with a wide range of inputs and that the outputs
be compared to ensure that the input–output relationships perform as
expected.

It was especially necessary to do this in our case because part of the
purpose of the simulation was to aid in the design of a laser radar.
Parameter studies were performed by running the simulation on a number
of proposed preliminary designs. The synthetic images were input to an
ATR to estimate recognition performance, to aid analysis of performance/
cost trade-offs. Figure 6 shows the procedure. Figure 7 gives an example of
probability of recognition versus range curves for a fictitious laser radar.
The only difference in the parameters is that the first figure represents a laser
radar with a pulse energy of 5 mJ, and the second a pulse energy of 8 mJ. It
can be seen that performance is improved with the increased pulse energy, as
expected. The curves give recognition probability for a two-class problem;
thus, a probability of 0.5 corresponds to a completely random decision.
Each point of the curve was generated by producing 216 synthetic images
of each of the two targets, corresponding to 3 images of the target at each of
the 72 aspect angles (sampled every 5�), and using the 432 images as input to
an ATR, which compares each synthetic range image to noise free range
images obtained directly from computer-aided design (CAD) models. The
probability of recognition was calculated as the number of times the best
match corresponded to the correct target, but most necessarily the correct
aspect angle. The method should be interpreted as a predictor of which laser
radar will produce superior ATR performance rather than an accurate esti-
mator of ATR performance. Accurate estimation of performance would
require a more complex background, which would allow the ATR to take
target silhouette discontinuities into account, and would require more tar-
gets. As the method is implemented, estimated performance is highly depen-
dent on the choice of two targets to be discriminated.
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Figure 6 ATR performance predictions.
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There were far too many simulation parameters to densely sample
each parameter and run the simulation for every combination of parameter
values. Instead, the parameter–performance relationship were verified sys-
tematically by varying each parameter in turn from a few canonical designs.
Table 2 shows a partial list of parameters and the parameter values for a
fictitious laser radar. The range of values of parameter could possibly take
was determined by the designer, and a number of values in that range was
used as inputs to the simulation. The resulting range error versus parameter
curve would be compared to expected qualitative performance. For example,
the dark noise current density can take on values from zero to infinity. For
the LADAR of Table 2, the primary noise source is amplifier noise, so the
expected behavior as the dark noise is increased is that the range error
would be constant for small values of dark noise, increase steadily once
the dark noise values were of the same order of magnitude as the amplifier
noise, and then become unbounded when the dark noise drowns the signal.
Figure 8 is a flow diagram of the procedure.

Knowledge of the physics behind the simulation suggests other para-
meter tests for verification. For example, increasing the optics size serves to
increase the signal-to-noise ratio and also to reduce speckle effects by inte-
grating over the speckle random field. These two effects can be isolated by
simultaneously increasing the optics diameter and reducing the laser pulse
energy so that the signal-to-noise ratio is kept constant. Thus, the depen-
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Figure 7 Estimated recognition performance with pulse energy of 5 and 8 mJ.
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dence of speckle distortion on the optics size can be isolated. The expected
result is that the range error will decrease sharply when the optics is approxi-
mately the same size as the speckle correlation length, but then become
constant once the aperture is much larger than the speckle correlation
length. Figure 9 shows the resulting simulated performance. The correlation
length of the speckle in this case is 0.015 m, which corresponds to the knee
of the curve, as expected.

166 Der et al.

Table 2 Partial List of Simulation Parameters

Wavelength 1:5�m

Beam divergence 125�rad
Pulse width 15 ns
Pulse energy 250�J
Optics diameter 0.19 m

Pointing � 0.000042 rad
Optics quality factor 1.1
Receiver field of view 0.00019 rad

Dark noise current 5E-8 A
Electrical bandwidth 40 MHz
Optical bandwidth 12E-9 m

Receiver transmission 0.75
Noise factor 4.
Load resistor 50�

Range to object 2.0 km
Atmospheric extinction 0.0002731 km�1

Target reflectivity 0.38
Turbulence correlation constant 10E-13

Figure 8 Range error predictions.
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Validation

As a check on the quality of the simulation, we gathered a small amount of
real data. We painted a 4� 8-ft sheet of plywood carc green and positioned
it perpendicular to the line of sight to the sensor. We captured laser radar
images of the plywood and extracted an empirical probability density func-
tion from the images. Figure 10 shows simulated range error as a function of
range. The two �’s mark the range’s standard deviation for the real laser
radar. Additional simulation runs showed that the ladar is limited by quan-
tization error of the clock at short ranges and by the signal-to-noise ratio at
longer ranges. Many laser radar systems, including the Lockheed Martin
Vought system used for this test, avoid the sharp increase in error at longer
ranges by returning a no range value for return pulses that do not exceed
several times the ambient root-mean-square (rms) noise level. Such a pixel is
called a dropout. The percentage of dropout pixels would then increase as
the range increases, whereas the range error on nondropout pixels would
increase much more slowly. Figure 11 is a laser radar range image of two
plywood boards in the bottom right corner and an M1 tank in the lower left.
The range image is in ambiguous gray tone so that range differences are
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Figure 9 Simulated range error versus aperture size. (Laser power was varied to

keep average return power constant. The speckle correlation cell diameter was
0.015m.)
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visible but brighter pixels do not necessarily correspond to greater ranges.
The dynamic range of laser radar range images is too great for human
interpretation using a standard gray tone.

The plywood target data that we collected have characteristics that
limit its use for validation purposes. The Lockheed Martin Vought laser
radar has a relatively large aperture, so aperture averaging makes the effects
of speckle and scintillation almost negligible. The detector noises are domi-
nated by amplifier noise, so background and shot noise effects are not
adequately tested. Although the comparison of real and simulated data
was useful in validating the simulation, it is far from thorough. A thorough
empirical validation would require laser systems having at least several
different values of each sensor parameter, to ensure that each sensor para-
meter is accurately modeled. Of course, this would be extremely expensive.

The plywood reflection boards only served to validate the simulation
for the simplest possible geometry, in which the entire beam falls on a planar
object perpendicular to the line of sight of the sensor. It would be quite
useful to validate the simulation on more complex geometries, which would
test the simulation’s ability to model the distortion of the pulse due to the
different path lengths of the subpulses.

This experiment would require accurate measurement of the location
of the beam footprint on the object and a detailed geometric description of
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Figure 10 Simulated range error versus range. (The �’s mark the real data points.)
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the object. Suppose that the object is two planar boards, perpendicular to
the line of the sight of the sensor, offset so that one board is 0.5 m closer
than the other. The laser radar is positioned so that a portion of the beam
falls on each of the boards, and the empirical PDF of the range returns is
obtained by repeatedly measuring the range to the object. In order to cal-
culate the estimated PDF using the simulation, the portion of the beam that
falls on each board would need to be measured. One might be tempted to
survey the location of the boards and of the laser radar and then to use a
gimbal to measure the pointing angle of the laser radar. This is not practical
because it would require a gimbal or theodylite with an accuracy an order of
magnitude smaller than the beam width of the laser. It would also require
that the laser in the laser radar be aligned to similar accuracy, which, gen-
erally, is not a good assumption.

A more realistic option would be to use an infrared imager to view the
boards and see the area of laser illumination. The infrared imager would not
need to be colocated with the laser radar. It could be placed close to the
boards to get a better image. Background noise could be reduced by placing
a notch filter in front of the optics that matches the wavelength of the laser.
Background noise could be further reduced by using an imager with short
sample times. Unfortunately, we were unable to perform these experiments
due to time and equipment constraints.

Comparison of Simulated Data to Real Data

As a check on the quality of the simulation, we gathered a small amount of
real data. We painted a 4� 8-ft sheet of plywood carc green and positioned
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Figure 11 Ambiguous gray-tone range image of plywood boards at right and M1

at left.
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it perpendicular to the line of sight to the sensor and followed the proce-
dures described under ‘‘Validation’’ on p. 167. Many laser radar systems,
including the Lockheed Martin Vought system, avoid the sharp increase in
error at longer ranges by returning no range value for return pulses that do
not exceed several times the ambient rms noise level. Such a pixel is called a
dropout. The percentage of dropout pixels would then increase as the range
increases, whereas the range error on nondropout pixels would increase
much more slowly. Table 3 gives a partial list of sensor parameters.

To test the speckle and scintillation portion of the simulation, it was
necessary for us to reduce the aperture size until aperture averaging was
insufficient to make speckle and scintillation effects negligible. The aper-
ture size was reduced while the output power of the laser was increased so
that the average return power remained a constant; thus, the primary
cause of variation in performance is the reduction in aperture averaging
that occurs at smaller aperture sizes. Figure 9 shows the resulting simu-
lated performance.

Realistic Portrayals of Background

The simulation as currently configured is not suitable for designing and
evaluating detection algorithms because of its simplistic handling of the
background. Realistic backgrounds are challenging to laser radar detection
algorithms because of the presence of target competitive shapes in the form
of natural objects such as foliage and rocks. Tree lines, in particular, will
frequently contain challenging shapes. Creating a realistic synthetic back-
ground requires accurate geometric modeling of terrain and foliage and a
knowledge of the reflectance properties of natural objects.

A great deal of effort has gone into the creation of synthetic imagery
in natural backgrounds (e.g., Refs. 24 and 25). Much of the work relates
to synthetic infrared imagery and consists of geometric models of the
terrain and natural objects, and associated thermal models applied to
the geometric models. The laser radar simulation requires only a highly
detailed geometric model, so the infrared work is readily applicable to
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Table 3 Sensor Description

Laser type NdYAG
Wavelength 1:574�m
Beam divergence 125�rad
Pulse width 10 ns
Pulse energy 250�J
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laser radar. In particular, high detailed geometric tree models are available
in Refs. 26 and 27. Detailed synthetic terrain geometry models are avail-
able in Ref. 28. Random tree placement models that locate trees in bio-
logically plausible configurations exist in Refs. 24, 25, and 29. Computer-
aided-design target models are already being used in our simulation.
Combining these models requires mostly software integration work: con-
verting the geometric models into one CAD format, applying the tree
placement models and using the results to insert trees into the CAD
model of the terrain, ray tracing the CAD model, and then applying the
simulation to the resulting range image.

The complex geometry of the background model would make it much
more difficult to validate using the method, described earlier, using known
geometries. Validation of the background imagery could be accomplished in
a number of alternative ways. The false-alarm rate of a detection algorithm
on synthetic and real images could be compared. This would preferably be
done with synthetic imagery that was designed specifically to match the
geographic region where the real imagery was collected, as tree density
and type and terrain roughness will clearly influence the false-alarm rate
of a detection algorithm. An alternative validation scheme might be to
match a texture model to tree lines, foliage canopies, and grass fields of
both synthetic and real imagery and compare the associated texture para-
meters.

5.3 THE ATR ALGORITHM

The problem of object recognition in ladar range imagery has been an
active research area for a number of years. The surface-fitting approach
to object recognition has been used extensively. These methods segment
the image into regions that match one of a set of predefined surface
primitives. Some authors have used only planes as surface primitives
[30–32]; others have used planar, cylindrical, and conic surfaces [33–35],
and some have used more complex surfaces such as superquadrics [36].
One advantage to these surface-fitting methods is that reducing the image
to a relatively small number of surface primitives greatly reduces the com-
putational complexity associated with object recognition. Unfortunately,
the method is sensitive to range error, especially for higher-order surfaces.
As ladar range images are prone to noise at great ranges, object recogni-
tion by surface primitive extraction is useful primarily for indoor or short-
range applications. Also, this approach is not practical when the cross-
range resolution of the ladar is low, as in our application. Other authors
[37,38] have used extracted edges which are then compared to a target
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model library. Another approach [39,40] has been to use detection theory,
assuming a planar background and a known target shape, to calculate a
likelihood ratio.

Koksal et al. [38] extracted from the ladar range image and then used a
maximum a posteriori (MAP) estimate of the pose given the observed edges.
By reducing the range image to edges and then using the expectation max-
imization algorithm to solve for the pose, the computational complexity of
the matching algorithm is small. Edge matching algorithms tend to work
best when the laser radar has good cross-range resolution so that a distin-
guishable silhouette is obtainable but does not require good range resolu-
tion. In the application for which we developed our algorithm, the range
resolution is good, but the cross-range resolution is poor, requiring us to
make maximum use of the available pixels.

Target recognition in pulsed ladar imager is challenging because of
sensor noise, occlusion, background clutter, and, in our application, low
spatial (cross-range) resolution. Range error induced by target surface speckle
and atmospheric turbulence has led sensor designers to use pulse ladar sys-
tems that mitigate these sources of error, but ladar imagery for this scenario
remains noisy and has relatively low resolution. The recognition task becomes
more challenging when the number of candidate templates is large (because of
many potential target types, position uncertainty, target orientation, and
target articulation) and when the targets resemble each other.

The approach we take is to fit/verify the sensed range images to the
range templates extracted from CAD target models. Each range template
consists of the entire target, resulting in less sensitivity to range noise at
the cost of increased computational complexity. In the following sections,
we briefly discuss the laser simulator used for predicting target signatures.
We then present details of the ladar ATR system. Next, experimental
results on simulated ladar imagery as well as on real images are pre-
sented, followed by a conclusion and discussion of potential future
improvements.

There are three major components of the ATR system: prescreening,
surface fitting, and boundary fitting. Given a ladar image, several 1D pro-
jections of the range data are extracted and compared to corresponding
projections previously extracted from target templates. Templates with sig-
nificantly different projections are ruled out from further processing.
Boundary checking and shape fitting are performed on each of the remain-
ing templates. A coarse-to-fine matching scheme is used to generate the best
match for each template. The target template with the highest combined
matching score from shape and boundary fitting is declared to be the recog-
nized target.
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5.3.1 Prescreening

The idea behind our prescreening algorithm is to extract a set of reliable
(e.g., shift invariant) features from the ladar image and compare them to the
corresponding feature sets predicted from CAD target models. If the
extracted features are similar to the predicted features from a template,
then that template remains in the candidate list. The features we use are
1D projections of the ladar imagery along the vertical, horizontal, and range
axes. Figure 12 shows projections of a target template (M1 at 45� and 0.2-m/
pixel resolution) on the vertical axis. Figure 13 shows average range curves
for seven targets at 45� (projections are along the horizontal axis). As shown
in Fig. 13, the 1D projections of different targets are quite different, provid-
ing good discrimination for prescreening. Any 3D translation of a target will
result in a shift of the 1D curves that will not affect our matching scores. In
addition, these 1D projections are not sensitive to small target rotations.
Figure 14 shows average range curves for a target (M1) at 5� increments.
The curves for the same target at similar aspect angles are very similar.
Similar plots and conclusions can be obtained for projections along the
depth axis (relative cumulative histogram).

We obtain the match score by correlating the projections from the
data with the template projections, using a weighted correlation measure
to improve the robustness of the matching technique. The similarity between
average range curves is measured using

mc ¼
Nf\g
Nf[g

�
P

i nfi þ ngi
� �

fi � �f

� �
gi � �g

� �� �
� �ff � �gg

P
i nfi þ ngi
� � ð42Þ

where g stands for a curve extracted from a target template and f stands for
the corresponding curve extracted from the ladar image, fi is the value of
average range at the ith projection slot, �f is the mean of the average range
for curve f , nfi is the number of pixels for curve f at the ith projection slot,
� �ff is the standard deviation of curve �ff , Nf\g is the total number of pixels
common to curves f and g, and Nf[g is the total number of pixels in curves f
and g.

Because the size of the feature set is much smaller than the original
ladar image, the prescreener can significantly improve the speed of the ATR
system. In our implementation, the prescreening step filters out more than
80% of the candidate templates in the training set, without rejecting any of
the targets in the training set.
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5.3.2 Surface Fitting

Surface fitting is used to compare the 3D surface of the target templates to
the ladar imagery. The PDF of the range return of a laser radar is a unim-
odal distribution centered on the correct range value with a flat tail that does
not taper to zero as range error increases. The width of the peak of the
distribution is determined by the width of the laser pulse and the distortion
caused by the target geometry, whereas the height of the tail is determined
by the probability that noise in the system will cause a spurious peak that is
greater than the peak caused by the reflected laser pulse.
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Figure 12 Examples of 1D projection used in prescreener (M1 at 45� azimuth, 1D
projections onto the vertical axis).

Figure 13 Plots of average range for seven targets at 45� azimuth.
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The expected width of the peak of the range error density function,
determined by simulation or experiment, is used to set a threshold, �srf on
range error. If the range difference between the template and data is smaller
than the threshold, the pixel is counted as a fit. The ratio of the total number
of the fitted pixels (M) and total number of valid ladar pixel over the target
(N) is used to score the shape fitness. The M of N metric is a natural choice
for ladar range imagery, because the large tails of the PDF causes
standard metrics like mean square error to be dominated by outliers.
We make a distinction between a nonfit pixel whose range is closer (the
distance between sensor and returned energy peak is smaller) than the
range predicted by the target template versus a nonfit pixel whose range
is farther than predicted by the target template (the penetration case).
Pixels that are closer may be due to partial occlusion, which is a rela-
tively common occurrence, whereas pixels that are farther can only
occur if the ladar has returned an anomaly (a range estimate that is
based entirely on receiver and background noise, rather than a physical
object reflecting energy), which is rarer. For this reason, we apply a
penalty to the matching score for anomalous pixels.

The surface match score is computed as

Msrf
j ¼:

X
i

I RðiÞ � TjðiÞ
�� �� � �srf
� � ð43Þ

where Ið Þ is the indicator function that takes the value 1 if the inequality in
the argument is true and 0 otherwise, and i is the index of the pixel values
that fall on a particular target pose j. RðiÞ is the input range image and TjðiÞ
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Figure 14 Plots of average range for M1 from 0� to 45� at 5� increments.
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is the range template for the jth target pose, scaled to the size of the range
image.

The penalty term for internal pixels that show a range farther than the
template, thus indicating an anomaly, is given by

Kj¼:
X
i

I RðiÞ � TjðiÞ � �pen
� � ð44Þ

where �pen is a threshold for determining whether a range discrepancy
between image and template is counted as a normal range error or an
anomaly.

5.3.3 Boundary Fitting

A discontinuity in range values is likely to exist along the boundary of the
target. Boundary fitting is used to determine if a consistent discontinuity
exists for each hypothesized template. The bottom of the targets are
excluded from the boundary fitting because there should be no range dis-
continuity between the ground and targets, and partial occlusion of the
bottom of the target occurs frequently. The M of N metric is again used
to measure boundary consistency, as

Msil
j ¼:

X
k

I R Soff
j ðkÞ

	 

� R Son

j ðkÞ� ���� ��� � �sil

	 

ð45Þ

where the boundary pixel pairs Soff
j ð Þ and Son

j ð Þ are determined from the
CAD model, and �sil is a parameter that is determined as described in the
next subsection.

5.3.4 Match Evaluation

As mentioned earlier, incorrect small templates tend to have internal match
scores but not be supported by a boundary consistency check. On the other
hand, boundary fitting alone tends to have good scores on cluttered back-
ground areas. Correctly matched templates tend to achieve good scores on
both shape and boundary fitting. The internal and boundary match scores
are combined as

Mj¼: !srf

Msrf
j � !penKj

Nsrf
j

þ 1� !srfð ÞM
sil
j

Nsil
j

ð46Þ

where !srf 2 ½0; 1� determines the weighting of the internal match versus the
silhouette match.
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The only free parameters of the algorithm are !srf , �srf , �sil, and !pen.
The parameter �srf probably should not be considered a free parameter,
because it should be set to approximately the distance between the center
and knee of the PDF of the range error. The PDF of the range error can
be roughly measured without any target data. The variance of this
unimodal PDF will increase as the range increases, but this can be
measured for a given sensor and recorded. Intuition can aid in setting
several of the other parameters as well. For example, there is no point
in setting �sil greater than the largest dimension of the largest target,
because this will merely eliminate silhouette ‘‘hits’’ on genuine edges with-
out eliminating any internal target discontinuities that could be confused
with a silhouette edge. Likewise, �sil should be set higher than the standard
deviation of the range error so that nonanomalous pixels illuminating a
continuous surface are not counted as silhouette edges. The parameter �pen
also needs to be set larger than �srf and also larger than the largest dimen-
sion of the largest target, so that a slightly misaligned but correct template
is not eliminated because a pixel falls on a different portion of the target
than the template would indicate. These settings can be summarized as

�srf 
 �R ð47Þ
�R � �sil � DL ð48Þ

max �srf ;DLð Þ < �pen ð49Þ
where �R is the standard deviation of the range error and DL is the largest
dimension of the largest target in the target set. For the parameters �sil and
�pen, one might instead set them individually for each pixel of each target
hypothesis by looking for maximum differences in template range values
over a local area and replacing DL in the above formulas.

The penalty !penetrate for pixels that give a range far greater than the
hypothesized template (thus indicating an anomaly) should be set with
knowledge of the probability of anomaly, which will typically be range
dependent and rare on most sensors. The parameter !srf is more difficult,
as the ideal value will be scenario dependent. If the targets are embedded
in a tree line but unoccluded, the internal match is the most important. If
the target is not near clutter and the range error is high, then the silhouette
match becomes more important. Likewise, the ideal setting is dependent
on sensor parameters. For higher cross-range resolutions, the boundary
match is relatively more significant, whereas high range resolution makes
the internal match more significant. One reasonable way to set !srf would
be (1) to have a simple algorithm attempt to determine if the target is near
clutter (is there a target-size blob isolated from its background?), (2) to
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look up the expected range error knowing the range to the hypothesized
target, and then (3) to set !srf accordingly. As we did not have access to a
large dataset with targets embedded in clutter, we could not test this
notion and decided to set !srf by experiment on the synthetic training
set. The value we currently use is 0.75.

5.3.5 Active Vision Approach to ATR

We investigate the situation where we have the opportunity to capture
another ladar chip of the object after the initial recognition process. The
operation of the ATR system is as follows: (1) The ladar sensor captures a
ladar chip at low resolution that covers the whole object; (2) ATR is per-
formed on the low-resolution ladar chip and a list of potential object types is
reported along with their matching scores; (3) based on the top two compet-
ing object types, the second ladar chip is captured at twice the cross-range
resolution but half the field of view; and (4) the ATR system analyzes the
second ladar chip to confirm the recognition of the first ATR or select a
different hypothesis. A valid question is how we can properly use this second
look to confirm or improve the recognition results obtained using the first
look. We investigate the optimum aim point for the second look.

We divide the template into eight overlapping regions, as shown in
Fig. 15. These regions cover the whole template except for the bottom part,
which is excluded from boundary-fitting evaluation in the ATR algorithm
because it may be occluded by ground clutter. We measure the similarity
between any two templates on each of the regions shown in Fig. 15. The
region in which the top two competing templates differ the most is chosen as
the region for the second view.

The similarity between two templates is measured based on surface
shape and object silhouettes. For surface shape similarity, we first compute
the range variance for each region. For a testing region i, we assume that
there are R1i valid object points in the first template and R2i valid object
points in the second template and that the range variances for the first and
second templates are �21i and �

2
2i, respectively. The surface variance measure

(SVM) for region i is defined as

SVMi ¼
max R1i;R2ið Þ

max min R1i;R2ið Þ; 1½ � �
2
1i � �22i

�� �� ð50Þ

where the weighting factor before the variances difference is introduced to
give more weight to regions with different numbers of valid template pixels.
We ignore regions with insufficient numbers of template pixels in either of
the competing templates. For silhouette similarity, we computed the bound-
ary variance measure (BVM) defined as
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BVMi ¼ �xi þ�yi ð51Þ

where i is the index for a region and

�xi ¼
max L1i;L2ið Þ

max min L1i;L2ið Þ; 1½ � �
2
1xi � �22xi

�� �� ð52Þ

�yi ¼
max L1iL2ið Þ

max min L1i;L2ið Þ; 1½ � �
2
1yi � �22yi

�� �� ð53Þ

L1i and L2i are the number of border pixels in region i for each template. �21xi
and �22xi are the variances of border pixels along the horizontal coordinate.
Similarly, �21yi , �

2
2yi are the variances of the border pixels along the vertical

coordinate.
The combined difference measure (DM) for testing region i is defined

as
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Figure 15 The eight overlapping regions illustrated on M1 template at a 30�

azimuth angle: (a) five overlapping regions; (b) the remaining three regions.
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DMi ¼
SVMi

max1�j�8ðSVMjÞ
þ !3ðBVMiÞ
max1�j�8ðBVMjÞ

ð54Þ

where !3 is a weighting factor. In our current implementation, we use
!3 ¼ 0:5. The region with the maximum DM is selected as the region for
the second look.

5.4 ATR EVALUATION

The algorithm was trained on synthetic imagery and tested on real imagery.
This section describes the experiments on simulated imagery, including test-
ing using square and nonsquare pixels, the test using multilook ATR, and,
finally, the test on real imagery. The ATR parameters were set using the
square pile data described first. The other tests on simulated imagery were
performed to determine if performance would differ for alternative hard-
ware designs. The test on real data served as a form of validation that the
algorithm would work in the real world and that the laser simulation could
adequately predict good ATR parameter settings. For each of the experi-
ments, the ATR-matched input ladar images with CAD models of seven
targets, as shown in Table 4. The M1 and M60 are tanks, the M113 and
Bmp2 are tracked armored personnel carriers, the Btr60 is a wheeled
armored personnel carrier, the Zil131 is a tracked air-defense vehicle, and
the M35 is a truck. Templates were generated for horizontal viewing angles
and 5� increments of aspect angle, for each target, resulting in 72 templates
per target for a total of 504 templates.

5.4.1 Test on Simulated Images

Simulated ladar images corresponding to all target types at a 0� elevation
angle and 5� increments on aspect angles were generated and tested. The
targets tested are listed in Table 4. Thus, there are 7 targets, each with 72
views, giving 504 images. Table 5 is the confusion matrix for the tests on
simulated images. Both targets T6 and T7 are trucks. Figure 16 shows one of
the errors reported in Table 5. The ladar image simulated from the template
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Table 4 Target Lexicon

T1 T2 T3 T4 T5 T6 T7

M1 M113 Btr60 Bmp2 M60 Zil131 M35
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of M35 at 225� (shown in Fig. 16) is wrongly recognized at Zil131 at 230�

(whose template is shown in Fig. 16b).

5.4.2 Test on Multilook ladar ATR

We generated ladar chips of size 10� 20 and 20� 40 with the same foot-
print 2:5� 10m2. A 10� 20 ladar chip was first fed into our ATR system to
generate the top 10 potential target/pose combinations. An optimum
10� 20 subregion is then chopped from the corresponding high-resolution
20� 40 ladar chip based on the identities of the top two competing candi-
dates. The 10� 20 high-resolution ladar chip is then fed into our system.
For the second-look chip, we only match among the top 10 competing
templates reported from the previous ATR. The matching scores from the
first and the second looks are combined to generate the final recognition
decision. Table 6 is the confusion matrix for the testing of simulated ladar
images using our ATR algorithm with second-look capability. A compar-
ison of Tables 5 and 6 shows that the ATR with the second look has
improved performance.

Table 7 shows detailed scores for an ATR of a simulated ladar chip
(M113A2 at 180�). The ATR on the first look is incorrect and the match to
the correct template is ranked sixth. The ATR on the second look ranks the
correct template at the top. The second highest match is given to a template
of the same object at 5� azimuth rotation. Table 8 shows the detailed scores
of another ATR example. The ladar chip tested is BMP2 at 0�. The ATR on
the first look had a 5� azimuth angle error. The ATR on the second look
moves the correct template to the top rank. In this example, the matches for
the correct object at nearby azimuth angles remain high, whereas matches
for incorrect objects drop below threshold.
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Figure 16 An example of misrecognition for a simulated image: (a) template of
M35 at 225�; (b) template of Zil131 at 230�:
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5.4.3 Test on Real Images

The system has been blind tested on a dataset containing 276 real ladar
images of M1A2 tanks and M113 armored personnel carries at various
orientations. The inputs to the system were 10� 20 ladar images cued by
a human operator. The system matched each input image to stored tem-
plates of seven target types. The system achieved above 90% accuracy in
recognition. Table 9 lists the confusion matrix for the test on real ladar
images.

There are a number of reasons for the deterioration of performance
between the synthetic and real data. The synthetic imagery was generated at
the cardinal angles (every 5� in azimuth, starting at 0�), and the templates
used in the recognition algorithm were also at the same pose. This should be
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Table 6 Confusion Matrix for ATR with Second-Look Capability

M1 M113 BTR60 BMP2 M60 ZIL131 M35 %

M1 72 0 0 0 0 0 0 100
M113A2 0 72 0 0 0 0 0 100

BTR60 0 0 72 0 0 0 0 100
BMP2 0 0 0 72 0 0 0 100
M60 0 0 0 0 72 0 0 100

ZIL131 0 0 0 0 0 72 0 100
M35 0 0 0 0 0 0 72 100

Total 100

Table 5 Confusion Matrix of Classification on Synthesized

10�20 Ladar Imagery

T1 T2 T3 T4 T5 T6 T7 Accuracy

T1 72 0 0 0 0 0 0 100%
T2 0 72 0 0 0 0 0 100%
T3 0 0 72 0 0 0 0 100%

T4 0 0 0 72 0 0 0 100%
T5 0 0 0 0 72 0 0 100%
T6 0 0 0 0 0 71 1 98.6%

T7 0 0 0 0 0 2 70 97.2%

Total 99.4%
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Table 7 An example of Second Look Correcting the First-Look
ATR Error (Ground Truth is M113A2 at 180�)

Template
First-look

score
First-look

rank
Second-look

score
Second-look

rank

ZIL131-185 0.9764 1 0.7928 3
ZIL131-175 0.9744 2 0.5525 7

M113A2-175 0.9454 3 0.6165 5
M113A2-185 0.9153 4 0.7962 2
M35-175 0.8857 5 0.6760 4

M113A2-180 0.8580 6 0.9681 1
ZIL131-170 0.8111 7 0.4258 10
ZIL131-190 0.8103 8 0.4905 9

M35-185 0.7995 9 0.5045 8
M35-180 0.7979 10 0.6154 6

Figure 17 Illustration of ladar image simulation: (a) a rendering of M35 CAD

model; (b) range template of M35 at (315�; 0�) and 0.1 m/pixel; (c) synthesized ladar
image at resolution of 0.4 m/pixel.
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corrected so that the synthetic images are generated at random azimuth
angles. We believe this is the primary reason for performance deterioration
and that the inevitable imperfection in modeling the real world probabilis-
tically is a secondary factor, but this should be determined by further simu-
lation. We expect that the synthetic performance would decrease so that it is
more similar to the real data if the pose was random.

5.5 CONCLUSIONS

We have reported a methodology for the development of algorithms for the
recognition of objects of known geometry in laser radar imagery. We have
made extensive use of synthetic imagery because of the lack of available real
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Table 9 Confusion Matrix of Classification on Real

10�20 Ladar Imagery

T1 T2 T3 T4 T5 T6 T7 Accuracy

T1 110 4 0 2 6 1 0 89.4%
T2 6 142 1 1 0 0 3 92.8%

Total 91.3%

Table 8 An example of Second Look Confirming the First-Look

ATR Output (Ground Truth is BMP2 at 0�

Template

First-look

score

First-look

rank

Second-look

score

Second-look

rank

BMP2-5 0.9770 1 0.9460 2
BMP2-0 0.8071 2 0.9766 1

BMP2-355 0.6931 3 0.7175 3
M1-180 0.5983 4 0 —
M1-175 0.5970 5 0 —

M1-190 0.5664 6 0 —
M1-185 0.5664 7 0 —
M1-165 0.5447 8 0 —

M1-195 0.5356 9 0 —
M1-200 0.5120 10 0 —
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data. Use of synthetic imagery for the training of algorithms require great
care; for this reason, we have taken care to verify and validate the synthetic
image generation code.

We have reported a ladar ATR system based on fitting range images to
3D templates extracted from CAD target models. A projection-based pre-
screener was designed to filter out more than 80% of candidate templates.
An M of N pixel matching scheme was used for internal shape matching,
whereas a silhouette-fitting scheme is used for boundary matching. This
model-based system was trained on synthetic data and tested on a set of
276 real ladar images of military vehicles at various orientations and ranges.
The system achieves above 90% accuracy in recognition of 0.4-m cross-
range resolution ladar images. We also described a preliminary design of
an active vision ladar ATR algorithm that used the results of processing the
first image to determine a good aim point for a second ladar image of the
target.
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Bahram Javidi
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6.1 INTRODUCTION

A distortion-invariant filtering algorithm permits the use of a smaller set of
filters to detect particular targets when the exact size, orientation, or illumi-
nation is unknown. Although many filtering algorithms have been proposed
to detect targets in noise [1–16] this technique incorporates distortion invar-
iance [17–20], the effects of environmental degradation, and the additive
overlapping and nonoverlapping background noises in the design of the
optimal filter using the minimum mean-squared-error criterion [11,21–23].
The distortion-invariant filter has the advantage of detecting a target with a
predefined set of distortions. It saves processing time because only one filter
has to be used to detect a distorted target instead of going through the entire
training set. However, its performance is lower than that of an optimal filter
synthesized for one particular reference target aspect [4,9]. Environmental
compensation is included in the filter design because of the adverse effects
associated with atmospheric propagation [22,24,25].

This chapter describes a filtering algorithm that takes into the account
the modulation transfer function (MTF) [25] of the propagation environment
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due to aerosols and turbulence in order to optimize the detection of targets in
clutter and system noise. The receiver operating characteristics (ROCs) peak-
to-output energy ratio, peak-to-correlation intensity [21,22], and a number of
other metrics are used as the measure of effectiveness of this algorithm.

6.2 MATHEMATICAL MODEL OF THE OBSERVED SCENE

The observed scene is typically presented to the processor as a two-dimen-
sional sampled array of pixel values. In this case, the target is immersed in
nonoverlapping background clutter, blurred by the aerosols and turbulence
between the target plane and the sensor and corrupted by system noises
[4,22]. This observed scene (image) from the sensor may be modeled in
the discrete two-dimensional spatial domain as follows:

siðm; nÞ ¼ riðm; nÞ þ v1ðm; nÞ
� �� bðm; nÞ þ v2ðm; nÞ ð1Þ

where siðm; nÞ is the ith detected scene with region of support (ROS)
w0ðm; nÞ, riðm; nÞ is the ith target with ROS wrðm; nÞ within the scene,
v1ðm; nÞ is the nonoverlapping noise with ROSfw0ðm; nÞ � wriðm; nÞg bðm; nÞ
is the point spread function of the environment, v2ðm; nÞ is the zero mean
overlapping additive noise with ROS w0ðm; nÞ, and � denotes a two-dimen-
sional convolution in the spatial domain. It is assumed that v2ðm; nÞ, the
model for additive system noise, is Gaussian distributed and uncorrelated
with the other components in the scene model and is overlapping the entire
scene. The background clutter is modeled by v1ðm; nÞ, which in general, has a
nonzero mean and low-pass characteristics. The background clutter is in the
same plane as the target and is nonoverlapping because the presence of the
target masks the clutter region within the target’s region of support. The
point spread function, bðm; nÞ, is analogous to the impulse response in system
theory. The Fourier transform of bðm; nÞ or the optical transfer function
(OTF) degrades the high-spatial-frequency response of the observation
[25]. The presence of atmospheric turbulence and aerosols between the target
and the sensor imposes a loss in the detection performance in terms of the
probability of detection and probability of recognition [22,26].

6.3 DERIVATION OF THE OPTIMAL DISTORTION-
INVARIANT MMSE FILTER

The desired output in this case is a sharp peak at the location of the target
with a quiet background to allow unambiguous declaration of its presence
[27]. We select the minimum mean squared error (MMSE) as the optimiza-
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tion criterion to design the filtering algorithm [21–23]. The optimal filter
aims to minimize the squared difference between a desired output and the
filter output.

We aim to design the MMSE filter to be distortion invariant using the
total mean-squared-error criterion. The ability to have one distortion invar-
iant filter to detect a target with out-of-plane rotational distortion is accom-
plished by extending the MMSE filter to be sensitive to target distortions as
defined by a training set. We assume that when there is a target in the scene,
the occurrence of the different views of the target within the training set is
equally likely. The scene with the ith target view present is modeled as
follows:

siðm; nÞ ¼ riðm; nÞ � bðm; nÞ þ v1ðm; nÞ w0ðm; nÞ � wri ðm; nÞ
� �

� bðm; nÞ þ v2ðm; nÞw0ðm; nÞ
ð2Þ

where the training set is friðm; nÞ for i ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; Jg, the corresponding
regions of support for the set is fwri ðm; nÞ for i ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; Jg and w0ðm; nÞ
is the scene window.

We wish to design a distortion invariant filter [4,7] that will produce a
maximum peak value at the correlation output plane while maintaining a
quiet background. The mean squared error for the ith target view is

�i ¼ E
XM
m¼1

XN
n¼1

yiðm; nÞ � ydðm; nÞ
�� ��2 !

ð3Þ

where yiðm; nÞ is the distortion-invariant filter output in response to the ith
target view and yd ðm; nÞ is a Kronecker delta function (the desired output) at
the target location. The strategy is to minimize the total mean squared error
for the entire training set; that is,

� ¼
XJ
i¼1

�i ¼
XJ
i¼1

E
XM
m¼1

XN
n¼1

yiðm; nÞ � ydðm; nÞ
�� ��2 !

ð4Þ

Using Parseval’s theorem on Eq. (4), we can express the total mean squared
error for the training set in the discrete spatial frequency domain as

� ¼
XJ
i¼1

E
1

MN

XM
k¼1

XN
l¼1

Yiðk; lÞ � 1
�� ��2 !

ð5Þ
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� ¼
XJ
i¼1

E
1

MN

XM
k¼1

XN
l¼1

Hðk; lÞSiðk; lÞ � 1
�� ��2 !

ð6Þ

� ¼
XJ
i¼1

E
XM
k¼1

XN
l¼1

Hðk; lÞSiðk; lÞS	
i ðk; lÞH	ðk; lÞ �Hðk; lÞSiðk; lÞ

� � 

� S	
i ðk; lÞH	ðk; lÞ þ 1

�
ð7Þ

Interchanging the order of summation and moving the statistical expecta-
tion operations inside the summations, we have

� ¼
XM
k¼1

XN
l¼1

XJ
i¼1

Hðk; lÞE Siðk; lÞ
�� ��2n o

H	ðk; lÞ �Hðk; lÞE Siðk; lÞ
� �h

� E S	
i ðk; lÞ

� �
H	ðk; lÞ þ 1

� ð8Þ

Taking the gradient of Eq. (8) with respect to the function Hðk; lÞ and
setting the result to zero yields

rH� ¼
1

MN

XM
k¼1

XN
l¼1

H	ðk; lÞE
XJ
i¼1

Siðk; lÞ
�� ��2( )

� E
XJ
i¼1

Siðk; lÞ
( )" #

¼ 0

ð9Þ
Solving Eq. (9) for H	ðk; lÞ yields the optimal MMSE distortion-invariant
filter for the training set denoted as

Hopt�compðk; lÞ ¼
PJ

i¼1 E S	
i ðk; lÞ

� �
PJ

i¼1 E Siðk; lÞ
�� ��2n o ð10Þ

Expanding out the statistical expectations, we have the optimal distortion-
invariant MMSE filter:

Hopt�compðk; lÞ ¼
XJ
i¼1

R	
i ðk; lÞ þ �n1W

	
ci ðk; lÞ

� �
B	ðk; lÞ

 !

XJ
i¼1

Riðk; lÞ þ �n1Wci ðk; lÞ
� �

Bðk; lÞ�� ��2þ�n1 ðk; lÞ
h(

�jWciðk; lÞBðk; lÞj2 þ�n2 ðk; lÞ � W0ðk; lÞ
�� ��2���1

ð11Þ
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where � denotes two-dimensional convolution in the spatial frequency
domain and 	 denotes complex conjugation. The expressions Rðk; lÞ,
Wcðk; lÞ, and Bðk; lÞ are the two-dimensional discrete Fourier transforms
of the reference target, its silhouette, and the point spread function,
respectively. In the denominator, �ni ðk; lÞ and �n2 ðk; lÞ are the power
spectral densities of the zero mean nonoverlapping (the contribution
of the mean background value is accounted for by the terms with
�n1 ) and overlapping noises; W0ðk; lÞ is the Fourier transform of the
scene window and �n1 is the mean value of the background clutter
over the entire scene.

The denominator in Eq. (11) is the power spectral density of the non-
overlapping background, the disjoint target (and its silhouette), and the
overlapping system noise; it is always positive and real. The presence of
the silhouette in the numerator and the denominator serve to normalize
the effect of the background mean level at the output. The inclusion of
the target’s region of support in the formulation of the optimal filter is
essential for performance improvement [8,10] because it increases the
separation between the signal and noise output magnitudes by forcing the
output noise to have near-zero mean.

6.3.1 Performance Metrics

We now define and describe the following performance metrics [4,7,28–32]:
ROC curve and two peak signal to background noise measures. These
metrics are used to quantify and compare performance of various filtering
algorithms but, more importantly, the agreement of simulation results and
the expected theoretical results.

The ROC Curve

The ROC curve is used to compare the relative performance of different
processors. It plots the probability of detection versus the probability of
false alarm for a range of threshold values. The desired performance of
detection systems is usually specified in terms of the probability of detection
ðpdÞ and the probability of false alarm ðpfa) for a given input signal-to-noise
ratio. For example, a typical specification may require the following: pd ¼
0:5 with pfa < 10�4 at a range of 10 km.

We now describe a procedure to estimate the probability density func-
tions (not necessarily Gaussian) needed to evaluate the pd and pfa based on a
finite number of experimental trials. The number of independent samples
required is of the order of 106, which will not be achievable via field mea-
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surements and, therefore, we typically employ computer simulations to vali-
date performance specifications. In order to generate the representative
ROC curve for a detector, it is necessary to obtain the conditional density
functions of the output samples for the noise-only and signal-plus-noise
hypotheses. In most cases, the number of noise samples per realization of
an input image scene is high so that the sample size is not an issue for
generating a representative noise-only histogram. For a typical 256-
pixel� 256-pixel correlation output plane, we can easily collect 40,000
noise samples with sufficient standoff distance from the correlation peak
to exclude samples that may have some correlation with the peak. On the
other hand, because each computationally intensive two-dimensional corre-
lation realization only produces 1 sample point for the target-plus-noise
case, it is not unusual to have only 100–200 samples of the correlation
peak levels to generate its histogram.

One standard method for estimating the signal-plus-noise conditional
density function using a finite set of data is the Parzen estimator [30,31]. It
allows a smoothed probability density function to be generated when the
number of samples is too small to use the histogram as the estimate of the
true probability density function. Consider a one-dimensional random vec-
tor fxj; j ¼ 1 to Ng arising from N statistical realizations. It is assumed that
xj are independent and identically distributed random variables with an
unknown probability density function f ðxÞ. The goal is to estimate f ðxÞ
using the samples fxjg. The estimation is called Parzen’s approximation of
probability density functions; the approximate probability density function
is given as

f̂f ðxÞ ¼ 1

Nh

XN
j¼1

K
x� xj

h

	 

ð12Þ

where N is the number of independent samples, h is the smoothing interval
size, and x is the value at which the probability density function is to be
estimated. The typical choice of Kð�Þ is a Gaussian function with zero mean
and unit variance [31]:

Kð�Þ ¼ 1ffiffiffiffiffi
2n

p e��
2=2 ð13Þ

Thus, with a few hundred samples, we can generate an approximate PDF to
represent the distribution of the signal-plus-noise magnitude. In this chap-
ter, 200 samples were used to approximate the probability density functions
under the signal-plus-noise hypothesis for generation of the respective ROC
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curves. However, the estimated probability density function is quite accurate
with only about 100 samples if the smoothing kernel and the smoothing
intervals are chosen properly [28,30,31].

Let f̂f ðx0Þ and f̂f ðx1Þ be the estimated probability density functions
using Parzen’s estimation for the noise-only and the signal-plus-noise
hypotheses. We can write the probability of false alarm as

pfa ¼
ð1
�

f̂f ðx0Þ dx0 ð14Þ

where the decision threshold � is determined by the required probability of
false alarm and the corresponding probability of detection is written as

Pd ¼
ð1
�

f̂f ðx1Þ dx1 ð15Þ

Thus, we can generate experimental ROC curves for any filtering algo-
rithms, including many non-linear filters that are not mathematically tract-
able. The minimization of the probability of false alarm and the
maximization of the probability of detection are contradictory goals. In
order to improve detection performance, we need to maximize the ‘‘dis-
tance’’ between two density functions and shrink their spreads (standard
deviations). This may be accomplished by proper signal and data proces-
sing, to a certain extent, if the system hardware and other operating para-
meters cannot be improved.

Peak-to-Output Energy and Peak-to-Correlation Intensity

The peak-to-output energy (POE) is defined as the ratio of the square of the
expected value of the output signal at the target location to the expected
value of the average output energy. The statistical expectation is evaluated
over the number of independent runs of the filtering algorithm using differ-
ent noise realizations. The POE is a good metric to quantify the filter per-
formance using computer simulations where the scene is stationary. The
POE is defined as

POE ¼ E yaðm0; n0Þ
� ��� ��2

E ð1=MNÞPM
m¼1

PN
n¼1 yaðm; nÞ
�� ��2n o ð16Þ

The peak-to-correlation intensity (PCI) ratio is also an appropriate metric to
quantify the peak sharpness and background uniformity for each statistical
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realization because it is maximized when the background noise is zero and a
high level peak is present. The PCI is defined as

PCI ¼ Ip

ð1=MNÞPM
m¼1

PN
n¼1 yaðm; nÞ
�� ��2 ð17Þ

where Ip is the peak intensity, which is defined as the output intensity as the
target location. The PCI may be expressed in decibels by taking the base-10
logarithm of Eq. (17) and multiplying the result by 10. It should be noted
that the PCI is the same as the peak-to-correlation energy (PCE) [22] if the
division by MN is removed from Eq. (17). The maximum value of the PCE
is unity and the maximum value of PCI is MN. Thus, the PCI may be
interpreted as the peak intensity to average energy per output pixel, making
this metric independent of the size of the output correlation plane. The PCI
and POE are good measures of the output’s compliance to the ideal case of a
Kronecker delta function.

6.4 SIMULATION: DESCRIPTION AND RESULTS

In this section, the computer simulations and the results for the optimal
filter are presented. The total mean squared error (MSE) for all of the
filters are compared to show that the environmental filter with the correct
point spread function yields the lowest MSE. The POE [4] is the metric
used to quantify the peak sharpness and background noise suppression of
the entire output plane. The maximum POE is also achieved when the
correct blur compensation is applied. The discrimination of the distortion
invariant filter is demonstrated. The ROC curves and target localization
accuracy results are two important metrics used to show quantitatively the
performance improvement attributable to proper blur compensation in the
filter design. For each scenario, the scene is corrupted by noise and blurred
and then processed by a bank of filters designed with different point
spread functions.

6.4.1 Target Set

The following test images of a T-62 main battle tank from the Center for
Imaging Sciences (CIS) database are used to test the distortion-invariant
MMSE filter given in Eq. (11). Figure 1 shows a training set of nine T-62
main battle tank images with different out-of-plane rotational distortions.
The difference in out-of-plane angle between adjacent images is 10�. The
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training set covers the range of out-of-plane rotation from 0� to 80� with a
10� increment (i.e., 0�; 10� . . . ; and 80�). The sizes of the T-62 tank images
are very similar for the entire training set. The distortion-invariant filter
generated with this training set is not designed to detect the same target
pointing in the opposite direction (e.g., the mirror image of training set
images). The images shown in Fig. 2 were used to test the false class
rejection of the distortion invariant MMSE filter. It is obvious that images
10 and 11 are false class targets. The tank image numbers from 12 through
16 are the same T-62 tank, but they are pointing in the opposite direction
to the images used to construct the distortion-invariant filter (they are, in
fact, mirror images are the true class targets). The out-of-plane rotation
angles for the false class tanks are 358�, 353�, 343�, 334�, and 327�. The
regions of support and target details are very similar to the true class and,
therefore, we expect a filter response to be higher than that of images 10
and 11. We will show that the distortion-invariant filter responds to this
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Figure 1 True class training image set used to construct the distortion-invariant

MMSE filter. Image numbers 1 through 9 represent the T-62 tank training set from
an aspect angle of 0� to 80� with a 10� increment.
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true class target even though the gun is pointing in the opposite direction
because of the shape similarity. In some applications, the correct determi-
nation of the direction in which the target is pointing is an important
attribute. Filters that emphasize higher spatial frequencies are more dis-
criminating and may be used for differentiating such small details. In
practice, it is often necessary to construct a bank of distortion-invariant
filters to cover all possible target headings. Because the filter response
degrades when the set of training images is large, the designer must
trade-off between detection performance and the size of the training set.
Figures 3 shows eight images that are covered by the training set (Fig. 1);
these are the nontraining true class images. The target angles for images
18–25 in Fig. 3 are 2�, 6�, 7�, 8�, 9�, 17�, 26�, and 33�, respectively. The
distortion-invariant filter constructed with the training set shown in Fig. 1
is expected to detect these nontraining images. The detection performance
of the distortion-invariant filter using the T-62 tank images in Fig. 3 will
be presented.

198 Chan and Javidi

Figure 2 False class images. Images 10 and 11 are obvious false class images.

Images 12 through 16 are images of the same T-62 tank shown in 3 but they are
going in the opposite direction; note that the guns are pointing left.
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6.4.2 Description of the Simulation

Two independent sources of noise are used in the scene modeling. The
nonoverlapping noise is modeled as Gaussian with a mean of �1 and var-
iance �21 . This represents the background against the target. The environ-
mental blurring function is generated using a two-dimensional Gaussian
symmetric kernel.

6.4.3 Optimality with Respect to the Design Criterion

The compliance with the design criterion of optimal environmentally
compensated filtering for a distortion-invariant filter is discussed in
this section. Figure 4 shows the performance of environmental filters
designed with a training set of nine training images. The distortion-
invariant filter is less sensitive to distortion than the single-reference
filter at the cost of lower detection performance [4,7,22]. However, dis-
tortion-invariant filters may be the only viable solution for implementing
an automatic target classifier on some legacy systems with limited com-
putational resources.

The distortion-invariant filter (composed of nine out-of-plane dis-
torted views of the T-62 tank set) responds with a sharp peak at the location
of a target that is within the training set and rejects other targets. We tested
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Figure 3 T-62 true class nontraining images covered by the training set.
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Figure 4 Performance of environmentally compensated distortion-invariant filters for various degraded (blurred)
and noisy scenes. The input signal-to-noise ratios are normalized for the different scenes so that the curves are
comparable. Eight different distortion-invariant filters were used to process each degraded scene. (a) The total

mean squared error for five different scenes; (b) the relative POE for a family of five degraded input scenes.
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the distortion-invariant filter’s response to each of the targets in the training
set. Figure 4a shows (the result for one of the targets in the training set, all
others are similar) that the total mean squared error is minimized when the
correct point spread function (PSF) is used to synthesize the filter. This
confirms that the design criterion is met. The background and system
noise statistics are known exactly. The POE and the PCI are also maximized
when the filter parameters (PSF and noise statistics) match that of the input
scene. The average loss in filter performance is about 1.0 dB (compare with
1.5 dB in the single-reference filter) if the point spread function used to
construct the filter is 1� 1 or 7� 7 when the true environmental blurring
is equivalent to a 5� 5 point spread function. As in the single-reference case,
when a scene has no environmental blurring, the filter response is most
sensitive, as manifest in the quickest rate of change away from optimality
in both the MSE and POE curves in the case when the scene PSF is equal to
1 (-o- curve).

6.4.4 Discrimination of the Distortion-Invariant Filter

The distortion-invariant filter is designed to register a high correlation peak
against a quiet noise floor when the target in the input scene matches one of
the images in the training set. The ability of the distortion-invariant filter to
reject scene targets that are not in the training class is a measure of its
discrimination.

We investigate the performance of the distortion-invariant filter using
a subset of the T-62 main battle tank image dataset from Center for Imaging
Sciences. This dataset consists of out-of-plane rotational views of a T-62
tank at 1� increment from 0� to 359�. Zero degree represents the broadside
view of the tank with the gun pointing to the right. The images shown in Fig.
1 is a subset of nine views in which the out-of-plane rotation angle starts
from 0� to 80� with a 10� increment; this is the true class training set. A
distortion-invariant filter using Eq. (12) using the true class training set is
constructed. The distortion-invariant filter parameters included the second-
order statistics of the nonoverlapping and overlapping noises. The set of
true class training images (Fig. 1), the set of false class images (Fig. 2), and
the set of true class nontraining images (Fig. 3) are processed through the
distortion-invariant filter. Each image is processed 20 times with a different
statistical realization of the noises. The background mean is 0.3, the non-
overlapping variance is 0.01, and the overlapping noise variance is 0.01. The
POE values, the mean correlation peak values, and its standard deviation
for each of the images are tabulated in Table 1. The tabulated values for the
correlation peaks are multiplied by a constant of 104 to make mental com-
parison easier.
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It is clear from the POE and peak values in Table 1 that the distortion-
invariant MMSE filter detects all true class training and nontraining images.
The maximum peak level due to a false class image and the minimum due to a
true class image is significant enough that misclassification is unlikely. For
example, the Fisher’s discrimination ratio [28] between images 1 and 10 is
152.1, indicating a sufficiently large separation-to-scatter ratio. Another way
of looking at the discrimination is that the ratio of the difference in mean
peak values divided by the combined standard deviation is over 10. It should
be noted that images 12 through 16 may be classified as false class or as true
class nontraining (outside the range of distortion covered by the distortion-
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Table 1 Simulation Results for the Distortion-Invariant

MMSE Filter with T-62 Images

True class

training images

Aspect

angle POE peak� 104 �peak � 104

1 0 495.3 59 2.68
2 10 719.9 71 2.38

3 20 962.6 84 3.01
4 30 836.0 78 2.05
5 40 682.0 70 2.52

6 50 492.0 62 2.05
7 60 555.7 66 3.01
8 70 533.9 65 2.73

9 80 466.9 58 2.75
False class images
10 car — 76.2 21 1.52

11 ship — 73.9 21 1.45
12 358 301.6 46 2.28
13 353 320.8 47 2.03
14 343 274.9 44 1.94

15 334 251.6 44 1.89
16 327 214.6 40 2.28
True class

nontraining
17 2 457.6 56 2.51
18 6 531.4 60 2.52

19 7 580.6 63 2.17
20 8 596.6 63 3.03
21 9 620.8 65 2.86

22 17 758.1 72 2.59
23 26 889.3 82 2.42
24 33 706.7 71 2.44
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invariant filter because they are pointing in the opposite direction than the
images in the training set). This means that the detection threshold may be set
to accept or reject images 12 through 16 depending on the application. The
POE values (average of 20 realizations) for these 24 objects are plotted in
Fig. 5.

We next examined the performance of the MMSE distortion-invariant
filter (for the T-62 tank training set) when environmental blur is present.
The test scene has a nonoverlapping background mean of 0.3 and variance
of 0.01; the overlapping noise variance is 0.01. The scene shown is blurred
by a 7� 7 Gaussian kernel. We test the performance of the compensated
and the uncompensated filters against a true class (image 2), a false class
(image 11), and a true class nontraining (image 19) image (the image number
refers to those shown in Figs. 1–3). The test results are tabulated in Table 2.
The compensated filter performs better as expected, as indicated by the POE
values (335.7 versus 427.5 for training image 2 and 351.1 versus 443.9 for
nontraining image 19). The Fisher’s discrimination ratio between true class
and false class images 2 and 11 is 241.4 for the uncompensated filter and
463.5 for the compensated filter.
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Figure 5 The POE values for N ¼ 20 runs. Images 1 through 9 are the true class

training images, indicated by �. Images 10 and 11 are obvious false class images,
indicated by *. Images 12 through 16, marked by 	, are minor images of nontrain-
ing images in the true class. The false class images, 17 through 24, are indicated by þ.
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We now consider the discrimination ability of the MMSE distortion-
invariant filter in the presence of other true class and false class images in the
same scene. Object 1 in Fig. 6 is a true class training image, object 2 is a true
class nontraining image, objects 3 and 4 are false class images. The scene in
Fig. 7 shows the environmentally corrupted input scene presented to the
filter. This scene has a complex (natural) background consisting of foliage,
man-made structures, ocean, and sky. The background mean value is 0.4
and the background standard deviation is 0.17. The important point is that
the nonoverlapping background is nonhomogeneous so that the filter para-
meters for the nonoverlapping background is therefore mismatched for
most of the regions within the scene. The true class tank objects are both
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Table 2 Results for the Distortion-Invariant MMSE filter with Environmental

Blur (T-62)

Image #

Results for uncompensated filter Results for compensated filter

POE Peak� 104 �peak � 104 POE Peak� 104 �peak � 104

2 335.71 50.0 2.26 427.51 50.0 1.28
11 3.03 4.23 1.89 4.30 4.53 1.68
19 351.13 51.0 2.78 443.88 52.0 2.27

Figure 6 Objects for MMSE distortion-invariant filter discrimination test.
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40� 80 pixels in size. The scene is blurred by a 5� 5 Gaussian kernel and
overlapping noise with variance of 0.01 is added. The input scene shown in
Fig. 7 has a scene size equal 260� 450 pixels. Two MMSE distortion-invar-
iant filters are constructed using the true class training set (Fig. 1); the first
filter includes the estimated noise parameters in the design and the second
filter includes both the noise parameters and the point spread function.
Figures 8a and 8b show the correlator output of these two MMSE distor-
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Figure 7 Naturally complex input scene presented to the MMSE distortion-invar-
iant filtering algorithms.

Figure 8 Complex background scenario: (a) correlator outputs for the MMSE
distortion-invariant filter with no environmental compensation; (b) with environ-
mental compensation.
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tion-invariant filters. Both filters detect the true class T-62 tank objects
readily. The compensated filter yields a slightly smoother background in
the output correlation plane.

To illustrate the complexity of this scene, we compare it with the case
when the nonoverlapping noise is homogeneous. Figure 9 shows the input
scene with homogeneous background with the same noise parameters. The
correlator outputs for the uncompensated and the compensated filters in
response to the input scene shown in Fig. 9 are shown in Figs. 10a and b,
respectively. The correlator output planes are much more uniform than
those shown in Fig. 10 because the filter noise parameters were matched
to the entire scene. The POE for the compensated filter is about 30% better
than the uncompensated filter due to the reduction of background noise
variance.

We conclude that the MMSE distortion-invariant filter performs well
in both natural (inhomogeneous) and homogeneous background noises.

6.4.5 ROC Curve Results

The ROC curve allows the designer to compare different filtering algo-
rithms over the range of operating points to select the required probability
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Figure 9 Input scene with homogenous background. Scene is blurred by a 5� 5
Gaussian kernel. The nonoverlapping mean is 0.4, the standard deviation of the
background is 0.17, and the standard deviation of the overlapping noise is 0.1.
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of detection and probability of false alarm for his or her particular
application.

We now present the ROC curves for the distortion-invariant filter [Eq.
(12)]. The true class T-62 tank images (Fig. 1) are used to construct the un-
compensated and the blur-compensated distortion-invariant MMSE filters.

The detection performance of the distortion-invariant MMSE filter is
quite good even when the noise level is very high against a true class non-
training image. In this case, image 2 in Fig. 1 is used. The input scene has a
background noise mean of 0.5, nonoverlapping noise variance of 0.01, and
overlapping noise variance of 0.64. The scene is also blurred by a 7� 7
Gaussian kernel. The probability density functions of the blur-compensated
(dash-dot curves) and uncompensated filter (solid curves) using a T-62 tank
true class nontraining image are shown in Fig. 11a. The blur compensated
improves the performance by reducing the variances of the noise-only and
the signal-plus-noise probability density functions. The peak values of the
blur-compensated output are lowered, but the variance reductions are suffi-
cient to give better peak-to-correlation intensity ratio and a better ROC
curve (Fig. 11b).

We now compare the performance between the single reference filter
and the nine-image distortion-invariant filter for the T62 main battle tank
training set (see Fig. 12). The object to be detected is the T-62 tank image at
an out-of-plane angle of 25�, a true class nontraining image. We compare
the relative performance between the optimal MMSE filter and the optimal
MMSE distortion-invariant filter (nonoverlapping noise mean is 0.5 with
variance of 0.01, the overlapping noise variance is 0.64, and the scene is
blurred by a 7� 7 Gaussian kernel). The uncompensated and the blur-
compensated ROC curves for the distortion-invariant MMSE filter are
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Figure 10 Homogeneous background scenario: (a) correlator outputs for the

MMSE distortion-invariant filter with no environmental compensation; (b) with
environmental blur compensation.
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plotted using the solid-line type and the dash-dot-line type, respectively. The
uncompensated and the blur-compensated ROC curves for the single-refer-
ence MMSE optimal filter are plotted using the þ symbol and the 	 symbol,
respectively. We note that both the compensated and the uncompensated
filters perform well against a true class training image. The compensated
distortion-invariant filter performs better than the uncompensated single-
reference filter for the T-62 tank training set.

The probability density functions of the blur-compensated (dash-dot
curves) and uncompensated distortion invariant filter (solid curves) are
shown in Fig. 13a. As in the case of the single-reference MMSE filter, the
noise standard deviations are reduced, resulting in less overlap of the density
functions for the two hypotheses. The mean level of the correlation peak for
the blur-compensated filter is reduced, but the detector performance is better
because the noise standard deviations are reduced. The input scene that is
processed to yield the density functions has a nonoverlapping background
noise mean of 0.3, a nonoverlapping noise variance of 0.01, and an over-
lapping noise variance of 0.49. The scene (target and background) is blurred
by a 7� 7 Gaussian kernel before adding the overlapping noise. Figure 13b
shows the ROC curves associated with the density functions shown in Fig.
13a. The compensated filter has a superior probability of detection over the
entire operating range, but it is not as substantial as the single-reference
MMSE filter. The probability of detection associated with a selected prob-
ability of false alarm of 3:5� 10�4 is 0.1 for the compensated filter and less
than 0.1 for the uncompensated filter.

We assert that a little blur compensation in the filter design is better
than none at all if the scene is degraded by the environment. We use three
different distortion-invariant filters (insufficiently, perfectly, and uncompen-
sated for environmental blurring) to process the same corrupted scene. We
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Figure 11 (a) The probability density functions of the blur-compensated (dash-dot

curves) and uncompensated filter (solid curves) using a T-62 tank true class non-
training image. The scene processed to yield the density function have a background
noise mean of 0.5, nonoverlapping noise variance of 0.01, and overlapping noise

variance of 0.64. The scene is blurred by a 7� 7 Gaussian kernel. (b) The ROC
curves associated with the density functions shown in (a). The scene processed to
yield the density function has a background noise mean of 0.5, nonoverlapping noise

variance of 0.01, and overlapping noise variance of 0.64. The scene is blurred by a
7� 7 Gaussian kernel. The compensated filter has superior probability of detection
over the entire operating range.
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will examine the case when the filter is designed with too much compensa-
tion. Figure 14a shows the probability density functions of the blur-com-
pensated (dash-dot curves) and uncompensated filter (solid curves). The
density functions due to a filter designed with a 3� 3 Gaussian blur are
included (* curve). The corrupted input scene processed to yield the output
density functions for these three filters have a background noise mean of 0.7,
nonoverlapping noise variance of 0.01, and overlapping noise variance of
0.64. The scene is blurred by a 7� 7 Gaussian kernel and then overlapping
noise is added. Figure 14b plots the ROC curves associated with the density
functions. The performance of the distortion-invariant filters is inferior to
the single-reference MMSE filter, as expected. However, a little compensa-
tion for environmental blur does improve the detection performance, as
indicated by the * curve in Fig. 14b.
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Figure 12 Relative performance of the optimal MMSE filter and the optimal
MMSE distortion-invariant filter performance using the same scene (nonoverlapping
noise mean is 0.5, variance is 0.01, overlapping noise variance is 0.64, scene is blurred
by a 7� 7 Gaussian kernel). The target is a true class training T-62 tank. The

uncompensated and the blur-compensated ROC curves for the distortion invariant
MMSE filter are plotted using the solid-line type and the dash-dot-line type, respec-
tively. The uncompensated and the blur-compensated ROC curves for the single-

reference MMSE optimal filter are plotted using the þ symbol and the 	 symbol,
respectively.
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Figure 13 (a) The probability density functions of the blur-compensated (dash-dot

curves) and uncompensated filter (solid curves). The scene processed to yield the
density function has a background noise mean of 0.3, nonoverlapping noise variance
of 0.01, and overlapping noise variance of 0.49. The scene is blurred by a 7� 7
Gaussian kernel. (b) The ROC curves associated with the density functions shown

in (a). The nonoverlapping noise mean is 0.3, the noise variance is 0.01, and the
overlapping noise variance is 0.49. The compensated distortion-invariant filter has
slightly superior probability of detection over the entire operating range. The prob-

ability of detection associated with probability of false alarm of 3:5� 10�4 is around
0.1 for both the compensated filter and the uncompensated filter.
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Figure 14 (a) Probability density functions for three distortion-invariant filters.

The probability density functions of the blur compensated (dash-dot curves) and
uncompensated filter (solid curves) are shown. The density functions due to a filter
designed with a 3� 3 Gaussian blur are included (* curve). The scene processed to

yield the density function has a background noise mean of 0.7, nonoverlapping noise
variance of 0.01, and overlapping noise variance of 0.64. The scene is blurred by a
7� 7 Gaussian kernel. (b) ROC curves for the three distortion-invariant filters with
output probability density functions shown in (a). The scene processed to yield the

density function has a background noise mean of 0.7, nonoverlapping noise variance
of 0.01, and overlapping noise variance of 0.64. The scene is blurred by a 7� 7
Gaussian kernel. The blur-compensated filter (dash-dot curve) is better than the

uncompensated filter (solid curve). The * curve denotes the undercompensated
filter.
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The next distortion-invariant filter ROC is a relatively high signal-to-
noise ratio scenario; this is the same scene used in the single-reference case.
Figure 15 shows the probability density functions of the blur-compensated
(dash-dot curves) and uncompensated filter (solid curves). The * curves are
the density functions for a filter that is overly compensated (PSF ¼ 9). The
scene processed to yield the density functions have a background noise mean
of 0.3, nonoverlapping noise variance of 0.04, and overlapping noise var-
iance of 0.25. The scene is blurred by a 5� 5 Gaussian kernel. It is evident
that the distortion-invariant filters do provide usable detection performance.
Overcompensation for environmental blur hurts the detection performance
as indicated by the * curve in Fig. 15b.
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Figure 15 (a) Probability density functions for three distortion-invariant filters.
The probability density functions of the blur-compensated (dash-dot curves),

uncompensated filter (solid curves) and the overcompensated filter (* curve) are
shown. The scene processed to yield the density function has a background noise
mean of 0.3, nonoverlapping noise variance of 0.04, and overlapping noise variance

of 0.25. The scene is blurred by a 5� 5 Gaussian kernel. (b) ROC curves for the three
distortion-invariant filters with output probability density functions shown in (a).
The ROC curves for the blur-compensated (dash-dot curves), uncompensated filter

(solid curves), and the overcompensated filter (* curve) are shown. The scene pro-
cessed has a background noise mean of 0.3, nonoverlapping noise variance of 0.04,
and overlapping noise variance of 0.25. The scene is blurred by a 5� 5 Gaussian
kernel.
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We conclude that distortion-invariant MMSE filters are more versatile
but carry a cost of lower detection performance. However, the size of the
training set may be traded off against the number of distortion-invariant
filters to achieve the desired level of detection/discrimination performance.
The application of distortion-invariant filters should be restricted to higher
signal-to-noise scenarios. We have shown that proper compensation pro-
vides optimal performance for both the single-reference and distortion-
invariant MMSE filters.

6.5 SUMMARY

We presented a distortion-invariant filtering algorithm that takes into
account the environmental degradation between the target and the observer,
the background nonoverlapping noise, the nonstationarity of the scene,
nontarget objects, and additive system noise. The optimization criterion is
the minimum mean squared error between the desired and actual correlation
plane outputs. The detection performance of this algorithm has been vali-
dated using simulations and found to be superior to filters that do not take
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Figure 15 Continued.
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into account the effects of environmental conditions. We use the ROC curve
as a metric to quantify filter performance relative to other processors. Much
work remains to characterize the performance of this filter with respect to
nonstationary clutter, overlapping clutter, multiple-target discrimination,
trade-off between detection performance and distortion invariance, filter
sensitivity, and robustness.
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7
Electro-Optical Correlators for
Three-Dimensional Pattern
Recognition

Joseph Rosen
Ben-Gurion University of the Negev, Beer-Sheva, Israel

7.1 INTRODUCTION

Optical pattern recognition is a well-known research field since the pioneer
work of VanderLugt [1]. Several books and review articles survey different
approaches of this field [2–5]. The optical correlator is the main component
in many of the optical image recognition schemes. Spatial correlations can be
done fast and in parallel by the use of optics. The functions involved in such
correlators are at most two dimensional (2D). However, our real spatial
world is three dimensional (3D), and in some applications, 3D objects should
be processed along all of their three dimensions. In general, 2D pattern
recognition systems cannot determine the exact longitudinal distances
between the various targets and cannot map the identified targets in the
3D space. In other words, with a 2D correlator, we cannot be sure which
object is in front or behind other objects. For that purpose, we need to extend
the correlation from two dimensions to three. The 3D correlation has two
advantages over the conventional 2D correlation. First, we employ the infor-
mation obtained from the 3D shape of the object, including its pattern along
its depth dimension. Second, the target’s location in the 3D space is exactly
identified by the correlator. This essential information might be useful for
pattern recognition, image reconstruction, and target tracking systems.

A method for performing 3D optical correlation was proposed by
Bamler and Hofer-Alfeis [6]. In their study, the 3D observed scene is first
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mapped, slice by slice, onto a 2D plane. Then, a conventional 2D optical
correlation, with an increased space–bandwidth product, is performed.
Karasik [7] modified this concept by means of using a sampling scheme,
which reduced the amount of information participating in the correlation
process. In these methods, the 3D distribution of the observed scene must be
known a priori to the digital computing system, prior to the mapping stage
on the 2D plane. In other words, the scene must be processed with intensive
digital algorithms to reconstruct the 3D image inside the computer memory
before any correlation can be employed. The advantages of the optical
processing, namely the directness and the high processing speed, vanish in
such schemes.

Recently, three other attempts at 3D optical pattern recognition were
reported [8–11]. Although these creative proposals contribute original ideas
to the reservoir of image processing techniques, none of them has permitted
complete spatial correlation in all three dimensions. Threfore, they have the
property of shift invariance only in the transverse plane and not along the
longitudinal axis. When the observed object is shifted along the longitudinal
axis from the position for which its filter has been designed, the correlation
peak either disappears [8,10] or remains at the same location [9,11]. Therefore,
these systems are not capable of locating specific objects in a 3D scene.

In 1997, the optical correlator was extended from operation in two
dimensions to three [12]. This correlation involves fusing images of objects
from a few different points of view and allows objects to be identified and
located in 3D space. This process has been demonstrated in a 3D joint
transform correlator (JTC), in which a reference and tested objects are
observed together from a distance [13,14]. The reference object and the
tested objects are projected a few times from different points of view onto
a spatial light modulator (SLM), and the projected images are electro-opti-
cally processed to yield the desired 3D correlation. This chapter surveys the
evolution of the 3D optical correlation developed at Ben-Gurion University
(BGU) for the last 4 years.

In the BGU correlator, the system outcome is a direct 3D correlation
between realistic 3D objects without the need first to understand and recon-
struct the scene by a digital computer. Using optics gives the technique speed
advantages. The signal processing can be performed in parallel, using simple
devices such as lenses, and at the speed of light. The new scheme removes
some of the ambiguity inherent in the current 2D optical correlators. In
particular, the device is not confused by objects of different sizes that seem
identical only because they are positioned at different distances from the
observer. When the observed object is shifted along the longitudinal axis,
the correlation peak is proportionally shifted along the same axis and thus
permits the object to be located in all the coordinates of the 3D space.
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The key concept of the 3D correlation is first to implement electro-
optically a 3D Fourier transform (FT) of the observed scene. Then, with the
convolution theorem, the desired 3D correlation result is obtained. The
electro-optical 3D FT is the main subject of Section 7.2. In the field of
2D optical correlation, there are two basic types of correlators: the
VanderLugt correlator (VLC) [1] and the JTC [15]. The 3D extensions of
these two types are described in Section 7.3.

7.2 THREE-DIMENSIONAL FOURIER TRANSFORM

According to the convolution theorem, correlation of any dimension can be
expressed by two successive FTs. Therefore, the basic concept of the 3D
correlation is first to implement optically the 3D FT of the observed scene.
In this scheme, 3D objects are scanned from the paraxial point of view and
Fourier transformed to the 3D spatial frequency space. The 3D FT is com-
posed from a series of 2D FTs, each of which is performed on a 2D projec-
tion of the 3D input function, observed by a camera from a different point
of view. The 3D object is observed from various points of view distributed
on a finite transverse plane located far from the object. It is assumed that the
field of view is wider than the transverse dimension of the input function and
that the depth of focus of the camera is longer than the longitudinal dimen-
sion of the input objects. There are at least two methods for observing the
input scene of the correlator by multiple cameras: the parallel and conver-
ging observations. A description of these two attitudes is given in the next
two subsections.

7.2.1 Parallel Observation

The first proposed scheme of a parallel observation is shown in Fig. 1. A
3D input object is located in the coordinate system ðxs; ys; zsÞ, and con-
tained in the volume ð�xs;�ys;�zsÞ. A camera observes the input scene
through an imaging lens lcoated a distance L from plane P1, where P2 is
the transverse plane zs ¼ 0. The lens and the camera are transversely dis-
placed a distance ðDx;DyÞ from the zs axis. All of the observed objects are
imaged onto the camera and displayed on a SLM at plane P2. This SLM is
located in the front local plane of a spherical lens with a focal length f and
is illuminated by a plane wave. Thus, a 2D FT of the SLM’s image is
obtained on the lens’ back focal plane P3. The third spatial frequency
variable is obtained by displaying a few projections of the plane P1,
each with a different transverse displacement of the camera. To express
the relation between the 3D input function and the distributions on plane
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P3, let us first look at a single point ðxs; ys; zsÞ from the entire input object.
The observed point is displayed on the SLM at point ðxi; yiÞ and trans-
formed by the lens into a linear phase function exp½i2�ðxiuþ yivÞ=� f �,
where u and v are the coordinates of back focal plane P3 and � is the
wavelength of the plane wave. Assuming that plane P1 is displayed on the
SLM with a magnification factor M, we can calculate the location of the
observed point on the SLM as a function of its location in object space
and the amount of camera displacement ðDx;DyÞ. Using simple geometri-
cal considerations, we can locate the point on the SLM:

xi ¼
MðDx þ xsÞ
1� zs=L

yi ¼
MðDy þ ysÞ
1� zs=L

ð1Þ

Assuming that L � �zs, we approximate ðxi; yiÞ, by taking only the first two
terms of the binomial expansion of ð1� zs=LÞ�1 as follows:

xi ffi M Dx þ xs þ
zsDx

L
þ zsxs

L

� �

yi ffi M Dy þ ys þ
zsDy

L
þ zsxs

L

� � ð2Þ

The overall field distribution on the rear focal plane that results from a 3D
object, o1ðxs; ys; zsÞ, for a given displacement ðDx;DyÞ is obtained by inte-
grating over the linear phases contributed by all the object points as follows:
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Figure 1 Illustration of the imaging system in the case of parallel observation.
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O3ðu; v;Dx;DyÞ ¼
ð ð ð

o1ðxs; ys; zsÞ exp i
2�

� f
ðxiuþ yivÞ

� �
dxs dys dzs

ð3Þ
At this point, we assume that L f �� M�u�zs�xs and L f �� M�v

�zs�ys, where ð�u;�vÞ are the maximal dimensions of plane P3. In these
assumptions, we require that the maximum phase change contributed by the
fourth terms of Eqs. (2) bemuch less than 1 rad. For a given input, the validity
of these assumptions depends on the system parameters, therefore, we can
always design the system to satisfy these assumptions. Following the assump-
tions, the fourth terms in the right-hand side of Eqs. (2) can be neglected, and
we approximate the location of each object’s point on the SLM as

xi ffi M Dx þ xs þ
zsDx

L

� �

yi ffi M Dy þ ys þ
zsDy

L

� � ð4Þ

Substituting approximations (4) into Eq. (3) yields

O3ðu; v;Dx;DyÞ ¼ exp i
2�M

� f
ðDxuþDyvÞ

� �

�
ð ð ð

o1ðxs; ys; zsÞ exp
(
i
2�M

� f

�
xsuþ ysvþ

zs
L

	 


ðDxuþDyvÞ
�)

dxs dys dzs

ð5Þ
Equation (5) is a 3D FT, multiplied by a linear phase function, which
transforms an object function o1ðxs; ys; zsÞ into a 3D spatial frequency
function O3ð fx; fy; fzÞ, where fx ¼ Mu=� f ; fy ¼ Mv=� f ; and
fz ¼ MðDxuþDyvÞ=� f . We note that fz is unusually dependent on the
transverse spatial frequency variables u and v. The three independent vari-
ables in the transformation space are u, v, and the vector ðDx;DyÞ, but the
longitudinal frequency variable fz is a linear combination of ðDx;DyÞ
scaled by u and v. Nevertheless, it turns out that this transform [defined
by Eq. (5) without the linear phase function before the integral] has fea-
tures similar to those of the conventional 3D FT. In particular, it satisfies
the convolution theorem; therefore, this peculiar transform can be used as
a building block in the spatial correlation process.

To recognize the limitations of the system, we first consider the
required maximum displacement of the camera ðDx;max;Dy;maxÞ. Following
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a conventional Fourier analysis, we know that the maximum camera dis-
placement depends on the longitudinal size of the smallest input element �zs.
Assuming that Dx;max ¼ Dy;max ¼ D and �u ¼ �v ¼ 2B, the condition DB
� �fL=M�zs should be satisfied in order not to lose the information on the
smallest longitudinal element. We conclude that the bandwidth of the sys-
tem in the third dimension fz depends directly on both the transverse band-
width and the maximal camera displacement. On the other hand, the
condition on the transverse bandwidth is B � � f =M�xs, where �xs is the
transverse size of the smallest input element. Therefore, the maximal dis-
placement of the camera should follow the condition D � L�xs=�zs.

The observed object should remain in the field of view of the camera;
therefore, another limitation on the camera’s displacement is given by the
condition D � L tan
��xs=2, where 2
 is the field angle of the imaging
system (assume that �ys ¼ �xsÞ. Shifting the camera beyond this limitation
causes the object to disappear from the field of view. On the other hand, the
condition D � �xs, should be satisfied; otherwise, there is no justification
for keeping the third terms on the right-hand side of Eqs. (2) while neglect-
ing the fourth terms.

Although it is convenient to analyze the system in terms of continuous
signals, our detected 3D signal is discrete in its all dimensions. This is so
because each 2D image is recorded separately as a collection of discrete
pixels inside the computer. Therefore, the limitations on the sampling inter-
val along the camera’s translation should be considered. Let us assume that
the maximual sampling intervals ðdx; dyÞ between every two successive cam-
era’s shifts satisfy the equation dx ¼ dy ¼ d and that the maximal transverse
sampling intervals ð�u; �vÞ in spatial frequency domain satisfy the equation
�u ¼ �v ¼ b. The criterion db � � fL=2M�zs should be satisfied for a signal
to be reconstructed completely, along the zs direction, from its samples in
the spectral domain. When the well-known criterion on the maximal trans-
verse sampling interval b � � f =2M�xs is substituted into the longitudinal
criterion, we obtain that the maximal sampling interval along the camera’s
translation should follow the condition d � L�xs=�zs.

7.2.2 Converging Observation

One main drawback of the system proposed so far is the need for cameras
with wide fields of view in the extreme points of view. All of the directions of
observations for all the points of view are parallel to the same longitudinal
axis. Therefore, the field of view must be much wider than the total width of
the observed objects (see Fig. 1). Otherwise, one cannot shift the point of
view far from the origin without missing parts of the objects in the extreme
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frames. In the following, the previously proposed system is modified to
overcome this drawback.

To overcome the above-mentioned limitation, we examine the conver-
ging observation as an alternative configuration. In this architecture, shown
in Fig. 2, the detection plane P2 of each camera is orthogonal to the line that
connects the origin points of the object space and the detection plane. In this
case, the field angle is independent of the lateral shift; therefore, the field of
view can be as narrow as the total object width. Formally, the condition that
must be satisfied in this case is only tan 
 � �xs=2L. However, Eqs. (4) are
not valid for the converging observation, and we should recalculate the 3D
accumulated distribution on plane P3, as described in the following para-
graphs. In order to simplify both the analysis and the experimental imple-
mentation, we assume at this point and hereafter that the camera is shifted
only on the horizontal plane yi ¼ 0.

To express the relation between the 3D input function and the distri-
bution of the Fourier space for the new configuration, we first look again at
a single point ðxs; ys; zsÞ from the entire input object. The observed point is
imaged on plane P2 at point ðxi; yiÞ. The location of the imaged point ðxi; yiÞ
depends on the coordinates ðxs; ys; zsÞ and on the angle 	 between the long-
itudinal axis zs and the direction of observation. According to Fig. 2 and if
we assume that plane P1 is imaged with a magnification factor M, the
location of the imaged point on plane P2 is

xi ¼ Mðxs cos 	 þ zs sin 	Þ; yi ¼ Mys ð6Þ
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Figure 2 Illustration of the imaging system in the case of converging observation.
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Each imaged point ðxi; yiÞ is Fourier transformed to a 2D linear phase
function. Therefore, the overall complex amplitude on plane P3 is

O3ðu; v; 	Þ /
ð ð

o2ðxi; yi; 	Þ exp i
2�

� f
ðuxi þ vyiÞ

� �
dxi dyi ð7Þ

where o2ðxi; yi; 	Þ is the transparency distribution on plane P2 at some angle
	, and f is the focal distance of the Fourier lens L1.

Let us look now at the complex amplitude O3ðu; v; 	Þ as a function of
the input object. For a single element of size ð�xs; �ys; �zsÞ and brightness
o1ðxs; ys; zsÞ, from the entire 3D object function, the complex amplitude on
plane P4 is

O3ðu; v; 	Þ / o1ðxs; ys; zsÞ exp i
2�

� f
ðuxi þ vyiÞ

� �
�xs �ys �zs

¼ o1ðxs; ys; zsÞ exp i
2�M

� f
ðuxs cos 	 þ vys þ uzs sin 	Þ

� �
�xs �ys �zs

ð8Þ
where the final part of Eq. (8) is obtained after substituting Eq. (6) into the
first part of Eq. (8). Next, we examine the influence of all points of the object
o1ðxs; ys; zsÞ. Because the SLM is illuminated by a coherent plane wave, the
electromagnetic field contributed from each image point is summed. The
object is three dimensional; therefore, the overall complex amplitude distri-
bution on the Fourier plane P3 from the entire 3D object o1ðxs; ys; zsÞ is
obtained by integration over the linear phases contributed by all object
points, as follows:

O3ðu; v; 	Þ /
ð ð ð

o1ðxs; ys; zsÞ

exp i
2�M

� f
ðuxs cos 	 þ vyÞxþ uzs sin 	

� �
dxs dys dzs

ð9Þ

Equation (9) is again similar to a 3D FT, which transforms an object func-
tion o1ðxs; ys; zsÞ into a 3D spatial frequency fucntion O3ð fx; fy; fzÞ, where
fx ¼ ðMu cos 	Þ=� f , fy ¼ Mv=� f , and fz ¼ ðMu sin 	Þ=� f . Note that fx and
fz are both dependent on the transverse variable u and on the angle 	. This
dependence distinguishes Eq. (9) from a pure 3D FT, but, apparently, we
can obtain 3D spectral fucntions of three independent orthogonal spatial
frequency variables with a proper coordinate transform, as discussed in the
following paragraph.

Note that, in distant imaging, whereas L � Dx, the approximations
cos 	 
 1 and sin 	 
 	 
 Dx=L are valid. In this case, Eq. (9) is reduced to
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the form of Eq. (5) without the linear phase function given before the
integral. Therefore, in comparison with the parallel observation, the con-
verging observation is less restricted by the distance between the imaging
system and the objects. However, in the regime of close imaging, we have to
map the function O3ðu; v; 	Þ from coordinates ðu; v; 	Þ to ðu cos 	; v; u; sin 	Þ.
This mapping is more complicated than the mapping from ðu; v;Dx=LÞ to
ðu; v; uDx=LÞ, which is suitable for both cases (i.e., the parallel and the
converging observations in the regime of distant imaging). Mapping the
function O3ðu; v; 	Þ on the 3D spatial spectral space enables us, by an addi-
tional 3D FT, to obtain the desired 3D correlation distribution.

7.3 THREE-DIMENSIONAL CORRELATIONS

There are two main types of optical correlator, namely the VLC [1], also
known as 4-f correlator, and the JTC [15]. We have been able to extend
both configurations, from operation in two dimensions to three. For the
3D JTC, we have proposed two different types of reference function. The
first reference function [12–14] is identical to the same object that the
system is intended to identify. Thus, a reference object and tested objects
are observed together from a distance and projected several times from
different points of view on a SLM. The projected images are electro-opti-
cally processed, yielding the desired 3D correlation. The second type of 3D
JTC has a synthetic reference function [16], which gives the system the
property of invariance to some object’s geometrical distortions. Both types
are described in the following first two subsections.

The extension of the 2D VLC toward the three dimensions has actu-
ally yielded a hybrid 3D correlator [17]. It is hybrid in the sense that this
correlator combines concepts from the JTC as well as the VLC. It is also
hybrid in the other sense that this correlator combines optical and elec-
trical subsystems. In the hybrid correlator, only the tested objects are
observed from different points of view. The 3D spatial spectrum of the
observed scene is multiplied by a proper filter to yield the desired 3D
correlation at the output space. This type of 3D correlator is described
in Subsection 7.3.3.

7.3.1 Joint Transform Correlator with Real Reference

The complete process of the 3D JTC is shown schematically in Fig. 3. The
3D input space of the JTC contains a reference object at some point, say the
origin, and a few tested objects, denoted together by the function
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gðxs; ys; zsÞ, and located around some other point, say the point ða; b; cÞ.
Therefore, the JTC input function is given by

o1ðxs; ys; zsÞ ¼ rðxs; ys; zsÞ þ gðxs � a; ys � b; zs � cÞ ð10Þ
A camera (or a series of similar cameras) takes pictures of both the scene to
be examined and the reference object. If there are several cameras, each is
aimed at the same point in the 3D scene from a different direction. With one
camera, a series of images is taken sequentially, with the position and point
of view changing in between. From each point of view, the camera observes
on plane P1 through an imaging lens located a distance L from plane P1. The
angle between the z axis and the optical axis is denoted by 	. For each 	, the
projected function o2ðxi; yi; 	Þ is displayed on the first spatial light modula-
tor (SLM1), where ðxi; yiÞ are the coordinates of plane P2. The resulting
images are Fourier transformed using lens L1.

Following the analysis of Section 7.2, we can conclude that, for con-
verging observation from the far field, the relation between ðxi; yi; 	Þ and
ðxs; ys; zsÞ is given by Eqs. (6). It is assumed that the distance L is much
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Figure 3 Schematic of the 3D joint transform correlator.
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longer than the depth of the object function o1ðxs; ys; zsÞ; therefore, the
magnification factor is approximately the same constant M for all the object
points. Following Eq. (9), the set of 2D intensity images on plane P2 for
various angles 	 is

I3ðu; v; 	Þ ¼ jO3ðu; v; 	Þj2

/
ð ð ð

o1ðxs; ys; zsÞ exp i
2�M

� f
ðxsu cos 	 þ ysvþ zsu sin 	Þ

� �����
dxs dys dzs

����2
ð11Þ

Substituting Eq. (10) into Eq. (11) yields

I3ðu; v; 	Þ /
����Rðu; v; 	Þ þ Gðu; v; 	Þ

exp �i
2�M

� f
ðua cos 	 þ vbþ uc sin 	ÞÞ

� �����2
ð12Þ

where R and G are the 3D FTs of r and g, respectively, and are defined by

Rðu; v; 	Þ /
ð ð ð

rðxs; ys; zsÞ

exp i
2�M

� f
ðuxs cos 	 þ vys þ uzs sin 	Þ

� �
dxs dys dzs

Gðu; v; 	Þ /
ð ð ð

gðxs; ys; zsÞ

exp i
2�M

� f
ðuxs cos 	 þ vys þ uzs sin 	Þ

� �
dxs dys dzs ð13Þ

A conventional linear 2D JTC [15] is basically composed of three sequential
mathematical operations: a FT of the input scene, calculation of the square
magnitude of the FT, and another FT. In our 3D JTC, we add an additional
operation of coordinate transformation before the final 3D FT in which
every point in the space ðu; v; 	Þ is mapped to the space ðu cos 	; v; u sin 	Þ.
It is suggested that such mapping be implemented electronically, either with
software, as was done in the present study, or with electronic hardware.

The intensity I3 is recorded by another camera into the computer in
which a coordinate transform from ðu; v; 	Þ to ðu cos 	; vu sin 	Þ is performed.
The obtained function in the new coordinate system is
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~II3ð fx; fy; fzÞ ¼
���� ~RRð fx; fy; fzÞ þ ~GGð fx; fy; fzÞ

exp �i
2�M

�f
ðau cos 	 þ bvþ cu sin 	Þ

� �����2
¼ j ~RRð fx; fy; fzÞj2 þ j ~GGð fx; fy; fzÞj2
þ ~RRð fx; fy; fzÞ ~GG	ð fx; fy; fzÞ

exp i
2�M

�f
ðau cos 	 þ bvþ cu sin 	Þ

� �
þ ~GGð fx; fy; fzÞ ~RR	ð fx; fy; fzÞ

exp �i
2�M

�f
ðau cos 	 þ bvþ cu sin 	Þ

� �

ð14Þ

where ~RR and ~GG are the transformed functions R and G in the new spatial
frequency coordinates given by fx ¼ Muðcos 	Þ=�f ; fy ¼ Mv=�f ; and
fz ¼ Muðsin 	Þ=�f . Without this mapping to the 3D spatial frequency
space, we cannot use the convolution theorem and get the desired 3D cor-
relation.

In this stage, the transformed function ~II3ð fx; fy; fzÞ is actually (part of)
the square absolute magnitude of the 3D FT of the function o1ðxs; ys; zsÞ.
Therefore, following the convolution theorem, another 3D FT of
~II3ð fx; fy; fzÞ, yields the autocorrelation of o1ðxs; ys; zsÞ: The final 3D FT is
performed in two steps; first, one-dimensional digital FT from
(ucos	; v; usin	) to ðucos	; v; z0Þ and then multiple 2D optical FT’s from
(ucos	; v; z0Þ to (x0; y0; z0Þ. Similar to an ordinary JTC, one of the four
terms of this autocorrelation is the requested 3D cross-correlation between
the object function gðxs; ys; zsÞ and the reference function rðxs; ys; zsÞ. After
another 3D FT of ~II3ðfx; fy; fzÞ the output result is

cðxo; yo; zoÞ ¼
ð ð ð

~II3ð fx; fy; fzÞ exp½�i2�ðxo fx þ yo fy þ zo fzÞ� dfx dfy dfz
¼ r� rþ g� gþ ðr� gÞ 	 �ðxo � a; yo � b; zo � cÞ
þ ðg� rÞ 	 �ðxo þ a; yo þ b; zo þ cÞ

ð15Þ
where the symbol � and the asterisk ð	Þ stand for the 3D correlation and the
3D convolution, respectively, and �ð�Þ is the Dirac delta function. Similar to
an ordinary 2D JTC, the two last terms of Eq. (15) are the cross-correlations
between the reference object and the tested objects. The third and fourth
correlation terms are centered around the points ða; b; cÞ and (�a;�b;�cÞ,
respectively. The cross-correlation term can be written explicitly as
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ðg� rÞðxo; yo; zoÞ ¼
ð ð ð

gðx; y; zÞr	ðx� xo; y� yo; z� zoÞ dx dy dz
ð16Þ

The first two terms of the autocorrelation in Eq. (15) are centered around
the origin. Therefore, if one of the distances ða; b; cÞ is longer than the
respective size of the tested function g, then the cross-correlation is spatially
separated from the autocorrelation terms and, thus, becomes detectable.

We tested this electro-optical system by computer simulations. In our
example, the input space contains four vehicles, as shown in Fig. 3. One of
them, the reference, is located on the right-hand side of the scene and is
identical to two cars from the left-hand group of the three vehicles used
here as the observed objects. Note that the two lower vehicles are located
in front of the reference, whereas the upper vehicle is in back of it. The system
should recognize the two cars that are identical to the reference and ignore
the other vehicle. Three locations of the camera are also shown in Fig. 3. In
this experiment, a single camera was shifted along the horizontal arc by 24
equal displacements, 12 for each side. Each projection was recorded with the
camera and Fourier transformed. The intensity patterns of all the 2D FTs on
plane P3, designated as I3ðu; v; 	Þ, were stored in the computer. Note that the
reference can first be recorded alone (off-line) without the observed objects.
Then, at the stage of target recognition, each reference projection is displayed
on SLM1 beside the corresponding object projection. Alternatively, all the
reference projections can be created synthetically by some computer algo-
rithm [16] before they are displayed on SLM1 side by side with the object
projections. This kind of system is described in Subsection 7.3.2.

Figure 4 presents 12 out of 25 images taken with the camera from
every even position along the baseline. In each image, the group of three
tested objects is located on the left-hand side, and the reference is separated
on the right-hand side. From the set of 25 intensity patterns of 2D FTs, the
3D spectrum ~II3ð fx; fy; fzÞ is composed with the coordinate transform from
ðu; v; 	Þ to ðu cos 	; v; u sin 	Þ. An additional 3D FT of ~II3ð fx; fy; fzÞ yields the
required 3D cross-correlation between the reference object and the tested
objects in the first diffraction order.

Three-dimensional plots of the output space ðxo; yo; zoÞ around the
region of the first diffraction order are shown in Fig. 5. Each 3D plot of
Fig. 5 presents the transverse intensity distribution at some zo. The two
strong correlation peaks on planes zo ¼ �2 and zo � 1 indicate the locations
of the two recognized vehicles, which are identical to the reference. At every
location of the recognized object, and only there, the correlation values were
significantly above some predefined threshold. These correlation peaks indi-
cate the existence of the identified targets.
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7.3.2 JTC with Complex Reference

The 3D JTC described in Subsection 7.3.1 suffers from limitations similar to
those of the conventional 2D optical correlators, namely sensitivity to geo-
metrical distortions [2,4,5]. Objects from the same class of the reference (i.e.,
the true class) must appear in the same in-plane and out-plane orientation
and be the same size as the reference, to be correctly identified. Otherwise,
these objects might be mistakenly classified as belonging to the false class.
We describe here a preliminary solution to the problem of sensitivity to
distortions. Instead of placing the reference object in the observed scene
with the tested objects, we propose a different method of computing and
employing the reference function. Our proposed synthetic reference is
obtained as a function of the training set, and it is invariant to some dis-
tortions determined by this training set. The same 2D synthetic reference
function is displayed side by side with each projected image for all of the
different points of view. The reference function is designed to recognize
every object from the true class, with any distortion defined by the training
set, and is capable of locating this object in 3D space.
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Figure 4 Twelve projections out of 25 of the input scene as observed from different
points of view along the baseline.
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The type of distortions we consider in the present study is object
rotations on the x-z plane. In other words, the demonstrated system is
invariant to any object’s rotation, within a limited angular interval, on the
x-z plane. Our aim is to guarantee that each object from the true class will be
identified and located in 3D space no matter what its orientation within the
limited angular interval on the x-z plane. However, the same concept can be
extended toward other kinds of distortions by inclusion of appropriate
representatives of these distortions in the training set.

The reference function is actually a synthetic discriminant function
(SDF) [5,18], appearing side by side with all object projections. The SDF
can be computed by any known optimization algorithm. The fact that the
correlation’s dimensions have been extended from two to three does not
increase the dimensions of the computational problem in our case. Thus,
one can choose any off-the-shelf 2D SDF algorithm and implement it in our
distortion-invariant 3D correlator. In recent years, many SDF algorithms
for distortion-invariant problems have been widely investigated [5]. Among
them, the minimum average correlation energy SDF (MACE–SDF) [18] has
been successfully demonstrated in a few independent experiments. With the
MACE–SDF, one can control the whole correlation plane as well as keep a
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Figure 5 Intensity of the correlation results of the 3D joint transform correlator.
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sharp easily detectable correlation peak. For demonstration purposes of our
general concept, we choose the MACE–SDF as the reference function in our
first distortion-invariant 3D JTC.

The distortion-invariant 3D JTC is shown in Fig. 6. The cameras
record the input scene from different points of view, and each image is
displayed on SLM1. Unlike previous versions of the 3D JTC described in
Section 7.3.1, here the reference function is not a real object located in the
input scene. Instead, plane P2 is divided into two parts. The various projec-
tions of the observed scene, from the various points of view, are displayed,
one by one, on one side of plane P2. On the other side of plane P2, the same
single 2D synthetic reference function constantly appears. In general, the
reference function is complex-valued; therefore, one should consider the
technique for implementing complex-valued functions in a JTC. In this
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Figure 6 Schematic of the 3D joint transform correlator equipped with the syn-
thetic reference function.
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study, the correlator is computer simulated; therefore, we assume that the
reference function is complex-valued without any limitations. Other than the
new concept of the synthetic reference function, the system is similar to the
previous one presented in Section 7.3.1.

In our simulated example, the training set is composed from 42 pro-
jections, 21 from the true class and 21 from the false class. The true class
contains 21 projections of a cube of 16� 16� 16 pixels with the characters
B, G, and U on three of its faces. In the central projection ð	 ¼ 0Þ, one sees
only the letter G. The false class also contains 21 different projections of a
cube of the same size, but with the characters C, E, and E on three of its
faces. The angular interval of the training set is 1008, 508 to each side, and
the angle between any two successive projections in this set is 58. These 42
projections of the true and the false classes were used to synthesize the
synthetic reference function by the MACE–SDF algorithm.

When the reference function is displayed on plane P2, the system
should be able to recognize and locate true class members, which appear
in any orientation within �508 in the x-z plane. In the test shown in Fig. 6,
the input space contains four objects. Two of them, I and III, belong to the
true class. Object III is rotated 208 from the z axis on the x-z plane. The
other two objexts, II and IV, belong to the false class and they should be
ignored by the system. In the test stage of our simulation, the point of view
was shifted along an arc of 188, 98 to each side of the z axis. The arc’s center
is in the origin of the x-y-z space, and all of the simulated cameras are
directed to this point. The total number of projections in the test stage is
19 in 18 increments. Each projection was mapped on plane P2 side by side
with the reference function. Three examples of plane P2, out of 19, are
shown in Fig. 7. Figures 7a, 7b, and 7c show the most extreme projections
to the left-hand side of the z axis, on the z axis, and to the right-hand side of
the z axis, respectively. The magnitude of the same reference function is
shown in the right-hand side of Fig. 7.

All 19 images of plane P2 were processed by the 3D JTC as described
earlier. The output result of this system appears as a collection of correlation
planes, each for a different value of the output longitudinal axis zo. As with
every JTC, the expected cross-correlation results between the tested objects
and the reference are obtained near the first diffraction order. This region is
shown in Fig. 8 for a few values of zo. The high correlation peaks on planes
zo ¼ �5 and zo ¼ �1 indicate the successful identification of the two cubes, I
and III, of the true class.

A comparison between two methods of 3D correlation is presented in
Fig. 9. In the first method, indicated by triangles, the true class object is
correlated with the MACE–SDF for various values of rotation angle in the
x-z plane. In the second method, indicated by rectangles, the same object is
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correlated with the real reference function described in Section 7.3.1. In the
range between 08 and 508, which is the angular range of the training set, the
MACE–SDF keeps a stable peak value, whereas the correlation peak of the
conventional reference function gradually decreases.

7.3.3 Three-Dimensional Hybrid Correlator

Most of the SLMs, used today as input transparency masks in JTC’s, cannot
simultaneously provide amplitude and phase modulation with a satisfactory
quality. However, many schemes for pattern recognition and other image
processing tasks require complex or at least bipolar real reference functions.
A possible solution to this problem can be holographic coding at the JTC
input plane. In that case, the tested object is sampled by a grating and
appears side by side with a computer-generated hologram used as the refer-
ence function [19,20]. These systems, however, suffer from a low bandwidth,
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Figure 7 Three images of plane P2 out of 19 as observed from different points of
view.
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because at most only one third of the available bandwidth actually partici-
pates in the process. This drawback causes the loss of the high-resolution
information from the observed scene. On the other hand, a VLC equipped
with a Fourier hologram can correlate the input image with a general com-
plex reference function. However, the main drawback of the VLC is its
inability to process the image’s spatial spectrum digitally. When one tries
to record the spectrum distribution into a digital processor with any camera,
the phase function, which usually contains the objects’ shape information is
lost. The digital processing is a crucial part of our 3D correlation scheme.
Therefore, a new correlator design is required in which the benefits of both
classical correlators, the VLC and the JTC, are combined. Such a correlator
is described here.

We propose a technique that is similar, but not identical, to one that
was employed previously for 2D correlators [21] in which a camera records
electronic Fourier holograms of the input scene and transfers them into a
computer. Thus, although the hologram distributions are real and positive-
valued, the complete complex information of the spatial spectrum is
recorded into the computer and can be digitally processed. In addition to
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Figure 8 Intensity of the correlation results of the distortion invariant 3D joint
transform correlator.
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being digital processed, the spectrum is multiplied by a filter function in the
Fourier plane, and an additional FT of this product yields the desired
correlation results. Such a correlator is actually a combination of a JTC
(with a point as the reference function) and a VLC (with a spatial filter at the
Fourier plane). As a hybrid configuration, it combines the best features of
the two types of correlator. Explicitly, it permits an effective complex refer-
ence function to be implemented, as is usually possible in VLC. It also lets us
perform complicated digital manipulations (in our case, it is a coordinate
transformation) of the spatial spectrum of the input function, as is inher-
ently possible with the JTC.

The 3D hybrid correlator is shown in Fig. 10. As previously, a 3D
input function o1ðxs; ys; zsÞ, that describes all tested objects in the observed
scene is located in coordinate system ðxs; ys; zsÞ. The cameras record the
input scene from different points of view along an arc on the ðx-z) plane,
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Figure 9 Correlation peak of one true class object versus the object’s rotation

angle for the conventional reference function (rectangles) and for the SDF reference
function (triangles).
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whose center is located at the origin point of ðxs; ys; zsÞ. From each point of
view, the camera observes plane P1 through an imaging lens located far from
plane P1. In each point of view, the line OC between the center of th
camera’s plane and the origin point ðxs; ys; zsÞ ¼ ð0; 0; 0Þ at the x-z plane
is orthogonal to the camera’s plane. The angle between the z axis and line
OC is denoted by 	. For each 	, the projected function o2ðxi; yi; 	Þ is dis-
played on SLM1, where ðxi; yiÞ are the coordinates of plane P2.

Next, we consider the intensity distribution on plane P3 for any angle
	. The complex amplitude coming from SLM1 through lens L1 interferes
with a reference plane wave, hitting the camera plane at an angle  from the
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Figure 10 Schematic of the hybrid 3D correlator.
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optical axis on the v-z plane. With the 2D FT relation between planes P2 and
P3, the intensity on plane P3 is

I3ðu; v; 	Þ ¼ A exp i
2�

�
v sin 

� �
þO3ðu; v; 	Þ

����
����2

¼ jAj2 þ jO3ðu; v; 	Þj2 þ A	O3ðu; v; 	Þ exp �i
2�

�
v sin 

� �

þ AO	
3ðu; v; 	Þ exp i

2�

�
v sin 

� �
ð17Þ

where A is a constant and O3ðu; v; 	Þ is given by

O3ðu; v; 	Þ ¼
ð ð

o2ðxi; yi; 	Þ exp i
2�

�f
ðuxi þ vyiÞ

� �
dxi dyi

¼
ð ð ð

o1ðxs; ys; zsÞ exp i
2�M

�f
ðuxs cos 	 þ vys þ uzs sin 	Þ

� �
dxs dys dzs

ð18Þ
The last part of Eq. (18) is obtained from the first part due to the same
reasons Eq. (8) is obtained from Eq. (6).

Apparently, I3ðu; v; 	Þ contains four terms, but only the third term
contains the useful spectrum of o1ðxs; ys; zsÞ. We wish to get rid of all unne-
cessary terms, but, at this stage, we can easily get rid of the bias term by a
digital subtraction of the constant term jAj2 from the function I3ðu; v; 	Þ.

Spatial filtering is the next stage in the correlation process, and the
nature of the filter should be determined. Most filters used for pattern recog-
nition in 2D correlators are complex-valued, with nonzero imaginary parts.
This is true for hundreds of filters proposed in recent years [5] designed to
satisfy many criteria and computed by numerous computational methods. In
many cases, the complex filters are coded on real positive computer-gener-
ated holograms only to avoid the problem of using a complex-valued optical
transparency. However, in our case, the spatial spectrum is already recorded
inside the computer; therefore, there is no such constraint on the optical
transparency at this stage of the system. We choose for the present demon-
stration a 3D extension of the 2D phase-only filter (POF) [22]. This choice of
filter is made only to illustrate an example of a general complex filter, and the
same correlator can be equipped with different filters according to other
needs. In fact, the reference function, obtained by the inverse FT of the
POF, is just a real, bipolar function. However, the process presented here
is valid for general complex reference functions, as well.
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The 3D POF of an object function f ðxs; ys; zsÞ is defined as

Hðu; v; 	Þ ¼ F	ðu; v; 	Þ
jFðu; v; 	Þj ð19Þ

where

Fðu; v; 	Þ ¼
ð ð ð

f ðx; y; zÞ

exp i
2�M

�f
ðux cos 	 þ vyþ uz sin 	Þ

� �
dx dy dz

ð20Þ

Multiplying the hologram distributions (less the bias term) by the complex
POF function yields

T3ðu; v; 	Þ ¼ Hðu; v; 	Þ I3ðu; v; 	Þ � jAj2� � ð21Þ
The product T3ðu; v; 	Þ is intended to be Fourier transformed once again to
yield the correlation function. At this point, we note that a coordinate
transformation should be made before the final FT is performed. That is
so because both functions O3ðu; v; 	Þ and Fðu; v; 	Þ have the form of a 3D FT
with Fourier coordinates (u cos 	; v; u sin 	Þ, but the real coordinates of the
physical space at plane P3 are ðu; v; 	Þ. Therefore, to get the desired 3D FT,
we must transform the function T3ðu; v; 	Þ from coordinate system ðu; v; 	Þ
to ðu cos 	; v; u sin 	Þ. Following the coordinate transformation T3ðu; v; 	Þ,
denoted now by ~TT3ð fx; fy; fzÞ becomes

~TT3ð fx; fy; fzÞ ¼ j ~OO3ð fx; fy; fzÞj2 ~HHð fx; fy; fzÞ

þ A	 ~OO3ð fx; fy; fzÞ ~HHð fx; fy; fzÞ exp �i
2�

�
v sin 

� �

þ A ~OO	
3ð fx; fy; fzÞ ~HHð fx; fy; fzÞ exp i

2�

�
v sin 

� �
ð22Þ

where ~OO3 and ~HH denote the functions of the image’s spectrum and the filter
at the new coordinate system, respectively.

We keep in mind that ~TT3 is going to be displayed on SLM2, which is,
again, a transparency medium that can get only positive real values.
Consequently, only the real part of ~TT3 can be displayed on SLM2. Thus,
from the three terms of ~TT3; Ref ~TT3g becomes an expression of six terms, the
three of ~TT3, plus their complex conjugate terms. Without an additional pro-
cessing in ~TT3 given by Eq. (22), the important term of the convolution between
o1ðxs; ys; zsÞ and hðxs; ys; zsÞ will be obscured by the convolution between
o1ð�xs;�ys;�zsÞ and hðxs; ys; zsÞ. To avoid this overlap between the
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correlation terms, we multiply ~TT3 by a linear phase function
exp½i4�vðsin Þ=��. Multiplying ~TT3 by this linear phase function causes a
shift of all the correlation terms to one-half of the correlation plane, whereas
taking the real part of ~TT3 produces an additional set of correlation terms in the
other half of the correlation plane. Thus, the distribution in this stage becomes

~TT 0
3ð fx; fy; fzÞ ¼ 2Re ~TT3ðu; v; 	Þ exp

i4�v sin 

�

� �� �

¼ j ~OO3ð fx; fy; fzÞj2 ~HHð fx; fy; fzÞ exp
i4�v sin 

�

� �

þ j ~OO3ð fx; fy; fzÞj2 ~HH	ð fx; fy; fzÞ exp � i4�v sin 

�

� �

þ ~OO3ð fx; fy; fzÞ ~HHð fx; fy; fzÞ exp
i2�v sin 

�

� �

þ ~OO	
3ð fx; fy; fzÞ ~HH	ð fx; fy; fzÞ exp � i2�v sin 

�

� �

þ ~OO	
3ð fx; fy; fzÞ ~HHð fx; fy; fzÞ exp

i6�v sin 

�

� �

þ ~OO3ð fx; fy; fzÞ ~HH	ð fx; fy; fzÞ exp � i6�v sin 

�

� �

ð23Þ

Another 3D inverse FT of ~TT 0
3 yields six diffraction orders that are spatially

separated from one another along the yo axis, because of the different linear
phase factors that multiply each term. In our setup, this final 3D FT is
performed in two steps. First, a one-dimensional digital FT from u sin 	 to
zo is performed as follows:

~TT4ðu cos 	; v; zoÞ ¼
ð

~TT 0
3ðu cos 	; v; u sin 	Þ

exp �i
2�M

�f
ðzou sin 	Þ

� �
dðu sin 	Þ

ð24Þ

The remaining 2D FTs from ðu cos 	; vÞ to ðxo; yoÞ are done optically, where
each 2D FT is made for a different value of zo. For any value of zo, the 2D
function ~TT4ðu cos 	; v; zoÞ plus a proper bias C, to ensure positive values, is
displayed on SLM2. Then, with lens L2, a series of 2D FTs is obtained in the
output. The number of 2D transforms in the sequence is actually related to
the measure of zo. When one has only a single SLM, the series of 2D optical
FTs is considered sequentially, one at a time. Otherwise, FTs can be treated
in parallel.
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For our purposes, the interesting term in Eq. (23) is the third one,
inasmuch as that term yields the desired convolution between o1ðxs; ys; zsÞ
and hðxs; ys; zsÞ. Because of the spatial separations among all the output
terms, we let ourselves ignore all of the terms other than the third one.
Some of the higher-order terms may even be eliminated because of the
low sampling rate of SLM2. Therefore, correlation results are obtained
from an inverse 3D FT of the third term as follows:

cðxo; yo; zoÞ ¼
ð ð ð

~OO3ðu cos 	; v; u sin 	Þ ~HHðu cos 	; v; u sin 	Þ

exp
i2�v sin 

�

� �

� exp �i
2�M

�f
ðxou cos 	 þ yovþ zou sin 	Þ

� �
dðu cos 	Þ dv dðu sin 	Þ

¼
ð ð ð

o1ðx; y; zÞhðxo � x; yo � y; zo � zÞ dx dy dz
� �

	 � xo; yo �
f ðsin Þ

M
; zo

� �

ð25Þ

The desired correlation result is obtained about the point ðxo; yo; zoÞ ¼
½0; f ðsin Þ=M; 0�.

In the experiment shown in Fig. 10, the observed scene contained four
toy cars, I–IV, in various locations. The two race cars, I and IV, were used
here as the objects to be recognized, whereas the two patrol cars, II and III,
were the false objects. Cars I, II, II, and IV were located at distances of 57.5,
60.5, 50, and 51.5 cm, respectively, from the camera. The distance between
the point of origin of the scene and the camera was 50 cm. Three examples of
3 projections from the first experiment are shown in Fig. 11. Figures 11a,
11b, and 11c show the scene as viewed by the camera positioned at 	 angles
of �158, 08, and 158, respectively, from the optical axis. The angular incre-
ment between successive projections was 18 and the angles of �158 were the
extreme angles of this experiment.

All of the 31 projections were sequentially displayed on SLM1. From
SLM1, each projection was optically Fourier transformed by lens L1 and
interfered with the reference plane wave on the camera plane P3. As a
result, 31 electronic Fourier holograms of the various projections were
recorded in the computer. Three of the holograms, corresponding to the
three projections of Fig. 11, are shown in Fig. 12. From each hologram,
first the bias was subtracted and then the functions were multiplied by
POFs. Every filter was computed for each projection of the same race
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Figure 11 Three images of the scene out of 31, as observed from different points of
view at the angles (a) 	 ¼ �158, (b) 	 ¼ 08, and (c) 	 ¼ 158.

Figure 12 Three electronic Fourier holograms of the three images shown in Fig.
11, as recorded by the CCD at plane P3.
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car position at ðx; y; zÞ ¼ ð0; 0; 0Þ, according to Eq. (19). The phase distri-
bution of the computed 256� 256 pixel POFs of the extreme left-hand,
central, and extreme right-hand projections are shown in Figs. 13a, 13b,
and 13c, respectively. After multiplying all of the 31 holograms by the
proper complex POFs, we performed the coordinate transformation men-
tioned earlier. As a result of the coordinate transformation, all of the
current data were organized into a 3D complex-valued matrix of size 256�
256� 67 pixels. The value 67 is the size of the longitudinal frequency axis
approximated by the number maxðuÞmax½sinð	Þ� ¼ 256 sinð158Þ according
to the coordinate transformation. This value is actually the longitudinal
bandwidth of the system and it indicates the resolving power of the system
along the longitudinal axis. More precisely, if the size of a pixel on plane P3

is d, then, according to Eq. (18), the smallest size along the z axis that the
system can resolve is �f =67dM.

To get good separation among the various convolution terms on the
output plane, we multiplied the current function by the linear phase function
exp½i4�vðsin Þ=��. Then, to obtain the final correlation results, we needed to
perform a 3D FT on the last matrix. As mentioned earlier, we first per-
formed a digital one-dimensional FT from ðu cos 	; v; u sin 	Þ to
ðu cos 	; v; zoÞ. At this point, the real parts of the obtained 2D functions,
plus some bias (to ensure a positive-valued matrix), were displayed succes-
sively on SLM2, each pattern for a different value of zo. Nine patterns of the
given 67 zo values are shown in Fig. 14. The correlation results are depicted
in Figs. 15 and 16. Figure 15 shows the intensity distribution on output
plane P5, corresponding to the transverse planes with the same zo values
as in Fig. 14. Only the three central diffraction orders are shown here. From
Eq. (23), it is clear that each diffraction pattern at any zo value should be
symmetric about the origin. Therefore, we can use the area of the two first
diffraction orders as the region in which to look for the recognition peaks.
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Figure 13 Three examples out of 31 of POFs computed from a single race car

observed by the CCD on plane P2 from the angles (a) 	 ¼ �158 (b) 	 ¼ 08, and (c)
	 ¼ 158.
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The strongest peaks in the two first diffraction orders are found at zo ¼ �1:5
and zo ¼ �7:5 cm. These are the summits of the two recognition peaks of
race cars IV and I, respectively. The area of the lower first diffraction order
was used as the data for the series of 3D plots shown in Fig. 16a. Each 3D
plot shows the intensity distribution on a transverse plane along the zo axis.
Two recognizable peaks appear in the locations of the two true class objects
I (at zo ¼ �7:5 cm) and IV (at zo ¼ �1:5 cm), whereas false cars II and III
did not grow peaks above the noise level. Every correlation peak has a finite
width in all of its three dimensions. In addition to the ordinary dependence
of this width on the size of the correlated functions, the width along zo is
inversely dependent on the angular range of the observing cameras, which
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Figure 14 Nine of 67 holograms displayed on SLM2 for several values of long-
itudinal axis zo.
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was 308 in this experiment. The other clearly shown peaks in Fig. 16, at
zo ¼ �6 cm and zo ¼ �9 cm, are part of the same identification peak whose
summit appears at zo ¼ �7:5 cm. Similarly, the peaks at zo ¼ 0 and
zo ¼ �3 cm are part of the same identification peak whose summit appears
at zo ¼ �1:5 cm. To facilitate observation of the 3D correlation plots, a
schematic of the input scene from a top view is included in Fig. 16b.

7.4 CONCLUSIONS

We have shown three possible configurations for 3D correlation between
real-world functions. Chronologically, the conventional JTC has been first
extended from two to three dimensions. This JTC can locate targets in the
entire 3D space, but it is sensitive to geometrical distortions. To overcome
this last problem, we have proposed a more sophisticated reference function.
This reference is a computer-generated complex function. The complexity of
the reference function puts another obstacle on the implementation of the
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Figure 15 Nine of the output correlation planes obtained by optical Fourier trans-
form of the nine holograms displayed on SLM2.
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3D JTC. The 3D hybrid correlator is a solution for this obstacle, and,
indeed, for the first time, we have demonstrated a complete experimental
3D correlation with the 3D hybrid correlator.
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Figure 16 (a) Intensity distribution near the first diffraction order of nine correla-

tion planes, with different values of the longitudinal axis zo, resulted from the experi-
ment of the 3D hybrid correlator. (b) Top view on the input scene
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8.1 INTRODUCTION

Optical information processing techniques based in the operation of corre-
lation have proved to be a real alternative to electronic processing in appli-
cations such as security, encryption, and pattern recognition [1–12]. Optical
techniques provide parallel operation, a high space-bandwidth product, and
a large degree of freedom to secure data. These advantages, together with
recent advances in electro-optical devices and components, have contributed
to the progression of optical correlation methods. However, many of the
reported techniques are based in the ability of a lens to perform optically a
two-dimensional (2D) Fourier transform operation. Thus, optical pattern
recognition technqiues have been commonly restricted to 2D input images.

In the last years, there has been an increasing interest in three-dimen-
sional (3D) optical information processing because of its vast potential
applications. In this direction, several ideas have been reported to extend
optical techniques to 3D pattern recognition. One basic approach consists in
processing a set of different 2D projections of both the 3D scene and the 3D
reference object [13]. Recognition is achieved by conventional 2D optical
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Fourier transformations performed sequentially over a set of images which
have been previously stored by using multiplexing holographic techniques.
To avoid optical processing of a large number of 2D perspectives, the col-
lection of 2D projections of the reference object can be used to design an
efficient distortion-invariant filter that is used to recognize different 2D
views of the 3D input objects [14–16]. In other cases, the 3D object is
represented by describing the perspectives with moment invariants such as
Fourier–Mellin descriptors [17]. This method allows one to perform 3D
object classification using feature space trajectories.

Some studies analyze how to perform 3D convolutions or correlations
by planar encoding of 3D images. In this way, conventional Fourier proces-
sing techniques can be applied to the resulting 2D encoded image. In one
approach, one dimension of the 3D image is sampled and the resulting set of
2D sections of the object are recorded in one plane [18,19]. Other techniques
propose different functions to achieve the 3D to 2D mapping [20].

Another class of methods involves the acquisition of different 2D
perspectives also, but the recognition is implemented optoelectronically by
3D Fourier transformations [21–23]. In this procedure, a set of 2D perspec-
tives is Fourier transformed optically and converted, with a coordinate
transformtion, into data in a 3D frequency space. This information can
be processed optoelectronically with 3D correlation techniques to yield
the desired 3D recognition. In the practical implementation of the method,
the 3D data are processed electronically and 2D Fourier transformations are
performed optically. This method has been extended to distortion-invariant
pattern recognition with synthetic reference functions [24].

Surface measurement techniques such as Fourier transform profilome-
try or range imaging methods have also been proposed for 3D shape recog-
nition. In the first approach, a fringe pattern is projected over the 3D
reference and input objects [25,26]. The information about the depth and
shape of the objects carried out by the distorted grating is obtained by
Fourier-transform profilometry and is used to recognize 3D objects in real
time with conventional 2D correlations. This method has also been extended
to 3D pattern recognition invariant under rotations along the line of sight
[27]. Similar ideas have been proposed with other range imaging techniques
[28]. In this case, the recognition process is performed with digital 3D cor-
relations.

Holographic methods have been applied to 3D image recognition tak-
ing advantage of the ability of a single hologram to record 3D information
of the input object. This avoids sequential recording of several 2D perspec-
tives and maintains the phase information [29]. In this direction, one tech-
nique has been reported that uses heterodyne scanning interferometry to
record a hologram of a 3D reference object. The reference is compared
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with a 3D input object using the same holographic method. However, this
procedure needs further operations to achieve full shift invariance and
requires a complex codification of the reference hologram to perform the
recognition step [30] Recently a modification by which full 3D shift invar-
iance is possible has been proposed. It uses the Wigner distribution function
to analyze the power-fringe-adjusted-filtered correlation output in order to
extract the 3D location of the target object [31,32].

Other digital holography techniques provide interesting approaches in
order to apply holographic techniques to 3D image processing and pattern
recognition. In general, by digital holography, the fully complex informa-
tion characterizing a Fraunhofer or Fresnel diffraction pattern of an input
object is measured, stored, and communicated digitally [33–41]. Holograms
are captured by an intensity-recording device, such as a charged-coupled
device (CCD) camera, and the input object can be reconstructed by using a
digital computer that approximates numerically a diffraction integral. These
techniques avoid an analog holographic recording and the corresponding
chemical or physical development. The information contained in the digital
hologram may also be reconstructed optically after transmission by using
computer-generated holograms (CGHs).

In particular, on-axis phase-shifting interferometry permits to record
digital holograms with high efficiency. This is a technique well adapted to
the space and dynamic range characteristics of the CCD cameras commonly
used as intensity detectors [42–44]. This phase measurement method is more
precise than using off-axis holography and can also be implemented in real
time. Recently, the ability of phase-shift digital holograms to reconstruct in
the computer three-dimensional (3D) objects has been reported [45,46].
Also, a technique for optoelectronic encryption of 2D and 3D images has
been proposed [47–49].

In this chapter, we describe several methods for 3D image recognition
based on phase-shifting digital holography [50,51]. First, the complex ampli-
tude distribution generated by a 3D object at a single plane located in the
Fresnel diffraction region is recorded by phase-shifting interferometry.
Similarly, a digital hologram of a 3D reference pattern is recorded to be
used as correlation filter. In this way, pattern recognition using 3D informa-
tion can be performed by applying correlation techniques to the digital
holograms. In one case, the correlation algorithms are applied directly to
the fresnel digital hologram of the reference and input objects [50]. This
technique provides high discrimination and, furthermore, allows one to
measure small rotations of the reference object. Nevertheless, no shift invar-
iance is obtained along the optical axis. In a second approach, the method is
improved, achieving full 3D shift invariance, by applying 3D correlation
algorithms to information reconstructed in the object space [51].
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In Section 8.2, we briefly review a method to record a Fresnel digital
hologram of a 2D object by using phase-shifting interferometry. In Section
8.3, we apply this technique to the case of 3D input objects and we describe
our optoelectronic methods for performing 3D image recognition by using
fast Fourier-transform correlation algorithms. We also show how a small
rotation of the 3D reference object can be measured. In Section 8.4, we
describe how to improve the previous method, achieving full 3D shift-invar-
iance. Finally, Section 8.5 summarizes the conclusions.

8.2 DIGITAL HOLOGRAPHY WITH PHASE-SHIFT
INTERFEROMETRY

Digital holographic techniques are based in the electronic recording of inter-
ference patterns between the diffraction field under study and a reference
beam. Among others, there are two basic techniques specially well adapted
to information processing applications: off-axis digital holography and
phase-shifting interferometry [33–44]. In off-axis digital holography, the
object and the reference beam form a very small angle in order to obtain
fringe patterns that can be resolved by an intensity detector such as a CCD
camera. Only one interferogram is required to measure the amplitude and
phase of the diffraction pattern in the computer. Other diffraction patterns
generated by the input object can be reconstructed by simulating the refer-
ence beam and computing a Fresnel diffraction integral numerically.

In phase-shifting interferometry, the object and the reference beams
are directed on-axis toward the detector [42–44]. The method consists of
recording several interference patterns, at least three, between the diffraction
field generated by the object and a reference beam. The phase of the refer-
ence beam is changed continuously or by steps during the recording. This
phase shifting can be achieved in different ways by using moving mirrors,
diffraction gratings, phase retarders, or liquid-crystal devices [43]. From the
different intensity images recorded by the detector, it is possible to obtain in
the computer, by applying phase-shifting algorithms, the amplitude and
phase of the diffraction pattern generated by the object.

In our experiments, the phase of the reference parallel beam is shifted
using phase retardation plates. One approach consists of using two wave
plates, a half-wave plate and a quarter-wave plate in the reference beam of a
Mach–Zehnder interferometer, as is shown in Fig. 1. The optical system is
based on a Mach–Zehnder interferometer. An argon laser beam, expanded
and collimated, is divided by a beam splitter into two plane wave fronts
traveling in different directions. After reflecting in a mirror, the object beam
impinges on the input transparency with transmittance, tðx; yÞ. The light
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diffracted by the input object impinges into the CCD detector through the
second beam splitter. Therefore, aside from constant factors, the complex
amplitude distribution of the Fresnel diffraction pattern at the output plane,
Htðx; yÞ, is given by

Htðx; yÞ ¼ exp i
�

�d
ðx2 þ y2Þ

	 
 ð/
�/

ð
tðx 0; y 0Þ

� exp i
�

�d
ðx02 þ y02Þ

	 

exp �i

2�

�d
ðxx 0 þ yy 0Þ

� �
dx 0 dy 0 ð1Þ

where � is the wavelength of the laser beam. By measuring the amplitude
and phase of Htðx; yÞ, the amplitude of the input function, tðx; yÞ, may be
recovered by computing an inverse Fresnel transform operation either opti-
cally or numerically.

The parallel reference beam passes through two phase retarders (one
quarter-wave plate and one half-wave plate) and is reflected by a mirror.
The system is aligned in such a way that the reference beam generates a
plane wave traveling perpendicular to the CCD sensor after reflecting in the
second beam splitter. The light provided by the argon laser is linearly polar-
ized. In this way, by suitably orienting the phase retarders, the phase of the
reference beam can be shifted to different values, as is shown in Fig. 2. Let
us assume that the phase of the parallel beam after the second retarder plate
is ’0 when the fast axis of both plates is aligned with the direction of
polarization. In this way, by aligning successively the different slow and
fast axes of the phase retarders with the direction of polarization of the
incident light, different phase values ’0 þ �p with �1 ¼ 0, �2 ¼ ��=2,
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Figure 1 Optical system to record a Fresnel digital hologram of a 2D input object.
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�3 ¼ ��, and �4 ¼ �3�=2 can be produced. Therefore, the complex field
generated by the reference at the output plane can be written as

Rðx; y; �Þ ¼ AR exp½ið’R þ �pÞ� ð2Þ

where AR and ’R are arbitrary constant values of the amplitude and phase,
respectively. The intensity pattern recorded by the linear intensity recording
device is then given by

Ipðx; y; �pÞ ¼ jHtðx; yÞ þ Rðx; y; �pÞj2 ð3Þ

with Ht and R given by Eqs. (1) and (2) respectively. Equation (3) can be
written in the following way:

Ipðx; yÞ ¼ ½AHðx; yÞ�2 þ A2
R þ 2AHðx; yÞAR cos½
Hðx; yÞ � ’R � �p�

ð4Þ
From this equation, it is straightforward to show that the complex light field
at the output plane can be evaluated by combining the four intensity pat-
terns resulting from the interference of the object beam with the reference
beam phase shifted by the previous values of �p. This technique is known as
the four-step method. In this way, we are able to measure the phase


Dðx; yÞ ¼ 
Hðx; yÞ � ’R ¼ arctan
I4ðx; yÞ � I2ðx; yÞ
I1ðx; yÞ � I3ðx; yÞ
� �

ð5Þ
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Figure 2 Phase-shifting with retarder plates.
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and the amplitude

ADðx; yÞ ¼ AHðx; yÞAR

¼ 1
4 f½I1ðx; yÞ � I3ðx; yÞ�2 þ ½I4ðx; yÞ � I2ðx; yÞ�2g1=2

ð6Þ

As the phase ’R and amplitude AR of the reference beam are constant
factors they can be substituted by 0 and 1, respectively, in the previous
equations. Therefore, aside from constant factors, the complex field dif-
fracted by the 2D input object that is recorded by the digital
hologram,Htðx; yÞ, is just obtained from the combination of the amplitude
and phase in Eqs. (5) and (6), respectively {i.e., Htðx; yÞ ¼ ADðx; yÞ
exp½i
Dðx; yÞ�}.

8.3 THREE-DIMENSIONAL PATTERN RECOGNITION WITH
DIGITAL HOLOGRAPHY

Phase-shifting digital holography can also be used to record the light
diffracted by a 3D input object at a given plane. In this way, it is possible
to reconstruct the 3D object digitally in the computer [45,46,49]. Based on
this idea, we have proposed a method for the recognition of 3D objects by
digital holography [50]. Utilizing phase-shifting interferometry, our proce-
dure electronically records the complex amplitude distribution generated
by a 3D object at a single plane located in the Fresnel diffraction region.
Similarly, a digital hologram of a 3D reference pattern is recorded to be
used as correlation filter. Thus, pattern recognition using 3D information
can be performed by applying correlation techniques to the digital holo-
grams. The optical system for digital holographic recording is depicted in
Fig. 3. The object beam illuminates the input 3D object, and the reference
beam forms an on-axis interference pattern with the light diffracted by the
object onto the CCD camera. The 3D object is located at a distance d
from the CCD.

By considering the opaque 3D object as an amplitude distribution
Oðx; y; zÞ and neglecting secondary diffraction, the amplitude distribution
due to the object beam at the CCD, HOðx; yÞ, within the Fresnel approx-
imation, can be evaluated from the following superposition integral:

HOðx; yÞ ¼ AHðx; yÞ exp½i
Hðx; yÞ�

¼ 1

i�

ð ð1
�1

ð
Oðx 0; y 0; zÞ 1

z
exp i

2�

�
z

� �
exp i

�

�z
½ðx� x 0Þ2 þ ðy� y 0Þ2�

	 

dx 0 dy 0 dz ð7Þ
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As in the previous section, the parallel reference beam passes through
two phase retarders, one quarter-wave plate and one half-wave plate, before
arriving on axis to the CCD. Again, by aligning successively the different
slow and fast axes of the phase retarders with the direction of polarization of
the laser beam, different constant phase values ’R þ �p can be produced at
the output plane. Therefore, the complex field at the output plane due to the
reference beam can be written using Eq. (2).

The intensity pattern recorded by the linear intensity recording device
can be written now in the following way:

Ipðx; y; �pÞ ¼ jHOðx; yÞ þ Rðx; y; �pÞj2 ð8Þ

with HO given by Eq. (7). Equation (8) can be written as in Eq. (4) but now
with AHðx; yÞ and 
Hðx; yÞ given by Eq. (7). In this way, the complex light
field at the output plane can be evaluated with Eqs. (5) and (6). Aside from
constant factors, the complex field diffracted by the 3D object that is
recorded by the digital hologram, HOðx; yÞ, is just obtained from the com-
bination of these equations {i.e., HOðx; yÞ ¼ ADðx; yÞ exp½i
Dðx; yÞ�}.

The reconstruction of an axial view of the 3D input object, at a plane
located at a distance d from the output, UOðx; y; dÞ, can be obtained by
computing the following discrete Fresnel integral:
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Figure 3 Optical system to record the digital hologram of a 3D object.
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UOðm 0; n 0; dÞ ¼ exp � i�

�d
ð�x02m02 þ�y02n02Þ

� �

�
XNx�1

m 0¼0

XNy�1

n 0¼0

HOðm; nÞ exp � i�

�d
ð�x2m2 þ�y2n2Þ

� �

exp �i2�
mm 0

Nx

þ nn 0

Ny

� �� �
ð9Þ

where variables ðm; nÞ are discrete transversal spatial coordinates in the
CCD plane, ðm 0; n 0Þ correspond to the object plane coordinates, and Nx

and Ny are the number of samples in the x and y directions, respectively.
The spatial resolutions at the CCD plane and at the object planes are
denoted by ð�x;�yÞ and (�x 0;�y 0), respectively. Equation (9) can be com-
puted using a fast Fourier-transform algorithm [52]. It can be shown that
the resolutions �x 0 and �y 0 along the horizontal and vertical tranversal
directions at the object space are given by

�x 0 ¼ �d

Nx�x
and �y 0 ¼ �d

Ny�y
ð10Þ

Therefore, in the reconstruction of a view of the 3D input object with Eq. (9),
the transversal resolution ð�x 0;�y 0Þ changes with the value of the distance d.

As in conventional holography, different regions of the digital holo-
gram record light arising from different perspectives of the 3D object. Thus,
we can also reconstruct different views of the 3D object by using different
windows in the digital hologram, as is shown in Fig. 4. To reconstruct a
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Figure 4 Generation of 3D perspectives from the digital Fresnel hologram.
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particular view of the 3D object, first we must consider only a rectangular
window, H 0

oðm; n; ax; ayÞ, in the digital hologram HOðm; nÞ centered at the
proper location. Parameters ax and ay denote the coordinates of the center
of the window. The information contained in this region of the hologram
corresponds to a direction of observation which subtends angles � and �
with the optical axis given by � ¼ ax�x=d and � ¼ bx�y=d. Second, we
must consider that the hologram is illuminated by a parallel light beam
directed toward the 3D object (i.e., a light beam tilted by angles � and �
with respect to the optical axis). In this way, the perspective of the object will
remain centered in the process of digital reconstruction of the hologram.
Note that the maximum angle of reconstruction is limited only by the size of
the detector.

From the above considerations, the rectangular region of the holo-
gram to be used for reconstruction of different angular views of the 3D
object must be defined as

H 0
Oðm; n; ax; ayÞ ¼ HOðm; nÞ rect

m� ax
bx

;
n� ay
by

� �

exp i
2�

�d
ð�x2axmþ�y2aynÞ

� � ð11Þ

where rectðx; yÞ is the rectangle function and bx and by denote its transversal
size. Now, the discrete complex amplitude distribution UOðm 0; n 0; d; �; �Þ at
a plane located at a distance d and tilted by angles � and � can be computed
using the following equation:

UOðm 0; n 0; d; �; �Þ ¼ exp
�i�

�d
ð�x02m02 þ�y02n02Þ

� �

�
XN�1

m 0¼0

XN�1

n 0¼0

H 0
O m; n;

�d

�x
;
�d

�y

� �

� exp
�i�

�d
ð�x2m2 þ y2n2Þ

� �

exp �i2�
m 0m
Nx

þ n 0n
Ny

� �� �
ð12Þ

Points on the surface of the object at distances z from the hologram different
than d will appear defocused in the reconstructed image. However, the
planes of reconstruction can be changed easily in the computer, starting
from the same digital hologram. Note also that the field of focus can be
increased, diminishing the size of the hologram window at the expense of a
reduction of resolution.
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An alternative way of reconstructing a given perspective of the 3D
input object at a distance d is to use the propagation transfer function
method instead of Eq. (12); that is,

UOðm; n; d; �; �Þ ¼ F�1

(
F H 0

O m; n;
�d

�x
;
�d

�y

� �� �

exp �i��d
u2

ð�xNxÞ2
þ v2

ð�yNyÞ2
 !" #)

ð13Þ

where F denotes the fast Fourier transform and u and v are discrete spatial
frequencies. In this approach, the resolution at the input and output planes
are the same for any propagation distance d.

In order to perform recognition of 3D objects, we use correlation
techniques based on Fourier matched filters starting from the information
obtained by digital holography. Let us consider the previous 3D object
Oðx; y; zÞ as a reference object to be recognized. A second 3D object,
Pðx; y; zÞ, is located also at a distance d from the CCD, and its correspond-
ing digital Fresnel hologram is obtained by phase-shift interferometry,
HPðx; yÞ. The correlation between different views of this 3D input object
with a given perspective of the reference object Oðx; y; zÞ can be evaluated by
extracting partial windows from HPðx; yÞ at different positions in the holo-
gram, followed by reconstructing the object at a distance d and computing
the correlation with the reconstruction of the reference. However, this
approach requires extensive computing operations. Alternatively, using
Eq. (13), the correlation intensity of one perspective of the reference UOðx;
y; d; �; �Þ with one different perspective of the input UPðx; y; d; � 0; � 0Þ gen-
erated from the respective holograms can be written directly as

COPðx; y; �; �; � 0; � 0Þ ¼ jF�1fFfUOðx; y; d; �; �ÞgF	fUPðx; y; d; � 0; � 0Þggj2
¼ jF�1fFfH 0

Oðx; y; d; �; �ÞgF	fH 0
Pðx; y; d;� 0; �
Þggj2

ð14Þ

Thus, by correlating different regions of the two holograms, properly mod-
ified by a linear phase factor, we are evaluating the correlation between
different perspectives of the 3D objects. It is to be noted, however, that
by directly using the information in the Fresnel digital hologram to evaluate
the correlation, the technique is not shift invariant under axial displace-
ments. Also, rough objects involve fast fluctuations of the reconstructed
phase under translations in a plane orthogonal to the optical axis, thus
reducing the transversal shift invariance. Nevertheless, this technique has
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a high sensitivity under small object motion, and this fact can be useful for
measuring a small rotation of a rough 3D object.

We carried out a 3D object recognition experiment using two repro-
ductions of cars with an approximate size of 25� 25� 45mm. They were
located at a distance d ¼ 865mm from the CCD detector. The gray-level
pictures of Figs. 5a and 5b were obtained by recording a digital hologram of
each car model, HOðx; yÞ and HPðx; yÞ, respectively. The reconstruction was
performed by simulating Fresnel propagation with Eq. (7), using a fast
Fourier-transform algorithm, applied to the entire hologram.

In Fig. 6a, we show a plot of the autocorrelation of the object in Fig.
5a performed by using the information contained in a partial region of its
digital hologram. This partial hologram is obtained by placing a window
centered at the origin of HOðx; yÞ. Figure 6b shows the cross-correlation of
the 3D object in Fig. 5a with that in Fig. 5b obtained also by digital holo-
graphy. The reference hologram is the previous digital hologram, and the
input hologram is obtained by placing a window with the same size centered
at the origin of HPðx; yÞ. Both plots are normalized to the same value. For
comparison, we present the conventional 2D autocorrelation and in Fig. 6c
and the 2D cross-correlation in Fig. 6d using the objects in Figs. 5a and 5b,
respectively, registered as 2D intensity images.

In Fig. 7, we show the correlation obtained by digital holography
between the 3D object in Fig. 2a used as a reference and the same slightly
rotated 3D object used as input. We utilized a window centered at the origin
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Figure 5 Computer reconstructions by digital holography of (a) the reference and
(b) the input 3D objects.
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of the reference hologram and a window with the same size shifted to
different positions in the hologram of the input. The information contained
in these windows was correlated by using Eq. (14). Figure 7a shows a 3D
plot of the maximum peak of the correlation as a function of the displace-
ment ðax; ayÞ of the window in the hologram of the input. A sharp peak is
obtained for ax ¼ �12; ay ¼ �2, corresponding to an angle of view
ð�; �Þ ¼ ð0:0078; 0:0018Þ. Figure 7b shows the correlation for this perspective
of the 3D input object. From this result, it is possible to measure the orien-
tation of the input with respect to the reference object.
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Figure 6 (a) Autocorrelation and (b) cross-correlation of the 3D objects repre-

sented in Fig. 5 carried out by digital holography. (c) Conventional 2D autocorrela-
tion and (d) cross-correlation of the irradiance objects.
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8.4 SHIFT-INVARIANT THREE-DIMENSIONAL PATTERN
RECOGNITION

It is possible to modify the previous digital holographic technique to achieve
shift-invariant 3D pattern recognition [51]. The new method to analyze 3D
scenes will allow us to perform 3D correlations between the information
obtained from a digital hologram of the 3D reference and a single digital
hologram of the input scene. Now, once the holograms have been obtained,
we calculate the amplitude and phase of the complex wave front generated
by the 3D objects in a set of planes parallel to the output plane within the
Fresnel approximation. In other words, in contrast with the technique
described in the previous section, instead of using the digital holograms
directly, we first evaluate the amplitude distribution of the objects in the
3D object space. This approach permits one to apply 3D correlation tech-
niques to the 3D amplitude distribution generated by the objects. It is also
possible to reproduce the complex amplitude distribution in planes tilted
with respect the output plane by using partial information from the digital
holograms. Therefore, not only the three Cartesian coordinates of the refer-
ence in the 3D input space but also the relative out-of-plane rotation of the
target with respect to the reference can be obtained. Also, by filtering the
phase information, we achieve a system less sensitive to noise and fast
fluctuations of the complex distribution produced by the rough surfaces
of the objects. With this new method, we are able to achieve full 3D shift-
invariant pattern recognition.

As in the previous section, the first step of this optoelectronic proce-
dure to perform 3D pattern recognition is to record a digital hologram of
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Figure 7 Correlation by digital holography of the 3D object in Fig. 5a with a

rotated version of the same object: (a) correlation peak versus angle of view and
(b) correlation for the angle giving the maximum peak.
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the 3D objects under study. The optical system for digital holographic
recording is again that depicted in Fig. 3. By phase-shift interferometry.
Eqs. (5) and (6) provide the amplitude AHðx; yÞ and phase 
Hðx; yÞ of the
Fresnel diffraction pattern generated by the 3D scene at the output plane.
As before, digital recording of the complex distribution generated by the 3D
scene allows us to reconstruct the light field at any plane orthogonal to the
output plane, including those planes containing the 3D objects, as shown in
Fig. 8. This permits us to reconstruct the 3D light distribution generated by
the scene in a volume with a size limited only by the Fresnel approximation
and the characteristics of the digital algorithm used to reconstruct the infor-
mation. Similar 3D objects will generate similar 3D light distributions in
volumes located at the same relative distance from the object. Thus, apply-
ing 3D correlation techniques to the 3D light distribution volume allow us
to recognize the presence and location of a 3D reference in a 3D input scene.

The complex amplitude distribution generated by the 3D object at an
arbitrary distance z from the output plane can be evaluated, starting from
the digital hologram, by using the following diffraction integral in the
Fresnel approximation:

UOðx; y; zÞ ¼
1

i�z
exp i

2�

�
z

� �
�
ð1
�1

ð
HOðx 0; y 0Þ

exp i
�

�z
½ðx� x 0Þ2 þ ðy� y 0Þ2�

	 

dx 0 dy 0 ð15Þ
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Figure 8 Reconstruction of the amplitude distribution at different planes in the
object space from the Fresnel digital hologram of a 3D object.
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Substituting Eq. (7) into Eq. (15) and after some mathematical operations,
the amplitude distribution at a distance z from the output plane can be
written as

UOðx; y; zÞ ¼
ð1
�1

�1

�ðz 0 � zÞ exp i
2�

�
ðz 0 � zÞ

� �

exp
i�

�ðz 0 � zÞ ðx
2 þ y2Þ

� �

�
ð1
�1

ð
Oðx 0; y 0; z 0Þ exp i�

�ðz� zÞ ðx
02 þ y02Þ

� �

� exp
i2�

�ðz 0 � zÞ ðxx
0 þ yy 0Þ

� �
dx 0 dy 0 dz 0 ð16Þ

For each distance z, Eq. (16) represents a coherent superposition of different
Fresnel diffraction patterns. Each diffraction pattern is generated by the
light coming from regions of the object located at a fixed distance z 0 from
the output plane and results from a free-space propagation through the
distance �zz ¼ z 0 � z. For a reconstruction plane at a fixed distance z, only
the regions of the 3D object with a value of z0 equal to that of z will appear
focused in the reconstruction plane but other areas of the object appear
defocused in the same plane. The distribution UOðx; y; zÞ constitutes a 3D
function that contains information about the location of 3D objects in the
3D scene under consideration.

It is important to remark that the 3D transformation given by Eq.
(16) represents a linear shift-invariant operation. A displacement of the 3D
input scene, O 0ðx; y; zÞ ¼ Oðx� a; y� b; z� cÞ, where a, b, and c denote
the relative coordinates of the displacement, implies a displacement of the
resulting distribution U 0

Oðx; y; zÞ ¼ UOðx� a; y� b; z� cÞ, as can be easily
demonstrated substituting Oðx; y; dÞ by O 0ðx; y; dÞ in Eq. (7). Thus, appli-
cation of correlation techniques to UOðx; y; zÞ provides information about
the presence and position of the reference 3D object. This fact is represented
in Fig. 9, where two similar objects are located in two different positions of
the 3D space. From Fig. 9, it is clear that the diffraction pattern generated
by one of the objects at a given distance �zz from an arbitrary reference point
will be the same than that generated by the other input object in a plane
located at the same distance. In other words, the diffraction pattern gener-
ated by the 3D reference in plane A (see Fig. 9) will be similar to that
generated by the 3D object in plane B if this object is similar to the
reference, and this can be applied to the rest of planes constituting the
diffraction volume.

Let us denote by Rðx; y; zÞ the amplitude distribution of a 3D reference
object and by Sðx; y; zÞ that of a different 3D object. The input scene,
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Oðx; y; zÞ, containing both objects, which are located at arbitrary positions,
can be described in the following way:

Oðx; y; zÞ ¼ Rðx� a; y� b; z� cÞ þ Sðx� a 0; y� b 0; z� d 0Þ ð17Þ
where the parameters ða; b; cÞ and ða 0; b 0; c 0Þ denote the Cartesian coordi-
nates of the position of the reference Rðx; y; zÞ and the object Sðx; y; zÞ,
respectively, in the 3D input scene. Due to the shift-invariant property,
the 3D correlation between the 3D amplitude distribution UOðx; y; zÞ and
URðx; y; zÞ, both measured by recording respective digital holograms and
using Eq. (15), is given by

CORðx; y; zÞ ¼ UOðx; y; zÞ 	URðx; y; zÞ
¼ CRRðx; y; zÞ�ðx� a; y� b; z� cÞ
þ CSRðx; y; zÞ�ðx� a 0; y� b 0; z� d 0Þ

ð18Þ

where 	 denotes correlation and � is the Dirac delta function. In Eq. (18),
CRRðx; y; zÞ is the autocorrelation of the 3D amplitude distribution gener-
ated by the reference and CSRðx; y; zÞ is the cross-correlation of the 3D dis-
tribution generated by the reference with that generated by the other 3D
input object. Due to the autocorrelation operation, a sharp correlation
peak is expected to appear, detecting the presence and 3D position of the
reference in the input scene. This peak allows us to discriminate the 3D target
from other different 3D objects as we show in the experimental results.
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Figure 9 Reconstruction of the irradiance volume for two similar objects. The
diffraction patterns generated at planes A and B are also similar.
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Digital reconstruction of the 3D light distribution generated by the
input objects can be performed by computing the Fresnel integral in Eq. (15)
for different distances z. Let HOðm; nÞ be the discrete amplitude distribution
of the digital hologram, where m and n are discrete coordinates along the
orthogonal directions x and y, respectively. As in the previous section, x ¼
m�x and y ¼ n�y, �x and �y being the resolution of the CCD detector.
The discrete 3D complex amplitude distribution UOðm; n; pÞ at a plane
orthogonal to the digital hologram, located at a distance z ¼ �zp, is
given, aside from constant factors, by the following set of Fresnel transfor-
mations:

UOðm; n; pÞ ¼ F�1

(
FfHOðm; nÞg exp i��p�z

u2

ðð�xNxÞ2
þ v2

ð�yNyÞ2
 !" #)

ð19Þ
In Eq. (19), �z is the resolution along the optical axis, Nx and Ny are the
number of pixels of the detector along the x and y axis, respectively, and u
and v are transversal discrete spatial frequencies along these directions. In
evaluating Eq. (19), the transversal resolution remains the same, indepen-
dent of the propagation distance z, as in Eq. (13), and equal to that in the
digital Fresnel hologram plane ð�x;�yÞ.

Pattern recognition of 3D objects is then performed by evaluating the
discrete 3D amplitude distribution generated by the reference, URðm; n; pÞ,
and the input scene, UOðm; n; pÞ, from the respective digital holograms using
Eq. (19), and computing the correlation in Eq. (18) numerically. This is done
by using a discrete Fourier transform approach; that is,

CORðm; n; pÞ ¼ F�1FffUOðm; n; pÞgF	fURðm; n; pÞgg ð20Þ
where now F denotes the 3D discrete Fourier transformation. It is impor-
tant to note that to reduce the sensitivity to phase variations (introduced by
rough surfaces, by translations of the objects, or by distortions of the object
beam), the 3D irradiance distributions jUOðm; n; pÞj2 and jUOðm; n; pÞj2 must
be used, instead of the respective 3D complex amplitudes, in Eqs. (18) and
(20).

We performed a preliminary experiment on 3D pattern recognition to
detect the presence and 3D position of a 3D reference in an input scene. The
optical setup in Fig. 3 was constructed again using an Ar laser with wave-
length � ¼ 514:5 nm. The wave plates were also �=2 and �=4 phase retarders
adapted to the previous wavelength. The reference object was a cubic die
with a lateral size equal to 4.6mm. The center of the die was located at a
distance d1 ¼ 345mm from the output plane. In Fig. 10a, we show a picture
of the irradiance distribution at a distance z ¼ d1 mm from the output plane
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corresponding to the reference object. It was obtained by recording a digital
Fresnel hologram, computing the phase and amplitude with Eqs. (5) and (6)
and, afterward, evaluating Eq. (19) using a fast Fourier-transform algo-
rithm.

As the input scene we use two similar dice located at difference dis-
tances. One was located at the same position as the reference, the other had
its center located at a different axial distance from the output plane and was
displaced transversally and rotated a small angle around the vertical axis.
The 3D amplitude distribution generated by the input scene was obtained by
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Figure 10 Reconstructions by digital holography of the 3D reference object and
the 3D input scene for two focusing distances: (a) reference object, (b) input objects
for z ¼ 315mm, and (c) input object for z ¼ 345mm.
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recording a digital hologram and using Eq. (19) to generate a set of 2D
distributions with different propagation distances z. This set of 2D functions
constitutes the 3D distribution to be used in the recognition step. We show
the irradiance distribution generated by the 3D input scene at only two
planes: those corresponding to the irradiance at a distance z ¼ 315mm
and z ¼ 345mm in Fig. 10b and 10c, respectively. Note that the three 2D
distributions in Fig. 10 are just three elements of the set of 2D functions
characterizing the 3D reference and input scene.

Before evaluating the correlation in Eq. (20), some previous operations
are applied to improve the efficiency of the technique. First, to reduce the
computation time, instead of computing the 3D correlation between the two
3D functions generated from the digital holograms, we only consider as the
reference function the 2D distribution shown in Fig. 10a. In this way, this
2D reference function can be sequentially correlated in the computer with
the different 2D functiosn that characterize the 3D input scene by comput-
ing simple 2D correlations. Second, to reduce the sensitivity to phase fluc-
tuation due to the roughness of the object surfaces and other phase effects,
the reconstructed phase is filtered and only the irradiance distribution is
used in the correlation process. Finally, to increase the discrimination abil-
ity, we use a nonlinear filter to perform the correlation. The filter is con-
structed using only the phase associated to the complex conjugate of the
Fourier transform of the reference function. The result, after computing the
correlation for different 2D reconstructions of the irradiance distribution
associated to the input, constitutes a 3D correlation volume. By analyzing
the correlation peaks in this volume, it is possible to determine the 3D
position of the reference in the input scene.

In Fig. 11, we show a plot of the correlation between the reference and
two different 2D sections of the 3D input amplitude distribution recon-
structed from the digital hologram. We selected the same perspective recon-
structions that are depicted in Fig. 10, which give us two local maxima of the
correlation. Figure 11a corresponds to the correlation between the reference
in Fig. 10a with the 2D amplitude distribution in Fig. 10b, whereas Fig. 11b
shows the result obtained by correlation of the distributions in Figs. 10a and
10c. Both plots, normalized to the same value, show a clear maximum at the
locations of the 3D reference. The maximum in Fig. 11a is lower than that in
Fig. 11b due to the small rotation of the 3D object located at this point. The
locations of the maxima determines the transversal locations of the objects
in the input scene with respect to the original position of the reference. The
distance z for which we obtain the maximum value of the correlation peak,
z ¼ 315mm and z ¼ 345mm, determines the axial position of the two
objects. It is important to note that the correlations in Fig. 11 are only
two members of the set of correlations achieved for the different distances z.
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To point out the dependence of the correlation peak with the recon-
struction distance, in Fig. 12 we represent the correlation peaks for different
propagation distances z. In order to show in the same figure the correlation
peak for both objects and different propagation distances, for each distance
z we extract a profile of the correlation function along the direction x 0 in the
XY plane that includes both local maxima. This profile is then represented
for each distance z in Fig. 12. The plot is then normalized between the
minimum and the maximum values of all the correlation peaks. There are
two clear local maxima at the two different axial positions of the reference
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Figure 11 Correlation of the irradiance distribution associated to the reference

with that of the input scene for different distances. (a) Correlation of the distribution
in Fig. 10a with that in Fig. 10b, and (b) correlation of Fig. 10a with Fig. 10c.

Figure 12 Value of the correlation along the direction x 0 in the XY plane, that
includes both local maxima in Fig.7, for different propagation distances z.
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object in the input scene. With the information obtained from this figure, it
is possible to localize the 3D reference in the 3D input space. In this way,
one of the objects is located at the same position as the original reference
object. The second one, similar to the reference but displaced and rotated, is
located at 3D coordinates with respect to the original position of the refer-
ence given by ð�7:72;�3:35;�30Þmm.

To analyze the discrimination ability of this technique, we designed a
new 3D input scene. In Fig. 13, we show two reconstructions of this input
scene in which an object similar to the reference remains in the same posi-
tion and a second different object, as a false target, has been located with
different coordinates. The pictures have been obtained by recording a new
digital hologram and reconstructing the amplitude distribution at two dif-
ferent distances. By reconstructing the 2D irradiance distribution as a func-
tion of the distance z, as in the previous experiment, it is possible to generate
a new 3D input function U 0

Oðx; y; zÞ characterizing this second input scene.
The 3D correlation of this function with the reference function will again
provide information about the presence and position of the reference object
in the input scene and discriminating the false target. As in the previous
experiment, instead of a real 3D correlation, we perform a set of 2D corre-
lations between the reference distribution in Fig. 10a and different sections
of this new 3D input function. The correlation function corresponding to
only two different distances is represented in Figs. 14a and 14b. Now, only
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Figure 13 Computer reconstructions by digital holography of a second 3D input

scene containing a false target for two different focusing distances: (a) z ¼ 315mm
and (b) z ¼ 345mm.
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one maximum in the 3D position corresponding to the location of the
reference object is detected, showing the ability of the method to discrimi-
nate between different objects.

We would like to note that the object in Fig. 10 closer to the CCD
was rotated with respect the reference. In this way, the corresponding
correlation peak in Fig. 11a is lower than that associated to the reference
in Fig. 11b. The height of this correlation peak can be increased by recon-
structing the amplitude distribution generation by the 3D input scene at
planes tilted with respect the output plane [51]. This can be done by using
partial windows in the corresponding Fresnel digital hologram, as was
explained in the previous section (see Fig. 4). This operation allows us to
measure the rotation angle of the 3D object under consideration with
respect the original reference.

In Fig. 15, we present a diagram of this situation with two objects in
the input scene: the refeence and a rotated version of the reference. Let us
suppose that the center of the digital hologram faces a given surface of the
3D reference. When the 3D object is tilted a small amount, a different region
of the hologram faces perpendicularly to the same surface of the object. By
reconstructing the light distribution at different planes, tilted with respect
the output plane, using only this region of the digital hologram, we can
generate a diffraction volume in which the values of the amplitude generated
by the rotated object are similar to those generated by the original reference.
Applying correlation techniques now allows us to detect the 3D reference
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Figure 14 Correlation of the irradiance distribution associated to the reference
with that of the input scene in Fig. 13 for different distances. (a) Correlation of

the distribution in Fig. 10a with that in Fig. 13b, and (b) correlation of Fig. 6a
with Fig. 13c.
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even with out-of-plane rotations. Again, irradiance distributions must be
considered, instead of amplitude, to avoid phase effects.

To verify the previous idea, we performed the correlation of the recon-
structed reference object in Fig. 10a with reconstructions of different per-
spectives of the input scene in Fig. 10b. The correlation was evaluated only
for a fixed focusing distance, that reconstructing the object located at a
distance z ¼ 315mm. The different perspectives were reconstructed by con-
sidering only a partial window in the hologram with a horizontal size of 256
pixels and a vertical size equal to the size of the CCD. The window was
displaced only in a horizontal direction to obtain a set of different perspec-
tives. As an example, the correlations of two different reconstructed per-
spectives of the 3D input scene with one of the 3D reference are shown in
Fig. 16. In Fig. 16a, the input object was generated with a perspective angle
of �0:98 with respect the optical axis, whereas in Fig. 16b, the angle is þ0:98.
We can compare these results with that obtained in Fig. 11a, where the input
object was reconstructed with a view parallel to the optical axis. Note that
the correlation peak is higher in Fig. 13a than in Fig. 11a, indicating that the
input object was rotated with respect the reference object. In Fig. 17, we
show the value of the correlation peak at the location of the object as a
function of the lateral displacement of the window used to reconstruct the
amplitude distribution (i.e., as a function of the angle of view). A clear
maximum appears at a displacement of �544 pixels, corresponding to an
angle of view of 0.98 with respect to the optical axis.
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Figure 15 Reconstruction of the irradiance volume with different perspectives. The
diffraction patterns at planes A and B generated by the respective objects are similar.
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Figure 16 Correlation of the irradiance distribution associated to the reference
with that of the input scene viewed from different perspective angles: (a) �0:98
and (b) þ0:98.

Figure 17 Value of the correlation peak between the reference in Fig. 10a and the

input scene, for a fixed distance z, as a function of the lateral position of the window
in the input digital hologram.
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8.5 CONCLUSIONS

We have described an optoelectronic method to perform 3D object recog-
nition by using digital phase-shifting holography. It is based on the ability
of a digital Fresnel hologram to reconstruct different perspectives of a 3D
object. The technique allows us to obtain 3D information of the reference
and input objects in a single step. Recognition is carried out by a digital
matched filter technique applied directly to the holographic information.
We have shown that this technique can measure small orientation changes
of the 3D object.

Also, we have improved the previous technique in order to achieve full
shift invariance and to reduce the sensitivity to noise generated by the rough
surfaces of the 3D objects. In this second approach, the correlation opera-
tion is applied in the object space to the 3D irradiance distribution generated
by the reference and input objects. These 3D irradiance distributions are
generated from single digital holograms by reconstructing the amplitude
distribution generated by the 3D inputs at different axial distances. The
method allows one to perform 3D correlations in order to recognize the
presence and 3D position of the reference in the 3D input scene. In the first
experiment, the technique has been simplified by evaluating only 2D corre-
lations between 2D sections of the light distribution generated by the 3D
reference and the 3D input scene. Also, different perspectives of the 3D
input scene can be generated, allowing one to detect the reference even
when small out-of-plane rotations have been applied.

The advantages of applying digital holography to pattern recognition
have been verified experimentally. By using the first approach, we achieve
high discrimination and a method to measure small angular displacements
of 3D objects with high accuracy. In the second approach, we obtain a
simple method to detect the 3D position of a reference object starting
from single digital Fresnel holograms.
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9
A Distortion-Tolerant Image
Recognition Receiver Using a
Multihypothesis Method

Sherif Kishk and Bahram Javidi
University of Connecticut, Storrs, Connecticut

9.1 INTRODUCTION

In image recognition, it is desired that the receiver detect a known refer-
ence target in the presence of noise [1–7]. Also, the receiver should be able
to detect the target even when the target is distorted. Possible sources of
distortion are rotation, scaling, and changes in illumination. Numerous
methods and algorithms have been developed to detect a distorted version
of the target [8–23]. In one such method, a weighted superposition of
distorted training true class targets to form a composite matched filter.
However, many variations [8–16] of matched filters are proposed to allow
distortion tolerance. There is also a vast amount of literature for pattern
recognition using neural networks [18] and classification methods [17,18].
However, neural networks are more suitable for target classification rather
than detection.

For target detection in the presence of distortions with known statistics
such as probability density functions, mean, or variance, algorithms based
on optimizing certain cost criteria can be used. Along this line, algorithms
and filters have been proposed for detecting a known target under a variety
of conditions [19,20]. In Ref 6, a detection algorithm was designed based on
multihypothesis testing, but it does not take into account target distortions
such as in-plane or out-of-plane rotation. In this chapter, we will use a
multiple hypothesis test to locate the distorted targets in the presence of
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additive noise with unknown parameters. Furthermore, the target is assumed
to have unknown constant illumination. Maximum-likelihood estimates of
the unknown parameters are obtained, and the likelihood function of the
multiple hypothesis is tested to detect the presence of the distorted targets.

The target or a reference signal is detected in the presence of additive
noise with unknown statistics and the receiver is designed to be tolerant of the
rotation, scaling, and illumination of the target. Computer simulations are
presented to evaluate the performance of the receiver for various distorted
noisy true class targets with varying illumination and with false class objects.

The chapter is organized as follows. In Section 9.2, an analysis of the
algorithm is presented. In Section 9.3, we present computer simulations for
various distorted nosiy true class targets with varying illumination and with
false class objects. In Section 9.4, the conclusion is discussed.

9.2 ANALYSIS

For simplicity, we will use one-dimensional notation. Let rðtÞ denote the
target value at location t and sðtÞ be the observed input scene at t. Let us
assume that the scene contains an out-of-plane distorted version of the
reference signal rðtÞ and that it is illuminated by an unknown illumination
factor a. The algorithm can be generalized to other types of target distortion
such as scaling changes. Let nðtÞ denote the additive white Gaussian noise.
Then, if the received scene has a target at position tj, sðtÞ can be written as

sðtÞ ¼ arðt� tjÞ þ nðtÞ ð1Þ
Let Hj denote the hypothesis that the scene sðtÞ contains a target r at the
location tj. We can write

Hj : sðtÞ ¼ arðt� tjÞ þ nðtÞ ð2Þ
Because we are dealing with discrete data, we can write the hypothesis as

Hj : sðtmÞ ¼ arðtm � tjÞ þ nðtmÞ ð3Þ
where tm is the discrete version of t.

We assume that there are N training true class targetrs that are out-of-
plane rotated. These training true class targets will be denoted by riðtÞ, where
i ¼ 1; 2; . . . ;N is the training target number. Let HjðiÞ denote the hypothesis
that the scene contains the true class target ri at location tj. Thus,

HjðiÞ : sðtmÞ ¼ ariðtm � tjÞ þ nðtmÞ ð4Þ
Let Hj denote the hypothesis that the scene contains one of the N training
true class targets at location tj. Then, assuming that all of the N training true
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class targets are equiprobable and that no more than one target can be at
location tj, an application of Bayes’ formula yields

PðsðtmÞ=HjÞ ¼
1

N

XN
i¼1

1

2��2

� �1=2

exp � ½sðtmÞ � �� ariðtm � tjÞ�2
2�2

 !
ð5Þ

where � and � are the mean and the standard deviation, respectively, of the
additive noise.

If we assume that there are M samples over the scene sðtÞ and that the
additive noise is white, we obtain the likelihood function of hypothesis Hj:

Pðs=HjÞ ¼
Y

m:wðtm�tjÞ¼1

1

N

XN
i¼1

1

2��2

� �1=2
"

exp � ½sðtmÞ � �� ariðtm � tjÞ�2
2�2

 !#

�
Y

m:wðtm�tjÞ¼0

1

2��2

� �1=2

exp � ½sðtmÞ � ��2
2�2

 !" #
ð6Þ

where wðtm � tjÞ is a composite target window function; that is, wðtm � tjÞ
takes a value of 1 over the support of a target composed of all the training
true class targetrs, and 0 outside the support of this composite target.

Because 1=N and the exponent 1
2 do not depend on the hypothetical

location tj, we will drop these terms in subsequent equations. Taking the log
of the likelihood, we obtain

logfPðs=HjÞg ¼
X

m:wðtm�tj Þ¼1

log
XN
i¼1

1

2��2

� �"(

exp � ½sðtmÞ � �� a:riðtm � tjÞ�2
2�2

 !#)

þ
X

m:wðtm�tjÞ¼0

log
1

2��2

� �
exp � ½sðtmÞ � ��2

2�2

 !" #( )

ð7Þ
The problem is to find the location of the target in the scene sðtÞ. A reason-
able choice for the location of the target is the one that maximizes the a
posteriori probability PðHj=sÞ. If we consider that all of the hypotheses are
equiprobable, the test will be reduced to maximizing the conditional prob-
abilities Pðs=HjÞ.
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We need to estimate the value of the illumination constant a, and the
noise parameters � and �2. To do so, we will maximize the likelihood
function with respect to the unknown parameters to find the maximum a
posteriori probability ‘‘MAP’’ estimates of these parameters. This is carried
out by equating the gradient of the likelihood function with respect to a, �,
and �2 to zero:

@Pðs=HjÞ
@a

¼ 0 ð8Þ
@Pðs=HjÞ
@�

¼ 0 ð9Þ
@Pðs=HjÞ
@�2

¼ 0 ð10Þ

From Eq. (8), we obtain

âaj ¼
XM
m¼1

XN
i¼1

½sðtmÞ � �Þriðtm � tjÞwðtm � tjÞ�
 ! XN

i¼1

Ei

 !�1

ð11Þ

where âaj is the estimated illumination constant, and

Ei ¼
XM
m¼1

½riðtmÞwiðtmÞ�2 ð12Þ

is the energy of target ri.
Because we assume that there is no nonoverlapping noise and that the

support of the target is small compared to the scene, to estimate the noise
paramters we may use the sample points that are outside of the window. The
hypothesis outside of the composite target window Pðs=HjÞwo is

Pðs=HjÞwo ¼
X

m:wðtm�tj Þ¼0

log
1

2��2

� �
exp � ½sðtmÞ � ��2

2�2

 !" #
ð13Þ

Taking the derivative of Eq. (13) with respect to � and �2 and equating it to
zero, we obtain

�̂�j ¼
1

N

XN
i¼1

XM
m¼1

½sðtmÞ�½1� wðtm � tjÞ�

Mio

ð14Þ
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whereMio is the number of samples outside the composite target window, �̂�j

is the estimated values of �, and

�̂�2j ¼ 1

N

XN
i¼1

½sðtmÞ � �̂�j�2
Mio

ð15Þ

where âaj is the estimated value of a2, and using Eqs. (14) and (11), we obtain

âaj ¼
XM
m¼1

XN
i¼1

sðtmÞ �
1

N

XN
l¼1

XM
n¼1

½sðtnÞ�½1� wðtn � tjÞ�

Mlo

0
BBBB@

1
CCCCA

2
66664
riðtm � tjÞwðtm � tjÞ

� XN
i¼1

Ei

 ! ð16Þ

The estimated values for a, �, and �2 will be used in Eq. (6) to obtain the
likelihood of finding the target at location tj.

In the previous analysis, the trained targets are assumed to be equi-
probable and the illumination is assumed to be a constant, which are non-
informative priors. One may obtain a better estimation for the noise
parameters if the illumination is treated as noise with a certain distribution.

9.3 COMPUTER SIMULATION AND DISCUSSION

To test the performance of the receiver presented in this chapter, we show
the results of some computer simulations. We used a set of training true
class targets with different out-of-plane rotational distortions ranging from
08 to 908 with increments of 108 (i.e., 08; 108; . . . ; 908). Figure 1 shows the set
of training true class targets used in the experiments. The experiments are
repeated for different additive noise parameters and different illumination
distortions.

We use the receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve to evaluate
the performance of the receiver. The ROC plots the probability of detection
ðPdÞ against the probability of false alarm ðPfa) for a range of threshold
values and a given input noise. In this test, 500 iterations were used to find
the probability of detection and the probability of false alarm. Figure 2
shows the ROC curve using target 1, which has an out-of-plane rotation
of 08, and the additive noise is white Gaussian. We calculate two ROC
curves: one for a noise process that has a standard deviation of 0.7 and
the other for a noise process with standard deviation of 1.0.
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Figure 3a shows the nontraining true class targets. These are rotated
versions of the same car with rotation angles ranges from 218 to 298 with
increments of 18. Figure 3b shows the false object, which is a different car
with a 108 out-of-plane rotation angle. In the first experiment, the scene has
three targets: one true class training target, one nontrained true class target,
and one false object. None of the targets have any illumination distortion.
Also, overlapping Gaussian noise having a mean of 0.5 and a standard
deviation of 0.7 is added to the entire input scene. Figure 4a shows the
scene containing the three targets and each target is labeled with its number,
whereas Fig. 4b is the noisy scene having the same three targets. Figure 4c
shows the receiver output using Eq. (7) and the estimated illumination dis-
tortion using Eqs. (14), (15), and (16). The results shows that the receiver
detects the training and the nontraining true class targets while rejecting the
false object. We can see that we have peaks at the positions of the training
and the nontraining targets, whereas there is no peak at the false object
position.

In the second set of experiments, we apply an illumination distortion
to a nontraining true class target of 1.3 ða ¼ 1:3Þ, whereas the illumination
distortion to the training true class target is 0.7. In this experiment, there will
be no illumination distortion for the false object. The additive noise used in

284 Kishk and Javidi

Figure 1 A set of training true targets with different out-of-plane rotational dis-
tortions from 08 to 908 with increments of 108. Zero degrees (target 1) represents the

front view of the car.
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Figure 2 ROC curves for additive noise with standard deviations of � ¼ 0:7 and
� ¼ 1.

Figure 3 (a) The set of nontraining true class targets having an out-of-plane rota-
tion ranging from 218 to 298 with increments of 18. (b) The false class object.
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Figure 4 A scene containing a trained true class target having 108 out-of-plane
rotation without illumination distortion, a nontrained true class target having 258
out-of-plane rotation (target 15) without illumination distortion, and a false class
object. (b) The same scene with additive noise having a mean of 0.5 and a standard

deviation of 0.7. (c) The receiver output.
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this experiment is white Gaussian with a mean of 0.5 and a standard devia-
tion of 0.7. Figure 5a shows the scene containing the three targets, Fig. 5b
shows the noisy version of the scene, and Fig. 5c shows the output of the
filter. As we can see from Fig. 5c, the receiver was able to detect both the
training true class and the nontraining true class targets successfully.

In the following experiment, the nontraining true class target illumi-
nation distortion is 0.7, the training true class target illumination distor-
tion is 1.3, and the illumination of the false object is not changed. The
additive noise used in this experiment is white Gaussian with a mean of 0.5
and a standard deviation of 0.7. Figure 6a shows the scene containing the
three targets, Fig. 6b shows the noisy scene, and Fig.6c shows the output
of the optimum receiver.

In Fig. 7 we test the system performance when the scene has no
targets and contains only noise. Figure 7a shows the scene with the addi-
tive noise having standard deviation of 0.7. Figure 7b demonstrates the
system output, and as we can see, there is no peak indicating that there is
no target in the scene.

In the last experiment, we examined the ability of the receiver to reject
a scene containing a false object only in the presence of noise. Figure 8a
shows the scene having the false object, Fig. 8b shows the noisy scene, and
Fig. 8c shows the receiver output.

Each of the above experiments shows that the receiver can successfully
detect the nontraining targets even with high illumination distortion such as
the one in Fig. 6. Keeping in mind the very high similarity between the true
class targets and the false objects, the results we obtained can be considered
very reasonable. For future work, this receiver will be extended to include
nonoverlapping clutter noise [24] added around the target.

9.4 CONCLUSION

In this chapter, we developed an algorithm to detect a known target. The
algorithm is designed to tolerate out-of-plane rotation of a known reference
target and it can also tolerate different types of distortion. The target is
buried in additive white stationary noise with unknown statistics.
Furthermore, the target is illuminated by an unknown illumination con-
stant. Hypothesis testing is used to locate the target. A set of training images
with different out-of-plane rotational distortions ranging from 08 to 908
with increments of 108 was used to obtain a statistical model of the scene.
The likelihood function for hypothesis testing is derived based on the com-
posite set of training images. The unknown noise statistics and the unknown
illumination on the target are estimated within the context of hypothesis
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Figure 5 (a) A scene containing a trained true class target having 108 out-of-plane
rotation and illumination distortion of 0.7, a nontrained true class target having 258
out-of-plane rotation (target 15) and illumination distortion of 1.3, and a 100%
illuminated false class object. (b) The same scene with additive noise having a
mean of 0.5 and a standard deviation of 0.7. (c) The receiver output.
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Figure 6 (a) A scene containing a true class target having 108 out-of-plane rotation
and 1.3 illumination distortion, a nontrained true class target having 258 out-of-

plane rotation (target 15) and 0.7 illumination distortion, and a 100% illuminated
flase class object. (b) The same scene with additive noise having a mean of 0.5 and a
standard deviation of 0.7. (c) The receiver output.
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testing. We carried out a limited number of computer simulations to test the
performance of the receiver. These experiments showed that the receiver has
a reasonable performance even in highly distorted scenes with very close
false objects. We also used a ROC curve to evaluate the performance of the
receiver.
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Figure 7 (a) The scene with additive noise having a mean of 0.5 and a standard
deviation of 0.7. (b) The receiver output.
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Figure 8 (a) A scene containing a false class object. (b) The same scene with

additive noise having a mean of 0.5 and a standard deviation of 0.7. (c) The receiver
output
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10
Correlation Pattern Recognition:
An Optimum Approach

Abhijit Mahalanobis
Lockheed Martin, Orlando, Florida

10.1 INTRODUCTION

There has been considerable interest in using correlators for pattern recog-
nition. Correlators are inherently shift invariant, allowing us to locate pat-
terns (such as moving targets) in the input scene merely by locating the
correlation peak. Thus, we do not need to segment or register the images
prior to correlation, as we have to do in alternate methods for pattern
recognition. Accordingly, a wide variety of correlation algorithms and archi-
tectures have been investigated (both optical and digital) to deal with the
important problem of finding patterns in images.

The matched spatial filter (MSF) is perhaps the most widely known
correlation function [1] and is based on a single view of the pattern to be
detected. It is optimal [in the sense of yielding maximal signal-to-noise ratio
(SNR)] for detecting a completely known pattern in the presence of additive
noise. Unfortunately, MSFs are not adequate for many pattern recognition
applications because their correlation peak degrades rapidly when the input
patterns deviate (sometimes even very slightly) from the reference. These
variations in the patterns are often due to common phenomenon such as
scale changes and rotations.

One approach to overcoming the distortion sensitivity of matched
spatial filters is to use one MSF for every view. However, this leads to the
use (and storage) of an enormous number of filters that make such an
approach impractical. The alternative is to design composite filters that
can be optimized to yield better distortion tolerance than the MSFs. Over
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the years, a plethora of techniques [2] have been developed to obtain various
types of composite correlation filter. These filters are derived from a set of
representative views of the object known as the training images. Hence, in
principle, correlation filters can be trained to recognize any object as long as
the distortions can be adequately characterized by the training set. As we
shall see, the proper selection, registration, and clustering of training images
is an important step in the design of composite filters.

In this chapter, our interest is limited to a class of composite filters
whose response to distortions can be analytically optimized. In Section 10.2,
we discuss the maximum average correlation height (MACH) filter [3] that is
optimized to detect a target in the presence of both noise and distortions. It
has been shown that the MACH filter out performs the MSF when both
noise and distortions are taken into account [4]. This is followed in Section
10.3 by a discussion of a higher-order variant of the MACH filter known as
the polynomial correlation filter (PCF) [5]. Section 10.4 describes the optimal
separation of classes using correlation via a quadratic method known as the
distance classifier correlation filter (DCCF) [6]. Finally, in Section 10.5, we
visit the topic of training image alignment in order to get the maximal
performance from the correlation filters [7].

10.2 THE MACH FILTER

In this section, we address the detection of a distorted target image (or
pattern) in the presence of additive noise. Our objective is to design a cor-
relation filter such that its performance is optimized with respect to not only
noise but also distortions. Let gðm; nÞ denote the correlation surface pro-
duced by a filter hðm; nÞ in response to the input image f ðm; nÞ. Strictly
speaking, the entire correlation surface gðm; nÞ is the output of the filter.
However, the point gð0; 0Þ is often referred to as the ‘‘filter output’’ or the
correlation ‘‘peak.’’ By maximizing the correlation output at the origin, we
will be forcing the real peak to be large. With this interpretation, the peak
filter output is given by

gð0; 0Þ ¼
XX

f ðm; nÞhðm; nÞ ¼ f
T
h ð1Þ

where the superscript T denotes the transpose and f and h are the vector
versions of f ðm; nÞ and hðm; nÞ, respectively.* Typically, for noise toler-
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*In this chapter, uppercase bold characters denote matrices and lowercase bold characters

represent vectors. Lowercase italics indicate images in the space domain and uppercase italics

are used to represent their Fourier transforms.
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ance, it is desired that this filter output be as immune as possible to the
effects of noise.

The key idea for optimizing distortion tolerance is to treat the correla-
tion plane as a new pattern generated by the filter in response to an input
image. We start with the notion that the correlation planes are linearly
transformed versions of the input image, obtained by applying the correla-
tion filter. It may then be argued that if the filter is distortion tolerant, its
output will not change much even if the input pattern exhibits some varia-
tions. Thus, the emphasis is not only on the correlation peak but also on the
entire shape of the correlation surface.

With the above discussion in mind, a metric for distortion is defined as
the average variation in images after filtering. If giðm; nÞ is the correlation
surface produced in response to the ith training image, we can quantify the
variability in these correlation outputs by the average similarity measure
(ASM) defined as follows:

ASM ¼ 1

N

XN
i¼1

X
m

X
n

½giðm; nÞ � �ggðm; nÞ�2 ð2Þ

where �ggðm; nÞ ¼ ð1=NÞPN
j¼1 gjðm; nÞ is the average of the N training

image correlation surfaces. ASM is a mean square error measure of
distortions (variations) in the correlation surfaces relative to an average
shape. In an ideal situation, all correlation surfaces produced by a dis-
tortion-invariant filter (in response to a valid input pattern) would be the
same and ASM would be zero. In practice, minimizing ASM improves
the filter’s stability.

We now discuss how to formulate ASM as a performance criterion for
filter synthesis. Using Parseval’s theorem, ASM can be expressed in the
frequency domain as

ASM ¼ 1

Nd

XN
i¼1

X
k

X
l

Giðk; lÞ � �GGðk; lÞ�� ��2 ð3Þ

where Giðk; lÞ and �GGðk; lÞ are two-dimensional (2D) Fourier transforms of
giðm; nÞ and �ggðm; nÞ, respectively. In vector notation,

ASM ¼ 1

Nd

XN
i¼1

jgi � �ggj2 ð4Þ

Let m ¼ ð1=NÞPN
i¼1 xi represent the average of the training image Fourier

transforms. In the following discussion, we treat M and Xi as diagonal
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matrices with the same elements along the main diagonals as in vectors m
and xi. Using the frequency-domain relations gi ¼ X

	
i h and �gg ¼ M

	
h, the

ASM can be rewritten as follows.

ASM ¼ 1

Nd

XN
i¼1

X
	
i h�M

	
h

�� ��2
¼ 1

Nd

XN
i¼1

h
þðXi �MÞðXi �MÞ	h

¼ h
þ 1

Nd

XN
i¼1

ðXi �MÞðXi �MÞ	
 !

h

¼ h
þ
Sh ð5Þ

where the matrix S ¼ ð1=NdÞPN
i¼1ðXi �MÞðXi �MÞ	 is also diagonal, mak-

ing its inversion relatively easy.
In addition to being distortion tolerant, a correlation filter must yield

large peak values to facilitate detection. Toward this end, we maximize the
filter’s response to the training images on the average. However, unlike
traditional synthetic discriminant functions (SDFs) [2], no hard constraints
are imposed on the filter’s response to training images at the origin. Rather,
we simply desire that the filter should yield a large peak on the average over
the entire training set. This condition is met by maximizing the average
correlation height (ACH) criterion defined as

ACH ¼ 1

N

XN
i¼1

x
þ
h ¼ m

þ
h ð6Þ

Finally, it is, of course, desirable to reduce the effect of noise (and clutter) on
the filter’s output by minimizing the output noise variance (ONV). It has
been shown elsewhere [2] that ONV is also a quadratic term given by h

þ
Ch,

where C is the noise covariance matrix. For simplicity, we assume a white-
noise model, although the actual noise model should be used whenever
available. To make ACH large while reducing ASM and ONV, the filter
is designed to maximize

JðhÞ ¼ jACHj2
ASMþONV

¼ jmþ
hj2

hþShþ hþCh

¼ h
þ
mm

þ
h

hþðSþ CÞh ð7Þ
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The optimum filter which maximizes this criterion is the dominant eigen-
vector of ðSþ CÞ�1

mm
þ or

h ¼ ðSþ CÞ�1
m ð8Þ

where  is a normalizing scale factor. The filter in Eq. (8) is referred to as
the MACH filter and, in some sense, represents one of the most attractive
composite correlation filters. The optimality of the MACH filter for
handling distortions in the presence of additive noise has been examined
in Ref. 4.

10.2.1 Relation to the Filters for Nonoverlapping Noise

In the preceding sections, we have discussed the design of correlation
filters assuming that the noise is additive. Often however, cases arise
where the noise process (referred to as the background clutter) does not
overlap with the pattern to be recognized. In such cases, the noise is said
to be spatially disjoint from the signal of interest. In this subsection, we
will discuss a modified filter design technique that is optimum for recog-
nizing distorted patterns (i.e., more than one view of an object) in the
presence of nonoverlapping noise. The model presented here is intention-
ally simplified for the ease of discussion. Excellent work on this subject has
been conducted by Refregier and Javidi et al. The reader is referred to
Refs 8 and 9 for further details.

Let us assume that a set of images xiðm; nÞ, i ¼ 1; 2; . . . ;N, must be
recognized in the presence of a stationary nonoverlapping (spatially disjoint)
noise process �ðm; nÞ. The Fourier transform of the images is denoted by
Xiðk; lÞ. The noise has a mean value of m� and power spectral density
Svðk; lÞ. We define a region of support function wiðm; nÞ for each of the
images [i.e., a window that is unity if ðm; nÞ is a point within xiðm; nÞ].
The Fourier transform of the support functions is given by Wiðk; lÞ. The
received signal can be expressed as

yiðm; nÞ ¼ xiðm; nÞ þ �ðm; nÞ½1� wiðm; nÞ� ð9Þ
This signal is filtered to produce the output giðm; nÞ [i.e., giðm; nÞ ¼
yiðm; nÞ � hðm; nÞ]. We assume without loss of generality that images xiðm;
nÞ are nominally centered and that the peak output is measured at the center
of the correlation plane. The metric to be optimized is peak-to-correlation
energy (PCE), expressed as

PCE ¼ jEf yið0; 0Þgj2
Efðj yiðm; nÞjÞ2g

ð10Þ
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It has been shown [9] that the filter which maximizes PCE is

Hðk; lÞ ¼
XN
i¼1

Xiðk; lÞ þmv½�ðk; lÞ �Wiðk; lÞ�
 !

�
"XN

i¼1

�
jXiðk; lÞ þm�½�ðk; lÞ �Wiðk; lÞ�j2

þ 1

2�
j�ðk; lÞ �Wiðk; lÞj2 	 S�ðk; lÞ

�#�1

ð11Þ

It is interesting to note the similarities between the optimum filter in Eq. (11)
and the MACH filter. The term m�½�ðk; lÞ �Wiðk; lÞ� has the effect of pad-
ding the background of the training images in the space domain with the
mean value of the noise (i.e., all points outside the signal but in the image
frame are set to m�). If we absorb this term in the definition of the training
image so that X̂Xiðk; lÞ ¼ Xiðk; lÞ þmv½�ðk; lÞ �Wiðk; lÞ�, we get

Hðk; lÞ ¼ 1

N

XN
i¼1

X̂Xiðk; lÞ
 !

�
"
1

N

XN
i¼1

jX̂Xiðk; lÞj2 þ
�
1

N

XN
i¼1

1

2�
j�ðk; lÞ �Wiðk; lÞj2

�

	 S�ðk; lÞ
#�1

¼ Mðk; lÞ
Dðk; lÞ þ C�ðk; lÞ

ð12Þ

where Mðk; lÞ ¼ ð1=NÞPN
i¼1 X̂Xiðk; lÞ is the average of the padded training

images, Dðk; lÞ ¼ ð1=NÞPN
i¼1 jX̂Xiðk; lÞ2j is their average power spectral den-

sity, and

Cvðk; lÞ ¼
1

N

XN
i¼1

1

2�
j�ðk; lÞ �Wiðk; lÞj2

 !
	 S�ðk; lÞ ð13Þ

is a modified power spectral density for the noise. Thus, the optimum filter
for detecting targets in nonoverlapping noise is very similar to the MACH
filter when the training images are padded with the expected mean of the
background noise. An alternative to padding the training images with a
constant is to set their average value to zero. This corresponds to the case
where the background noise and the signals to be detected are expected to be
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at the same mean level. The modified noise power spectrum in Eq. (13) can
be easily obtained in the space domain by multiplying the autocorrelation
function of the noise process by the average autocorrelation function of the
complement of the training image support functions.

10.3 POLYNOMIAL CORRELATION FILTERS

The MACH filter and other correlation techniques mentioned in Section
10.2 generally perform linear operations on the data. In this section, we
describe an architecture for obtaining higher-order correlations and for
simultaneously correlating multiple sources of data. The fundamental dif-
ference in the approach described here and traditional methods for correla-
tion filters is that we treat the output as a nonlinear function of the input.
Thus, if x represents the input image in vector notation, then the vector gx,
which represents the output correlation plane, is expressed as a polynomial
function of x as

gN ¼
XN
i¼1

Ai fi½x� ð14Þ

where f ½�� is any nonlinear function of x. It should be noted that the expres-
sion in Eq. (14) represents quantities in the space domain and that the
nonlinearity is applied to the pixels in the image. We refer to the form in
Eq. (14) as the polynomial correlation filter (or PCF). To ensure that the
output is shift invariant, all of the coefficient matrices Ai are required to be
Toeplitz. Then, it can be shown that each term in the polynomial can be
computed as a linear shift-invariant filtering operating; that is,

Ai f ðxÞ � hiðm; nÞ � fi½xðm; nÞ� ð15Þ
or that filtering fi½xðm; nÞ� by hiðn; nÞ is equivalent to multiplying fi½x� by Ai.
The output of the polynomial correlation filter can be mathematically
expressed as

gxðm; nÞ ¼
XN
i¼1

hiðm; nÞ � fi½xðm; nÞ� ð16Þ

The corresponding structure of the filter is shown in Fig. 1.

10.3.1 Derivation of the Solution

The objective is to find the filters hiðm; nÞ such that structure shown in Fig. 1
optimizes a performance criterion of choice. Experience has shown that for
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correlation purposes, a useful approach is to maximize the MACH perfor-
mance criterion

JðhÞ ¼ jmþ
hj2

hþBh
ð17Þ

where h is the filter vector in the frequency domain, B is a diagonal matrix
related to a spectral quantity (such as ACE, ASM, and ONV or some com-
bination of these), and m is the mean image vector, also in the frequency
domain. Of course, the premise is that a higher-order (non-linear) solution
will yield much higher values of JðhÞ than the corresponding linear solutions.

To simplify discussions, we first discuss the derivation of a second-
order filter. We also assume, for now, that the nonlinearity is simply raising
the pixels to an integer power (specifically 2) to obtain the second term of
the polynomial. In this case, the PCF output is given by

gðm; nÞ ¼ xðm; nÞ � h1ðm; nÞ þ x2ðm; nÞ � h2ðm; nÞ ð18Þ
The expression for JðhÞ is obtained by deriving the numerator and the
denominator of Eq. (17). In vector notation, the average intensity of the
correlation peak for a second-order filter is

jAverage peakj2 ¼ jhþ1 m1j2 þ jhþ2 m2j2 þ 2hþ1 m
1ðm2Þþh2 ð19Þ

where h1 and h2 are vector representations of the filters associated with the
first and second terms of the polynomial and

m
k ¼ 1

L

XL
i¼1

x
k
l ð20Þ
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Figure 1 The Nth-order polynomial correlation filter form.
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is the average of the Fourier transform of the nonlinearly altered training
images x

k
i , 1 � i � L. For illustration purposes, the denominator of the

performance criterion in Eq. (17) is chosen to be the ASM metric while
noting that it can easily be any other quadratic form such as ONV or
ACE or any combination thereof. The ASM for the second-order nonlinear
filter is given by

ASM ¼ 1

L

XL
i¼1

jh	1X1
i þ h

	
2X

2
i � h

	
1M

1 � h
	
2M

2j2 ð21Þ

where Xk
l , 1 � i � L, is a diagonal matrix whose diagonal terms are the same

as the vector xk � i, and M
k is their average (also a diagonal matrix). After

algebraic manipulations, it can be shown that the expression for ASM is

ASM ¼ h
þ
1 S11h1 þ h

þ
2 S22h2 þ h

þ
1 S12h2 þ h

þ
2 S21h1 ð22Þ

where

Skl ¼
1

L

XL
i¼1

X
k
i ðXl

iÞ	 �M
kðMlÞ	; 1 � k; l � 2 ð23Þ

are all diagonal matrices. Defining the block vectors and matrices

h ¼
h1

h2

" #
; m ¼

m
1

m
2

" #
; and S ¼

S11 S12

S21 S22

" #
ð24Þ

the expression for JðhÞ for the second-order filter can be succintly expressed
as

JðhÞ ¼ jAverage peakj
ASM

¼ jhþ1 m1j2 þ jhþ2 m2j2 þ 2hþ1 m
1ðm2Þþh2

hþ1 S11h1 þ hþ2 S22h2 þ hþ1 S12h2 þ hþ2 S21h1

¼ jmþ
hj2

hþSh
ð25Þ

The well-known solution which maximizes JðhÞ is given by

h ¼ S
�1
m ð26Þ

Using the definitions in Eq. (24), the solution for the two filters of the
second-order polynomial are

h1

h2

" #
¼

S11 S12

S21 S22

" #�1
m

1

m
2

" #
ð27Þ
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The inverse of the block diagonal matrix can be symbolically computed,
yielding

h1

h2

" #
¼

½jS12j2 � S11S22��1ðS12m
2 � S22m

1Þ
½jS12j2 � S11S22��1ðS21m

1 � S11m
2Þ

" #
ð28Þ

It should be noted that all matrices are diagonal and the inverse operations
can be performed without any difficulty. The solution in Eq. (28) can be
easily extended to the general Nth-order case. Following the same analysis
as for the second-order case, the Nth-order solution is given by

h1

h2

..

.

hN

2
66666664

3
77777775

¼

S11 S12 � � � S1N

S21 S22 � � � S2N

..

. ..
. ..

. ..
.

SN1 SN2 � � � SNN

2
66666664

3
77777775

�1
m

1

m
2

..

.

m
N

2
66666664

3
77777775

ð29Þ

The block matrix to be inverted in Eq. (29) can be very large depending on
the size of the images. However, because all Skl are diagonal and
Skl ¼ ðSlkÞ	, the inverse can be efficiently computed using a recursive for-
mula for inverting block matrices [10].

The PCF algorithm can be used to simultaneously correlate data
from different sensors. The different terms of the polynomial do not
have to be from the same sensor or versions of the same data. Rather,
we may view the sensor imaging process and its transfer function itself as
the nonlinear mapping function. The concept is illustrated in Fig. 2, in
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Figure 2 Polynomial correlation architecture for multi-sensor fusion.
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which it is shown that data from different sensors (say, for instance,
various infrared bands, CCD, and a LADAR) may be directly injected
into the architecture, resulting in a fused correlation output. This is
equivalent to data fusion in the algorithm. Again, the analysis and the
form of the solution remain the same as that Eq. (29).

10.4 DISTANCE CLASSIFIER CORRELATION FILTERS

The correlation filters described in the previous sections were presented as
detectors whose response to patterns of interest is carefully controlled by the
various optimization techniques. Because these filters are trained only on
one class at a time, their response to other classes is not explicitly known. In
this section, we address the issue of multiclass discrimination (classification)
by explicitly and simultaneously including all of the classes to be separated
in the training process. The process further differs from the methods in
Sections 10.2 and 10.3 in that we present a different interpretation of corre-
lation filters as a method of applying a transformation to the data.

It is well known that the correlation can be viewed as a linear trans-
formation. Specifically, the filtering process can be mathematically
expressed as multiplication by a diagonal matrix in the frequency domain.
The distance of a vector x to a reference mk under a linear transform H is
given

dk ¼ jHx�Hmkj2 ¼ ðx�mkÞþHþ
Hðx�mkÞ ð30Þ

The filtering process transforms the input images to new images. For the
correlation filter to be useful as a transform, we require that the images of
the different classes become as different as possible after filtering. Then,
distances can be computed between the filtered input image and the refer-
ences of the different classes that have been also transformed in the same
manner. The input is assigned to the class to which the distance is the
smallest. The emphasis is shifted from just one point (i.e., the correlation
peak) to comparing the entire shape of the correlation plane. These facts,
along with the simplifying properties of linear systems, leads to an intriguing
realization of a distance classifier with a correlation filter twist.

In this section, we are concerned with finding a solution for the trans-
form matrix H in Eq. (30). It is assumed that the training images are seg-
mented (although test images are expected to appear unsegmented) and
appropriately centered. An image xðm; nÞ with d pixels can be expressed
as a d-dimensional column vector x or as a d � d diagonal matrix X with
the elements of x as its diagonal elements (i.e., DiagonalfXg ¼ x).
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Sometimes, the same quantity may be expressed both as a vector, say m, and
as a diagonal matrix M. This implies that Hm and Mh are equivalent.
Again, quantities in the frequency domain are expressed in uppercase italics.
Thus, the DFT of xðm; nÞ is denoted by Xðk; lÞ. All analysis presented in this
section is carried out in the frequency domain.

As noted in the beginning of this section, the distance classifier uses a
global transform H to maximally separate the classes while making them as
compact as possible. Figure 3 depicts schematically the basic idea using a 3-
class example, where m1, m2, and m3 represent the class centers (obtained by
averaging the Fourier transforms of the corresponding training images) and
z represents an unknown input to be classified. The transformation matrixH
is designed to make the classes distinct by moving the class centers apart
while shrinking the boundaries around each class so that z can be more
accurately identified with its correct class (class 3 in the figure because d3
is the smallest distance).

The general C class distance classifier problem is formulated by stat-
ing that we require the transformed images to be as different as possible
for each of the classes. At the same time, the classes should become as
compact as possible under the transformation matrix. Let xik be the d-
dimensional column vector containing the Fourier transform (FT) of the
ith image of the kth class, 1 � i � N and 1 � k � C. We assume without
loss of generality that each class has N training images. Let mk be the mean
FT of class k; that is,

mk ¼
1

N

XN
i¼1

xik; 1 � k � C ð31Þ
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Figure 3 Transformation by H increases interclass distance while making each
class more compact to simultaneously improve distortion tolerance and discrimina-
tion.
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Under the transform H, the difference between the means of any two classes
(say k and l) is

vkl ¼ H
	ðmk �mlÞ ð32Þ

Taking the expectation of the elements of vk over all frequencies yields

�vvkl ¼ Ei fvkðiÞg ffi
1

d
h
þðmk �mlÞ ð33Þ

The quantity in Eq. (33) is a measure of spectral separation between classes k
and l over all frequencies. The sign of �vvkl is not important for the classes to
be separated. Therefore, we want to make j �vvklj2 large. Taking all possible
pairs of classes into consideration, we define the average spectral separation
(ASS) criterion as

AðhÞ ¼ 1

C2

XC
k¼1

XC
l¼1

j �vvklj2

¼ 1

C2

XC
k¼1

XC
l¼1

jmþ
k h�m

þ
Lhj2

¼ 1

C2

XC
k¼1

XC
l¼1

h
þðml �mkÞðml �mkÞþh ð34Þ

After some algebraic manipulations, the expression for AðhÞ can be
simplified to

AðhÞ ¼ h
þ 1

C

XC
k¼1

ðm�mkÞðm�mkÞþ
" #

h ¼ h
þ
Th ð35Þ

where T ¼ ð1=CÞPC
k¼1ðm�mkÞðm�mkÞþ is a d � d nondiagonal matrix of

rank � ðC � 1Þ and m ¼ ð1=CÞPC
k¼1 mk is the mean of the entire dataset. If

AðhÞ is maximized by the choice of h, the average spectral content of the
classes will differ greatly and they will become well separated. At the same
time, to improve distortion tolerance within a class, we want to minimize the
criterion for compactness given by

BðhÞ ¼ 1

C

XC
k¼1

1

N

XN
i¼1

h
þ½Xik �Mk�½Xik �Mk�	h ¼ h

þ
Sh ð36Þ

We recognize that the term h
þ
Sh is the same as ASM calculated over all

classes and, therefore, BðhÞ is a measure of average class compactness
after transformation by H. Our objectives of maximizing AðhÞ and
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minimizing BðhÞ are met by maximizing the ratio of AðhÞ and BðhÞ; that is,
we maximize

JðhÞ ¼ AðhÞ
BðhÞ ¼

h
þ
Th

hþSh
ð37Þ

with respect to h. The optimum solution is the dominant eigenvector of
S
�1
T. We refer to the optimum h as the distance classifier correlation filter

(DCCF).
For testing purposes, the distance to be computed between the trans-

formed input and the ideal reference for class k is

dk ¼ jH	
z�H

	
mkj2 ¼ pþ bk � ðzþhk þ h

þ
k zÞ; 1 � k � C ð38Þ

where z is the input image, p ¼ jH	
zj2 is the transformed input image

energy, bk ¼ jH	
mkj2 is the energy of the transformed kth class mean, and

hk ¼ HH
	
mk is viewed as the effective filter for class k. For images that are

real in the space domain, the expression for dk simplifies to

dk ¼ jH	
z�H

	
mkj2 ¼ pþ bk � 2zþhk ð39Þ

In general, the target may be anywhere in the input image. For shift-invar-
iant distance calculation, we are interested in the smallest value of dk over all
possible shifts of the target with respect to the class references (i.e., the best
possible match between the input and the reference for class k). In Eq. (39),
because p and bk are both positive and independent of the position of the
target, the smallest value of dk over all shifts is obtained when the third term
(i.e., zþhkÞ is as large as possible. Therefore, this term is chosen as the peak
value in the full space-domain cross-correlation of z and hk.

Because there are only C classes to which distances must be computed,
we require C such filters. It should be noted that for a given transform H, all
dk, 1 � k � C, have the same term p which could be dropped if the only
objective were to find the class to which the distance is the smallest.

10.5 TRAINING IMAGE REGISTRATION TECHNIQUES

Although the science of composite correlation filter design has matured
considerably, not much attention has been paid to the registration of
training images until now. In this section, we illustrate the benefits of
optimum registration by extending the MACH filter and DCCF algorithms
discussed in the previous sections. Specifically, we formalize the impact of
within-class and between-class alignment of the training set on the perfor-
mance of the filters and then describe efficient procedures to implement the
registration process.
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10.5.1 Registration of In-Class Training Images

The problem of registering training images within a class has not been
explicitly addressed in previous work on correlation filter synthesis. The
issue is often simplified by assuming that images are centered by a user at
a predefined aimpoint on the target. In other instances, data generated by a
computer model or collected under controlled conditions (e.g., using a turn-
table) permit us to assume that images represent the object about some axis
of rotation; therefore, further registration is not required. In this section, we
will discuss the registration of images to directly improve the performance of
the correlation filters by adjusting their position to reduce a metric for in-
class variance. Let x1; x2; . . . ; xN be column vectors that represent the N
training images of a particular class in the space domain. The average image
of this set is

mN ¼ 1

N

XN
i¼1

xi ð40Þ

where the subscript N indicates that the statistic is estimated using N sam-
ples. A mean square error (MSE) metric for in-class variance for the same set
is defined as

�2N ¼ 1

N

XN
i¼1

ðxi �mNÞT ðxi �mNÞ ¼
1

N

XN
i¼1

x
T
i x�m

T
NmN ð41Þ

The above metric can be interpreted as a measure for class compactness, and
training images can be registered to minimize its value. We shall use the
method of induction to develop the registration algorithm as well as to
prove its optimality. Assuming that N images are ‘‘perfectly’’ registered in
the minimum MSE sense [i.e., �2N in Eq. (41) is as small as possible], the
question is, how should the ðN þ 1Þst image be registered with this set so
that �2Nþ1 is also as small as possible?

We now derive the expression for the in-class variance when the
ðN þ 1Þst image is added to the set. This is given by

�2Nþ1 ¼
1

N þ 1

XNþ1

i¼1

x
T
i xi �m

T
Nþ1mNþ1

¼ 1

N þ 1

XNþ1

i¼1

x
T
i xi �

1

ðN þ 1Þ2
XN
i¼1

xi þ xNþ1

 !T XN
i¼1

xi þ xNþ1

 !

ð42Þ
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Multiplying both sides of Eq. (42) by ðN þ 1Þ2 and, after some manipula-
tions, we obtain

ðN þ 1Þ2�2Nþ1 ¼ ðN þ 1Þ
XN
i¼1

x
T
i xi þ ðN þ 1ÞxTNþ1xNþ1

� ðN2
m

T
NmN þ 2Nm

T
NxNþ1 þ x

T
Nþ1xNþ1Þ

¼ N
XN
i¼1

x
T
i xi �N2

m
T
NmN

 !
þ
XN
i¼1

x
T
i xi

þ ðN þ 1ÞxTNþ1xNþ1 � x
T
Nþ1xNþ1 � 2Nm

T
NxNþ1 ð43Þ

Using Eqs. (41) and (43), we get

�2Nþ1 ¼
N2

ðN þ 1Þ2 �
2
N þ N

ðN þ 1Þ2
1

N

XN
i¼1

x
T
i xi þ x

T
Nþ1xNþ1 � 2mT

NxNþ1

 !

ð44Þ
Clearly, given that �2N is as small as it can be, in order to make �2Nþ1 as small
as possible after the inclusion of the ðN þ 1Þst image, the expression in the
large parentheses must be minimized. The first term, ð1=NÞPN

i¼1 x
T
i xi, does

not impact this process and can be ignored. The second term, xTNþ1xNþ1

[i.e., the energy in the ðN þ 1Þst image] depends on the selection of the
ðN þ 1Þst image, but not on its position relative to the other training images.
This term could also be dropped if all of the training images are normalized
to unity. However, the third term (i.e., the cross-product between xNþ1 and
mN , the average of the N previously registered images) depends on the
position of the new training image relative to the average of the others in
the set. Because this term occurs with a negative sign, �2Nþ1 is minimum
when m

T
NxNþ1 is maximum. This can be ensured by computing the full two-

dimensional cross-correlation of xNþ1 and the average image mN , and then
shifting xNþ1 in the space domain such that the peak cross-correlation value
occurs at the origin.

The optimum algorithm for registering a set of training images can now
be developed as follows. We first compute the full cross-correlations of all
possible pairs of training images and select the pair (i.e., N ¼ 2Þ that yields
the smallest MSE as defined in Eq. (41). This ensures that the starting value
of within class variance ð�22Þ is as small as possible. Assume that this occurs
for the two images xa and xb. We then shift xa relative to xb such the peak
cross-correlation value occurs at the origin. The positions of these two
images are now fixed for the remainder of the process. The average of the
two registered images is defined as m2 ¼ ðxa þ xbÞ=2. At each step thereafter,
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we select and register the next training image [i.e., ðN þ 1Þst image, N � 2]
to minimize the function

�Nþ1 ¼ x
T
Nþ1xNþ1 � 2mT

NxNþ1 ð45Þ

Thus, after selecting the initial pair, the remaining training images (exclud-
ing xa and xb) are fully cross-correlated with m2. The image xC, which yields
the smallest value of �3, is selected for registration. This is done by shifting
xC relative to m2 such that the peak vlaue of their cross-correlation occurs at
the origin. Once again, this ensures that the change in variance due the
inclusion of the third image (i.e., the change from �22 to �

2
3) is as algebraically

small as possible. The average image is now updated to
m3 ¼ ðxa þ xb þ xcÞ=3. The process is repeated with the aim of selecting
and registering the training image at each step whose inclusion causes the
least increase in the within-class variance. Based on the relationship in Eq.
(44), the method can be thus guaranteed to minimize �2N and register the set
of N training images such that the class is represented as compactly as
possible. We believe this will directly benefit the distortion tolerance and
discrimination properties of the correlation filters.

10.5.2 Optimization of Between-Class Separation for
DCCF Synthesis

In this section, we will limit the discussion of between-class registration to
the DCCF algorithm, although other multiclass correlation filter algo-
rithms could benefit from the same approach. As discussed in Section
10.3, the optimum DCCF transform maximizes a performance metric Jðh
Þ that is the ratio of the average spectral separation between the classes and
the average similarity measure within each class. The implementation of
the DCCF algorithm requires the distances to be calculated using correla-
tion in a shift-invariant manner. For any given test image, the algorithm
actually computes the best match (i.e., smallest distance) to all classes over
all possible shifts. Thus, the best match to the correct class has to compete
with the best possible matches to all other classes. Therefore, it is advisable
to synthesize the DCCFs after registering the class references to reflect the
worst possible confusion between them. In other words, we want to first
find the relative spatial separation between the classes so that the resulting
JðhÞ is as adversely affected (i.e., small) as possible. Then, we find the
transform vector h that maximizes this minimum JðhÞ. We first illustrate
this concept for the two class case and then extend the results to the
general N-class case.
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Two-Class Case

As discussed in Section 10.3, the basic DCCF algorithm is designed to
discriminate between two classes by optimizing the performance criterion

JðhÞ ¼ h
þðm1 �m2Þðm1 �m2Þþh

hþSh
ð46Þ

The frequeny-domain expression for the optimum transform (filter) which
maximizes J(h) is given by h ¼ S

�1ðm1 �m2Þ. Using this solution, it is easy
to show that the performance criterion can be simplified to

JðhÞ ¼ ðm1 �m2ÞþS�1ðm1 �m2Þ ð47Þ
Now, let us discuss how the relative spatial position of m1 and m2 can

be adjusted prior to computing h so that JðhÞ is at its smallest value corre-
sponding to the worst possible confusion between the classes. Expanding the
expression for JðhÞ, we obtain

JðhÞ ¼ m
þ
1 S

�1
m1 þm

þ
2 S

�1
m2 � 2mþ

1 S
�1
m2 ð48Þ

Shifting the center of an image in space domain causes its Fourier
transform to be multiplied by a linear phase complex exponential factor.
The first two terms in the above equation are independent of phase because
S is diagonal. Thus, the first two terms are unaffected by image shifts. The
third term, however, depends on the relative linear phase difference between
m1 and m2 (or, equivalently, their relative separation in the space domain).
Although we will expand the concept in the frequency domain for the gen-
eral N-class problem, it is easier to solve the problem in the space domain
for the two-class case.

To obtain the smallest JðhÞ which reflects the most overlap between the
average class references, we want the third term, mþ

1 S
�1
m2, to be as large as

possible. To accomplish this, m
þ
1 S

�1
m2 must be equal to the maximum

space-domain value in the full cross-correlation between m1 and S
�1
m2.

Defining h2 ¼ S
�1
m2, this can be mathematically stated as

maxfmþ
1 S

�1
m2g ¼ maxfmþ

1 h2g ¼ max
i;j

X
k

X
l

m1½k; l�h2½kþ i; l þ j�
( )

¼ max
i;j

fg12ði; jÞg ð49Þ

where m1ði; jÞ and h2ði; jÞ are space-domain (shifted by i; j) image format
representations of m1 and h2, respectively, and g12ði; jÞ denotes their two-
dimensional correlation. Now, mþ

1 S
�1
m2, is, by definition, the value at the

origin of the cross-correlation function [i.e., m
þ
1 S

�1
m2 ¼ g12ð0; 0Þ�.
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Normally, there is no reason to expect that the largest value will always
occur at the origin. However, this condition can be forced by first calcu-
lating the full cross-correlation surface g12ði; jÞ, locating the largest value,
and then shifting m1 relative to m2 such that it now occurs at the origin.
By doing so, we have adjusted the spatial location of m1 relative to m2 to
ensure that the third term in Eq. (48) is as large as possible, which guar-
antees that the corresponding optimum solution h ¼ S

�1ðm1 �m2Þ maxi-
mizes JðhÞ for the toughest comparison between the classes under shift-
invariant conditions.

Multiclass Case

To extend the concept of adjusting the phases of the class means to the
general C class, let us define m ¼ ð1=CPC

k¼1 mk as the overall mean of the
data space. It was shown in Section 10.3 that the DCCF performance
criterion

JðhÞ ¼ h
þ
Th

hþSh
ð50Þ

is maximized by choosing h to be the dominant eigenvector of S�1
T with

corresponding eigenvalue �max. Recall that T is an outer product matrix of
rank C � 1 and can be defined as T ¼ EE

þ, where E ¼ ½e1 e2 � � � eC� is
a d � C matrix whose kth column is the vector ek ¼ m�mk.

Once again, our objective will be to register the different class means
such that JðhÞ is as small as possible and then find h to maximize the worst-
case JðhÞ. It should be noted that the ASM term (a within-class parameter)
in the denominator of Eq. (50) will not be affected by the relative spatial
position of the class means. This is due to the fact that S is the sum of the
spectral variance matrices of each class Si that do not depend on the
between-class statistics. Therefore, minimizing JðhÞ by adjusting the spatial
location of the class means has the direct effect of making the numerator in
Eq. (50) as small as possible, representing the class separation at its worst.
We now develop the algorithm for adjusting the relative position of the class
means such that JðhÞ is minimized.

It can be easily shown that h must be of the form

h ¼ S
�1
Ea ð51Þ

where a is a C � 1 weight vector. Because h must satisfy S
�1
Th ¼ �max � h,

we obtain

S
�1
EE

þ
S
�1
Ea ¼ �max � S�1

Ea ð51Þ
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which is equivalent to

E
þ
S
�1
Ea ¼ �maxa ð53Þ

which proves that a must be the dominant eigenvector of Eþ
S
�1
E with �max

as the corresponding eigenvalue. Because this is a relatively small C � C
matrix, its eigenvalues and eigenvectors can be numerically computed with-
out difficulty.

Using the results in Eqs. (51) and (53), it is possible to show that ASM
[the term for distortion tolerance and the denominator of JðhÞ] can be
simplified to

ASM ¼ h
þ
Sh ¼ a

þ
E
þ
S
�1
Ea

¼ �max � aþa
¼ �max ð54Þ

where a
þ
a ¼ 1 because eigenvectors are normalized. Likewise, the criterion

for class separation [which is the numerator of JðhÞ] can be simplified to

hTh ¼ a
þ
E
þ
S
�1
EE

þ
S
�1
Ea

¼ a
þ � �max � �max � a

¼ �2max ð55Þ
Of course, these are consistent with the known fact that

JðhÞ ¼ h
þ
Th

hþSh

¼ �2max

�max

¼ �max ð56Þ
The objective now is to adjust the relative position of the class references
such that �max [and hence JðhÞ] is at its smallest value so that the optimum
solution for h maximizes the worst-case class separation. Due to Eq. (56),
this has the added appeal of reducing ASM and improving distortion
tolerance.

We now discuss an iterative approach to minimizing �max for the
general C class case. Let 
iðk; lÞ be the frequency-domain linear phase func-
tions to be applied to the class means to optimize their spatial positions. For
the ith class, the linear phase change in the frequency domain due to spatial
shifts ½ai; bi� is given by


iðk; lÞ ¼ exp �2�j
kai þ lbi
d � 1

� �
ð57Þ
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We define a C � 2 matrix of the shift variables as

� ¼

a1 b1

a2 b2

..

. ..
.

aC bC

2
66666664

3
77777775

ð58Þ

These variables can be iteratively optimized to minimize �max using numer-
ical search routines that are available in several commercial software
packages. At each iteration, we recompute the class means using

miðk; lÞ
iðk; lÞ ¼ miðk; lÞ exp �2�j
kai þ lbi
d � 1

� �
ð59Þ

and also update the overall mean of the dataset. We then recompute the
elements of the matrix in Eq. (53); that is,

E
þ
S
�1
E ¼

e
þ
1 S

�1
e1 e

þ
1 S

�1
e2 � � � e

þ
1 S

�1
eC

e
þ
2 S

�1
e1 e

þ
2 S

�1
e2 � � � e

þ
2 S

�1
e2C

..

. ..
. . .

. ..
.

e
þ
CS

�1
e1 e

þ
CS

�1
e2 � � � e

þ
CS

�1
eC

2
66666664

3
77777775

ð60Þ

where ei ¼ mi �m. Because this is a C � C matrix, the eigenvalues are easy
to calculate numerically. To minimize the largest eigenvalue, we simply set
�max to be the cost function of the numerical minimization routines. The
iterations proceed by adjusting the elements of � until �max has been opti-
mized as desired.

If an iterative technique is not viable (either due to software or
throughput limitations, or if the number of classes is very large), a compu-
tationally simpler alternative is to minimize the trace of the matrix in Eq.
(60), which will minimize an upper bound on the largest eigenvalue.
Although this may not produce the exact solution obtained by direct mini-
mization, a simple noniterative algorithm can be formulated for minimizing
the trace criterion. In fact, the algorithm is very similar to that described
earlier for registering in-class images and is developed as follows. The trace
is given by
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TracefEþ
SEg ¼

XC
i¼1

e
þ
i S

�1
ei

¼
XC
i¼1

ðmi �mÞþS�1ðmi �mÞ ð61Þ

Careful examination reveals that this is very similar in form to the MSE
metric in Eq. (41). Here, m still represents the overall mean of the images to
be registered and mi can be likened to the image vectors xi. As explained
earlier, S is not affected by the relative position of the class means and,
therefore, is easily taken into account. With slight modification, the equiva-
lent of Eq. (45) can be expressed as

�kþ1 ¼ m
þ
kþ1S

�1
mkþ1 � 2mþ

k S
�1
mkþ1; 1 � k � C

In other words, assuming that a partial trace based on k class means is
already minimum, the ðkþ 1Þst class mean is selected and shifted to yield
the minimum value of�kþ1 and, hence, the smallest increase in the trace. The
algorithm proceeds exactly as described in Section 10.5.1 by correlating mkþ1

(the image to be registered) with mk (i.e., the average based on the k images)
and then shifting it as necessary to ensure that the peak value of the correla-
tion occurs at the center. The only additional computation is the premulti-
plication by S

�1 in the frequency domain during the correlation operation.
Unlike the in-class training image case, the class means cannot be normalized
to unity and, therefore, the term m

þ
kþ1S

�1
mkþ1 cannot be dropped.

10.6 A SAMPLE CASE STUDY

In this section, we illustrate the performance of the algorithms presented in
this chapter using the 3-class public domain MSTAR data [11]. This set
contains 1-ft-resolution SAR images of a BTR70, T72, and a BMP. The
training images are at a 158 depression angle, whereas the test set is a 178
depression. The MACH filters and DCCFs were synthesized to recognize
the targets over a range of 458. Thus, a set of eight such filters is required to
recognize the targets over the full 3608 azimuth range. The correlation filters
were first synthesized without any registration. The test images were
assigned to the class to which the distance is the smallest, provided the
ratio of the minimum distance to the average of the distances to all the
classes is below a threshold of 0.9. In addition, it was also required that
corresponding MACH filter yields a correlation peak with a peak-to-sidelobe
ratio (PSR)* of at least 5.0. The PSR is a measure of the peak sharpness.
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Figure 4 shows the mean images of BTR70 target based on 22 images
between 1358 and 1808. The image in Fig. 4a is the result of averaging these
images without registration. The MSE as defined in Eq. (41) was found to be
2.03. The image in Fig. 4b is the average of the same training images after
the registration algorithm was applied. It is interesting to note that the two
mean images look substantially different and that the definition of features
in the target signature (such as self-shadows, turrets, and dominant reflec-
tors) are better preserved in the average of the registered training images.
Quantitatively speaking, the MSE for the latter case was 1.68, which repre-
sents a reduction of 17% in the variance of the set. This type of improve-
ment was noted in all three targets over all clusters of aspect angles.

Figure 5 shows the improvements in the performance of the MACH
filter when the in-class registration algorithm is used. The plot in Fig. 5a is
the response of the MACH filter to the mean image when the training
images are not registered. The peak is noticeably broad and PSR is only
5.75. The plot on the right is the correlation of the average training image
and the MACH filter when optimum registration is used. The peak structure
is noticeably improved and the PSR is found to be 9.0.

We now describe the improvements observed by optimizing the posi-
tion of the class means to account for the worst-case between-class separa-
tion. The numerical iterative method for minimizing the largest eigenvalue
[see Eq. (53)] was implemented using the FMINU function in MatlabTM.
The values of �max before and after optimization are shown in Table 1. The
images of the three class means for cluster 4 are shown in Fig. 6 to illustrate
their relative position.

In Fig. 6, it can be seen that the optimization process causes the class
means to be shifted by a few pixels in order to maximize between-class
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Figure 4 Average of BTR70 training images between 1358 and 1808 (a) without
registration and (b) after registration.
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overlap. The solid gray centerlines have been marked on the image to make
visual comparisons easier. Given that the DCCF will compute distances
over all possible shifts, these images reflect the worst-case potential for
confusion. The optimum DCCF solution based on these ‘‘position-opti-
mized’’ images exhibits an enhanced ability to correctly classify a test
image as it is compared to all classes over all possible shifts.

Finally, we compare the confusion matrices for the 3-class problem
obtained using the MACH and DCCF algorithms with and without the
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Figure 5 The performance of the MACH filter is significantly improved when the
training images are registered. As shown in (a), the average of the unregistered

training images produces a broad peak with a PSR of only 5.75. After registration,
the peak in (b) is considerably sharper with a PSR of 9.0.

Table 1 Comparison of �max Values Before and After
Numerical Optimization to Adjust the Relative Position

of Class Means to Accommodate the Worst-Case Class
Separation

Cluster No.
(aspect angles)

Value of �max

before optimization
Value of �max

after optimization

1 (08�458) 479 389
2 ð458�908Þ 430 344
3 ð908�1358Þ 356 339
4 ð1358�1808Þ 672 544

5 (1808�2258) 548 412
6 ð2258�2708Þ 458 322
7 ð2708�3158Þ 371 322

8 ð3158�3608Þ 557 454
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registration/position optimization algorithms described in this chapter.
Table 2 shows the confusion matrix before optimization. Although the
results are fairly good, the significant improvements achieved after optimi-
zation are also shown in Table 2.
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Table 2 Results of Resting the 3-
Class ATR Using the MSTAR Dataset

(a) Without Optimization and (b) After
Registration of Training Images and
Optimizing the Relative Position of

Class Means

Truth/decision BTR70 T72 BMP

BTR 70 98.5 1.5
T72 1.1 94.2 4.7
BMP 3.1 1 95.9

Figure 6 Relative position of class mean images of the BTR70, T72, and BMP for
cluster number 4 before optimization (a) and after optimization (b) to account for

maximum possible confusion.
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We observe that prior to optimization, the correct recognition rate is
Pc ¼ 96:2% and the error rate is pe ¼ 3:8%. Although this performance is
quite good, after optimization the Pc increases to 97.9% and the error rate is
reduced to Pe ¼ 2:7%. This change in Pe of 1.1% corresponds to a 29%
improvement (or reduction) in the error rate that is achieved by the opti-
mization process. All preprocessing steps and thresholds were kept at the
same value in making these comparisons. It should be noted that if the
thresholds were raised, many of the error cases could be rejected by the
classifier.

10.7 SUMMARY

In this chapter, we have reviewed some recently developed correlation filter
design algorithms. Correlation is a powerful tool for pattern recognition,
but the performance depends on the filter optimization process. We pre-
sented several optimum filters, based on linear and nonlinear applications of
correlation. The MACH filter works well as a detector to find targets of a
particular class in images with background and noise. The extension of the
MACH filter known as the PCF is useful not only for obtaining higher-
order correlations but also for simultaneously correlating multiple sources
of data, thus achieving fusion in the correlation process itself. The DCCF is
a quadratic classifier based on correlation that is very useful for separating
multiple classes. Typically, it is advantageous to use the MACH filter for
detecting regions of interest and using the DCCFs to classify the detected
patterns. We also addressed another important issue in the design of corre-
lation filters, namely the registration of training images. The effectiveness of
the MACH filter and the DCCF algorithm is significantly improved by the
optimum registration algorithms. Another important benefit of the auto-
matic registration tecnique is that it avoids the need for manual registration
that is both tedious and hard to repeat exactly. Finally, we discussed a case
study using commonly available SAR images to illustrate the use and per-
formance of the algorithms.
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Optimum Nonlinear Filter for
Detecting Noisy Distorted Targets

Seung Hyun Hong and Bahram Javidi
University of Connecticut, Storrs, Connecticut

11.1 INTRODUCTION

Pattern and image recognition techniques have been widely used in military,
scientific research, and business areas to process images and patterns. Their
applications include the processing of satellite images, object recognition,
and identification of fingerprints and retinas. An image or a pattern can be
recognized using prior knowledge or the statistical information extracted
from the image or the pattern. There are many ways of solving pattern
recognition problems. Among the commonly used approaches discussed in
this chapter are the correlation approaches [1–7], Bayesian receiver [8,9] and
artificial neural networks [10].

The correlation approaches of solving pattern or image recognition
problems are used to obtain a high correlation peak between the reference
signal and an input scene at the position of the reference signal. The correla-
tion process can be easily implemented in the frequency domain using
Fourier transforms, and because it also can be implemented optically (in
full or in part), the processing is done very rapidly. Numerous correlation
filters [11–28] have been derived based on various metrics.

The matched filter [5,6] was designed to maximize the signal-to-noise
ratio (SNR) in the presence of a wide-sense stationary noise that is additive
and overlapping with the target. However, the conventional matched filter
may not perform well in the presence of nonoverlapping background noise
[4,13,28], or in the case of detecting distorted targets such as scaled and/or
rotated targets. There are approaches to overcome the detection problem in
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the presence of nonoverlapping background noise [4,13,18,24,28]. Those
approaches consist of optimizing some criteria (such as the probability of
detection error or mean square error) to design the filters for the noise
model with background clutters. To obtain the distortion tolerance cap-
ability [14,16,22,27], the filter must recognize the patterns and objects
viewed from various angles and perspectives; thus, a training dataset of
reference targets is needed. Several composite filter designs have been pro-
posed to perform distortion-tolerant pattern recognition [17,20,22,27]. Such
filters include the filter using the circular harmonic components of the
reference signals equal-correlation-peak (ECP)–synthetic-discriminant-
function (SDF) filter and minimum-average-correlation-energy (MACE)–
SDF filter. The filter using circular harmonic components was proposed for
the detection of specific rotated targets. The ECP-SDP filters and MACE-
SDF filters are combinations of the reference targets, and the weights for
this combination are chosen to have the equal correlation output peak for
all training targets at the target location.

One proposed metric is the optimization of the filter to have the dis-
criminating capability without knowing a priori information of the false
object and background [15,23]. This nonlinear filter is obtained by optimiz-
ing the discriminating capability and by minimizing the output energy due
to the additive noise in the input scene and the energy of correlation output
in response to the input scene with the false objects or nonoverlapping
background noise around the target. However, it does not have the ability
to detect distorted targets. In this section, we extend this filter to include the
distortion-tolerant capability by constraining all of the training data so that
their outputs have certain output correlation peaks. This optimum filter will
detect known targets (training targets) and detect the unknown targets that
were not trained. Because this filter is energy normalized for both noise and
input scene, the correlation output has the sharp peak at the location of the
target and low-noise floor elsewhere.

To show the detection performance of the filters, many metrics are
used [19,25]. Such metrics include correlation output peak intensity, correla-
tion output peak-to-sidelobe ratio (PSR), peak-to-output energy (POE)
ratio, receiver operating characteristics (ROC) curves [29], and output
SNR. The POE is a metric to measure the sharpness of the correlation
output at the target location. The ROC curves are used to compare the
relative performance of different processors. Output SNR is used to mea-
sure the variability of the output correlation in response to the noise in the
input scene of the filter.

The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. In Section 11.2, we set
up and solve the minimization problem that leads to the derivation of the
optimum nonlinear distortion-tolerant filter. In Section 11.3, we carry out
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the performance tests of the derived filter by computer simulations. In
Section 11.3.1, the computer simulation setup is described and the correla-
tion output of the derived filter is demonstrated with additive noise and
nonoverlapping background noise. In Section 11.3.2, we carry out the per-
formance test. The POE, ROC curves, and the output SNR are revisited and
the performance of the filter with various standard deviations of the noise
are discussed in the subsections of Section 11.3.2. In Section 11.4, we sum-
marize our work.

11.2 DERIVATION OF OPTIMUM NONLINEAR COMPOSITE
FILTER

In this section, we set up the mathematical model of the pattern recognition
problem. The filter is designed to have the same correlation output when the
input to the filter is one of the reference targets. With this constraint, the
filter is to have minimal energy due to the input scene and input noise.

11.2.1 Modeling

Let riðx; yÞ denote one of the reference targets to be detected, where
i ¼ 1; 2; . . . ;T . T is the size of the reference target set and nðx; yÞ is assumed
to be an additive white Gaussian noise with zero mean and is overlapping
over the entire scene. Then, the input scene sðx; yÞ is

sðx; yÞ ¼
XT
i¼1

viriðx� �xi; y� �yiÞ þ nðx; yÞ ð1Þ

where �xi and �yi are the random positions of the ith reference target on the x
axis and y axis, respectively and vi is a binary random variable which takes
on a value of 0 or 1, and vi indicates whether the target riðx; yÞ is present in
the scene. For simplicity in the analysis, the probabilities that vi takes on
value 0 or 1 are the same for all i; that is, pðvi ¼ 1Þ ¼ 1=T and
pðvi ¼ 0Þ ¼ 1� 1=T . The correlation output of the filter is

oðx; yÞ ¼
XL�1

�x¼0

XM�1

�y¼0

hðxþ �x; yþ �yÞ	sð�x; �yÞ ð2Þ

where, hðx; yÞ is distortion-tolerant filter, the asterisk denotes complex con-
jugate, and L and M are the number of sample points in x axis and y axis,
respectively. The filter is designed so that when the input to the filter is one
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of the reference targets, riðx; yÞ, which we assumed to be located at the
origin, then the output of the filter is

oið0; 0Þ ¼
XL�1

x¼0

XM�1

y¼0

hðx; yÞ	riðx; yÞ ¼ Ci ð3Þ

where Ci is a positive real constant. Equation (3) can be stated in a Fourier-
domain expression

oið0; 0Þ ¼ oiðx; yÞjx¼0
y¼0

¼ 1

LM

XL�1

u¼0

XM�1

v¼0

Hðu; vÞ	

Riðu; vÞe j2�uxt=Le j2�uvyt=M jx¼0
y¼0

¼ 1

LM

XL�1

u¼0

XM�1

v¼0

Hðy; vÞ 	 Riðu; vÞ ð4Þ

where Hðu; vÞ and Riðu; vÞ are the Fourier transforms of hðx; yÞ and riðx; yÞ,
respectively. Therefore, from Eqs. (3) and (4), we can get

XL�1

u¼0

XM�1

v¼0

Hðu; vÞ	Riðu; vÞ ¼ LMCi ð5Þ

Equation (5) is the constraint imposed on the filter.
To obtain noise robustness, we minimize the output energy due to the

noise. The mean value of the output energy due to the noise as a Fourier-
domain expression is

E
1

LM

XL�1

u¼0

XM�1

v¼0

jHðu; vÞj2jNðu; vÞj2
" #

¼ 1

LM

XL�1

u¼0

XM�1

v¼0

jHðu; vÞj2EjNðu; vÞj2 ð6Þ

where E is the expectation operator and Nðu; vÞ is the Fourier transform of
nðx; yÞ.

To obtain the discriminating capability, the output energy due to the
input scene is minimized. The output energy due to the input scene as a
Fourier-domain expression is expressed as

1

LM

XL�1

u¼0

XM�1

v¼0

jHðu; vÞj2jSðu; vÞj2 ð7Þ
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where Sðu; vÞ is the Fourier transform of sðx; yÞ. Thus, we minimize a linear
combination of the output energy due to the noise and the output energy
due to the input scene under the filter constraint. We minimize

wn

LM

XL�1

u¼0

XM�1

v¼0

jHðu; vÞj2EjNðu; vÞj2 þ wd

LM

XL�1

u¼0

XM�1

v¼0

jHðu; vÞj2jSðu; vÞj2

ð8Þ

where wn and wd are the positive weights of the noise robustness capability
and discriminating capability, respectively.

11.2.2 Derivation of Optimum Nonlinear Composite Filter
with Distortion Tolerant Capability

Let auv þ jbuv and ciuv þ jdiuv be the elements of Hðu; vÞ and Riðu; vÞ, respec-
tively, and

Dðu; vÞ ¼ wnEjNðu; vÞj2 þ wd jSðu; vÞj2
LM

With these notations, the constraint can be written as

XL�1

u¼0

XM�1

v¼0

Hðu; vÞ	Riðu; vÞ ¼
XL�1

u¼0

XM�1

v¼0

ðauv � jbuvÞðciuv þ jdiuvÞ

¼
XL�1

u¼0

XM�1

v¼0

fðauvciuv þ buvdiuvÞ

þ jðauvdiuv � buvciuvÞg ¼ LMCi ð9Þ

Because LMCi is a real constant, we can separate the real and imaginary
parts and obtain the following set of constraints in real form:

XL�1

u¼0

XM�1

v¼0

ðauvciuv þ buvdiuvÞ ¼ LMCi for i ¼ 1; 2; . . . ;T ð10aÞ

XL�1

u¼0

XM�1

v¼0

ðauvdiuv � buvciuvÞ ¼ 0 for i ¼ 1; 2; . . . ;T ð10bÞ
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Thus, the problem is to minimize

wn

LM

XL�1

u¼0

XM�1

v¼0

jHðu; vÞj2EjNðu; vÞj2 þ wd

LM

XL�1

u¼0

XM�1

v¼0

jHðu; vÞj2jSðu; vÞj2

¼
XL�1

u¼0

XM�1

v¼0

ða2uv þ b2uvÞDðu; vÞ ð11Þ

under the 2T constraints given by Eqs. (10a) and (10b). We use the
Lagrange multiplier method [30] to solve this minimization problem. Let

J �
XL�1

u¼0

XM�1

v¼0

ða2uv þ b2uvÞDðu; vÞ

þ
XT
i¼1

�1i LMCi �
XL�1

u¼0

XM�1

v¼0

auvciuv �
XL�1

u¼0

XM�1

v¼0

buvdiuv

 !

þ
XT
i¼1

�2i 0�
XL�1

u¼0

XM�1

v¼0

auvdiuv þ
XL�1

u¼0

XM�1

v¼0

buvciuv

 !
ð12Þ

where, �1i and �2i are Lagrange multipliers.
We must find values for auv, buv, �1i, and �2i that satisfy Eqs. (10a) and

(10b) and the following two equations:

@J

@auv
¼ 2auvDðu; vÞ �

XT
i¼1

�1iciuv �
XT
i¼1

�2idiuv ¼ 0 ð13aÞ

@J

@buv
¼ 2buvDðu; vÞ �

XT
i¼1

�1idiuv þ
XT
i¼1

�2iciuv ¼ 0 ð13bÞ

Note that

@2J

@auv @aij
¼ @2J

@buv @bij
¼ 2Dðu; vÞ�uv;ij

where �uv;ij is the Kronecker delta; that is,

�uv;ij ¼ 1; uv ¼ ij
0; uv 6¼ ij

�

Therefore, J has a minimum value with respect to auv and buv. Solving Eqs.
(13a) and (13b), we obtain values for auv and buv that minimize J and satisfy
the required constraints:
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auv ¼

XT
i¼1

ð�1iciuv þ �2idiuvÞ

2Dðu; vÞ ð14aÞ

buv ¼

XT
i¼1

ð�1idiuv � �2iciuvÞ

2Dðu; vÞ ð14bÞ

where �1i and �2i must satisfy the constraints. In order to obtain �1i and �2i,
we substitue auv and buv given by Eqs. (14a) and (14b) into Eqs. (10a) and
(10b) and obtain

XL�1

u¼0

XM�1

v¼0

1

2Dðu; vÞ
XT
i¼1

�1iðciuvcpuv þ diuvdpuvÞ þ �2iðdiuvcpuv � civudpuvÞ
� �

¼ LMCp ð15aÞXL�1

u¼0

XM�1

v¼0

1

2Dðu; vÞ
XT
i¼1

�1iðciuvdpuv � diuvcpuvÞ þ �2iðdiuvdpuv þ ciuvcpuvÞ
� �

¼ 0 ð15bÞ

for p ¼ 1; 2; . . . ;T . We introduce the following additional notations to com-
plete the derivation:

k1 � ½ �11 �12 � � � �1T �t ð16Þ
k2 � ½ �21 �22 � � � �2T �t ð17Þ
C � ½C1 C2 � � � CT �t ð18Þ

Aq;r �
XL�1

u¼0

XM�1

v¼0

ReðRqðu; vÞÞReðRrðu; vÞÞ þ ImðRqðu; vÞÞ ImðRrðu; vÞÞ
2Dðu; vÞ

¼
XL�1

u¼0

XM�1

v¼0

cquvcruv þ dquvdruv
2Dðu; vÞ ð19Þ

Bq;r �
XL�1

u¼0

XM�1

v¼0

ImðRqðu; vÞÞReðRrðu; vÞÞ �ReðRqðu; vÞÞ ImðRrðu; vÞÞ
2Dðu; vÞ

¼
XL�1

u¼0

XM�1

v¼0

dquvcruv � cquvdruv
2Dðu; vÞ ð20Þ

where the superscript t is the transpose, and Reð�Þ and Im(�Þ denote the real
and imaginary parts, respectively. Let A and B be T � T matrices whose
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elements at ðq; rÞ are Aq;r and Bq;r, respectively. Note that A and B are
symmetric. Equations (15a) and (15b) can be written as

kt1Aþ kt2B ¼ LMC
t ð21aÞ

�kt1Bþ kt2A ¼ 0
t ð21bÞ

Because A and B are symmetric, we may assume A and ðAþ BA
�1
BÞ to be

nonsingular. Otherwise, when they are singular, they can be adjusted to be
nonsingular by a slight change of one of the elements. Solving Eqs. (21a)
and (21b), we obtain

kt1 ¼ LMC
tðAþ BA

�1
BÞ�1 ð22aÞ

kt2 ¼ LMC
tðAþ BA

�1
BÞ�1BA�1 ð22bÞ

Using Eqs. (14a) and (14b), we obtain the element of the distortion tolerant
filter Hðu; vÞ:

auv þ jbuv ¼
1

2Dðu; vÞ
XT
i¼1

f�1iðciuv þ jdiuvÞ þ �2iðdiuv � jciuvÞg

¼ 1

2Dðu; vÞ
XT
i¼1

ð�1i � j�2iÞðciuv þ jdiuvÞ ð23Þ

Therefore, the optimum nonlinear distortion tolerant filter Hðu; vÞ is

Hðu; vÞ ¼
LM

XT
i¼1

ð�1i � j�2iÞRiðu; vÞ

2fwnEjNðu; vÞj2 þ wd jSðu; vÞj2g
ð24Þ

Because nðx; yÞ is a zero-mean white Gaussian noise, EjNðu; vÞj2 ¼ LM�2,
where �2 is the variance of the additive noise and �1i and �2i are obtained
using Eqs. (22a) and (22b).

When T ¼ 1, A and B are no longer matrices. Furthermore, B ¼ 0 and

A ¼
XL�1

u¼0

XM�1

v¼0

jR1ðu; vÞj2
2Dðu; vÞ

from Eq. (20) and Eq. (19), respectively. Also, �1 ¼ LMC1A
�1 and �2 ¼ 0 as

obtained from Eqs. (22a) and (22b). Thus, in this case, the optimum non-
linear distortion-tolerant filter becomes

Hðu; vÞ ¼ LM�1R1ðu; vÞ
2fwnEjNðu; vÞj2 þ wd jSðu; vÞj2g
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If we set wn ¼ wd ¼ LM�1=2, then we obtain the same optimum nonlinear
filter of Ref. 15, which is

Hðu; vÞ ¼ Rðu; vÞ
EjNðu; vÞj2 þ jSðu; vÞj2

Therefore, the newly derived optimum nonlinear distortion-tolerant compo-
site filter is a generalized optimum nonlinear filter in Ref. 15. In the special
case of an optimum trade-off filter with the same weights for noise robust-
ness and discrimination peak sharpness, the filter of Ref. 15 can be obtained
in the general Bayesian theoretical framework. It is also obtained by the
MAP (maximum a posteriori) estimation approach with an inverted gamma
probability distribution for the noise spectral density [9,30].

11.3 COMPUTER SIMULATIONS AND PERFORMANCE
EVALUATION

We now demonstrate the performance of the derived optimum nonlinear
distortion-tolerant filter with numerical simulations performed on an image
with a size of 128� 128 pixels and 256 gray levels. In the computer simula-
tions, we set all Ci’s equal to 1 to have the same weight for all training
targets. We have chosen both wn and wd in Dðu; vÞ as LM ð128� 128Þ. The
ability to detect the target is demonstrated by computer simulations for the
input scene with overlapping additive and nonoverlapping background
noise. The discriminating capability of the filter is measured by POE (i.e.,
a ratio of the peak to the noise floor). The higher the POE, the more dis-
criminative the filter is. The detecting capability can be also measured by
ROC curves, which are the curves of probability of detection ðPdÞ versus
probability of false alarm ðPfaÞ. The output SNR of the filter is obtained to
measure the noise robustness of the filter. Even though the optimum filter
derived in Section 11.2 is not optimized in terms of POE, we can expect that
POE will be acceptable, because the filter is optimized in terms of correlation
output energy due to the input scene, which is the denominator of the POE.

11.3.1 Description of the Simulations and Correlation
Output

In this subsection, we performed computer simulations. Targets to be
detected are two helicopters. One of them is a training target and the
other one is a nontraining distorted (in-plane-rotated) target. The input
scene also has a false object to be rejected. Two targets and one false object
are the same size and normalized to have a maximum pixel value of 1.
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In the simulation, we used two different sets of reference targets. The
first training reference dataset contains 18 reference targets rotated by 208
increments from 08 to 3608, and the second training reference dataset con-
tains 10 reference targets rotated by 108 increments from 08 to 908. The
original reference image is a helicopter with a size of 15� 25 pixels and it
is normalized to have a maximum pixel value of 1. Figure 1a shows an image
that contains one of the training reference targets (with 08 rotation) in the
upper right corner, a 508 rotated nontraining target in the top center, and a
false object in the bottom left. The false object is a tank normalized so that its
maximum pixel value is 1. The size of the tank is also 15� 25 pixels. Figure 1b
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is the input scene with one of the training targets, a nontraining target, and a
false object buried in the additive noise. The additive noise is a zero-mean
white Gaussian noise with standard deviation � ¼ 0:7. The computer simula-
tions are performed with this input scene, the filter given by Eq. (24) and �1i
and �2i given by Eq. (22a) and Eq. (22b), respectively. The correlation output
intensity of the composite filter with input scene in Fig. 1b is shown in Fig. 1c.
The filter is constructed with the first set of reference targets. The correlation
output shows a significant peak for the training target and also a large peak
for the nontraining 508 rotated target (which is the worst possible nontraining
target between the two rotated training targets at 408 and 608). Because the
correlation output for the false object is significantly lower than the peaks of
the training and nontraining targets, we can eliminate the false peaks at the
output plane by thresholding the correlation output. Figure 2a is an input
scene that contains a training reference target that is 08 rotated in the upper
right corner, a 508 rotated nontraining target in the top center, and a false
object in the bottom left. It contains a nonoverlapping background colored
noise with zero mean, standard deviation of 0.1, and bandwidth of 10. This
scene is buried in additive noise of standard deviation 0.7. Again, the com-
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Figure 1 (a) Targets used in the simulation. The target from the training dataset,
the 508 rotated target from the nontraining dataset, and the false object are 15� 25

pixels in size and they are normalized so that they have a unity maximum value. (b)
Input scene with two targets and one false object, as shown in (a). These are buried in
zero-mean additive white Gaussian noise with � ¼ 0:7. (c) Correlation output inten-

sity of the optimum nonlinear distortion-tolerant composite filter for the input scene
in (b). The filter has been constructed with the first set of reference targets.
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Figure 2 (a) Input scene with two targets and one false object, as appeared in Fig.

1a. This scene has nonoverlapping background colored noise that is zero mean and
has a standard deviation of 0.1 and a bandwidth of 10. These are buried in zero-mean
additive white Gaussian noise with � ¼ 0:7. (b) Correlation output intensity of the

optimum nonlinear distortion-tolerant composite filter for the input scene (a). The
filter has been constructed with the first set of reference targets.
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puter simulation shows a high peak at the location of the 08 rotated training
reference target and also a high peak at the nontraining 508 rotated target.
There are some peaks with low intensities due to the background and additive
noise. The correlation output intensity is shown in Fig. 2b. By thresholding,
we can detect the training target as well as the nontraining target. These
simulation results with overlapping additive noise and nonoverlapping back-
ground noise show that the optimum nonlinear composite filter provides
noise robustness and discriminating capability, as well as good distortion
tolerance. Figure 3 shows the correlation output intensity for the filter
using the second set of reference targets with the same additive noise that
is used in Fig. 1b. The nontraining target at the middle of the top is rotated 58.
The output peak is sharper than in the case of Fig. 1c.

11.3.2 Performance Evaluations

In order to evaluate the statistical performance of the filter designed in
Section 11.2, we perform 100 Monte Carlo runs to obtain the average
peak-to-output energy ratio, the receiver operating characteristics curves,
and the output signal-to-noise ratio. These metrics are used to measure the
discriminating capability, the detection performance, and the noise robust-
ness of the filters.
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Figure 3 Correlation output intensity of the optimum nonlinear distortion-toler-

ant composite filter with two targets and one false object, as in Fig. 1a with the same
additive noise. However, the nontraining target in the top center has been rotated by
58 and the filter has been constructed with the second set of reference targets.
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Peak-to-Output Energy Ratio

The POE is defined as the ratio of the square of the expected value of the
output signal at the target location to the expected value of the average
output signal energy:

POE ¼ jE½ yð0; 0Þ�j2 E
1

LM

XL�1

x¼0

XM�1

y¼0

j yðx; yÞj2
( ) !�1

ð25Þ

where, yð0; 0Þ is the value of the output signal at the target location. The
POE is a measure of the discriminating capabilities of the filter, namely high
output at the target location and a low-output-noise floor. The higher the
POE, the better discriminating capability the filter has. We conducted 100
Monte Carlo runs for each POE curve to obtain the statistical average of the
measurements. Figure 4 shows POE curves versus the standard deviation of
the additive white Gaussian noise ranging from 0.1 to 0.7. The curve with
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Figure 4 POE curves of the correlation output. Plot with circles is the POE of the

08 rotated training target for the filter using the second set of reference targets. Plot
with squares is the POE of the 58 rotated nontraining target for the same filter using
the second set of reference targets. Plots marked with triangles and x symbols are the

POE curves of the 08 rotated training target and the 108 rotated nontraining target,
respectively, for the filter using the first set of reference targets. The range of the
standard deviations of the additive white Gaussian noise is ½0:1; 0:7� with step size 0.1.
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circles is the POE curve of the correlation outputs for the 08 rotated training
target. The curve with squares is the POE curve of the correlation outputs
for the 58 rotated nontraining target. The two curves marked with triangles
and x symbols are the POE curves of the correlation outputs for a 08 rotated
training target and a 108 rotated nontraining target, respectively. The first
two curves (marked with circles and squares) are obtained when the filter is
constructed with the second set of reference targets; the last two curves are
obtained for the filter using the first set of reference targets. The POE of the
training target is higher than that of the nontraining target, and the POE of
the filter with the training dataset of small increments in rotation angle is
higher than that of the filter with the training dataset of larger increments in
rotation angle. Naturally, as the noise power increases, the value of POE
decreases. Figure 5 shows POE curves versus the standard deviation of the
additive white Gaussian noise ranging from 0.1 to 0.7 with background
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Figure 5 POE curves of the correlation output. Plot with circles is the POE of the
08 rotated training target for the filter using the second set of reference targets. Plot
with squares is the POE of the 58 rotated nontraining target for the same filter using

the second set of reference targets. Plots marked with triangles and x symbols are the
POE curves of the 08 rotated training target and the 108 rotated nontraining target,
respectively, for the filter using the first set of reference targets. The range of the

standard deviations of the additive white Gaussian noise is ½0:1; 0:7� with step size
0.1. Background noise is nonoverlapping colored noise that is zero mean and has a
standard deviation of 0.1 and a bandwidth of 10.
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noise. Background noise is nonoverlapping colored noise that is zero mean
and has a standard deviation of 0.1 and a bandwidth of 10. The curve with
circles is the POE curve of the correlation outputs for the 08 rotated training
target. The curve with squares is the POE curve of the correlation outputs
for the 58 rotated nontraining target. The two curves marked with triangles
and x symbols are the POE curves of the correlation outputs for a 08 rotated
training target and a 108 rotated nontrainin target, respectively. The first
two curves (marked with circles and squares) are obtained when the filter is
constructed with the second set of reference targets; the last two curves are
obtained for the filter using the first set of reference targets. The POE of the
training target is higher than that of the nontraining target, and the POE of
the filter with the training dataset of small increments in rotation angle is
higher than that of the filter with the training dataset of larger increments in
rotation angle.

Receiver Operating Characteristics Curves

Detection performance of the filter is also evaluated by plotting probability
of detection ðPdÞ versus probability of false alarm ðPfaÞ (see Figs. 6a–7d).
Each point on the curve corresponds to a value of ðPd;PfaÞ for a given
threshold between the probability density function (pdf) of the noise and
pdf of the noise plus the signal. As the threshold increases, Pfa and Pd

decrease and vice versa. This type of performance evaluator is called the
receiver operating characteristics (ROC). The ROC curve is a standard
metric used to compare processor performance and has been used extensively
to specify performance of digital communication, radar, and sonar systems.
A good receiver/detector structure will yield an ROC curve in the upper left
corner of the linearly scaled graph. We conduct 100Monte Carlo simulations
to obtain each ROC curve. For each case, the standard deviation of the
additive white Gaussian noise ranges from 0.6 to 1.2 in increments of 0.1.
For the purpose of showing the detials of the curves, only the upper left
corners of the curves are displayed. Figure 6a shows ROC curves of a 08
rotated training target for the filter using the first set of reference targets.
When the noise has a standard deviation of less than 0.7, detection is perfect.
Even with noise of standard deviation 1.2, the probability of detection is 0.96
and the probability of false alarm is 0.1. Figure 6b shows the ROC curves of
a 108 rotated nontraining target for the same filter used in Fig. 6a. Although
the detection capability is slightly degraded, it is still excellent. When the
standared deviation of the noise is 1.2, the probability of detection is 0.95
and the probability of false alarm is 0.1. This amounts to 1% degradation
compared to the training target detection case. Figures 6c and 6d are the
ROC curves of the 08 rotated training target and 58 rotated nontraining
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target, respectively, for the filter using the second set of reference targets. The
ROC curves in these cases show better detecting performance for the filter
than in the cases of Figs. 6a and 6b. When the noise of standard deviation is
1.2, the probability of detection is more than 0.99 for both cases and the
probability of false alarm is 0.1. From these results, we see that the derived
filter detects not only the training target but also the nontraining target
under very noisy conditions. Figures 7a–7d are ROC curves of training
targets and nontraining targets with additive noise as well as nonoverlapping
background colored noise. Background noise is nonoverlapping colored
noise that is zero mean with a standard deviation of 0.1 and a bandwidth
of 10. Figure 7a shows ROC curves of a 08 rotated training target for the
filter using the first set of reference targets. Compared with the reuslts in Fig.
6a, the detection performance is slightly worse than in the case of ROC
curves without the nonoverlapping background noise that is similar to the
target. Even with noise of standard deviation 1.2, the probability of detection
is 0.885 and the probability of false alarm is 0.1. This result is slightly worse
than in the case without the background noise, with a detection probability
of 0.96. Figure 7b shows the ROC curves of a 108 rotated nontraining target
for the same filter used for Fig. 7a. Although the detection capability is
slightly degraded, it is still good. When the standard deviation of the noise
is 1.2, the probability of detection is 0.87 and the probability of false alarm is
0.1. This amounts to 1.5% degradation compared to the training target
detection case. Figure 7c and 7d are the ROC curves of the 08 rotated train-
ing target and 58 rotated nontraining target, respectively, for the filter using
the second set of reference targets. The ROC curves in these cases show
better detecting performance for the filter than in the cases of Figs. 7a and
7b. When the noise of standard deviation is 1.2, the probability of detection
is 0.97 for the training target detection case (Fig. 7c) and 0.95 for the non-
training target detection case (Fig. 7d) and the probability of false alarm is
0.1 (in both cases). From these results, we see that the derived filter detects
the training target as well as the nontraining target under very noisy condi-
tions, including nonoverlapping background colored noise and additive
overlapping white Gaussian noise.

Output Signal-to-Noise Ratio

Output SNR (signal-to-noise ratio) is a metric used to measure the noise
robustness of the filters. The output SNR of the filter is defined as the ratio
of the expected value of the output at the target location to its variance:

SNR ¼ jE½ yð0; 0Þ�j2
Varð yð0; 0ÞÞ ð26Þ
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Figure 6 ROC curves of the correlation output. The standard deviations of the

additive white Gaussian noise range from 0.6 to 1.2, increasing by 0.1. Only the
upper left corners of the curves are depicted to show the details. (a) ROC curves
of the 08 rotated training target for the filter using the first set of reference targets. (b)

ROC curves of the 108 rotated nontraining target with the same filter as in (a). Only
the upper left corners of the curves are depicted to show the details.
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Figure 6 (Continued). (c) ROC curves of the 08 rotated training target with a filter
using the second set of reference targets. Only the upper left corners of the curves are

depicted to show the details. (d) ROC curves of the 58 rotated nontraining target
with the same filter as in (c). Only the upper left corners of the curves are depicted to
show the details.
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Figure 7 ROC curves of the correlation output. The standard deviations of the
additive white Gaussian noise range from 0.6 to 1.2, increasing by 0.1. Background
noise is nonoverlapping colored noise that is zero mean with a standard deviation of

0.1 and a bandwidth of 10. Only the upper left corners of the curves are depicted to
show the details. (a) ROC curves of the 08 rotated training target for the filter using
the first set of reference targets with the nonoverlapping background colored noise.

(b) ROC curves of the 108 rotated nontraining target with the same filter as in (a)
with the same nonoverlapping background colored noise. Only the upper left corners
of the curves are depicted to show the details.
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Figure 7 (Continued). (c) ROC curves of the 08 rotated training target with a filter
using the second set of reference targets with the same nonoverlappping background
colored noise. Only the upper left corners of the curves are depicted to show the

details. (d) ROC curves of the 58 rotated nontraining target with the same filter as in
(c) with the same nonoverlapping background colored noise. Only the upper left
corners of the curves are depicted to show the details.
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where Varð�Þ denotes the variance. We conducted 100 Monte Carlo simula-
tions to obtain the output SNR. For the simulations, the standard deviation
of the additive white Gaussian noise ranges from 0.2 to 1.2 in increments of
0.1. Figure 8 shows output SNR curves of training target and nontraining
target for the filters using the first set and second set of reference targets. The
curve with circles is the output SNR of the correlation outputs for the 08
rotated training target. The curve with squares is the SNR curve of the
correlation outputs for the 58 rotated nontraining target. As the standard
deviation of the additive noise increases above the 0.2 level, the difference
between these outputs SNRs decreases. The output SNRs for both cases with
the noise level set at � ¼ 1:2 are 14 (11.5 dB). The two curves marked with
triangles and x symbols are the SNR curves of the correlation outputs for a 08
rotated training target and a 108 rotated nontraining target, respectively. The
output SNRs for these cases with the noise level set at � ¼ 1:2 are 20 (13 dB).
The first two curves (marked with circles and squares) are obtained when the
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Figure 8 Output SNR curves of the correlation output. The range of the standard
deviations of the additive white Gaussian noise is ½0:2; 1:2� with step size of 0.1. The

plot with circles is the SNR of the 08 rotated training target for the filter using the
second set of reference targets. The plot with squares is the SNR of the 58 rotated
nontraining target for the same filter using the second set of reference targets. Plots

marked with triangles and x symbols are the SNR curves of the 08 rotated training
target and the 108 rotated nontraining target, respectively, for the filter using the first
set of reference targets.
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filter is constructed with the second set of reference targets, and the last two
curves are for the filter using the first set of reference targets. The output SNR
of the training target is higher than that of the nontraining target, and the
output SNR of the filter with the training dataset of small increments in
rotation angle is higher than that of the filter with the training dataset of
larger increments in rotation angle. Figure 9 shows output SNR curves of
training target and nontraining target for the filters using the first set and
second set of reference targets with overlapping additive white Gaussian
noise and background noise. Background noise is nonoverlapping colored
noise that is zero mean with a standard deviation of 0.1 and a bandwidth of
10. The curve with circles is the output SNR of the correlation outputs for the
08 rotated training target. The curve with squares is the SNR curve of the
correlation outputs for the 58 rotated nontraining target. The output SNRs
for both cases with the noise of � ¼ 1:2 are 13 (11 dB). The two curves
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Figure 9 Output SNR curves of the correlation output. The range of the standard
deviations of the additive white Gaussian noise is ½0:2; 1:2� with step size of 0.1.
Background noise is nonoverlapping colored noise that is zero mean with a standard

deviation of 0.1 and a bandwidth of 10. The plot with circles is the SNR of the 08
rotated training target for the filter using the second set of reference targets. The plot
with squares is the SNR of the 58 rotated nontraining target for the same filter using

the second set of reference targets. Plots marked with triangles and x symbols are the
SNR curves of the 08 rotated training target and the 108 rotated nontraining target,
respectively, for the filter using the first set of reference targets
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marked with triangles and x symbols are the SNR curves of the correlation
outputs for a 08 rotated training target and a 108 rotated nontraining target,
respectively. The output SNRs for these cases with the noise of � ¼ 1:2 are 16
and 19 (12 dB, 13 dB) respectively. The first two curves (marked with circles
and squares) are obtained when the filter is constructed with the second set of
reference targets, and the last two curves are for the filter using the first set of
reference targets. The SNR of the training target is 2 dB higher than that of
the nontraining target with the background overlaping noise when the stan-
dard deviation of the additive noise is low. The output SNR of the filter with
the training dataset of small increments in rotation angle is 6 dB higher than
that of the filter with the training dataset of larger increments in rotation
angle when the standard deviation of the additive noise is low.

11.4 CONCLUSION

We have designed and derived a nonlinear distortion-tolerant filter by con-
sidering discriminating capability, noise robustness, and distortion toler-
ance. The filter has been obtained by minimizing the output energy due to
the input scene and the input noise. We have tested the performance of the
derived filter using computer simulations. For the images used in the tests,
the computer simulations show that this filter is capable of detecting the
distorted reference targets (true class training images and true class non-
training images) in a very noisy situation. The input noise includes additive
overlapping noise on the input scene and nonoverlapping background noise
around the target. To measure the statistical performnce of the filter, we
have performed Monte Carlo runs. First, to show the discriminating cap-
ability of the derived optimum filter, we performed simulations to obtain
POE with a noise level up to � ¼ 0:7. To show the detection capabilities of
the filter for the training target and the nontraining target, we have per-
formed simulations to obtain the ROC curves with an additive white
Gaussian noise up to � ¼ 1:2. The resulting ROC curves show excellent
capabilitites for the detection of the targets including the nontraining tar-
gets. With nonoverlaping background colored noise, the detecting capability
is degraded. However, we still obtain excellent curves when the relatively
low standard deviation of additive noise is used. We also performed the
simulations to obtain the output SNR for different cases with an additive
white Gaussian noise up to standard deviation � ¼ 1:2.

According to the results of the simulations, the optimum nonlinear
distortion-tolerant composite filter was capable of detecting the distorted
images (in-plate-rotated images) with the overlapping additive noise and
nonoverlapping background noise.
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13.1 INTRODUCTION

13.1.1 Background

As one of the most successful applications of image analysis and under-
standing, face recognition has recently gained significant attention, espe-
cially during the past several years. This is evidenced by the emergence of
specific face recognition conferences such as AFGR [1] and AVBA [2] and
systematic empirical evaluation of face recognition techniques (FRT),
including the FERET [3,4] and XM2VTS protocols [5]. There are at least
two reasons for such a trend: The first is the wide range of commercial and
law enforcement applications and the second is the availability of feasible
technologies after 35 years of research.

The strong demand for user-friendly systems which can secure our
assets and protect our privacy without losing our identity in a sea of num-
bers is obvious. At present, one needs a PIN to get cash from an ATM, a
password for a computer, a dozen others to access the Internet, and so on.
Although extremely reliable methods of biometric personal identification
exist (e.g., fingerprint analysis and retinal or iris scans), these methods
have yet to gain acceptance by the general population. A personal identifi-
cation system based on analysis of frontal or profile images of the face is
nonintrusive and therefore user-friendly. Moreover, personal identity can
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often be ascertained without the client’s assistance. In addition, the need for
applying FRT has been boosted by recent advances in multimedia proces-
sing along with others such as IP (Internet Protocol) technologies.

In summary, there exist tremendous opportunities and great chal-
lenges for FRT. The challenge facing FRT is to perform well under severe
conditions. For example, a personal verification system might need to
process a low-quality face image which might be acquired using an inex-
pensive PC camera and transferred over IP; or the image capture happens
in an uncontrolled environment with bad lighting and so forth. On the
other hand, the opportunity lies in the fact that multimedia is almost
ubiquitous and face objects are among the most important multimedia
contents. For example, you may want to search for the video clips from
home video archives where your baby shows a cute pose. Multimedia
applications based on face objects include content-based applications,
human–machine interactive applications, security related applications,
and so forth. For example, a database software capable of searching for
face objects or a particular face object is very useful. Another example is a
smart video conference system that is able to automatically track objects
and enhance their appearances.

13.1.2 Face Recognition Technology

A general statement of face recognition problem can be formulated as fol-
lows. Given still or video images of a scene, identify or verify one or more
persons in the scene using a stored database of faces. Available collateral
information such as race, age, gender, facial expression, and speech may be
used in narrowing the search (enhacing recognition). The solution of the
problem involves segmentation of faces (face detection) from cluttered
scenes, feature extraciton from the face region, recognition, or verification.
In identification problems, the input to the system is an unknown face, and
the system reports back the decided identity from a database of known
individuals, whereas in verification problems, the system needs to confirm
or reject the claimed identity of the input face.

Various applications of FRT range from static, controlled format
photographs to uncontrolled video images, posing a wide range of different
technical challenges and requiring an equally wide range of techiques from
image processing, analysis, understanding, and pattern recognition. One can
broadly classify the challenges and techniques into two groups: static and
dynamic/video matching. Even within each group, significant differences
exist, depending on the specific application. The differences are in terms
of image quality, amount of background clutter (posing challenges to seg-
mentation algorithms), the availability of a well-defined matching criterion,
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and the nature, type, and amount of input from a user. A rich repository of
research literature exists after 35 years of research. Particularly, the last 5-
year experienced the most active research activities and rapid advances. For
an up-to-date critical survey of still- and video-based face recognition
research, please see Ref. 6.

13.1.3 Chapter Organization

In this chapter, we present efficient techniques for processing and recog-
nizing face images. We assume an image-based baseline system because
image-based approaches are possibly the most promising and practical
ones. However, the two-dimensional (2D) images/patterns of three-dimen-
sional (3D) face objects can change dramatically due to lighting and view-
ing variations. Hence, the illumination and pose problems present
significant obstacles for wide applications of this type of approach. To
overcome these issues, we propose using a generic 3D model to enhance
existing image-based systems. More specifically, we use a 3D model to
synthesize the so-called prototype image from a given image acquired
under different lighting and viewing conditions. This enhancement enables
the existing systems to handle both illumination and pose problems spe-
cific to face recognition under the following assumption: just one image per
face object is available.

In Section 13.2, we first review and categorize existing methods pro-
posed to address the pose problem and the illumination problem. We then
propose using a generic 3D face model to enhance existing systems in
Section 13.3. Instead of being a full 3D approach which directly uses
accurate 3D information which is not easy to obtain in practice, this
approach synthesizes a 2D prototype image from a given 2D image
acquired under different lighting and viewing conditions with the aid of
a 3D mode. The prototype image is defined as the frontal view of an
object under frontal lighting. For the purpose of completeness, a brief
introduction to one particular baseline subspace LDA (linear discriminant
analysis) system [7,8] has been included. In Section 13.4, we feed prototype
images into the subspace LDA system to perform recognition. Finally, we
conclude our chapter in Section 13.5.

13.2 EXISTING FACE RECOGNITION TECHNIQUES

Automatic face recognition consists of subtasks in a sequential manner: face
detection, face segmentation/normalization, and face recognition/verifica-
tion. Many methods of face recognition have been proposed [6]. Basically,
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they can be divided into holistic template-matching-based systems, geo-
metrical local-feature-based schemes, and hybrid schemes. Even though
schemes of all these types have been successfully applied to the task of
face recognition, they do have certain advantages and disadvantages.
Thus, an appropriate scheme should be chosen based on the specific require-
ments of a given task. For example, the Elastic Bunch Graph Matching
(EBGM)-based system [9] has very good performance in general.
However, it requires large size image (e.g., 128� 128). This severely
restricts its possible application to video-based surveillance, where the
image size of the face area is very small. On the other hand, the subspace
LDA system [7] works well with both large and small images (e.g., 96� 84
or 24� 21). It also has the best performance for verification tasks according
to the most recent FERET test [4].

13.2.1 Two Problems in Face Recognition

Despite the successes of many systems [7,9,10] based on the FERET test,
many issues remain to be addressed. Among those issues, the following two
are prominent for most systems: (1) the illumination problem and (2) the
pose problem.

The illumination problem is illustrated in Fig. 1, where the same face
appears differently due to the change in lighting. More specifically, the
changes induced by illumination could be larger than the differences
between individuals, causing systems based on comparing images to mis-
classify the identity of the input image. This has been experimentally
observed in Ref. 11 with a dataset of 25 individuals. We can also carry
out some analysis. For example, the popular eigensubspace projections
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Figure 1 The illumination problem.
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used in many systems as features have been analyzed under illumination
variation in Ref. 8. The conclusions suggest that significant illumination
changes cause dramatic changes in the projection coefficient vectors and,
hence, can seriously degrade the performance of subspace-based methods.

For comparison purposes, we plot the variations of projection coeffi-
cient vectors due to pure differences in class label (Fig. 2a) along with the
variations due to pure illumination change of the same class (Fig. 2b).

The pose problem is illustrated in Fig. 3, where the same face appears
differently due to changes in viewing condition. Moreover, when illumina-
tion variation also appears in the face images, the task of face recognition
becomes even more difficult (Fig. 3). In Ref 8, an analysis and classification
of various pose problems are performed using a reflectance model with
varying albedo. Using such a model, the difficulty of the pose problem
can be assessed and the efficacy of existing methods can be evaluated sys-
tematically. For example, the pose problem has been divided into three
categories: (1) the simple case with small rotation angles, (2) the most com-
monly addressed case, when there is a set of training image pairs (frontal
and rotated images), and (3) the most difficult case, when training image
pairs are not available and illumination variations are present.

Difficulties due to illumination and pose variations have been docu-
mented in many evaluations of face recognition systems [3,8,11,12]. An even
more difficult case is the combined problem of pose and illumination varia-
tions. Unfortunately, this happens when face images are acquired in uncon-
trolled environments—for instance, in surveillance video clips. In the
following, we examine the two problems in turn and review some existing
approaches to these problems. More importantly, we point out the pros and
cons of these methods so an appropriate approach can be applied to the
specific task.

13.2.2 Solving the Illumination Problem

As a fundamental problem in image-understanding literature, the illumina-
tion problem is generally quite difficult and has been receiving consistent
attention. For face recognition, many good approaches have been proposed
utilizing the domain knowledge (i.e., all faces belong to one face class).
These approaches can be broadly divided into four types [8]: (1) heuristic
methods, including discarding the leading principal components, (2) image
comparison methods, for which various image representations and distance
measures are applied, (3) class-based methods, for which multiple images of
one face under a fixed pose but different lighting conditions are available,
and (4) model-based approaches, for which 3D models are employed.
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Figure 2 Change of projection vectors due to (a) class variation and (b) illumina-
tion change.
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Heuristic Approaches

To handle the illumination problem, researchers have proposed various
methods. Within the eigensubspace domain, it has been suggested that by
discarding the three most significant principal components, variations due to
lighting can be reduced. Also, it has been experimentally verified in Ref. 12
that discarding the first few principal components seems to work reasonably
well for images under variable lighting. However, in order to maintain
system performance for normally lighted images to improve performance
for images acquired under varying illumination, we must assume that the
first three principal components capture the variations only due to lighting.
In Ref. 13, a heuristic method based on face symmetry is proposed to
enhance system performance under different lighting.

Image Comparison Approaches

In Ref. 11, statistical approaches based on image comparison have been
evaluated. The reviewed methods use different image representations and
distance measures. The image representations used are edge maps, deriva-
tives of the gray level, images filtered with 2D Gabor-like functions, and a
representation that combines a log function of the intensity with these
representations. The different distance measures used are pointwise dis-
tance, regional distance, affine-GL (gray level) distance, local affine-GL
distance, and LOG pointwise distance. For more details about these meth-
ods and the evaluation database, please refer to Ref. 11. One important
conclusion drawn is that these representations are not sufficient by them-
selves to overcome the image variations. More recently, a new image com-
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Figure 3 The pose (and illumination) problem. Top row: pure pose problem;
bottom row: coupled pose and illumination problem.
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parison method proposed by Jacobs et al. [14] uses a measure robust to
illumination change. Their method is based on the observation that the
difference between two images of the same object is smaller than the differ-
ence between images of different objects. However, this measure is not
strictly illumination invariant because the measure changes for a pair of
images of the same object when the illumination changes.

Class-Based Approaches

With assumptions of Lambertian surfaces, no shadowing and three aligned
images/faces acquired under different lighting conditions, a 3D linear illu-
mination subspace for a person has been constructed in Refs. 15–17 for a
fixed viewpoint. Thus, under ideal assumptions, recognition based on the
3D linear illumination subspace is illumination invariant. More recently, an
illumination cone has been proposed as an effective method to handle illu-
mination variations, including shadowing and multiple lighting sources
[15,18]. This method is an extension of the 3D linear subspace method
[16,17], and, hence, needs three aligned training images acquired under
different lightings. One drawback to using this method is that we need
more than three aligned images per person. More recently, a new method
based on a quotient image has been introduced [19]. The advantage of this
approach over existing similar approaches is that it only uses a small set of
sample images. This method assumes the same shape and different textures
for faces of different individuals. An interesting energy function to be mini-
mized is then formulated. Using this formulation, better results are rendered
than using connectionist approaches.

Model-Based Approaches

In their article [20], Atick et al. suggest using principal component analysis
(PCA) as a tool for solving the parametric shape-from-shading problem
(i.e., obtain the eigenhead approximation of a real 3D head after training
on about 300 laser-scanned range data of real human heads. Although the
ill-posed shape-from-shading problem is transformed into a parametric pro-
blem, they still assume constant albedo. This assumption does not hold for
most real face images and we believe that this is one of the major reasons
why most SFS algorithms fail on real face images.

13.2.3 Solving the Pose Problem

Researches have proposed various methods to handle the rotation problem.
Basically, they can be divided into three classes [21]: (1) multiple-view-based
methods, when multiple views per person are available, (2) hybrid methods,
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when multiple training images are available during training but only one
database image per person is available during recognition, and (3) single
image/shaped-based methods, when no training is conducted. We have Refs.
22–25 in the first type, and Refs. 26–29 in the second type. Up to now, the
second type of approach is the most popular one. The third approach does
not seem to have received much attention.

Multiple-View-Based Approaches

Among the first class of approaches, one of the earliest is by Beymer [22], in
which a template-based correlation matching scheme is proposed. In this
work, pose estimation and face recognition are coupled in an iterative loop.
For each hypothesized pose, the input image is aligned to database images
corresponding to a selected pose. The alignment is first carried out via a 2D
affine transformation based on three key feature points (two eyes and nose),
and then optical flow is used to refine the alignment of each template. After
this step, the correlation scores of all pairs of matching templates are used to
perform recognition. The main restrictions of this method are (1) many
images of different views per person are needed in the database, (2) no
lighting variations (pure texture mapping) or facial expressions are allowed,
and, finally, (3) the computational cost is high because it is an iterative
searching approach. More recently, an illumination-based image synthesis
method [25] has been proposed as a potential method for robust face recog-
nition handling both pose and illumination problems. This method is based
on the well-known approach of an illumination cone [15] and can handle
illumination variation quite well. To handle variations due to rotation, it
needs to completely resolve the GBR (generalized bas relief) ambiguity when
reconstructing the 3D shape.

Hybrid Approaches

Numerous algorithms of the second type have been proposed and are, by
far, the most popular ones. Possible reasons for this are as follows: (1) it is
probably the most successful and practical method up to now and (2) it
utilizes prior class information. We review three representative methods
here: The first one is the linear-class-based method [26], the second one is
the graph-matching-based method [30], and the third is the view-based
eigenface approach [31]. The image synthesis method in Ref. 26 is based
on the assumption of linear 3D object classes and the extension of linearity
to images which are 2D projections of the 3D objects. It extends the linear
shape model from a representation based on feature points to full images of
objects. To implement their method, a correspondence between images of
the input object and a reference object is established using optical flow.
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Also, correspondence between the reference image and other example
images having the same pose are computed. Finally, the correspondence
field for the input image is linearly decomposed into the correspondence
fields for the examples. Compared to the parallel deformation scheme in
Ref. 29, this method reduces the need to compute the correspondence
between images of different poses. This method is extended in Ref. 27 to
carry an additive error term for better synthesis. In Ref. 30, a robust face
recognition scheme based on Elastic Bunch Graphic Matching (EBGM) is
proposed. The authors basically assume a planar surface patch in each key
feature point (landmark) and learn the transformation of ‘‘jets’’ under face
rotation. They demonstrate substantial improvements in face recognition
under rotation. Also, their method is fully automatic, including face locali-
zation, landmark detection, and, finally, a flexible graph-matching scheme.
The drawback of this method is the requirement of accurate landmark
localization, which is not an easy task, especially when illumination varia-
tions are present. The popular eigenface approach to face recognition has
been extended to view-based eigenface method in order to achieve pose-
invariant recognition [31]. This method explicitly codes the pose information
by constructing an individual eigenface for each pose. Despite their popu-
larity, these methods have some common drawbacks: (1) They need many
example images to cover all possible views and (2) the illumination problem
is separated from the pose problem.

Single Image/Shape-Based Approaches

Finally, there is the third class of approach which includes low-level feature-
based methods, invariant-feature-based methods, and the 3D-model-based
method. In Ref. 32, a Gabor wavelet-based feature extraction method is
proposed for face recognition and is robust to small-angle rotation. There
are many articles on invariant features in the computer vision literature. To
our knowledge, serious application of this technology to face recognition
has not yet been explored. However, it is worthwhile to point out that some
recent work on invariant methods based on images Ref. 33 may shed some
light in this direction. For synthesizing face images under different appear-
ances/lightings/expressions, 3D facial models have been explored in the
computer graphics, computer vision, and model-based coding communities.
In these methods, face shape is usually represented either by a polygonal
model or a mesh model that simulates tissue. However, due to its complexity
and computational cost, any serious attempt to apply this technology to face
recognition has not yet been made, except in Ref. 34.
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13.3 3D MODEL ENHANCED FACE RECOGNITION

Based on the assumption of one image per class available, solving the
coupled illumination and pose problem is not an easy task. Most previous
approaches are either based on different assumptions or treat the two pro-
blems separately; hence, it is necessary that we search for methods which can
solve both problems simultaneously and efficiently. For example, the 3D-
model-based synthesis approaches used in computer graphics and coding
communities are usually too complicated and expensive. Instead, we pro-
pose using a 3D model to enhance existing 2D approaches. To overcome the
constant albedo issue [20] in modeling face objects, a varying albedo reflec-
tance model is proposed [8]. Using this technique, we can convert any input
images into prototype images, which are later fed into existing systems. In
the recognition experiments carried out later, we choose a particular base-
line system based on its simplicity and efficiency: the subspace LDA system.

13.3.1 The Subspace LDA System

The subspace LDA system is shown in Fig. 4 [7]. It was proposed with the
motivation of trying to solve the generalization/overfitting problem when
performing face recognition on a large face dataset but with very few train-
ing face images available per class. Like existing methods, this method
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Figure 4 The subspace LDA face recognition system.
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consists of two steps: First, the face image is projected into a face subspace
via PCA, where the subspace dimension is carefully chosen, and then the
PCA projection vectors are projected into the LDA to construct a linear
classifier in the subspace. Unlike other methods, the authors argue that the
dimension of the face subspace is fixed (for a given training set) regardless of
the image size as long as the image size surpasses the subspace dimension-
ality. The property of relative invariance of the subspace dimension enables
the system to work with smaller face images without sacrificing perfor-
mance. This claim is supported by experiments using normalized face images
of different sizes to obtain different face subspaces [8]. The choice of such a
fixed subspace dimension is mainly based on the characteristics of the eigen-
vectors instead of the eigenvalues. Such a choice of the subspace dimension
enables the system to generate class-separable features via LDA from the
full subspace representation. Hence, the generalization/overfitting problem
can be addressed to some extent. In addition, a weighted distance metric
guided by the LDA eigenvalues was employed to improve the performance
of the subspace LDA method. The improved performance of generalized
recognition was demonstrated on FERET datasets [7] and the MPEG-7
content set in a proposal on the robust face descriptor to MPEG-7 [35].
In Ref. 7, experiments were conducted to compare algorithm performances.
The authors used a subset of the FERET development dataset for training
and the FERET development dataset and other datasets for testings. The
results show that subspace LDA (subLDA) is the best compared to PCA
(with different eigenvectors: 15, 300, and 1000) and pure LDA algorithms.
The detailed ranking of the algorithms is as follows: subLDA300(85.2%) >
subLDA1000(80.8%) > LDA(67.0%) > PCA1000(58.3%) > PCA300
(57.4%) > subLDA15(50.4%) > PCA15(47.8%). The numbers in the
parentheses are correct top-match scores.

The authors also reported a sensitivity test of the subspace LDA sys-
tem [7]. They took one original face image and then electronically modified
the image by creating occlusions, applying Gaussian blur, randomizing the
pixel location, and adding an artificial background. Figure 5 shows electron-
ically modified face images which were correctly identified.

13.3.2 A Varying Albedo Illumination Model for Face

In dealing with 2D–3D transformations, a physical illumination model is
needed. There are many illumination models available which can be
broadly categorized into diffuse reflectance models and specular models
[36]. Among these models, the Lambertian model is the simplest and most
popular one for diffuse reflectance and has been used extensively,
especially in shape-from-shading (SFS) literature. With the assumption
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of Lambertian surface reflection and a single, distant light source, we have
the following standard equations:

I ¼ � cos 

or

I ¼ �
1þ pPs þ qQsffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

1þ p2 þ q2
p ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

1þ P2
s þQ2

s

p ð1Þ

where  is the angle between the outward normal to the surface n ¼ ðp; q; 1Þ
and the negative illumination vector �L ¼ ðPs;Qs; 1Þ which represents the
direction opposite to the distant light source, and � is the albedo. The
surface orientation can also be represented using two angles; slant and
tilt. Similarly, the light source can be represented by illuminant direction
slant and tilt. The illuminant direction slant � is the angle between the
negative L and the positive z axis: � 2 ½08; 1808�; and the illuminant direction
tilt � is the angle between the negative L and the x-z plane: � 2 ½�1808; 1808�.
To relate these angle terms to Ps and Qs, we have Ps ¼ tan � cos � and
Qs ¼ tan � sin �.

Because we allow for arbitrary albedo, both ðp; qÞ and � are functions
of locations ðx; yÞ. However, we impose symmetry constraint for front-view
face objects as follows (with an easily-understood coordinate system):

p½x; y� ¼ �p½�x; y�
q½x; y� ¼ q½�x; y� ð2Þ

and

�½x; y� ¼ �½�x; y� ð3Þ
To show that the varying albedo Lambertian model is a good model,

we compare the image synthesis results obtained using constant albedo and
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Figure 5 Electronically modified images which have been correctly identified.
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varying albedo assumptions. In Fig. 6, image synthesis results are compared
one by one; that is, a pair of images (in the same column) are synthesized
exactly the same way except that one is using a constant albedo model and
the other is using a varying albedo model. To obtain a realistic albedo, we
use a real face image and a generic 3D face model. To align this 3D model to
the input image, we normalize both of them to the same size, with two eye
pairs kept in the same fixed positions. Because the input image and model
are not from the same object, we can see that some parts of the synthesized
images are not perfect (e.g., around the nose region).

13.3.3 The Self-Ratio Image rI

The concept of self-ratio image was initially introduced in Ref. 8 to address
the additional parameter (albedo) issue. The idea of using two aligned
images to construct a ratio has been explored by many researchers [14,37].
However, it was extended to a single image in Ref. 8. Based on this concept,
a new SFS scheme has been developed. We can also use it to help us to
obtain the prototype images from given images.

Let us substitute ð3; 2Þ into the equations for I ½x; y� and I ½�x; y� and
then add them, giving

I ½x; y� þ I ½�x; y� ¼ 2�
1þ qQsffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

1þ p2 þ q2
p ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

1þ P2
s þQ2

s

p ð4Þ
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Figure 6 Image synthesis comparison under various lighting conditions. First row:
constant albedo Lambertian model; second row: varying albedo Lambertian model.
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Similarly, we have

I ½x; y� � I ½�x; y� ¼ 2�
pPsffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

1þ p2 þ q2
p ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

1þ P2
s þQ2

s

p ð5Þ

To simplify the notation, let us define

Iþ½x; y� ¼
I ½x; y� þ I ½�x; y�

2

and

I�½x; y� ¼
I ½x; y� � I ½�x; y�

2

Then, the self-ratio image rI can be defined as

rI ½x; y� ¼
I�½x; y�
Iþ½x; y�

¼ pPs

1þ qQs

ð6Þ

Solving for shape information using Eq. (6) combined with Eq. (1) is called
symmetric SFS [8]. The main result of symmetric SFS is the following
theorem [8]:

Theorem 1 If the symmetric depth z is a c2 surface and the symmetric albedo
field is piecewise constant, then both the solution for shape ðp; qÞ and albedo �
are unique except in some special conditions. Significantly, the unique global
solution consists of unique local solutions at each point simultaneously
obtained using the intensity information at that point and the surrounding
local region under the assumption of a c2 surface.

When symmetric objects are rotated, we cannot directly apply the
symmetric SFS theorem/algorithm. However, we can generate a virtual
front view from the given image. Also, the virtual front-view image can
be obtained using the following relation between the rotated (in the x-z
plane about the y axis) image I 	½x 0; y 0� and the original image I ½x; y� [8]:

I 	½x 0; y 0� ¼ 1z;	I ½x; y�ðcos 	 � p½x; y� sin 	Þ
� tanð	 þ 	0ÞPs þ ½q cosð	0Þ= cosð	 þ 	0Þ�Qs þ 1

pPs þ qQs þ 1
ð7Þ

where tan 	0 ¼ p½x; y� and 1z;	 is the indicator function indicating possible
occlusion determined by the shape and rotation angle. After the virtual front
view is obtained, the symmetric SFS algorithm can then be applied. Of
course, this is useful only if we can solve the correspondence problem:
½x; y� ! ½x 0; y 0�. In the following subsection, we propose using a 3D
model to obtain an approximate solution to this problem.
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13.3.4 Using a Generic 3D Face Shape

In theory, we can apply symmetric SFS to recover the complete 3D shape of
a symmetric object. Also, we have proposed simple algorithms which work
well on objects with complex/face shape and piecewise albedo field. In Fig.
7, we plot the input and reconstructed face images, with partial derivatives
side by side for the piecewise constant albedo case. However we still have
difficulties in recovering the case when both the shape and albedo are arbi-
trary. Moreover, there are many practical issues that prevent us from apply-
ing it for face recognition: (1) The unique solution might be very sensitive to
possible violations of the assumptions, such as the c2 surface (possibly
caused by digitizing the surface), (2) the solution might be sensitive to
noise in measurement I (and, hence, rI ), and (3) the solution might be
sensitive to possible violations of the single light source assumption. To
be more practical for face recognition, we propose using a simple 3D
model to bypass this 2D-to-3D process. This technique has been successfully
applied in Ref. 38 to address the pure illumination problem with pose fixed.
This technique can also be extended for rotated face images [21].
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Figure 7 Face shape and image reconstruction results using symmetric SFS: the
piecewise constant albedo case. The plots in the left-half of the first row are input and
reconstructed images (a). Plot (b) represents the shadow map in the input images

which explains the holes in the reconstructed images. Plot (c) is the recovered albedo
filed. The plots in the second row are the true partial derivatives (d) and recovered
partial derivatives (e).
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Front-View Case

Let us write the image equation for the prototype image Ip with � ¼ 0:

Ip½x; y� ¼ �
1ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

1þ p2 þ q2
p ð8Þ

Comparing Eqs. (4) and (8), we obtain

Ip½x; y� ¼
K

2ð1þ qQsÞ
ðI ½x; y� þ I ½�x; y�Þ ð9Þ

where K is a constant equal to
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1þ P2

s þQ2
s

p
. This simple equation directly

relates the prototype image Ip to I ½x; y� þ I ½x;�y�, which is already avail-
able. It is worthwhile to point out that this direct computation of Ip from I
offers the following advantages over the two-step procedure which uses SFS
to recover 3D information and then synthesizes new 2D images:

. There is no need to recover the varying albedo �½x; y�.

. There is no need to recover the full shape gradients ðp; qÞ.
The only parameter that needs to be recovered is the partial shape informa-
tion q and we approximate this value with the partial derivative of a 3D face
model. To guarantee good synthesis quality, we use the self-ratio image
equation (6) as a consistency-checking tool.

Rotated Case

Combing Eqs. (7) and (9), we have a direct relation between a rotated (in the
x-z plane about the y axis) image I 	½x 0; y 0� and the prototype image Ip [21]:

I 	½x 0; y 0� ¼ 1z;	Ip½x; y�ðcos 	 � p½x; y� sin 	Þ 1ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1þ P2

s þQ2
s

p
� tanð	 þ 	0ÞPs þ

q cosð	0Þ
cosð	 þ 	0Þ

Qs þ 1

� �
; ð10Þ

To actually apply the above techniques for face recognition, we need
the illumination direction of the light source and the face pose. In this way,
we do not need to synthesize all views and illuminations in our database in
order to recognize input images under various viewing and illumination
conditions. Instead, we can synthesize the prototype view defined in the
database from an input image acquired under different views and illumina-
tion directions.
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13.3.5 Light Source and Pose Estimation

Frontal-View Case

Many source-from-shading algorithms are available, but we found that
none of them work well for both the tilt and slant angles [8]. Instead, we
propose a new model-based symmetric source-from-shading algorithm [21].
Basically, we can formulate a minimization problem as

ð�	; �	Þ ¼ arg�;� minðrIMF
ð�; �ÞÞ � rI Þ2 ð11Þ

where rI is the self-ratio image, and rIMF
is the self-ratio image generated

from the 3D face model MF given hypothesized � and �. One advantage of
using a 3D face model is that we can take into account both attached-
shadow and cast-shadow effects, which are not utilized in the traditional
statistics-based methods. Compared to other model-based methods [20], this
method produces better results because it adopts a better model. To com-
pare, other methods can also be formulated as a minimization problem:

ð�	; �	Þ ¼ arg�;� minðIMð�; �ÞÞ � IÞ2 ð12Þ
where I is the input image and IM is the image generated from a 3D generic
shape M based on Lambertian model (1) with constant albedo given
hypothesized � and �. For a simple comparison of these two model-based
methods, we ran both of these algorithms on real face images. In Fig. 8, we
plot one face image along with the error-versus-slant curve for each method.

392 Zhao and Chellappa

Figure 8 Comparison of model-based source-from-shading algorithms. The cor-
rect slant value was recovered using algorithm (11) (right figure), whereas it was
missed using algorithm (12) (middle figure).
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As can be seen, the correct (subjective judgment) value of slant ð88Þ has been
recovered by the symmetric method (11). However, it is missed using
method (12). This new symmetric source-from-shading method has been
successfully applied to more than 150 real face images as the preprocessing
step prior to illumination–normalization for face recognition [38].

Rotated Case

Most existing face pose estimation algorithms use some prior class knowl-
edge; that is, all face object are similar. Instead of using 2D example
images, we propose using a simple 3D model to estimate the pose.
Further, to incorporate the estimation of the light source, we formulate
the following problem:

ð		; �	; �	Þ ¼ arg	;�;�min½IRMF
ð	; �; �Þ � IR�2 ð13Þ

However, such formulations ignore the reality of a varying albedo. To better
address this problem, the self-ratio image is used. However, in order to apply
this method to rotated images of symmetric objects, we need additional
processing. Using Eq. (7), we can formulate a new estimation problem:

ð		; �	; �	Þ ¼ arg	;�;�min½rIMF
ð�; �Þ � rIF ð	; �; �Þ�2 ð14Þ

where rIF ð	;�;�Þ is the self-ratio image for the virtual frontal view generated
from the original image IR via image warping and texture mapping using
Eq. (7).

13.4 EXPERIMENTS

13.4.1 Shadow and Implementation Issues

One important issue we have not discussed in detail is the attached-shadow
and cast-shadow problem. By definition, attached-shadow points are those
where the image intensities are set to zero because ð1þ pPs þ qQsÞ � 0. A
cast shadow is the shadow cast by the object itself. It has been shown in Ref.
8 that the shadow points can still be utilized in both source estimation and
image rendering. For example, in the case of source estimation, one advan-
tage of using a 3D face model is that we can take into account both
attached-shadow and cast-shadow effects, which are not utilized in the tra-
ditional statistics-based methods. However, these points contribute signifi-
cantly and correctly to the computation of slant and tilt angles. Hence, the
model-based method can produce a more accurate estimate if the 3D face
model is a good approximation to the real 3D face shape.
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In addition to these shadow points, we need to single out the ‘‘bad’’
points, or outliers in statistical terms, for stable source estimation and pro-
totype image rendering. This is because we need to compute the self-ratio
image which may be sensitive to image noise. Let us denote the set of all
‘‘bad’’ points by b; at these points, the values cannot be used. From a
robust statistics point of view, these ‘‘bad’’ points are outliers. Hence, our
policy for handling these outliers is to reject them and mark their locations.
We then use values computed at good points to interpolate/extrapolate at
the marked bad points. Many interpolation methods are available such as
nearest-neighbor interpolation, polynomial interpolation, spline interpola-
tion, and so forth. Because we may have an irregular structure of good
points, we use triangle-based methods. For example, to detect these bad
points in the process of computing the prototype images, we employ the
consistency check

b ¼ I ½x; y�j rI �
pMF

Ps

1þ qMF
Qs

�����
����� > �

( )
ð15Þ

13.4.2 Solving the Illumination Problem

Rendering Prototype Images

The faces we used in our experiments are from the FERET, Yale, and
Weizmann databases [3,12,11]. The Yale database contains 15 persons,
including 4 images obtained under different illuminations. The Weizmann
database contains 24 persons, also including 4 images obtained under dif-
ferent illuminations. We have applied our light-source estimation and direct
prototype image rendering method to more than 15 face images from the
Yale and Weizmann databases. Although the purpose of rendering proto-
type images is to improve the recognition performance, we would like to
visualize the quality of the rendered images and compare them to the images
obtained using a local SFS algorithm [39]. These results (Fig. 9) clearly
indicate the superior quality of the prototype images rendered by our
approach. More rendered prototype images using only the direct computa-
tion are plotted in Fig. 10.

Enhancing Face Recognition

In this experiment, we demonstrate that the generalized/predictive recogni-
tion rate of subspace LDA can be greatly enhanced. We conducted two
independent experiments on the Yale and Weizmann databases. For the
Yale database, we have a testing database composed of a gallery set con-
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taining 486 images from several face databases, including 15 (1 image per
class) from the Yale database, and a probe set containing 60 images also
from the Yale database. For the Weizmann database, we have a testing
database composed of a gallery set containing 495 images from several
face databases, including 24 (image per class) from the Weizmann data-
base, and a probe set containing 96 images from the same database. Figure
11 shows the significant improvement in performance using the prototype
images in both databases.

13.4.3 Solving the Pose Problem

Currently, light source and pose estimation (14) is not conducted. Instead,
very rough pose information is given manually. The light source is also
assumed to be frontal, although, in fact, it may be not. Basically, we have
only experimented on model-based pure image warping and plan to imple-
ment full SFS-based view synthesis in the near future. However, as we have
shown in Ref. 21, this is a good approach for eigensubspace-based method
even when the Lambertian model and frontal lighting are assumed.

The database we used her is drawn from FERET and Stirling data-
bases [7]. To compare, the quality of this dataset is lower than the one
reported in Ref. 26 (which is also used in several subsequent works on
face recognition such as Ref. 19) and the size of normalized images we
are using is much smaller than those in Ref. 26 and others. There are 108
pairs of face images: front view and quarter-profile view, all normalized to
the size of 48� 42 with respect to the two eyes. The poses of these faces are

Image-Based Face Recognition 395

Figure 9 Image-rendering comparison.
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not quite consistent, and we only apply a unique rotation angle picked
manually to all images.

Visualization of Image Synthesis

As we mentioned earlier, the poses of these faces are not consistent and only
one unique rotation angle is chosen for all the images. Hence, some of the

396 Zhao and Chellappa

Figure 10 Rendering the prototype image. The images with various lightings are in

the first two columns, and the corresponding prototype images are shown in the last
two columns, respectively.
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3
9
7

Figure 11 Enhancing the subspace LDA. The thin lines represent the cumulative scores when applying the existing subspace LDA to

the original images, and the thick lines represent the scores when applying it to the prototype images. The curves in (a) are for the Yale
face database, and the curves in (b) are for the Weizmann database. Note that no retraining on PCA or LDA is performed.
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synthesis results are good (the first three columns in Fig. 12) if the actual
rotation angle agrees with the preset value, and some are bad (the last three
columns in Fig. 12).

Comparison of Recognition Results

To test and compare the efficacy of various methods for robust face
recognition, we have tried two subspace LDA methods: (I) subspace
LDA [7] on the original images and (II) subspace LDA on the synthesized
frontal images.

As mentioned earlier, the database we used have 108 pairs of images, of
which only about 42 pairs are good images in terms of the correctness of
rotation angles we manually picked (refer to Fig. 12). We use all of the frontal
views as the database and all of the rotated images as the testing images. We
report the recognition performances of subspace LDA on the original images
and on the virtual frontal images in Table 1. Some conclusions can be drawn
here: Using the virtual frontal views, the performance of subspace LDA,
which does not have the generalization problem and does not need retraining

398 Zhao and Chellappa

Figure 12 Some images used in the database. The first row are the rotated views,

the second row are the synthesized frontal views, and the third view are the real
frontal views. The first three columns are good image pairs, and the last three
columns are bad pairs
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of the subspace and the LDA classifier, can be improved, and the extent of
the improvement depends on the quality of the virtual views.

13.5 CONCLUSION

We have proposed simple and efficient techniques for processing and recog-
nizing face objects. The characteristics of these techniques are very suitable
for many applications. We first identified two key issues in the face recogni-
tion literature: the illumination and pose problems. We then examined exist-
ing methods of handling these two problems extensively. To handle pose
and illumination problems in a uniform framework, we proposed a reflec-
tance model with varying albedo for the 3D face and introduced a new
concept: the self-ratio image. Finally, we proposed using a 3D model to
synthesize the prototype image from a given image under any lighting and
viewing conditions. This technique alone can be used to synthesize new
images (i.e., enhancing appearance). Adding this technique into existing
subspace LDA systems, we basically propose an enhanced system. In the
future, we plan to improve our method by deforming the 3D model to fit
individuals better or using multiple 3D face models, as in Ref. 20.
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12
lp-Norm Optimum Distortion-
Tolerant Filter for Image
Recognition

Luting Pan and Bahram Javidi
University of Connecticut, Storrs, Connecticut

12.1 INTRODUCTION

Matched filter [1,2] and many of its variations [3–11] have been proposed for
image recognition. In image recognition, it is often desired to design filters or
algorithms that are invariant to deterministic distortions of the target and are
robust to input noise. This means that the filters need to recognize a target
that is contained in the noisy input scene, and this target may be a distorted
version of the reference target. For instance, the target may be a rotated or a
scaled version of the reference target placed in background noise. These
filters are referred to as distortion tolerant filters. The most common
approaches to design these filters are based on training the filter with a set
of distorted versions of the reference targets [12–16]. What distinguishes such
filters from one another is the metric or method used to optimize the filter.

In this chapter, we present the lp-norm optimum distortion-tolerant
filter, which allows greater freedom in adjusting the noise tolerance and
discrimination capability. This filter is based on the lp-norm metric, where
1 � p � 2. It is trained with a set of distorted versions of true targets and is
designed to generate the same filter output peak for all of the training
images. The filter design method is described in Sections 12.2 and 12.3.
The derivation of the filter requires solving a constraint minimization pro-
blem that minimizes the lp-norm metric of the filter output. This metric is
defined to be the weighted sum of the filter output due to the input scene and
the noise. The requirement to generate a constant fixed filter output peak at
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the location of the training targets introduces the constraints. Solving the
above optimization problem for general values of p with multiple con-
straints poses mathematical difficulties that are not present when p ¼ 2.
However, the derived filter has an additional parameter p, which can be
adjusted to control the robustness of the filter and its discrimination cap-
abilities, which a conventional l2-norm filter does not have.

A brief review of the lp-norm filter is given in Section 12.2. The lp-norm
optimum distortion-tolerant filter is developed in Section 12.3. Section 12.4
provides computer simulations to evaluate the performance of the filter.
Section 12.5 summarizes the chapter.

12.2 REVIEW OF THE lp-NORM FILTER

In Ref. 17, a family of linear and nonlinear filters called the lp-norm opti-
mum filters was designed to detect a known target with known scale and
oritentation in the presence of input noise. To introduce our technique, we
provide a brief review of the development of the lp-norm filter [17].

In this section, we use one-dimensional notation for simplicity. The lp-
norm filter is designed to detect a known target rðiÞ in the input scene sðiÞ
which is corrupted by the presence of input noise nðiÞ ½sðiÞ ¼ rðiÞ þ nðiÞ�. The
filter hðiÞ is designed to generate a sharp output peak at the location of the
target while minimizing the pth power of the lp-norm of the output due to
input scene sðiÞ and the pth power of the lp-norm’s mean of the output due to
the additive input noise nðiÞ. The lp-norm of a sequence of J scalars,
c ¼ fcjgJ�1

j¼0 , is given by

kckp ¼
XJ�1

j¼0

jcjjp
 !1=p

ð1Þ

The filter hðiÞ is designed so that the output due to the target r at the origin is

XJ
j¼1

h	ð jÞrð jÞ ¼ C ¼ Cð0Þ ð2aÞ

where the superscript asterisk denotes conjugation and C ¼ Cð0Þ is a posi-
tive constant. The filter must also minimize the lp-norm of the output due to
the noise and the background:

S ¼ a
XJ�1

j¼0

E
XJ�1

l¼0

hð j � 1ÞnðlÞ
�����

�����
p" #

þ b
XJ�1

j¼0

XJ�1

l¼0

hð j � lÞsðlÞ
�����

�����
p

ð2bÞ

where E½�� denotes the expected value and j � j denotes the absolute value.
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Note that Eq. (2b) is the weighted sum of the pth power of the lp-norm
rather than the weighted sum of the lp-norms. This will simplify the analy-
tical solution of the minimization problem of the weighted sum of the pth
power of lp-norms. Also, controlling the size of the pth norm amounts to
controlling the size of the pth power of the norm.

The weights a and b are suitably chosen positive quantities. If the
emphasis is on noise robustness, a is the larger of the two. If the emphasis
is on discrimination, b should be the dominant quantity. The rest of this
section uses a ¼ b ¼ 1.

The minimization problem given by Eqs. (2a) and (2b) is defined in the
spatial domain. In Ref. 17, the lp-norm minimization problem was trans-
ferred into the Fourier domain. Let SðkÞ;RðkÞ;NðkÞ; and HðkÞ denote the
Fourier transfer of sðiÞ; rðiÞ; nðiÞ; and hðiÞ, respectively. Equations (2a) and
(2b) can be stated in the Fourier domain as follows [17]:

Minimize

1

J

XJ�1

k¼0

jHðkÞjq �̂�q þ jSðkÞjq� � ð3aÞ

subject to

XJ�1

k¼0

H	ðkÞRðkÞ ¼ JCð0Þ ð3bÞ

where 1 � p � 2; q � p=ðp� 1Þ, and �̂�q ¼ EjNð jÞjq. The details of this trans-
formation are in Appendix A of Ref. 17.

By solving Eqs. (3a) and (3b) using the Lagrange multiplier method,
for 1 < p � 2, we obtain the lp-norm optimum filter for a single reference
target, as a constant multiple of

H�
q ðkÞ ¼

RðkÞ
�̂�q þ jSðkÞjq
� �1=ðq�1Þ

expði�RðkÞÞ ð4Þ

where �̂�q ¼ EjNð jÞjq and �RðkÞ is the phase of RðkÞ; that is,
RðkÞ ¼ jRðkÞj exp½ j�RðkÞ�. We should point out that Eq. (4) requires the
values of �̂�q ¼ EjNð jÞjq. With few exceptions, this quantity may be difficult
to compute analytically. Therefore, in Ref. 17, �̂�q is determined by using
the lower-bound estimate, EjNðkÞjq � ½� ffiffiffi

J
p �q, where � is the input noise

standard deviation. This estimate holds for q � 2. We can then derive
an approximation of a filter equation for the case q ¼ 1 or p ¼ 1:

H�
1ðkÞ ¼ 1

max½ ffiffiffi
J

p
�; jSðkÞj�

� �
expði�RðkÞÞ ð5Þ
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The reader can find some lower- and upper-bound estimates for various
types of noise processes in Ref. 17.

12.3 DERIVATION OF THE lp-NORM DISTORTION-
TOLERANT FILTER

We now extend the development of the lp-norm distortion tolerant optimum
filter [18] by considering possible multiple true training targets contained in
the input scene. Here, we will be using two-dimensional notation. Let sðx; yÞ
denote the value of the input scene at location ðx; yÞ, where
x; y ¼ 0; 1; 2; . . . ; J � 1. Let nðx; yÞ denote the additive noise [assumed to
be white and wide-sense stationary (WSS), with standard deviation ��. For
i ¼ 1; . . . ; I , where I is the number of training true class targets, let the ith
training target, riðx; yÞ, describe a possible distortion of the true class targets
at ðx; yÞ. We model our noisy input scene by the following equation:

sðx; yÞ ¼ nðx; yÞ þ
XI
i¼1

airiðx; yÞ ð6Þ

In Eq. (6), ai is a binary random variable which takes on values of 0 and 1. It
indicates whether or not the target ri is present in the input scene. For
analytical simplicity, the probability that ai takes on values of 0 or 1
are the same, for i ¼ 1; 2; 3; . . . ; I ; that is, pðai ¼ 1Þ ¼ 1=I and
pðai ¼ 0 ¼ 1� 1=I , where pð�Þ denotes the probability.

Let hðx; yÞ denote the impulse response of the optimum distortion-
tolerant filter and let Hðw; vÞ denote its Fourier transform, where w and v
are the Fourier-domain coordinates. The filter is designed such that the
output at the origin due to ith training true class target riðx; yÞ, located at
the origin, is Ci; that is,

XJ�1

x¼0

XJ�1

y¼0

h	ðx; yÞriðx; yÞ ¼ Cið0; 0Þ ¼ Ci ð7Þ

where i ¼ 1; . . . ; I . In our design, we want the filter to generate equal cor-
relation peak intensities for every training target; that is, all Ci are equal to a
constant C. To achieve discrimination capability, we minimize the pth
power of lp-norm of the output due to the input scene:

Es ¼ khðx; yÞ � sðx; yÞkpp ¼
XJ�1

y¼0

XJ�1

x¼0

Xk�1

k¼0

XJ�1

l¼0

hðx� 1; y� kÞsðl; kÞ
�����

�����
p

ð8Þ
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where � denotes the convolution operation. To achieve noise robustness, we
minimize the expected pth power lp-norm of the output due to the input
noise, nðx; yÞ; that is, we wish to minimize

En ¼ kE½hðx; yÞ � nðx; yÞ�kpp ¼
XJ�1

x¼0

XJ�1

l¼0

E
XJ�1

k¼0

XJ�1

l¼0

hðx� l; y� kÞnðl; kÞ
�����

�����
p

ð9Þ
Thus, we need to minimize the weighted summation of Eqs. (8) and (9);

S ¼ akE½hðx; yÞ � nðx; yÞ�kpp þ bkhðx; yÞ � xðs; yÞkpp ð10Þ
subject to the constraints given by Eq. (7). Note that Eq. (10) is similar to
Eq. (2b). Again, we are minimizing the weighted sum of the pth power of the
lp-norm instead of the weighted sum of the lp-norm. Here, a and b are
positive weights. To repeat, the larger value controls whether the filter is
more discriminant or more noise tolerant, respectively. In our derivation of
the filter, we will assume that a ¼ b ¼ 1.

To simplify the minimization problem given by Eq. (10), we perform
the optimization in the Fourier domain. We refer the reader to Appendix A
of Ref. 17 for the mathematical proof of the transformation to the Fourier
domain. Let Sðw; vÞ and Nðw; vÞ denote the Fourier transforms of sðx; yÞ
and nðx; yÞ, respectively. Let Riðw; vÞ denote the Fourier transform of the ith
training target at riðx; yÞ; then, the problem can be stated in the Fourier
domain as

Minimize

1

J2

XJ�1

w¼0

XJ�1

v¼0

jHðw; vÞjq �̂�q þ jSðw; vÞjq� � ð11Þ

subject to the constraint

XJ�1

w¼0

XJ�1

v¼0

H	ðw; vÞRiðw; vÞ ¼ J2Cið0; 0Þ; i ¼ 1; . . . ; I ð12Þ

where 1 < p � 2; q ¼ p=ðp� 1Þ, and �̂�q ¼ EjðNðw; vÞjq. We will ignore J2 in
Eq. (11) because it is a constant.

Due to multiple constraints [the I constraints given by Eq. (12)], the
minimization problem cannot be solved by the method that was used in Ref.
17. We first break Hðw; vÞ into its real and imaginary components and
denote the real and imaginary part of Hðw; vÞ by aðw; vÞ and bðw; vÞ, respec-
tively. The real and imaginary part of Riðw; vÞ are denoted by ciðw; vÞ and
diðw; vÞ, respectively. Thus, we restate Eq. (12) as follows:
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XJ�1

w¼0

XJ�1

v¼0

f½aðw; vÞ � jbðw; vÞ� � ½ciðw; vÞ þ jdiðw; vÞ�g

¼
XJ�1

w¼0

XJ�1

v¼0

f½aðw; vÞciðw; vÞ þ bðw; vÞdiðw; vÞ� þ j½aðw; vÞdiðw; vÞ

� bðw; vÞciðw; vÞ�g
¼ J2Cið0; 0Þ ð13Þ

Because J2 and Cið0; 0Þ are real, the above equation can be stated in terms of
real variables only as follows:

XJ�1

w¼0

XJ�1

v¼0

½aðw; vÞciðw; vÞ þ bðw; vÞdiðw; vÞ� ¼ J2Cið0; 0Þ ¼ J2Ci ð14aÞ

XJ�1

w¼0

XJ�1

v¼0

½aðw; vÞdiðw; vÞ � bðw; vÞciðw; vÞ� ¼ 0 ð14bÞ

where we are looking for the solutions to the unknowns aðw; vÞ and bðw; vÞ.
We use the Lagrange multiplier method to obtain aðw; vÞ and bðw; vÞ by
solving Eq. (11) subject to the constraints given by Eqs. (14a) and (14b).

More precisely, let

� ¼
XJ�1

w¼0

XJ�1

v¼0

jHðw; vÞjq �̂�q þ jSðw; vÞjq� �

þ
XI
i¼1

�1i J2Ci �
XJ�1

w¼0

XJ�1

v¼0

aðw; vÞciðw; vÞ �
XJ�1

w¼0

XJ�1

v¼0

bðw; vÞdiðw; vÞ
 !

þ
XI
i¼1

�2i 0�
XJ�1

w¼0

XJ�1

v¼0

aðw; vÞdiðw; vÞ þ
XJ�1

w¼0

XJ�1

v¼0

bðw; vÞciðw; vÞ
 !

ð15Þ
where jHðw; vÞj ¼ ½a2ðw; vÞ þ b2ðw; vÞ�1=2 and �1i and �2i are unknown
variables (Lagrange multipliers).

We must find aðw; vÞ, bðw; vÞ, �1i, and �2i such that for each i and each
ðw; vÞ, the following equations are satisfied:

@�

@aðw; vÞ ¼ 0;
@�

@bðw; vÞ ¼ 0

@�

@�1iðw; vÞ
¼ 0;

@�

@�2iðw; vÞ
¼ 0 ð16Þ
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A simple calculation confirms that the Hessian of � with respect to aðw; vÞ
and bðw; vÞ is symmetric and invertible regardless of the values of
aðw; vÞ; bðw; vÞ; �1i, and �2i. Thus, it is positive definite and, consequently,
� has a unique minimum.

The rest of this section is devoted to solving the above set of equations.
To streamline the presentation, we will introduce further notation. In addi-
tion, some of the calculations are carried out in the appendices.

Let Dðw; vÞ ¼ �̂�q þ jSðw; vÞjq,

Ga
w;v ¼

XI
i¼1

�1iciðw; vÞ þ
XI
i¼1

�2idiðw; vÞ

qDðw; vÞ ð17aÞ

and

Gb
w;v ¼

XI
i¼1

�1idiðw; vÞ �
XI
i¼1

�2iciðw; vÞ

qDðw; vÞ ð17bÞ

Now,

@�

@aðw; vÞ ¼ q½a2ðw; vÞ þ b2ðw; vÞ�ðq�2Þ=2aðw; vÞDðw; vÞ

�
XI
i¼1

�1iciðw; vÞ �
XI
i¼1

�2idiðw; vÞ

¼ 0 ð18aÞ
@�

@bðw; vÞ ¼ q½a2ðw; vÞ þ b2ðw; vÞ�ðq�2Þ=2bðw; vÞDðw; vÞ

�
XI
i¼1

�1idiðw; vÞ þ
XI
i¼1

�2iciðw; vÞ

¼ 0 ð18bÞ
In Appendix A, we show that

aðw; vÞ ¼ Ga
w;v

½ðGa
w;vÞ2 þ ðGb

w;vÞ2�ðq�2Þ=2ðq�1Þ ð19aÞ

bðw; vÞ ¼ Gb
w;v

½ðGa
w;vÞ2 þ ðGb

w;vÞ2�ðq�2Þ=2ðq�1Þ ð19bÞ

However, both Ga
w;v and Gb

w;v depend on the unknowns �1i and �2i. We now
concentrate on obtaining �1i and �2i in terms of known quantities.
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Replacing aðw; vÞ and bðw; vÞ in Eqs. (14a) and (14b) with Eqs. (19a) and
(19b), we obtain

XJ�1

w¼0

XJ�1

v¼0

�
Ga

w;v

½ðGa
w;vÞ2 þ ðGb

w;vÞ2�ðq�2Þ=2ðq�1Þ ciðw; vÞ

þ Gb
w;v

½ðGa
w;vÞ2 þ ðGb

w;vÞ2�ðq�2Þ=2ðq�1Þ diðw; vÞ
�

¼ J2Ci ð20aÞ
XJ�1

w¼0

XJ�1

v¼0

�
Ga

w;v

½ðGa
w;vÞ2 þ ðGb

w;vÞ2�ðq�2Þ=2ðq�1Þ diðw; vÞ

� Gb
w;v

½ðGa
w;vÞ2 þ ðGb

w;vÞ2�ðq�2Þ=2ðq�1Þ ciðw; vÞ
�
¼ 0 ð20bÞ

Solving �1i and �2i directly using Eqs. (19a) and (19b) does not seem possible
because both the numerator and the denominator depend on unknowns �1i
and �2i. Therefore, we first derive an expression for the denominators of
Eqs. (20a) and (20b). We denote the denominator by Lq

w;v:

Lq
w;v ¼ ½ðGa

w;vÞ2 þ ðGb
w;vÞ2�ðq�2Þ=2ðq�1Þ ð21Þ

In Appendix B, an expression for Lq
w;v is obtained in terms of known quan-

tities. More precisely, in Appendix B it is shown that

Lq
w;v ¼ ½ðGq

w;vÞ2 þ ðGq
w;vÞ2�ðq�2Þ=2q�2 ¼ ½O2

1ðw; vÞ þO2
2ðw; vÞ�ðq�2Þ=2 ð22Þ

where O1ðw; vÞ and O2ðw; vÞ depend only on the known quantities, namely
the training targets. The actual expression for O1ðw; vÞ, and O2ðw; vÞ require
considerable notational setup and are therefore relegated to Appendix B.

With values of the denominator Lq
w;v [given by Eq. (22) and Appendix

B] in hand, we can solve Eqs. (20a) and (20b) for the unknowns �1i and �2i.
More precisely, by substituting the values of Lq

w;v given by Eq. (22) into Eqs.
(20a) and (20b) and by replacing Ga

w;v and Gb
w;v in the numerator with the

values given by Eqs. (17a) and (17b), we obtain

XI
i¼1

�1i
XJ�1

w¼0

XJ�1

v¼0

ciðw; vÞcpðw; vÞ þ diðw; vÞdpðw; vÞ
½O2

1ðw; vÞ þO2
2ðw; vÞ�ðq�2Þ=2qDðw; vÞ

þ
XI
i¼1

�2i
XJ�1

w¼0

XJ�1

v¼0

diðw; vÞcpðw; vÞ � ciðw; vÞdpðw; vÞ
½O2

1ðw; vÞ þO2
2ðw; vÞ�ðq�2Þ=2qDðw; vÞ

¼ J2Cp ð23aÞ
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XI
i¼1

�1i
XJ�1

w¼0

XJ�1

v¼0

ciðw; vÞdpðw; vÞ þ diðw; vÞcpðw; vÞ
½O2

1ðw; vÞ þO2
2ðw; vÞ�ðq�2Þ=2qDðw; vÞ

þ
XI
i¼1

�2i
XJ�1

w¼0

XJ�1

v¼0

diðw; vÞdpðw; vÞ � ciðw; vÞcpðw; vÞ
½O2

1ðw; vÞ þO2
2ðw; vÞ�ðq�2Þ=2qDðw; vÞ

¼ 0 ð23bÞ
Now, the Lagrange multipliers �1i and �2i can be solved for to complete the
derivation of aðw; vÞ and bðw; vÞ. In Appendix C, we solve Eqs. (23a) and
(23b) for �1i and �2i. Thus, the solution for the minimization problem given
by Eq. (11) subject to constraints given by Eq. (12) is a constant multiple of

Hðw; vÞ ¼ aðw; vÞ þ jbðw; vÞ

¼
"XI

i¼1

�1iciðw; vÞ þ
XI
i¼1

�2idiðw; vÞ

þ j
XI
i¼1

�1idiðw; vÞ �
XI
i¼1

�2iciðw; vÞ
 !#

f½O2
1ðw; vÞ þO2

2ðw; vÞ�ðq�2Þ=2qDðw; vÞg�1

¼

XI
i¼1

½ð�1i � �2iÞRiðw; vÞ�

½O2
1ðw; vÞ þO2

2ðw; vÞ�ðq�2Þ=2qDðw; vÞ ð24Þ

where Riðw; vÞ ¼ ciðw; vÞ þ jdiðw; vÞ½1 < p � 2; q ¼ p=ðp� 1Þ�, Dðw; vÞ ¼
�̂�q þ jSðw; vÞjq, and �̂�q ¼ EjNðw; vÞjq. �1i and �2i are solved for in
Appendix C, and the values of O1ðw; vÞ and O2ðw; vÞ are solved for in
Appendix B.

12.4 PERFORMANCE OF THE lp-NORM DISTORTION-
TOLERANT FILTERS

In this section, we perform some computer simultations to analyze the
performance of the lp-norm distortion-tolerant filter. The target distortion
that we consider in the simulation is out-of-plane rotation. The input noise
is computer generated. We add overlapping additive noise ½nðiÞ in Eq. (6)] to
the entire scene, including the target, and nonoverlapping noise that is
added only to the background of the target [7]. Here, nonoverlapping
noise means that the noise is placed in the background around the targets.
An overlapping noise distorts the entire input scene, including any targets in
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the scene. Different input noise statistics are used. Because this chapter only
proves the concept of the lp-norm distortion-tolerant filter and presents its
derivation, we do not go further in detail to derive or to prove the optimum
value of p toward any realistic noise. We merely demonstrate how a better
performance can be achieved through varying the value of p by our com-
puter simulation. Thus, we choose the noises available on our computer
simulation tool, and they may not represent any realistic noise. The opti-
mum p value for a specific noise will need more extended research in the
future.

First, we define and describe the receiver operating characteristics
curve (ROC). It is used to compare the relative performance of the lp-
norm distortion-tolerant filter for different values of p. The curve plots
the probability of detection ðPdÞ versus the probability of false alarm ðPfaÞ
for a range of threshold values and given input noise.

In general, a large amount of simulated data is required to evaluate Pd

and Pfa. In our simulation, 200 samples were used to approximate the
probability density function [19]. Because the sampling pool is relatively
small, we use Parzen’s estimator [19,20] to obtain a smooth probability
density function. This estimator falls in the general category of a nonpara-
metric estimation method. The smoothing kernel is chosen to be a Gaussian
function with zero mean and unity variance [17]. The method is based on the
idea that the density function is smooth. As far as we know, there are no
definitive rules for choosing the kernel, and the choice of a Gaussian is
generally considered reasonable.

We use a set of training targets to generate the distortion-tolerant
filter. This set of true training targets has 10 out-of-plane rotated distor-
tions, shown in Fig. 1. The training set covers the range of out-of-plane
rotations from 08 to 908 with increments of 108. Zero degrees represents the
front view of the car.

In the following simulations, we add noise with different statistics into
the input scene. The lp-norm optimum filter in Eq. (24) with different values
of p is used to detect the true target.

In the simulations reported in Figs. 2, 4, 6, and 8, we use training
target 1 of Fig. 1, which has an out-of-plane rotation of 08. Additive
noise with differrent statistics is used in each figure. In Figs. 3, 5, 7, and
9, we have three targets in the input scene. The output peak marked by No. I
is due to a true class training target with 08 of rotation. The output peak
marked by No. II is due to a nontraining true class target with 158 of
rotation. The output peak marked by No. III is due to a false object. The
nontraining true target with 158 of rotation is chosen to represent the worst
distortion between 108 and 208. Also, we corrupted the input scene by add-
ing noise with different statistics.
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Realistic input-scene noise is modeled as color noise [20]. We obtain
computer-generated color noise by passing the random white noise
through a two-dimensional Gaussian filter function with a Fourier plane
bandwidth equal to the desired color-noise power spectrum bandwidth
BW. In this experiment, color noise has a chi-square distribution with
one degree of freedom. In Fig. 2, the input noise is nonoverlapping back-
ground zero-mean color noise, with standard deviation of 0.7. The
Gaussian transfer function used to create the color noise has a bandwidth
equal to one-fourth of the size of the input scene. In this simulation, p ¼
1:2 produces the best ROC.

We add overlapping color noise to the entire scene and nonoverlap-
ping color noise to the background of the target shown in Fig. 3a. The
standard deviations of the overlapping and nonoverlapping noises are equal
to 0.2 and 0.4, respectively. The noisy scene is shown in Fig. 3b. In Figs. 3c,
3d, and 3e, we present the filter output produced by p ¼ 1:8, p ¼ 1:5, and
p ¼ 1:3, respectively. We observe that p ¼ 1:3 has the best result.

Figure 4 presents the ROC curves when the input noise has Poisson
distribution with parameter 0.4. It is computer processed to have zero mean.
Based on the result, we observe that p ¼ 1:6 produces the best performance
in these simulations.

In Fig. 5, overlapping noise with standard deviation of 0.3 is added to
the entire input scene. Nonoverlapping noise having standard deviation of
0.4 is placed in the background around the targets. Both types of noise are
Poisson distributed. The resulting noisy scene is shown in Fig. 5b. Both
sources of noise are adjusted to have zero mean. In Figs. 5c, 5d, and 5e,
we present the filter output produced by the lp-norm distrotion-tolerant filter
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Figure 1 A set of training true targets with different out-of-plane rotational dis-

tortions from 08 to 908 with increments of 108 (i.e., 08; 108; . . . ; 808). Zero degrees
(target 1) represents the front view of the car.
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for values of p ¼ 1:8; p ¼ 1:6; and p ¼ 1:4, respectively. It appears that p ¼
1:6 produces the best result in these simulations.

In Fig. 6, the input noise has a Rayleigh distribution. The standard
deviation (�) for both the overlapping and nonoverlapping noise is equal to
0.4, p ¼ 1:8 produces the best performance in these simulations.

Figure 7 illustrates the effect of computer-generated overlapping noise
with standard deviation of 0.3 and nonoverlapping noise with standard
deviation of 0.4. Both sources of noise have Rayleigh distribution, adjusted
to have zero mean. The resulting noisy scene is shown in Fig. 7b. In Figs. 7c,
7d, and 7e, we present the filter output for values of p ¼ 2; p ¼ 1:8; and
p ¼ 1:6, respectively. It appears that p ¼ 1:8 produces the best result in these
simulations.

In Fig. 8, the input noise is overlapping additive white Gaussian noise,
with a standard deviation of 1. We compare the relative performance of the
filter for different values of p. It is clear that p ¼ 2 produces the best per-
formance, as expected.

Figure 9a shows three images in the input scene: one training true class
target marked by I, one nontraining true class target marked by II, and one

360 Pan and Javidi

Figure 2 Performance of the lp-norm distortion-invariant filter with different value
of p when the input scene has overlapping color noise added to the entire scene. The

noise has a chi-square distribution with one degree of freedom. The standard devia-
tion (�) of the color noise is 0.7. The results of the lp-norm filters with p ¼ 1:2; p ¼
1:4; p ¼ 1:7; and p ¼ 2 are plotted and indicated by x, �, 	, and –, respectively.
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Figure 3 (a) Three objects in the input scene: one true class training target (I), one

nontraining true class target (II), and one false object (III). (b) Noisy input scene.
The input noise has the same statistics as in Fig. 2. Parts (c), (d), and (e) present the
filter output produced by p ¼ 1:8; p ¼ 1:5; and p ¼ 1:3, respectively.
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Figure 3 (Continued).

Figure 4 Performance of the lp-norm distortion-invariant filter with different
values of p when the input scene has additive overlapping noise and nonoverlapping
(background) noise with Poisson distribution. The standard deviation (�) of the

overlapping and nonoverlapping noise are both equal to 0.4. The results of the lp-
norm filters with p ¼ 1:4; p ¼ 1:6; and p ¼ 1:8 are plotted and indicated by 	, –, and
x, respectively.
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Figure 5 (a) Three images used in the input scene: one true class training target (I),
one nontraining true class target (II), and one false object (III). (b) Noisy input scene.

The input noise has the same statistics as in Fig. 4. Parts (c), (d), and (e) present the
filter output produced by p ¼ 1:8; p ¼ 1:6; and p ¼ 1:4, respectively.
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Figure 5 (Continued).

Figure 6 Performance of the lp-norm distortion-invariant filter with different

values of p when the input scene has additive overlapping noise and nonoverlapping
noise with Rayleigh distribution. The standard deviation ð�Þ of the overlapping noise
and nonoverlapping noise are both equal to 0.4. The ROC curves of the lp-norm

filters with p ¼ 1:6; p ¼ 1:8; and p ¼ 2 are plotted and indicated by 	, –, and x,
respectively.
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Figure 7 (a) Three images in the input scene: one true class training target (I), one

nontraining true class target (II), and one false object (III). (b) Noisy input scene.
The input noise has the same statistics as in Fig. 6. Parts (c), (d), and (e) present the
filter output produced by p ¼ 2; p ¼ 1:8; and p ¼ 1:6, respectively.
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Figure 7 (Continued).

Figure 8 Relative performance of the lp-norm distortion-tolerant filter for different
values of p when the input scene has additive overlapping noise that has Gaussian

distribution. The standard deviation ð�Þ of the overlapping noise is 1. The results of
the lp-norm filters for p ¼ 1:6; p ¼ 1:7; and p ¼ 2 are plotted and indicated by �, 	,
and x, respectively.
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false object marked by III. We then add to the input scene overlapping noise
with standard deviation of 0.5 and nonoverlapping background noise with
standard deviation of 0.5 (SNR ¼ �10 dB). The resulting scene is shown in
Fig. 9b. In Figs. 9c, 9d, and 9e, we present the filter output produced by the
filter for values of p ¼ 1:9; p ¼ 1:7; and p ¼ 1:5, respectively. We see that
p ¼ 1:9 has the lowest noise floor in these simulations.

12.5 CONCLUSIONS

We obtained and solved a constraint minimization problem in the Fourier
domain to develop a family of distortion-tolerant filters. They are derived
by minimizing the pth powers of both the lp-norm filter of output due to
the input scene and the filter output due to the input noise. Thus, a family
of nonlinear composite filters is designed that is lp-norm optimum in
terms of noise tolerance and discrimination capability, where p ranges
from 1 to 2.

We used receiver operator characteristic (ROC) curves to test the
performance of the lp-norm distortion tolerant filters. Our simulation results
showed that for different types of input noise, the performance of the filter
can be improved by choosing the appropriate index p. Thus, lp-norm filters
allow greater freedom in adjusting the noise tolerance and discrimination
capability.

We have not provided an analytical procedure to determine the best
value of p which optimizes the output for a specific noise. We merely demon-
strate the potential of using the lp-norm distortion-tolerant filter to design a
system that produces an optimum output under different noise statistics.
Further research is required in this direction. However, based on a limited
number of simulations, we have noted that, under certain input noise, the
performance of the lp-norm filter improves as p is varied. Limited computer
simulations indicate that the filter performance improves when p is not equal
to 2 for non-Gaussian color input noise (which is generally the case for
background clutter).
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Figure 9 (a) Three images in the input scene: one true class training target (I), one
nontraining true class target (II), and one false object (III). (b) An overlapping and a

nonoverlapping zero-mean Gaussian noise both with standard deviations equal to
0.5, is added to the scene (SNR¼ �10 dB). In parts (c), (d), and (e) we present the
filter output produced by p ¼ 1:9; p ¼ 1:7; and p ¼ 1:5, respectively
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APPENDICES

Appendix A

In this appendix, we find expressions for aðw; vÞ and bðw; vÞ in terms of the
known values and the Lagrange multipliers �1i and �2i as given by Eqs.
(17) and (18).

Let Dðw; vÞ ¼ �̂�q þ jSðw; vÞjq. Note that Eqs. (18a) and (18b) can be
written as

½aðw; vÞ2 þ bðw; vÞ2�ðq�2Þ=2aðw; vÞ ¼

XI
i¼1

�1iciðw; vÞ þ
XI
i¼1

�2iðw; vÞ

qDðw; vÞ
ðA1aÞ

½a2ðw; vÞ þ b2ðw; vÞ�ðq�2Þ=2bðw; vÞ ¼

XI
i¼1

�1idiðw; vÞ �
XI
i¼1

�2iciðw; vÞ

qDðw; vÞ
ðA1bÞ
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Figure 9 (Continued).
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Recall that, by definition,

Ga
w;v ¼

XI
i¼1

�liciðw; vÞ þ
XI
i¼1

�2idiðw; vÞ

qDðw; vÞ ðA2aÞ

Gb
w;v ¼

XI
i¼1

�1idiðw; vÞ �
XI
i¼1

�2iciðw; vÞ

qDðw; vÞ ðA2bÞ

Dividing Eqs. (A1a) by (A1b), and squaring the result, we obtain

aðw; vÞ
bðw; vÞ
� �2

¼ Ga
w;v

Gb
w;v

� �2
ðA3Þ

Substituting Eq. (A3) into Eqs. (A1a) and (A1b) and solving the equations
for aðw; vÞ and bðw; vÞ, we obtain

aðw; vÞ ¼ Ga
w;v

½ðGa
w;vÞ2 þ ðGb

w;vÞ2�ðq�2Þ=2ðq�1Þ ðA4aÞ

bðw; vÞ ¼ Gb
w;v

½ðGa
w;vÞ2 þ ðGb

w;vÞ2�ðq�2Þ=2ðq�1Þ ðA4bÞ

Appendix B

In this appendix we will find an expression for Lq
w;v in terms of known

quantities, where

Dðw; vÞ ¼ �̂�q þ jSðw; vÞjq; Lq
w;v ¼ ½ðGa

w;vÞ2 þ ðGb
w;vÞ2�ðq�2Þ=2ðq�1Þ

Ga
w;v ¼

XI
i¼1

�1iciðw; vÞ þ
XI
i¼1

�2idiðw; vÞ

qDðw; vÞ
ðB1aÞ

Gb
w;v ¼

XI
i¼1

�1idiðw; vÞ �
XI
i¼1

�2iciðw; vÞ

qDðw; vÞ
ðB1bÞ

Let Eðw; vÞ ¼ Ga
w;v=L

q
w;v and Fðw; vÞ ¼ Gb

w;v=L
q
w;c, then,

E2ðw; vÞ þ F2ðw; vÞ ¼ ðGa
w;vÞ2 þ ðGb

w;vÞ2
½ðGa

w;vÞ2 þ ðGb
w;vÞ2�ðq�2Þ=ðq�1Þ ¼ ðLq

w;vÞ2=ðq�2Þ ðB2Þ
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Thus, in order to find an expression for Lq
w;v in terms of known quantities, it

suffices to find E2ðw; vÞ þ F2ðw; vÞ.
Define the following vectors:

V1 ¼ ½Eð0; 0Þ Eð0; 1Þ � � � Eð0; J � 1Þ Eð1; 0Þ Eð1; 1Þ � � � Eð1; J � 1Þ � � �
EðJ � 1; 0Þ EðJ � 1; 1Þ � � � EðJ � 1; J � 1Þ�

V2 ¼ ½Fð0; 0Þ Fð0; 1Þ � � � Fð0; J � 1Þ Fð1; 0Þ Fð1; 1Þ � � �
Fð1; J � 1Þ � � � FðJ � 1; 0Þ FðJ � 1; 1Þ � � � FðJ � 1; J � 1Þ�

Let V ¼ ½V1 V2�T , where the superscript T denotes the transpose.
Therefore, V is a 2J2-dimensional vector ð2J2 � 1 matrix).

For the ith training target, we define the following J2-dimensional
vectors ðJ2 � 1 matrix):

ci ¼ ½cið0; 0Þ cið0; 1Þ � � � cið0; J � 1Þ cið1; 0Þ � � � cið1; j � 1Þ � � �
ciðJ � 1; 0Þ � � � ciðJ � 1; J � 1Þ�T

di ¼ ½dið0; 0Þ dið0; 1Þ � � � dið0; J � 1Þ dið1; 0Þ � � � dið1; j � 1Þ � � �
diðJ � 1; 0Þ � � � diðJ � 1; J � 1Þ�T

where i ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; I . Note that ciðw; vÞ and diðw; vÞ are the real and imagin-
ary components of Riðw; vÞ, respectively. Let

W1 ¼ ½c1 � � � cI �T
W2 ¼ ½d1 � � � dI �T

Therefore, W1 and W2 are I � J2 matrices. Let

W ¼
W1 W2

W2 �W1

" #

and

P ¼ ½J2C1 � � � J2CI 0 � � � 0�T ðB3Þ
Then, Eqs. (20a) and (20b) can be written as

WV ¼ P ðB4Þ
where V ¼ ½V1 V2�T is the unknown vector defined previously. Note that
Eq. (B4) does not have a unique solution because W is a singular matrix.
Thus, we opt to choose the minimum energy solution. To that end, note
that

W
T
WV ¼ W

T
P ðB5Þ
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Note that W
T
W is a non-negative definite matrix and it depends on the

training targets; therefore, for all practical purposes, we may assume that it
is invertible. Because, otherwise, by slightly changing the value of one of the
entries, the matrix can be changed to a nonsingular matrix. Solving Eq. (B5)
for V, we obtain

V ¼
V1

V2

" #
¼ ðWT

WÞ�1
W

T
P �

O1

O2

" #
ðB6Þ

where

O1 ¼ ½O1ð0; 0Þ O1ð0; 1Þ � � � ðO1ð0; J � 1Þ O1ð1; 0Þ � � � O1ð1; J � 1Þ � � �
O1ðJ � 1; 0Þ � � � O1ðJ � 1; J � 1Þ�T

and

O2 ¼ ½O2ð0; 0Þ O2ð0; 1Þ � � � ðO2ð0; J � 1Þ O2ð1; 0Þ � � � O2ð1; J � 1Þ � � �
O2ðJ � 1; 0Þ � � � O2ðJ � 1; J � 1Þ�T

that is,

V1ðw; vÞ ¼ Eðw; vÞ ¼ O1ðw; vÞ and V2ðw; vÞ ¼ Fðw; vÞ ¼ O2ðw; vÞ
ðB7Þ

Combining Eqs. (B2) and (B7), we obtain

Lq
w;v ¼ ½ðGq

w;vÞ2 þ ðGq
w;vÞ2�ðq�2Þ=ð2q�2Þ ¼ ½O2

1ðw; vÞ þO2
2ðw; vÞ�ðq�2Þ=2

ðB8Þ

Appendix C

In this appendix we solve Eqs. (23a) and (23b) for the Lagrange multipliers
�1i and �2i in terms of the known quantities. Recall that Lagrange multiplier
for the ith constraint equations (14a) and (14b) are �1i and �2i. Let

�1 ¼ ½�11 �12 � � � �1I �T and �2 ¼ ½�21 �22 � � � �2I �T ðC1Þ
where, as earlier, the superscript T denotes transpose. As in the main text, Ri

denotes the Fourier transform of the ith training target. ci and di are the real
and imaginary parts of Ri. Note that Ri, ci, and di are J � J matrices and
Riðw; vÞ; ciðw; vÞ; and diðw; vÞ denote their values at ðw; vÞ. Let Ci be the
correlation output peak for the ith training target; then,

C ¼ ½C1 C2 � � � CI �T ðC2Þ
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Let A and B be I � I matrices defined by

Ai;j ¼
XJ�1

w¼0

XJ�1

v¼0

ciðw; vÞcjðw; vÞ þ diðw; vÞdjðw; vÞ
½O2

1ðw; vÞ þO2
2ðw; vÞ�ðq�2Þ=2qDðw; vÞ

" #
ðC3aÞ

Bi;j ¼
XJ�1

w¼0

XJ�1

v¼0

diðw; vÞcjðw; vÞ þ ciðw; vÞdjðw; vÞ
½O2

1ðw; vÞ þO2
2ðw; vÞ�ðq�2Þ=2qDðw; vÞ

" #
ðC3bÞ

where O1ðw; vÞ and O2ðw; vÞ are given by Eq. (B6) and Dðw; vÞ ¼
�̂�q þ jSðw; vÞjq.

Thus, Eqs. (23a) and (23b) can be rewritten as

�T1 Aþ �T2 B ¼ J2
C

T ðC4aÞ
��T1 Bþ �T2 A ¼ 0 ðC4bÞ

Note that because A and B are symmetric, non-negative definite, we may
assume A

�1 and B
�1 exist.

Equations (C4a) and (C4b) form a linear system of equations, which
we can solve for �1 and �2 and obtain

�T1 ¼ J2
C

T ðAþ BA
�1
BÞ�1 ðC5aÞ

�T2 ¼ J2
C

T ðAþ BA
�1
BÞ�1

BA
�1 ðC5bÞ
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and Tracking
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14.1 INTRODUCTION

In this chapter, the design of an on-board processor which enables recogni-
tion of a given road sign from a vehicle in motion is presented. A safety
system to be installed in vehicles could be based on this processor in order to
automatically detect and identify road signs. Afterward, the recognition
system could make an objective decision according to the information
detected. One of the greatest difficulties in achieving this goal lies in the
number of different distortions that may simultaneously modify the refer-
ence sign. Variations in scale, in-plane and out-of-plane rotations, back-
ground clutter, partially occluded signs, and variable illumination are
some examples of distortions that can affect road signs. To overcome
these problems, a number of techniques have been studied in pattern recog-
nition [1–13]. Some of them have been applied to road sign recognition. For
instance, an optical correlator for scale-invariant road sign detection was
proposed in Refs. 14 and 15. Recently, partial tolerance to in-plane rota-
tions and scale invariance has been obtained by using partially invariant
filters in a multiple correlator [16,17].

In general, a given recognition technique is designed to provide
satisfactory results when dealing with a particular distortion of the object.
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However, the same strategy usually gives poorer results if another type of
distortion affects the object. Analysis and comparison of different techni-
ques are carried out in this work. A recognition system simultaneously
scale invariant and tolerant to slight tilts or out-of-plane rotations due to
different view angles of the acquisition system is obtained by combining
various strategies. Tolerance to illumination fluctuations is needed in order
to enable a recognition system to work under different illumination or
weather conditions. Robustness to cluttered background is also important
for a road sign recognition processor that analyzes images captured in real
environments.

The proposed distortion-tolerant processor is based on a nonlinear
correlator [18], which is described in detail in Section 14.2. Some principles
of pattern recognition based on digital image processing are introduced in
the same section. Section 14.3 concentrates on some filtering techniques
applied to distortion-tolerant systems. In Section 14.4, the influence on
the recognition system of a variety of distortions, such as scale variations
and in-plane and out-of-plane rotations, is studied. Section 14.5 considers
postprocessing of the correlation results to improve road sign recognition
results. Section 14.6 presents the application of the proposed distortion-
tolerant recognition system to images with real cluttered background and
which include road signs affected by several of the aforementioned distor-
tions. A summary is presented in Section 14.7 to conclude the work.

14.2 PATTERN RECOGNITION BY IMAGE PROCESSING

14.2.1 Linear and Nonlinear Correlators

The correlation operator can compute a measure of similarity between two
objects. The mathematical expression of correlation between two functions,
sðx; yÞ and rðx; yÞ, is defined by [19,20]

cðx; yÞ ¼ sðx; yÞ � rðx; yÞ ¼
ð1
�1

ð1
�1

sð�; �Þr	ð� � x; �� yÞ d� d� ð1Þ

where the asterisk denotes the complex conjugate and � correlation. If
functions sðx; yÞ and rðx; yÞ describe a scene to be analyzed and a reference
target, respectively, correlation between them is a measure of the overlap-
ping of objects contained in the scene and the reference. In that sense,
correlation could be considered as an estimation of their degree of similarity.

Correlation can be also expressed in terms of Fourier transforms. If
the hat symbol ^ is used to denote the Fourier transform of a function, the
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correlation operation expressed in Eq. (1) can be defined in an equivalent
way by [19,20]

cðx; yÞ ¼ TF�1fŝsðx; yÞr̂r	ðx; yÞg ð2Þ

where TF�1 represents the inverse Fourier transform.
Equation (2) shows that correlation between two functions can be

obtained by multiplying their Fourier transforms in the frequency domain
and by inverse Fourier transforming this product. Because Fourier trans-
forms and product operations can be achieved optically, correlation between
two functions can also be implemented optically. Systems that perform
correlation are named corrrelators and they permit real-time processing of
a large amount of information using optics. The combination of advantages
given by optics along with some properties provided by electronics has made
feasible the implementation of powerful hybrid optoelectronic processors
for solving different pattern recognition tasks.

Linear corrrelators described by Eq. (1) have many limitations for
recognizing objects in background noise. In addition, these correlators are
not tolerant to image distortions such as scale, rotation, and illumination
fluctuations [21–25]. Applying different spatial filtering techniques prior to
multiplying the Fourier transforms in the frequency domain permits one to
overcome these problems. For instance, it is possible to recognize an object
that presents some distortions such as scale variations or rotations, or even
to detect an object when the signal is degraded by noise [1–12].

When a nonlinear operator modifies Fourier transforms of the scene
and the reference target, we consider the processor to be a nonlinear corre-
lator [18]. Figure 1 contains a detailed scheme of the operations performed
in a nonlinear processor. In this work, nonlinear filtering is being used in the
correlator due to its superior performance in comparison with linear filtering
techniques in terms of discrimination capability, correlation peak sharpness,
and noise robusness [10–11,18]. In a kth-law processor [18], the nonlinear
operator applied symmetrically to the scene and to the reference Fourier
transforms is defined by

gð f̂f Þ ¼ sgnð f̂f Þj f̂f jk exp½i

f̂f
�; k � 1 ð3Þ

Parameter k controls the strength of the applied nonlinearity. For
k ¼ 1, a linear filtering technique is obtained, whereas k ¼ 0 leads to a
binarizing nonlinearity. Intermediate values of k permit one to vary the
features of the processor, such as its discrimination capability or its illumi-
nation invariance. The precise index k needs to be determined to obtain a
good performance of the processor depending on the application.
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14.2.2 Metrics for Recognition Evaluation

There exists many different metrics to evaluate correlation filter performance.
Some of them are described in summarizing works elsewhere [26]. To evalu-
ate correlation results in our experiments, we will use a criterion based on the
peak-to-correlation energy (PCE) parameter, which is defined as [26]

PCE ¼ jcð0; 0Þj2Ð Ð jcðx; yÞj2 dx dy ð4Þ

This parameter measures the ratio between the intensity value of the
output peak at the target location ðjcð0; 0Þj2Þ and the total energy of the
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Figure 1 Diagram of a nonlinear processor.
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output plane ðÐ Ð jcðx; yÞj2 dx dyÞ. In general, a high and sharp correlation
peak is expected when there is an object in the scene that matches the
reference target, thus leading to a high value for the PCE parameter. A
better match between an object of the scene and the reference, a closer
value to unity for the PCE parameter will be reached. For this reason,
PCE parameter seems to be a reliable criterion on which to base the final
recognition decision.

A thresholding operation permits one to accept a true target or to
reject a false object. The threshold level is sometimes established arbitrarily.
However, it can be also determined by means of a learning algorithm. A set
of training images, containing true targets and false objects, permits one to
measure the probability of error in the recognition process depending on the
threshold value. A final threshold level for the recognition procedure is
established by considering a null probability of error in the identification
of the training objects. In our case, based on the PCE criterion, objects that
obtain PCE values above the threshold are considered as true targets. On
the contrary, PCE values below the threshold imply the rejection of the
object in the recognition process.

Another assumption could be taken into account. Sometimes, objects
contained in the analyzed scene are compared, simultaneously or sequen-
tially, to different reference targets. In such a situation, different correlation
planes are computed for each scene. The final recognition result for the
analyzed scene can be processed in different ways depending on arithmetic
or logical operations applied to the correlation outputs. In this work, a
winner-take-all model is used. The PCE parameter is computed for all the
output planes and the output plane with the maximum PCE value is selected
as the final response of the system. Only if the maximum PCE value is above
the threshold, established in the learning process, will an object contained in
the scene be recognized as similar to the target.

14.3 NONLINEAR FILTERING TECHNIQUES FOR
DISTORTION-TOLERANT RECOGNITION

Different approaches to obtain distortion-tolerant recognition systems exist.
They have in common the need of storing information of the reference target
taking into account different distortions that can affect it.

The most straightforward way to keep the information of the dis-
torted versions of a target is to design a single filter for each type of
distortion to be considered. In this case, we talk about a filter bank. To
determine if a target, distorted or not, is included in a given scene, it is
necessary to correlate the scene with the multiple filters belonging to the
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bank. This technique could be time-consuming. To avoid a large comput-
ing time, composite filters were introduced.

In a general approach, the information included in a composite filter
consists of various views of the target under different situations (different
rotation angles, scale variations, changes in illumination, etc.). The synthesis
of all of the information in a unique composite filter is carried out by taking
into account different constraints. The constraint operation used in the
synthesis of a composite filter provides desirable features for the correlation
output, such as sharp correlations peaks, noise robustness, a low-output
noise floor, and so forth.

The principal advantage of a composite filter in front of a bank of
filters is the reduction of time in the processing step. Only a single correla-
tion can be enough to compare a given image with the whole set of distorted
versions of the sought reference. However, composite filters can sometimes
lack noise robustness and discrimination capability. The number of images
(distorted versions) of the reference included in a composite filter should be
limited in order to obtain a successful recognition performance.

In this work, Fourier-plane nonlinear filters [10,11] are used as com-
posite nonlinear filters. They are modifications of other well-known distor-
tion-invariant filters [1,2]. It has been shown that Fourier-plane nonlinear
filters have tolerance to in-plane and out-of-plane rotations, as well as good
performance in the presence of different types of noise [10,11]. The kth-law
equal-correlation-peak synthetic discriminant function (ECP-SDF) is tested
in the following simulation experiments to design a distortion-tolerant road
sign recognition system.

14.3.1 k th-Law ECP-SDF

Let s1ðx; yÞ; s2ðx; yÞ; . . . ; sNðx; yÞ represent N training images. Let P be the
total number of pixels contained in each image. Instead of a matrix to
represent an image, we use a vector notation by means of lexicographic
ordering. A P-element column vector is obtained for each image by rear-
ranging the rows of the matrix. This operation is performed from left to
right and from top to bottom. We construct a training data image S that
has the vector si as its ith column. Therefore, S is a P�N matrix. The
lexicographical ordered composite filter hðx; yÞ (i.e., ECP–SDF) can be
expressed as [1]

h ¼ SðSþ
SÞ�1

c
	 ð5Þ

where S
þ is the complex-conjugate transpose of S, and ð Þ�1 denotes the

inverse matrix. Vector c contains the desired cross-corrleation peak value
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for each training image, and c
	 is the complex conjugate of c. Equation (5)

can be rewritten in the frequency domain as

ĥh ¼ ŜSðŜSþ
ŜSÞ�1

c
	 ð6Þ

where the hat symbol ^ denotes Fourier transform. The kth-law nonlinear
composite filter is obtained by replacing ŜS in Eq. (6) by ŜS

k, where nonli-
nearity is applied on each element of the matrix. The nonlinear operator for
the element of rth row and lth column of ŜSk is defined as

jSrljk expð j
srl Þ ð7Þ
and the corresponding kth-law ECP–SDF filter is [10,11]

ĥh
k ¼ ŜS

k½ðŜSkÞþŜSk��1
c
	 ð8Þ

14.4 ROAD SIGN RECOGNITION SYSTEM TOLERANT TO
VARIOUS DISTORTIONS

In this section, we separately analyze tolerance of the proposed recognition
system to scale variations and in-plane and out-of-plane rotations of the
objects. A scale-invariant road sign recognition system is introduced in
Section 14.4.1. A description of the procedure that allows the system’s
invariance to scale modifications of the object is provided. An accurate
analysis could be found in a previous work [27]. The most relevant conclu-
sions of that work are pointed out in Section 14.4.1. Distortions due to both
types of rotation, in plane and out of plane, are studied in detail in Sections
14.4.2 and 14.4.3, respectively. Recognition results are also provided.

There are some common steps in the analysis of the aforementioned
distortions. Several images have been captured in a real environment. A stop
sign is being used as a true target to be detected. Pictures containing a stop
sign have been divided into two groups: the set of true target images that
train the recognition system, and a different set of nontraining stop signs for
testing the system’s performance. Another set of images containing a differ-
ent road sign (false object) is used to train the system and to test its dis-
crimination capability. A training target, a nontraining target, and a false
object are shown in Figs. 2a, 2b, and 2c, respectively. Nonlinear filtering for
image processing is carried out by centering the training true targets on a
zero background. Figure 3 displays an example of a reference target used to
build nonlinear filters.

Each image is 128� 128 pixels. They are normalized to have a max-
imum gray scale of unity and then zero padded to 256� 256 pixels. The
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normalized images are Fourier transformed and kth-law nonlinearity is
applied to them. The nonlinear correlation output is obtained by taking
the inverse Fourier transform of the product between the nonlinearly mod-
ified spectra of both the input signal and the reference target. As a reference
target, we will consider either a single sign (Fig. 3) to synthesize a nonlinear
single filter or multiple views of a sign to synthesize a composite nonlinear
filter. A nonlinear single filter is obtained by applying the nonlinear operator
of Eq. (3) to the Fourier transform of the reference (stop sign shown in Fig.
3). Figure 4 describes the operations carried out to synthesize a composite
nonlinear filter. The composite nonlinear filter displayed in this figure is
obtained by applying Eq. (8) with k ¼ 0:1 to 6 view of the target varying
in scale.

Our previous analysis [27] has shown that nonlinearity of k ¼ 0:1
improves correlation results in terms of peak sharpness, discrimination
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Figure 2 Samples of images considered as (a) training target, (b) nontraining
target, and (c) false object.

Figure 3 Reference target.
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capability and partial illumination invariance of the system. These results
are in accordance with other results obtained for tolerance to target rota-
tions [10,11]. Thus, value of k ¼ 0:1 is selected for all the simulations.

14.4.1 Tolerance to Scale Variations

Scale invariance is required in a road sign recognition system to achieve
detection of signs even if the acquisition system is in motion. The wider the
range of tolerance to variations in scale, the better the capability of the
recognition system to detect objects located at far distances. A nonlinear
processor based on a bank of nonlinear single filters makes the detection of
road signs varying in scale feasible [27]. In a previous work, performance of
a nonlinear filter bank was compared to two types of composite nonlinear
filter, the kth-law ECP-SDF and the kth-law minimum average correlation
energy (MACE) filters [10,11]. Composite nonlinear filters did not satisfy the
requirements of discrimination capability in a scale-invariant system.
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Figure 4 Diagram of the synthesis of a nonlinear composite filter.
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However, results obtained by the bank of nonlinear single filters were suc-
cessful and encouraging.

Images of a stop sign changing in size with a variable-scale increment
were used to build the bank of nonlinear single filters. A nonuniform scale
increment of the signs is equivalent to considering frames from a captured
video sequence at equal time intervals, provided that the vehicle has con-
stant speed; that is, the number of filters is larger for road signs located at
far distances than for signs located at closer distances. Varying the incre-
ment of scale in the set of single filters improves the system’s tolerance to
scale distortion, especially for low-resolution objects [27].

As an example of the proposed recognition system’s capabilities, we
show results from the analysis of a video sequence. The reference target is a
stop sign. Also, the registered video sequence contains a stop sign in a noisy
and real background. In some frames, the sought sign appears distorted by
drops of water due to the rain. In this video sequence, captured stop signs
were at far distances from the acquisition system, so that they have low
spatial resolution.

Only a few images extracted from the video sequence are shown in Fig.
5. This set of images contains the stop sign varying in scale as it is approach-
ing to the on-board camera. The proposed nonlinear processor using a bank
of nonlinear single filters is applied to each scene. Afterward, correlation
outputs are obtained and they are displayed next to each corresponding
image in Fig. 5. In all the cases, a sharp and high correlation peak located
at the same position of the sign in the scene correctly identifies the stop sign.

14.4.2 Tolerance to In-Plane Rotations

In this subsection, we examine the system’s performance with respect to in-
plane rotation of the objects. Two different methods can provide a recogni-
tion system with tolerance to in-plane rotations: synthesis of nonlinear
composite filters by using in-plane rotated versions of the reference or rota-
tion of the input signal followed by its correlation with nonrotated versions
of the target. In both cases, a digital algorithm to obtain rotated versions of
the images is considered.

Synthesis of Composite Nonlinear Filters

First, each training stop sign centered in a zero background is digitally
rotated in increments of 38 from �98 to 98 around its vertical position.
Rotated versions of the training sign are used to construct a nonlinear
composite filter by applying Eq. (8) with k ¼ 0:1. We synthesize a composite
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Figure 5 (a)–(f) Images extracted from a video sequence; and (g)–(l) the corre-
sponding correlation outputs obtained after applying a scale-invariant processor.
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filter for each training stop sign captured at a different distance from the
camera in order to maintain a scale-invariant system.

In the learning process, recognition results are obtained for the entire
training set, which is composed from true targets and false targets. The
maximum PCE value is considered to classify signs as similar to the refer-
ence or to discriminate them from the sought sign. PCE output values above
the threshold correspond to objects considered to be similar to the true
target, whereas PCE values below the threshold imply the rejection of the
object in the recognition process.

Figure 6a plots of the probability of error versus the threshold value in
the recognition of training road signs. A nonlinear ECP-SDF filter is used.
The solid line in the graph indicates the probability of error in the detection
of true target and a dashed line plots the probability of error in the rejection
of false targets, depending on the threshold value. A minimum threshold
value can be established when the probability of misclassification of false
targets reaches the value of zero.

Next, we test the performance of the recognition system by using a set
of nontraining stop signs captured with an in-plane rotation angle of 48.
Results for nonlinear ECP-SDF filters are summarized in Fig. 6b. In this
graph, the maximum PCE value achieved among the different output planes
is plotted for all of the images. A horizontal solid line is plotted at the value
of the chosen threshold level. In general, stop signs obtain PCE values above
the established threshold level. PCE values for false signs are below the
threshold. However, we note that a PCE value obtained for a nontraining
stop sign is below the threshold. This implies that a false alarm appears in
the recognition process. Furthermore, some of the correlation peaks for
other testing images do not coincide with the actual target position in the
scene. This is observed in Fig. 6c. This figure plots the position of the
maximum correlation peak versus the actual position of the sign in the
scene. The position is computed by using the distance of the center of the
sign to the origin of the image [pixel ð0; 0Þ located on the left top corner]. In
this graph, the incorrect position of some correlation peaks is noted. They
correspond also to false alarms.

Rotation of the Input Scene

In this second method, tolerance to in-plane rotations is achieved by rotat-
ing the input scene and it is compared to nonlinear single filters of the bank.
This bank of filters contains information of the reference varying in scale
(Section 14.4.1) to allow a scale-invariant recognition system.

A digital algorithm for rotating the signal is used to obtain in-plane
rotated versions of the scene to be analyzed. We rotate the input scene
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Figure 6 Recognition results for nonlinear ECP–SDF filters tolerant to in-plane
rotations: (a) probability of error in the classification of training images; (b) classi-

fication of true targets and false targets with respect to the established threshold; (c)
correlation peak position versus the actual target position in the scene.
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from �98 to 98 in increments of 38. Rotated versions of the scene are now
correlated with filters belonging to the bank. The output of the recognition
system is related to the best match between the rotated versions of the
input signal and the reference targets. Thus, the output coincides with the
maximum PCE value.

Improvement of recognition results can be seen in Fig. 7. In Fig. 7a,
we observe that the interval with null probability of error increases, whereas
in Figs. 7b and 7c, the successful recognition task is indicated: that is, the
training and nontraining stop signs are correctly detected and located at the
right position. They are also successfully distinguished from the other road
signs used to test the discrimination capability of the system.

From comparison of the obtained results in Sections 14.4.1 and 14.4.2,
we conclude that if some tolerance to in-plane rotation is required in the
recognition system, better results are achieved by using a single nonlinear
filter and rotating the input image, rather than designing nonlinear compo-
site filter for rotation invariance.

14.4.3 Tolerance to Out-of-Plane Rotations

We focus our analysis on the system’s tolerance to out-of-plane rotations.
Due to the difficulty of generating digital out-of-plane rotated versions of
the images, we implement them optically. Thus, stop signs are out-of-plane
rotated from �98 to 98 in increments of 38 during the acquisition process.
They are used as training images. These signs, centered in a zero back-
ground, are used to construct nonlinear composite filters. A nonlinear com-
posite filter [Eq. (8) with k ¼ 0:1] is obtained for each distance between the
sign and the acquisition system to maintain scale invariance.

A learning algorithm allows establishing the threshold value for the
output of the recognition system. The value of the threshold is determined
based on the results of Fig. 8a.

Several nontraining images slightly out-of-plane rotated are captured
and used to test the system’s tolerance to this type of distortion. Pictures are
taken with a view angle of 48. A wide range of distances between the road
sign and the acquisition camera are also considered to keep scale invariance.

Recognition results, once the established threshold level is applied, are
shown in Fig. 8b. Recognition of stop signs is always achieved by a PCE
value larger than the threshold level. They are also discriminated from other
signs. Correlation peaks corresponding to stop signs are located at the same
position as the sign in the scenes (Fig. 8c). Results contained in Figs. 8b and
8c show that the proposed recognition system is able to detect a partially
out-of-plane rotated road sign at different distances from the acquisition
system. This is due to the bank of composite filters that are being used.
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Figure 7 Recognition results for nonlinear single filters and in-plane rotation of
the input scene: (a) probability of error in the classification of training images; (b)

classification of true targets and false targets with respect to the established threshold
value; (c) correlation peak position versus the actual target position in the scene.
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Figure 8 Recognition results for nonlinear ECP–SDF filters tolerant to out-of-
plane rotations: (a) probability of error in the classification of training images; (b)

classification of true targets and false targets with respect to the established threshold
value; (c) correlation peak position versus the actual target position in the scene.
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Information of out-of-plane rotation is included in nonlinear composite
filters and allows detecting the sign even if it is slightly out-of-plane rotated
or if it is captured with a different view angle by the acquisition system.

14.5 POSTPROCESSING OF CORRELATION RESULTS

Improvement of recognition results for the distortion-tolerant system can be
achieved by postprocessing the obtained output results [28]. This means that
not only is an image (or a frame of a video sequence) taken into account for
the final recognition result but also a set of images (or frames) captured at
different distances. Following this scheme, it is feasible to reduce the number
of false alarms due to objects or background other than the sought sign.

Recognition results comes by considering correlation outputs from
four different images. Figure 9 shows the improvement of the recognition
results in comparison with the previous method without postprocessing.
During the learning process, the null probability of error in the classification
of training true targets and false signs is achieved in a wide range of thresh-
old values.
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Figure 9 Recognition results by postprocessing of correlation outputs of Fig. 8b.
Classification of true targets and false targets are with respect to the established
threshold value.
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Figure 9 shows PCE values obtained for the entire set of images.
Nontraining true targets are always correctly classified as similar to the
reference. Differences of PCE values are larger when four images are
postprocessed together than when PCE value is obtained from a single
image (Fig. 8b).

14.6 ANALYSIS OF REAL IMAGES IN NONOVERLAPPING
BACKGROUND

The separate analyses of different distortions have shown an encouraging
performance of the recognition system as a distortion-tolerant processor.
We now apply the distortion-tolerant system to new captured images. They
are selected as samples where it is difficult to recognize the road sign due to
the amount of involved distortions. Selected images include stop signs mod-
ified by several distortions. They are captured under varying illuminations
due to shadows or different weather conditions, and in some cases, the sign
to be detected has been vandalized or appears partially occluded. In all the
cases, a real cluttered background surrounds stop signs.

The designed recognition system is based on a nonlinear processor that
uses a bank of composite nonlinear filters. The bank of filters serves to
achieve scale invariance in a wide range of distances from the sign to the
acquisition system. Composite nonlinear filters, in particular kth-law ECP-
SDF filters, provide tolerance to out-of-plane rotation of targets. Finally,
rotation of the input signal allows tolerance to in-plane rotations. A certain
degree of tolerance to illumination fluctuations is achieved as a consequence
of using a nonlinear processor with parameter k close to zero ðk ¼ 0:1Þ.

Figure 10a corresponds to an analyzed scene which includes two stop
signs to be detected. These signs are located at both sides of the road and
they have different illuminations. The stop sign on the left has a low average
energy due to a shadow that completely covers it. This sign is partially in-
plane and out-of-plane rotated. The stop sign on the right, however, has a
nonuniform illumination due to shadows caused by the leaves and it has
been vandalized. This sign is tilted, so that tolerance to in-plane rotation is
needed to detect it correctly. It is also in-plane and out-of-plane rotated. We
observe that the background of the picture is quite cluttered and there are
areas with larger energy than the energy of stop signs. Figure 10b shows the
output correlation plane where two high intensity peaks appear and coincide
with the position of the two true targets. Accuracy in the location of the
peaks is easily observed in the 2D representation of the correlation plane
(Fig. 10c). We remark that the recognition of both stop signs is achieved
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under different illumination conditions of the signs. This is mainly due to
the nonlinearity applied in the nonlinear process.

A second sample consists of a stop sign strongly faded (Fig. 11a). The
sign appears in a cluttered background and with an inverse contrast.
However, a high and sharp correlation peak appears in the actual position
of the road sign (Figs. 11b and 11c). This implies a satisfactory recognition
of the sought sign.

The last example corresponds to the analysis of the image displayed in
Fig. 12a. The stop sign that is contained in the scene appears partially
occluded by a tree. The detection and location of this sign are also satisfac-
tory, as can be seen from the 3D output graph of Fig. 12b or from the 2D
representation in Fig. 12c. A high and sharp peak is obtained in a low-
output noise floor.

From the results, we conclude that the proposed recognition system is
able to detect and locate road sign in real background images. The detection
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Figure 10 Recognition results for a distortion-tolerant system: (a) input scene; (b)
3D representation of the output plane; (c) 2D representation of the output plane.
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is successfully achieved even when the road sign is varying in scale, slightly
rotated, illuminated under different conditions, faded, or partially occluded.

14.7 SUMMARY

A road sign recognition system has been proposed based on nonlinear pro-
cessors. Analysis of different filtering methods allows us to select the best
techniques to overcome a variety of distortions. The most frequent distor-
tions when dealing with road sign detection are scale variations, in-plane
and out-of-plane rotations, and illumination variations of the targets.

The entire processor performs several correlations between different
input scenes and a set of reference targets. Multiple correlation results are
then processed to give a single recognition output. A learning process is
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Figure 11 Recognition results for a distortion-tolerant system: (a) input scene; (b)
3D representation of the output plane; (c) 2D representation of the output plane.
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carried out to establish a threshold value, which determines whether or not
any object contained in an input scene is similar to the target.

Scale invariance is provided to the recognition system by means of a
bank of nonlinear filters. A filter bank recognition system shows a better
performance than nonlinear composite filters. Images of a true target cap-
tured from different distances constitute the set of filters in the bank. A
nonuniform increment of variation in scale is established to properly recog-
nize signs located at far distances from the acquisition system. Apart from
locating a true sign, this method allows to approximately determine the
distance between the acquisition system and the road sign.

In-plane rotation invariance is achieved by rotating the input scene.
Recognition results obtained by this method are compared to results
obtained for nonlinear composite filters. Composite filters are constructed
by using digital rotated versions of the reference target. In-plane rotation of
the input scene allows better detection results than composite filters.
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Figure 12 Recognition results for a distortion-tolerant system: (a) input scene; (b)
3D representation of the output plane; (c) 2D representation of the output plane.
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Moreover, in the design of composite filters, the maximum number of
images included in a composite filter is limited, whereas the range of the
input scene rotation can be determined based on the application.

Using nonlinear composite filters rather than using individual filters in
the filter bank can satisfy tolerance requirements for out-of-plane rotation
of the targets. In particular, kth-law ECP–SDF filters are used.

The entire recognition system has been tested in real static images as
well as in a video sequence. Scenes were captured in real environments, with
cluttered backgrounds and contained many distortions simultaneously.
Recognition results for various images show that the proposed recognition
system is able to properly detect a given road sign even if it is varying in
scale, slightly tilted, or viewed under different angles. In addition, the system
is robust to changes in illumination due to shadows or weather conditions. It
is also able to locate a faded or vandalized sign along with partially occluded
road signs. Obviously, the processor can be designed for different varieties
of road signs in noisy background scenes.

This work has also pointed out that postprocessing of correlation out-
puts allows one to significantly improve recognition of distorted road signs.
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15
Development of Pattern
Recognition Tools Based on the
Automatic Spatial Frequency
Selection Algorithm in View of
Actual Applications

Christophe Minetti and Frank Dubois
Université Libre de Bruxelles, Bruxelles, Belgium

15.1 INTRODUCTION

Ever since the first use of the optical correlator for implementing matched
spatial filtering [1], many studies have been made to develop new algo-
rithms that increase the performances of the correlation filters. Correlation
filters are generally computed on the basis of reference images containing
the objects to be recognized or rejected. The set of reference images is
chosen in order to cover the different occurrences of the objects in the
best way. However, in practical applications, input images may differ
strongly from their reference model. In this case, the maximum detected
intensity in the correlation plane decreases, which may lead to false detec-
tions. In order to have an efficient recognition system robust to input
distortions, one must be able to realize filters insensitive to pattern distor-
tions, illumination problems, and additive and substitutive noise appearing
in the input images.

When the reference image set can be modeled explicitly by mathema-
tical tools (distortions such as scaling, rotation, additive Gaussian noise,
etc.), specific techniques can be used to give invariant correlation outputs
[2–10]. Nevertheless, in most of the applications, the distortion model (such
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as out-of-plane rotations, non-uniform illuminations changes, missing parts
of the objects, etc.) cannot be described by explicit mathematical models. In
this case, several composite filters based on a set of reference images have
been proposed to reduce the sensitivity of the correlation intensity when
distortions appear between the reference and the input images [11–16].
The Synthetic Discriminant Functions (SDF) [12] played a central role in
those developments: The correlation filter is computed as a linear combina-
tion of the reference images to give a priori fixed central correlation ampli-
tudes. In its simplest form, pattern recognition reliability with SDF filters is
very sensitive and induces, in the correlation plane, large sidelobe energies
which causes false detections. To overcome this sensitivity, several modifica-
tions of the SDF algorithm have been introduced [17,18].

Powerful modifications of the SDF algorithm have been proposed by
adding an additional constraint to the central correlation constraints that
forces the filter to be optimized with respect to a cost function. The first
attempt in this was the Minimum Variance Synthetic Discriminant
Functions (MVSDF) [19] algorithm, where the fluctuations of the central
correlation amplitude are minimized when the input images are corrupted
by additional white noise.

Another development based on the SDF algorithm has been pro-
posed by Mahalanobis et al. with the Minimum Average Correlation
Energy filters (MACE) [20]. The MACE filters also give predefined
responses when correlated with the reference images and are, furthermore,
designed to minimize, on average, the correlation energy. This last con-
straint performs a drastic high-spatial-frequency enhancement that reduces
the sidelobes energy substantially and brings about narrow correlation
peaks. At the same time, MACE filters are very sensitive to distortions
in the input images. To overcome this limitation, Mahalanobis and
Casasent combined the MACE algorithm with a training set selection to
optimize the choice of the reference images with respect to the considered
application [21,22]. Different approaches have been proposed to reduce
further the sensitivity of the correlation intensity when imput images differ
from the reference set [23–26].

Réfrégier et al. extended the concept of the MVSDF and the
MACE algorithms by introducing the Optimal Trade-off Filters (OTF)
[26–28], where the filter is forced to minimize a constraint that is a linear
combination of constraints like the MACE and the MVSDF constraints.
This approach introduces in the filter design a degree of freedom that
allows one to match the implementation of specific applications in an
efficient way.

Javidi et al. extended successfully the concept of linear matched filters
to nonlinear matched filters [29–33] by introducing a nonlinear transfer
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function in the Fourier plane in order to threshold the linear matched filter
function. It has been shown that this new kind of filter could increase the
capabilities of correlation filters by reducing the sidelobes energies in the
correlation plane and allows easier detections.

In this chapter, we summarize the approach that has been developed
by our research group. It is based on the Automatic Spatial Frequency
Selection algorithm (ASFS) and our approach is essentially led by imple-
mentation of actual applications. In the following, an application of auto-
matic counting of biological cells in division is described. It is a true
application with important impact for the medical world. With this applied
point of view, it is mandatory to look at global solution with respect to the
application constraints. This is the reason why we kept the ASFS approach
and that we adapted it to the various constraints that we encountered. This
is also the reason why we disregarded very nice approaches of other authors
that are very powerful in solving specific problems but that are difficult to
adapt to the multiple constraints of the applications. In this chapter, we also
wanted to show that we started from academic problems to go toward the
implementation of a true application.

We first present the ASFS algorithm that allows one to include, during
the filter computation, arbitrary distortions of the reference images. Further
improvements of the ASFS algorithm are proposed by cascading two cor-
relation processes with a nonlinear stage at the output of the first correlation
stage. It is shown that this correlation architecture increases significantly the
performances of the recognition and enlarges the field of applications.

As a solution to substitutive noise problems, we propose two different
methods that allows one to reduce the sensitivity of the recognition. The first
method includes additional constraints during the filter computation, which
reduce the influence of the surrounding background on the central correla-
tion amplitude. The second method is a postcomputation method based on
the application of a mask to the correlation filter in order to reduce the
spatial extensions of numerical correlation filters. The sensitivity of the
correlation to illumination problems is investigated and a method based
on the statistical properties of the correlation histograms is proposed. It
consists of a postprocess that allows one to become insensitive to illumina-
tion changes in the input images.

To conclude this chapter, we present the results obtained with unsu-
pervised learning systems. In this schema, a postsegmentation system is
placed after the correlation system, in order to extract detected objects
from their background. These segmented objects are used to compute new
correlation filters. In this configuration, the system is capable of tracking
objects whose shape may vary substantially in time. This work currently in
progress, enlarges the field of applications of recognition systems.
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15.2 AUTOMATIC SPATIAL FREQUENCY SELECTION
ALGORITHM

15.2.1 Introduction

We proposed a method, based on the MACE concept that allows the user to
include, in the reference set, arbitrary distortions depending on the applica-
tion. This process performs an automatic selection of the spatial frequency
content of the filter with respect to the possible distortions of the reference
images. The main difference between this algorithm and the other ones is
that, once the pattern recognition problem is established, the frequency
selection process (depending on the problem) is directly integrated into
the algorithm. This method is called the Automatic Spatial Frequency
Selection algorithm (ASFS) [34].

We present in the following section the theoretical background and
give results of numerical simulations of the correlation intensities. Those
intensities are compared to the MACE algorithm. To demonstrate the flex-
ibility of the ASFS method, we consider a recognition problem invariant to
in-plane rotation.

15.2.2 The ASFS Algorithm as Basic Concept for the
Development of Robust Recognition Process

We consider filters and images as discrete function of n� n spatial variables
ðs; tÞ. In the following, we will use lowercase letters for functions and vari-
ables in the spatial domain and the corresponding uppercase letters in the
Fourier domain. Let us consider a multiclass problem with K classes. The
reference images xkq are arranged in the K different classes. Inside each class
k ðk ¼ 1; . . . ;KÞ, each image xkq ½q ¼ 1; . . . ;LðkÞ� has to be recognized in the
same way. For the sake of simplicity, we will consider one filter per class.
The K correlation filters hm have to give fixed responses rkqm (which is the
central correlation amplitude) when they are correlated with the reference
images xkq:

rkqm ¼
Xn�1

s;t¼0

hmðs; tÞxkqðs; tÞ ð1Þ

Using Parseval’s theorem, Eq. (1) can be rewritten as

rkqm ¼
Xn�1

U;y¼0

HmðU;VÞX	
kqðU;VÞ ð2Þ
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where HmðU;VÞ and XkqðU;VÞ are the discrete Fourier transforms of hm
ðs; tÞ and xkqðs; tÞ, respectively. We can write the filter and the images vec-
torially by lexicography scanning. Equations (1) and (2) become

rkqm ¼ xkq � hm ð3Þ
rkqm ¼ Xkq �Hm ð4Þ

where bold letters are used to indicate vectors.
In practical case of interest, the number of reference images (typically

20 or 30) is small in comparison to the pixels number of the reference images
xkðs; tÞ (typically 64� 64 or 128� 128). Therefore, the system of Eqs. (4) is
underdetermined and it is possible to add additional constraints. The goal of
those additional constraints is to achieve well-shaped correlation peaks,
allowing easy target recognition while keeping a high robustness of the
recognition process. Indeed, the system of Eqs. (4) only defines the central
correlation amplitude and does not consider the other points of the correla-
tion plane. To involve a model of the possible distortions, we associate a set
Ckq of distorted versions ykqiðs; tÞ ði ¼ 1; . . . ; IkÞ to each reference image
xkqðs; tÞ. The distorted images have to be chosen during the definition
phase of the application and have to be identified by the recognition process
as the image xkq. The distortions depend on the application concerned. For
example, if the filter must be robust to noise, the distorted images ykqi will be
noisy versions of the references xkq. If the system must be invariant to in-
plane rotation, the ykqi will be slightly rotated versions of the xkq. This
allows a great flexibility of the possible distortions supported by the algo-
rithm. Instead of the minimization of the average correlation energy
(MACE), the filters are constrained to minimize the following expression:

F ¼
Xn�1

U;V¼0

X
kqi

HmðU;VÞfXkqðU;VÞ � YkqiðU;VÞg	�� ��2 ð5Þ

When a reference component XkqðU;VÞ is close to the YkqiðU;VÞ compo-
nent, the difference in Eq. (5) is small and the minimization constraint of F
on the HmðU;VÞ amplitude is weak. On the contrary, when the difference in
Eq. (5) becomes larger, the impact of the minimization operated on the Hm

ðU;VÞ component is increased, leading to a decrease of its amplitude. As the
distortion image is a small perturbation of the reference image, the signifi-
cant difference between XkqðU;VÞ and YkqiðU;VÞ often occurs for high
spatial frequencies. Therefore, the minimization of the cost function F
will act, in comparison with the MACE, as a low-spatial-frequency filtering
process. Due to the modulation of the spatial frequencies operated by the
minimization of Eq. (5), F is called the ASFS cost function.
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It is known that the information carried out by the low spatial fre-
quencies decreases the discrimination of the filters. It is then necessary to
remove them before computing the filter. We used a simple frequency selec-
tion criteria based on the statistical correlation coefficients between the
components of the reference images. We set

XkqðU;VÞ ¼ 0

if

1

2LK

X
k;k 0;q;q 0

XkqðU;VÞx	k 0q 0 ðU;VÞ
jKkqðU;VÞXk 0q 0 ðU;VÞj � � ð6Þ

otherwise XkqðU;VÞ is kept. � is a parameter adjusting the strength of the
filtering. Let us consider the X matrix by ordering side by side the T col-
umns vectors Xkq. By keeping the same ordering sequence as for the matrix
X , we form the column vector rm with the rkqm responses. We define de
diagonal matrix E as follows:

EðZ;ZÞ ¼
X
kqi

jXkqðZÞ � YkqiðZÞj2 ð7Þ

where XkqðZÞ and YkqiðZÞ are the Z components of the vectors Xkq and Ykqi,
respectively. Using vectorial notation, the ASFS cost function is written

Fm ¼ Hþ
m � E �Hm ð8Þ

where the superscript plus denotes the transpose conjugate operation. The
solution of the filter Hm that verifies the system of Eqs. (4) and that mini-
mizes the ASFS cost function is obtained by using the Lagrange multipli-
cators [20] and is given by

Hm ¼ E�1XðXþE�1XÞ�1~rrm ð9Þ
Let us consider two particular cases of interest. If no distortion model

is included in the computation of the filter ½ ykqiðs; tÞ ¼ 0�, the cost function
Fm becomes

Fm ¼
X
kq

X
U;V

jHmðU;VÞXkqðU;VÞj2 ð10Þ

which is the energy in the correlation plane. In this particular case, the
solution of the filter is reduced to the MACE one [20]. When input images
are made of reference images with additive Gaussian white noise of zero
mean, the YkqiðU;VÞ are expressed by

YkqiðU;VÞ ¼ XkqðU;VÞ þNiðU;VÞ ð11Þ
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where NiðU;VÞ is the Fourier transform of particular samples of the zero-
mean Gaussian white noise in the input plane. The cost function is then
expressed by

F ¼
X
U;V

X
kqi

jHmðU;VÞN	
i ðUY;VÞj2 ð12Þ

When the number of random patterns is large enough, the minimiza-
tion of Eq. (12) leads to minimizing the variance of the filter responses
with respect to the noise in the input plane. This solution is then equiva-
lent to the MVSDF’s [19]. These two particular cases show that both the
MACE and the MVSDF algorithm are particular cases of the ASFS algo-
rithm and demonstrates the self-adaptive flexibility of the ASFS filters in
practical applications.

15.2.3 Evaluation of the ASFS Algorithm on a Test
Problem

The ASFS algorithm was first tested on a two class problem where two flat
cutting tools have to be recognized regardless of their in-plane rotation
(see Fig. 1).

Reference images of 64� 64 pixels were taken with an incremental
angle of 68 for each of the two objects. Because of the symmetries of the
objects, 15 images of object 1 ½Lð1Þ ¼ 15� and 18 images of object 2
½Lð2Þ ¼ 18] were involved in the reference set. As the in-plane rotation invar-
iance is required, the distorted images ykqiðs; tÞ are chosen as intermediate
rotations of the reference images. One distorted image ykqiðs; tÞ, is associated
to the xkqðs; tÞ reference image: ykqðs; tÞ ¼ xkqþ1ðs; tÞ (with xkLðkÞþ1 ¼ xklÞ.
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Figure 1 Images of the objects of each class: (a) image of object 1; (b) image of
object 2.
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With the help of the reference and distorted image sets, two correlation filters
were computed to recognize each object according to Table 1.

The lower spatial frequencies were removed by using criterion (6) with
a value of � ¼ 0:9. The identification of the filter’s response is achieved by
measuring the maximum intensity compared to a threshold value. Examples
of correlation intensities of response 1 and response 0 with filter h1 are
presented in Fig. 2. The intensities of response 1 are sufficiently high com-
pared to those of response 0 to allow the user to place a decision threshold
that recognizes the object without any ambiguity.

To test the robustness of the filters with respect to the different rota-
tions of the input images, a set of input images with an incremental rotation
angle of 38 was considered (including reference images, distorted images,
and images not involved in the reference set). The maximum correlation
intensities as a function of the rotation angle are shown in Fig. 3.

We observe in Fig. 3 that the maximum intensities detected closely
follow the imposed responses (during the computation of the filter, a
central correlation intensity of 127 is imposed for the images that have
to produce responses 1), even for images not involved in the reference set.
On the same graph, results obtained with the MACE algorithm and com-
puted with the same reference set are provided. The peak intensities of
response 1 corresponding to intermediate rotations are affected, in the case
of the MACE, by larger losses of intensity that are due to the high
sensitivity to input distortions. Although the intensity levels of response
0 for the MACE algorithm are not so much lower. In order to completely
characterize the performances of the filters, four performance criteria have
been considered: discriminability, peak sharpness, signal-to-noise ratio,
and Horner efficiency (for a potential optical implementation [35–36]). A
measure of the discriminability is given by the G ratio derived from the
Fisher ratio:

G ¼ I1 � I0
SD1 þ SD0

ð13Þ
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Table 1 Responses of the Filter with

Respect to the Object Images

Filter h1 Filter h2

Image of object 1 1 0
Image of object 2 0 1
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where I1 and I0 are respectively the mean maximum intensity of response 1
and response 0 correlation intensities and SD1 and SD0 are their corre-
sponding standard deviations. The peak sharpness is estimated by using
the peak-to-correlation energy (PCE) defined as

PCE ¼ j y1ð0; 0Þj2Xn�1

s;t¼0

j y1ðs; tÞj2
ð14Þ

where y1ðs; tÞ is the correlation amplitude of a response 1.
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Figure 3 Maximum correlation intensities as a function of the rotation angle: (a)

maximum correlation intensities obtained with filter h1 for different rotation angles;
(b) maximum correlation intensities obtained with filter h2 for different rotation
angles.

Figure 2 Three-dimensional representation of the correlation intensities obtained

with filter h1: (a) example of correlation intensity of response 1; (b) example of
correlation intensity of response 0.
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For the estimation of the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), 30 uniformly
distributed random patterns were sequentially added to input images that
had to give a response 1 correlation peak. The SNR is then computed in the
following way:

SNR ¼ jE½ y1ð0; 0Þ�2
Var½ y1ð0; 0Þ�

ð15Þ

where E½ � denotes the expected value.
To estimate the optical efficiency of the filters, we use the Horner

efficiency defined as

HE ¼ j y1ð0; 0Þj2X
U;V

jXðU;VÞj2 ð16Þ

where the XðU;VÞ component are kept for the lowest spatial frequencies.
The values of these four quantities are reported in Table 2 for the ASFS and
the MACE algorithm. The results show a better discrimination with the
ASFS algorithm. Indeed, I1 is increased with the ASFS. Even if I0 is
lower with the MACE, the variance are strongly decreased with the ASFS
filters, leading to better discrimination ratios. Better PCE values are
obtained with the MACE algorithm. Indeed, MACE filters provide narrow
peaks leading to very high peak-to-correlation energy. As it can be seen
from the discrimination ratio, the peak is very sensitive to input distortion
with the MACE algorithm. The values of the SNR obtained with the ASFS
algorithm show a strong resistance of the filters to additive noise in the input
images. The low values of the SNR obtained with the MACE filters can be
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Table 2 Summary of the Results Obtained in the Correlation Simulation with
the ASFS and the MACE Filters

I1 I0 SD1 SD0 G PCE SNR HE

Filter 1

ASFS 126.94 11.099 0.835 0.493 87.22 0.0087 160.59 8.87E-4

MACE 107.3 4.50 21.93 0.762 4.53 0.109 1.148 7.74E-6

Filter 2

ASFS 127.01 12.998 1.880 1.488 33.85 0.0197 56.50 1.47E-3

MACE 110.2 7.51 18.99 1.295 5.06 0.241 0.339 2.92E-5

I1 and I0 are the mean maximum intensities of response 1 and response 0; SD1 and SD0 are

the corresponding variances. G is the discrimination ratio, PCE is the peak sharpness, SNR is

the signal-to-noise ratio, and HE is the Horner efficiency.
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expected because the high-spatial-frequency content of the filters make them
sensitive to additional noise. The Horner efficiency value is also increased
with respect to the MACE filters, expecting better optical implementations.

15.2.4 Remarks on the ASFS Algorithm

Simulation results have demonstrated a better discrimination ratio, SNR,
and Horner efficiency. The distortion model included by samples during the
computation of the filter gives a great flexibility. The reference images are
directly involved in the filter computation, whereas distorted images opti-
mize the spatial frequency weight. Note that the set of distorted images can
be a subset of the reference images. Therefore, the ASFS algorithm provides
an efficient self-adaptive capability to select the spatial frequencies that are
significant for a pattern recognition problem. The results obtained with the
linear ASFS correlation system encourages us to use the ASFS methodology
as the central concept of our further developments. In the following section,
we describe a nonlinear cascaded system that takes benefit from the ASFS
algorithm.

15.3 NONLINEAR CASCADED CORRELATION PROCESS
WITH THE ASFS ALGORITHM

15.3.1 Introduction

The scope of this section is to show, by theoretical developments and by
numerical simulations, that one can obtain improvements of the ASFS
algorithm by cascading two correlation processes with a nonlinear transmis-
sion stage in the first correlation plane. As it will be shown in the following,
the ASFS cost function of the second correlation stage is improved when the
intraclass and interclass similarities of the reference images are respectively
increased and decreased. The first filter is then calculated to achieve this
goal. Because a nonlinear stage is involved in the process, no analytical
solution can be found to compute the two filters and it is necessary to
iteratively compute them by decreasing a cost function. Theoretical devel-
opments are presented in Section 15.3.2. The optimization of the ASFS cost
function and the numerical simulations are presented in Section 15.3.3 and
15.3.4. Concluding remarks are reported in Section 15.3.5.

15.3.2 The Nonlinear Cascaded Correlation Architecture

The system we describe and analyze here consists of a first correlation stage,
a nonlinear transmission stage, and a second correlation stage (see Fig. 4).
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To introduce the notations, let us follow how an input image is pro-
cessed. The input image xðs; tÞ is first correlated with the first generation
filter hðs; tÞ to obtain the correlation intensity icðs; tÞ. Each point of the
correlation product icðs; tÞ is processed by a nonlinear stage to give the
input image i 0cðs; tÞ for the correlation with the second filter:

i 0cðs; tÞ ¼ Sðicðs; tÞÞ ð17Þ
The function Sð Þ, which defines the nonlinear transmission stage, is the
sigmoid activation function commonly used in neural networks:

Sðx; 	0; 	iÞ ¼
1

1þ exp½�ðx� 	0Þ=	i�
ð18Þ

where the parameters 	0 and 	i allow one to adjust the slope of the activation
function. By analogy with neural networks, its role is to perform a smooth
threshold between the high and the low intensities.

The processed intensity i 0cðs; tÞ is the input image for the second corre-
lation process. The image i 0cðs; tÞ is then correlated with the second genera-
tion filter h 0ðs; tÞ to give the correlation intensity i 00c ðs; tÞ, which is compared
to a reference threshold value T to determine if an event is recognized in the
input image xðs; tÞ. The filters and the parameters of the activation function
have to be set to match the application requirements.

As in the case of the one-step ASFS algorithm, we consider a set of
reference images xkqðs; tÞ and distorted images ykqiðs; tÞ. The computations
of the two filters are interdependent. Assuming that the first filter hðs; tÞ has
been computed, we consider first the computation of the second filter h 0ðs; tÞ.
After the first correlation stage with the reference and distorted images xkq
and ykqi and the nonlinear stage, we obtain the images x 0

kqðs; tÞ and y 0
kqiðs; tÞ.
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Figure 4 Global scheme of the nonlinear cascaded correlation architecture.
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Those images are used as reference and distorted images for the computa-
tion of the second generation filter h 0ðs; tÞ according to the ASFS algorithm.

Let us analyze the analytical computation of the second-generation
filter h 0. As in previous section, uppercase letters denote the Fourier transform
of the corresponding quantity in lowercase letters. It is then required that

X 0þ H 0 ¼ r ð19Þ
The ASFS algorithm further requires the following quantity to be
minimized:

F 0 ¼ H 0þ E 0 H 0 ð20Þ
where X 0 and E 0 are defined, for the second correlation stage, as X and E
for the first stage (see the previous section) with the image X 0

kq and Y 0
kqi. As

the processes between the x 0
kqðs; tÞ images and the output of the system is a

linear correlation, the second correlation filter is computed as the linear
ASFS filter of the previous section. The solution of the second-generation
filter H 0 is given by

H 0 ¼ E0�1 X 0ðX 0þ E0�1 X 0Þ�1r ð21Þ
Let us now interpret the role of the first correlation filter. Its iterative com-
putation is described in the next section. By developing the expression of the
cost function F 0, we obtain, combining Eqs. (20) and (21):

F 0 ¼ rtðX 0þ E0�1 X 0Þ�1r ð22Þ
Equation (22) is the measure of the algorithm to adapt itself to the ASFS
constraint (minimize the difference between reference and distorted images).
In a one-stage system, the cost function is completely determined by the
reference and distorted images. However, with a two-stage system, the first
stage and the nonlinearity can be adapted to obtain reference and distorted
images ðX 0

kq and Y 0
kqi) that further reduce the value of the cost function.

Therefore, the first filter H must be chosen to reduce F 0.
It is valuable to see how the first correlation stage and the nonlinearity

can improve the value of the cost function F 0. For this purpose, we define
the W 0 matrix as follows:

W 0 ¼ E0�1=2 X 0 ð23Þ
where E0�1=2 is the diagonal matrix defined by

E0�1=2ðZ;ZÞ ¼ 1X
kqi

jX 0
kqðZ;ZÞ � Y 0

kqiðZ;ZÞj2
" #1=2

ð24Þ
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Using Eq. (23), one can easily rewrite Eq. (22) as

F 0 ¼ rtðW 0þ W 0Þ�1r ð25Þ

Equation (25) shows that the cost function depends on the inverse of the
covariance matrix of the secondary reference images (reference images of the
second-generation filter) filtered by the matrix E01=2. Because the matrix
ðW 0þ W 0Þ�1 is symmetric and as the cost function F 0 is defined positive, it
has T orthogonal eigenvectors pjðj ¼ 0; . . . ;T � 1Þ of nonzero positive
eigenvalues �j such that ðW 0þ W 0Þ�1 may be rewritten as

ðW 0þ W 0Þ�1 ¼
X
j

�jpjp
t
j ð26Þ

As a result of Eq. (26) and because the response vector r is set a priori, we
see that Eq. (25) is minimized if the eigenvector of the smallest eigenvalue is
identical to the response vector r.

Therefore, the first correlation stage and the nonlinear stage have to
transform the reference images in such a way that this condition is fulfilled
as far as possible. As the interpretation of the covariance matrix is clearer
than its inverse one, we note that it can be decomposed in the same way as
was Eq. (26), with the eigenvalues ��1

j .
The cost function F 0 [Eq. (25)] will be minimal if the vector r is iden-

tical to the eigenvector of the largest eigenvalue ��1
j of matrix W 0þW 0. To

give a physical interpretation of this concept, consider a two-class pattern
recognition problem in which images of the first class have to give a response
1 and images of the second class have to give a response 0. The reference
images are sorted in two classes C0 and C1:

C0 ¼ fX00;X01; . . . ;X0Mg
C1 ¼ fX10;X11; . . . ;X1Lg

ð27Þ

where M þ 1 and Lþ 1 are the number of reference images in class 1 and
class 2, respectively. With respect to the ASFS algorithm, as set of distorted
images is associated to the reference image set. As images of class C0 have to
give response 1, the M first components of vector r are set to 1:

rt ¼ ð1; . . . ; 1; 0; . . . ; 0Þ ð28Þ

The first correlation and the nonlinear transmission stage yield images X 0
0i

and X 0
i1. By defining the vectors W 0

kq ¼ E0�1=2 X 0
kq, the matrix W 0þ W 0 is

defined by
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W 0þW ¼

a00 � � � a0L b00 � � � b0M

� � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � �
aL0 � � � aLL bL0 � � � bLM

b00 � � � b0L c00 � � � c0M

� � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � �
bM0 � � � bML cþM0 � � � cMM

0
BBBBBBBBBBB@

1
CCCCCCCCCCCA

ð29Þ

where

aij ¼ W 0þ
0i W

0
0j

bij ¼ W 0þ
0i W

0
1j

cij ¼ W 0þ
1i W

0
1j

ð30Þ

aij and cij are the intraclass inner products of the Wij vectors and bij are the
interclass inner products of the Wij vectors. By performing the product
W 0þW 0r ¼ s, we obtain the following components for the vector s:

sj ¼
XL
l¼0

ajl for j < Lþ 1 ð31Þ

sj ¼
XL
l¼0

bj�L�1l for j > L ð32Þ

The vector r is an eigenvector of the largest eigenvalue if the sj component
defined by Eq. (31) are equal and maximized and if the sj component defined
by Eq. (32) are equal to zero. Indeed, combining Eqs. (25), (29), (31), and
(32), we obtain

F 0�1 ¼ rt � s ð33Þ
The value of the inverse of the cost function will be maximum if the

vectors r and s are parallel. As the scalar product is a measure of the
similarities between two images, the above discussion show that the intra-
class inner products of response 1 images have to be increased and interclass
products have to be decreased. In practice, r will never be exactly the eigen-
vector of the targets eigenvalue ��1

j , but matrix W 0þ W 0 has to be chosen by
iterative computation in such a way that this condition is fulfilled as closely
as possible. The first-generation filter and the nonlinearity have to process
the reference images in such a way that the different classes are orthogonal
and the similarities of the images of response 1 are increased. The next
subsection describes the method of computing the first-generation filter H.
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15.3.3 Iterative Computation of the First Filter

The Simulated Annealing Algorithm

As the cascaded correlation architecture involves a nonlinearity, it is not
possible to find an analytical solution for the first filter h. Therefore, it is
necessary to use iterative processes that decreases the cost function F 0 pro-
gressively. We have chosen the simulated annealing algorithm (SAA) [37].
because it is conceptually simple to implement. SAA has already been used
for the computation of phase-only filters [38].

We assume that the discrete Fourier transform of filter HðmÞ, resulting
of the mth iteration, gives rise to the cost function F 0ðmÞ. At iteration mþ 1,
we are looking for a new filter Hðmþ1Þ that will give a smaller cost function
F 0ðMþ1Þ than F 0ðmÞ. Filter Hðmþ1Þ is obtained from filter HðmÞ by perturbing
each component randomly:

Hðmþ1ÞðZÞ ¼ HðmÞðZÞ þ DHðmþ1ÞðZÞ ð34Þ
The real and imaginary parts of DHðmþ1ÞðZÞ are chosen in an interval
½�Vm;þVm�. With the help of Hðmþ1ÞðZÞ, the complete nonlinear two-cor-
relation process is performed and F 0ðmþ1Þ is evaluated. If F 0ðmþ1Þ is smaller
than F 0ðmÞ, H 0ðmþ1Þ is kept; otherwise, it is kept conditionally, according to
the following probability condition:

Hðmþ1Þ is kept if

p < exp �F 0ðmþ1Þ � F 0ðmÞ

KðT �mÞ

 !
ð35Þ

where p is a random number chosen in the interval ð0; 1Þ, K is a constant to
adjust the strength of the condition, and T , called the initial temperature, is
introduced to increase the strength of the condition during the iterative
process. When the iteration number m increases, the exponential term
decreases and the condition becomes more restrictive. The probability con-
dition (35) avoids the system to be blocked in a local minimum. Because the
second correlation stage is linear, the second filter H 0 is computed on the
basis of the ASFS algorithm, with the images obtained at the output of the
first stage, after the nonlinearity.

Problems of Linear Dependencies in the Reference Images

As outlined above, the first and the nonlinear transmission stage must
prepare input images for the second correlation stage by increasing the
intraclass similarities and decreasing interclass similarities. However, this
optimization of the similarities can lead to redundancy in the reference
image set and singularities in the computation of the second-generation
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filter H 0. Indeed, when the similarities between two reference images of the
second correlation stage is close to 1, the vectors are almost collinear and
the matrix ðX 0þ E 0�1 X 0Þ of the reference images becomes singular. In this
case, the cost function defined by

F 0 ¼ rt � ðX 0þ E0�1 X 0Þ�1 � r ð36Þ
diverges because at least two columns of the ðX 0þ E0 � 1 X 0Þ matrix are
nearly identical. To avoid this instability of the cost function, it is necessary
to remove, inside the reference image set, the redundancy between the dif-
ferent images. One way to proceed is to compute the angle � between the
different vectors xk. When the angle � is smaller than a reference value ", the
vectors are considered as collinear and one of the two vectors is removed
from the reference set (see Fig. 5). This procedure is performed for each
couple of vectors ðxk; xk0Þ of the matrix X .

By performing this linear dependency analysis, we pass from a singular
matrix ðX 0þ E0�1 XÞ of dimension N to a nonsingular matrix of smaller
dimension N 0. It is an important point because it shows that the constraints
applied to the filter of the first correlation stage H are relaxed for the filter of
the second correlation stage H 0. Note that this analysis of the linear depen-
dencies of the reference images at the input of the second stage does not
eliminate the possibility of having a reference image made of a linear com-
bination of the other reference images. However, in practical applications,
we never observed this situation.

Choice of the Initial Solution

As simulated annealing algorithm is converging very slowly, it is necessary
to start with a solution Hð0Þ, which gives a cost function F 0ð0Þ that is not too
far from a good solution. We have found it convenient to choose, as an
initial step, an ASFS filter with the same reference set and the same response
vector r. This choice results from the following heuristic approach: Because
ASFS filters reduces the influence of the distortions, it is then expected to
keep uniform correlation values with the successive reference images inside
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Figure 5 Colinearity between vectors of the reference set.
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each class, which should increase the intraclass similarities. On the other
hand, response 1 correlation intensities should present a narrow peak and
very low sidelobes, whereas response 0 correlation intensities should present
very low intensity peaks, which should decrease the interclass similarities. It
is important to note that this particular choice of initial filter is an important
modification of the SAA algorithm that may change the course of the opti-
mization and that the final filter (and cost function) can correspond only to
a local minimum and not to the true optimal solution. However, the numer-
ical simulations show that important improvements of the correlation per-
formances are obtained.

During the iteration process, it is expected to obtain lower cost func-
tion values and to be closer to the optimal solution. In this case, the max-
imum perturbation amplitude ½�Vm;þVm� must decrease in comparison to
the first iterations. Indeed, if the filter becomes closer to the optimal one, we
observed that smaller perturbation amplitudes increase the convergence
speed. For this purpose, we added a decreasing exponential factor to the
perturbations DHmðZÞ:

Hðmþ1ÞðZÞ ¼ HðmÞðZÞ þ DHðmþ1ÞðZÞ exp �m

C

n o
ð37Þ

where C is a constant to adjust the strength of the decreasing factor.
We now have to determine the choice of the initial maximum pertur-

bation amplitude Vm. Because we use an ASFS filter H0 as initial filter with
a given range of amplitudes, we have to be careful in the choice of Vm. If Vm

is too large, the filter Hð1Þ will be completely different from Hð0Þ and will be
almost random. In this case, we lose the advantage of choosing an ASFS
filter as initial filter. On the contrary, if we choose a value of Vm too small,
the convergence will be very slow and time-consuming.

15.3.4 Numerical Simulations of the Correlation Intensities

Evaluation of the Performance on a Two-Class Pattern
Recognition Problem

The nonlinear two-step correlation architecture has been tested in a two-class
pattern recognition that request invariance to out of plane rotation. In this
problem, we want to recognize a car and reject a truck, regardless of their out-
of-plane orientation. Examples of images of class 1 and 2 are shown by Fig. 6.

For each class, 10 reference images of 64� 64 pixels are taken with an
incremental angle of 88 around a vertical axis, in order to cover the interval
½08; 808�. A distorted image is associated to each reference image, which
correspond to an intermediate rotation of the corresponding reference
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image. A couple of filter ðHðU;VÞ;H 0ðU;VÞÞ has been computed on the
basis of the modified SAA described earlier. The different parameters are
described in Table 3.

After the learning phase of the system, filters H and H 0 were used to
obtain the numerical correlation intensities. Forty images per class were
used as input images, corresponding to incremental angles of 28. The max-
imum intensities detected as a function of the orientation of the input images
are shown in Fig. 7, and compared to a one-stage ASFS filter.

Examples of correlation peaks of response 1 and response 0 for a
linear one-stage and the (NL)-nonlinear two-step correlation systems are
compared in Fig. 8.

Several observations can be made:

The difference between intensity levels of response 1 and response 0
are significantly improved with respect to a one-stage linear ASFS.
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Figure 6 Example of class 1 and 2 images: (a) image to be recognized; (b) image to
be rejected.

Table 3 Parameters of the Numerical Simulations of the Correlation

Intensities

Total Iteration nb K Initial

temperature

Vm

10,000 1/10,000 10,000 MaxfHð0Þ=10g
C " (maximum

similarities)
	0 (sigmoid
parameter)

	i (sigmoid
parameter)

2,171 0.95 128 4

The decreasing factor C has been chosen in such a way that the perturbation amplitude at

the end of the iterative process is 100 times smaller than in the begin of the iterative process.
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Figure 7 Maximal correlation intensities as a function of the rotation angle of the

input images. Results with the nonlinear two-step system are compared to a linear
one-stage system.

Figure 8 Examples of correlation peaks obtained by numerical simulations. The
first row of the browser represent in the input images; the second row correspond to

the correlation peaks of a one-stage ASFS system; the third row to the nonlinear
two-step system. (a) Examples of response 1 correlation peaks; (b) Examples of
response 0 correlation peaks.
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Even if intensities of response 1 are fluctuating in the case of the NL
two-step system, the intensities of response 0 are drastically
decreased to almost the zero-intensity level in comparison to the
one-stage linear system.

The nonlinear two-step system provides very narrow and stable corre-
lation peaks compared to a one-stage system. Sidelobes energies
appearing in the correlation peaks of the one-stage system are com-
pletely removed with the NL two-step architecture.

The standard performance measures (identical to those presented in pre-
vious section) are shown in Table 4. The mean intensity of response 0 for
the nonlinear two-step system are drastically decreased in comparison to the
one-stage linear ASFS. It can be observed that fluctuations of response 1 are
increased in the case of NL two-step correlation system. Nevertheless, we
observe a drastic improvement in the discrimination ratio G. The peak
sharpness is also increased by the NL two-step system. For the estimation
of the SNR, as described in Section 15.3.3, 30 uniformly distributed random
white-noise patterns (of maximum amplitude limited to 255) were sequen-
tially added to a response 1 input image. The SNR is then obtained by using
Eq. (15). The maximum amplitude of the noise was 0.7 times the maximum
amplitude in the input image (70%). We observe improvements of the SNR
for the nonlinear two-stage system. It has been observed that increasing the
parameter 	i could increase the SNR of the nonlinear two-stage system.
Indeed, increasing 	i correspond to a smoother slope of the sigmoid func-
tion. In this case, the separation between the low and the high intensities at
the output of the first correlation stage is smooth. A loss of correlation
intensity (due to the presence of noise in the input image) will be shortly
increased or decreased at the output of the nonlinear stage. The correlation
intensity will then be reestablished at the output of the second correlation
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Table 4 Performance Measurements for the One-Stage and the
Nonlinear Two-Step Correlation System

I1 SD1 I0 SD0 G PCE SNR

One-stage ASFS system
254.05 2.76 86.89 20.67 7.14 0.05 3663.66

Nonlinear two-step correlation system

254.12 5.47 0.00 0.00 46.46 0.11 5634.34

Note: I1 and I0 are the mean maximum detected of response 1 and response 0, SD1

and SD0 are the corresponding standard deviations, G is the discrimination ratio,

PCE is the peak to correlation energy, and SNR is the signal-to-noise ratio.
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stage. On the other hand, when 	i decreases, the separation between high
and low intensities appear for a reduced number of input gray levels (strong
nonlinearity). In this case, a loss of intensity in the first-generation correla-
tion peak is strongly increased or decreased by the nonlinearity, creating a
loss of intensity and fluctuations at the output of the second correlation
stage. As a consequence, when the noise level increases in the input
image, the SNR at the output of the second stage decreases. However, in
the following subsection, methods are presented to automatically compen-
sate the loss of intensity at the output of the first correlation stage that
appear with illumination changes or presence of noise in the input images.

Evolution of the Cost Function F 0

The evolution of the cost function F 0 as a function of the iteration number is
shown in Fig. 9. The first value of the cost function corresponds to the cost
function obtained with an ASFS filter Hð0Þ for the first-stage correlation as
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Figure 9 Evolution of the cost function F 0 as a function of the iteration number.
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discussed earlier. We define a measurement of the decreasing of the function
as follows:

C ¼ F 0ð0Þ � F 0ðkÞ

F 0ð0Þ ð38Þ

where k is the number of the last iteration that gives rise to a decreasing of
the cost function F 0. We obtain a value of C equal to 0.994.

The value of the cost function F 0 for the first iteration is 24.54 and
0.136502 for the last iteration. These results show that the SAA is suitable
for the optimization of the nonlinear two-step correlation system.

15.3.5 Remarks on the Two Nonlinear Two-Step
Correlation System

The nonlinear two-step correlation system is composed of two cascaded
linear correlation stages with a nonlinear transmission function at the
output of the first correlation stage. It is shown by theoretical develop-
ments and by numerical simulations that this system increases the perfor-
mances of the recognition significantly compared to a one-stage linear
system. In this configuration, the first correlation and the nonlinearity
prepare the input images for the second correlation stage by increasing
the intraclass similarities and decreasing the interclass similarities. The
first correlation stage plays the role of a discriminator, whereas the second
correlation stage is a classificator. The first filter H is obtained by a
simulated annealing algorithm, whereas the second filter H 0 is an ASFS
filter. It has been outlined that, by a proper choice of the parameters, the
standard performance measurements were strongly increased with the non-
linear two-step system. Furthermore, such a system can be used for pattern
recognition that cannot be implemented in a linear one-stage correlation
system (when reference images are linearly dependent) [39].

15.4 REDUCTION OF THE CORRELATION SENSITIVITY
TO NONOVERLAPPING NOISE

15.4.1 Introduction

As outlined in the previous sections, ASFS correlation filters present very
high SNRs when additive noise is present in the input images. However, as
recently pointed out by several authors [40–49], the performances of the
recognition by correlation are very sensitive to substitutive noise (noise
present in the background but not inside the object). Indeed, as explained
below, the nonoverlapping background acts negatively on the correlation
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amplitude, decreasing the correlation peak and leading to false detections.
In this part, we propose two different methods to reduce the sensitivity of
the ASFS algorithm to background noise. However, it has to be noted that
those methods are not restricted to this particular kind of filters and can be
easily applied to other algorithms. The first method is included directly in
the filter computation. The second one is based on a multiplicative mask
applied to the filter and is thus performed after the filter computation. The
two methods are presented and simulation results are provided.

15.4.2 First Method: The Window Method

Introduction

The window method allows to sensibly decrease the sensitivity of the filters
when input images are corrupted by nonoverlapping noise. The method
integrates, during the computation phase of the filter, the window func-
tions of all the reference images and imposes additional constraints to the
filter. This method increases the number of reference images by a factor of
2, which increases the computation time of the filter. Nevertheless, the
method is efficient and can be easily applied to other algorithms found
in the literature.

Analysis

Let us consider the set of reference images xkqðs; tÞ and their corresponding
distortions ykqiðs; tÞ. It is requested to recognize the set of reference images
regardless of the background bkqðs; tÞ present around the objects. The input
images are described as follows:

zkqðs; tÞ ¼ xkqðs; tÞwkqðs; tÞ þ ½1� wkqðs; tÞ�bkqðs; tÞ ð39Þ
where wkqðs; tÞ is the window support function of the image xkqðs; tÞ
defined as

wkqðs; tÞ ¼ 1 when xkqðs; tÞ 6¼ 0

wkqðs; tÞ ¼ 0 when xkqðs; tÞ ¼ 0

It is well known that the information carried out by the lowest spatial
frequencies decreases the discrimination of the filter. Those components
are removed before the computation of the filter by setting Xkqð0; 0Þ ¼ 0
and Ykqið0; 0Þ ¼ 0. The suppression of the zero order of the Fourier
transform of the reference images directly implies a suppression of the filter
component Hð0; 0Þ.
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Let us now point out the negative effect of the background on the
central correlation amplitude. We consider a constant background bðs; tÞ.
The Fourier transform of bðs; tÞ is a discrete Dirac function and is different
from zero only at the origin ð0; 0Þ. If the image bðs; tÞ is correlated with an
ASFS filter (where the zero order has been suppressed), the correlation
product cðs; tÞ is null because the only nonzero frequency of BðU;VÞ is
blocked by the filter HðU;VÞ:

cðs; tÞ ¼
XN�1

s 0;t 0¼0

hðsþ s 0; tþ t 0Þbðs 0; t 0Þ ¼ 0 ð40Þ

The constant background can be decomposed in two separate images: one
containing the window support wkqðs; tÞ of a reference image and the other
one containing the nonoverlapping background bkqðs; tÞ corresponding to
the window support function bkqðs; tÞ ¼ 1� wkqðs; tÞ:

bðs; tÞ ¼ wkqðs; tÞ þ bkqðs; tÞ ð41Þ
By combining Eqs. (40) and (41), we obtain

cð0; 0Þ ¼
Xn�1

s;t¼0

hðs; tÞbðs; tÞ ¼
XN�1

s;t¼0

hðs; tÞfwkqðs; tÞ þ bkqðs; tÞg ¼ 0 ð42Þ

and

XN�1

s;t¼0

hðs; tÞwkqðs; tÞ ¼ �
XN�1

s;t¼0

hðs; tÞbkqðs; tÞ ð43Þ

Equation (43) shows that the contribution of the nonoverlapping back-
ground to the central correlation amplitude is just the opposite of the con-
tribution of the support window functions. As the support window
functions have strong correlations with the reference images, this contribu-
tion is important, demonstrating the negative impact of the spatially disjoint
background on the central correlation amplitude. In order to remove this
negative contribution, we impose additional constraints to the filter:

XN�1

s;t¼0

hðs; tÞwkqðs; tÞ ¼ 0 ð44Þ

In this case, as the contribution of the substitutive background is exactly
the opposite of the contribution of the window function, the spatially
disjoint background will have no effect on the response of the filter. As
surrounding nonuniform realistic background clutters are often made of
low spatial frequencies, it is expected that, in this case, constraints (44) will
also improve the results. However, it has been shown [48] that suppressing
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other Fourier components (by applying a ring filtering with an increasing
diameter) could decrease the sensitivity of ASFS filters to realistic nono-
verlapping backgrounds.

Because constraints (44) are applied for each kq, the filter includes a set
of reference images with twice the number of reference and distorted images.
It is important to note that it is a general method that is not restricted to the
ASFS algorithm. The filter is constrained to give a response 1 for the refer-
ence images and a response 0 for their corresponding window functions.
Because the ð0; 0Þ spatial frequency of all the reference images is suppressed,
the window functions wkqðs; tÞ are filtered and only the external contours
give significant contributions. The filter will keep only significant informa-
tion present inside the objects. It results that this method is not appropriate
for binary objects. Specific methods have been proposed in the case of
binary objects [49].

We observe that the performances can further be improved by an
appropriate choice of the distorted images:

ykqiðs; tÞ ¼ x 0
kqðs; tÞ þ bkqiðs; tÞ ð45Þ

where bkqiðs; tÞ is a spatially disjoint background clutter associated with the
image ykqiðs; tÞ and x 0

kqðs; tÞ is a distorted version of the reference image
xkqðs; tÞ. For each reference image, we associate a distorted version x 0

kq

and a different background bkqi. It has to be emphasized that the introduc-
tion of the surrounding background clutter or noise in the distorted images
does not require any assumption on the nonoverlapping noise model. It is
made in a natural way with actual situations.

Results of the Numerical Simulations

According to the previous discussion, an ASFS filter that reduces the
sensitivity to nonoverlapping noise has been computed for a two-class
pattern recognition problem. It consists, as in previous section, to recog-
nize a car and to reject a truck independently of their out-of-plane orien-
tation. As in the previous section, 10 reference images per class are
involved in the filter computation with an incremental angle of 88. For
each reference image, we associate a distorted image corresponding to an
incremental angle of 48 with respect to the corresponding reference image.
A nonoverlapping background clutter is associated to each distorted
image. The background clutters are different for each distorted image
and represent general landscape view. Examples of distorted images are
shown in Fig. 10. For each reference and distorted image xkqðs; tÞ and
x 0
kqðs; tÞ, respectively, the window function wkqðs; tÞ and w 0

kqðs; tÞ is com-
puted and added to the reference image set.
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The filter was tested on 80 images (40 images per class), corresponding
to an incremental angle of 28 and covering the interval ½08; 808�. This set takes
into account the reference images, the distorted images, and intermediate
orientations that were not involved in the filter computation. In order to
test the robustness of the filter to nonoverlapping textures, we took a differ-
ent spatially disjoint background clutter for each input image. The major part
of those background clutter are a priori unknown for the filter (not involved
in the distorted image set). Furthermore, we also used random uniformly
distributed noise ð� ¼ 127; �2 ¼ 73 and maximal amplitude equal to 255) as
nonoverlapping noise in order to test the robustness of the algorithm. The
results of the numerical correlation intensities are summarized in Table 5 and
in Fig. 11 and compared to a normal ASFS (without additional constraints).

The performance of the recognition is increased when the additional
constraints (44) are included. Indeed, the G ratio is appreciably increased for
the optimized ASFS filter. It can be seen in Fig. 11 that the correlation
intensities of response 1 and response 0 of a normal ASFS are not sufficiently
separated to set a recognition threshold. On the contrary, intensity levels of
response 1 and response 0 with the optimized ASFS are well separated and
allow to fix a threshold level without ambiguity. The discrimination ratio G
presents higher values for the optimized filter and is strongly improved in the
case of background clutters (which is the most realistic practical situation).
On the other hand, a normal ASFS presents better values of the G ratio when
input images are not corrupted by nonoverlapping noise, which indicates
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Figure 10 Examples of distorted images involved in the computation of the filter.

The two first lines correspond to class 1 images (to be recognized); the two last lines
correspond to class 2 images (to be rejected).
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Table 5 Summary of the Numerical Correlation Intensities

Filter 1 I1 SD1 I0 SD0 PCE G SNR

Without
substitutive noise

129.98 15.97 34.67 4.41 1:168� 10�2 4.6778

With a background
clutter

108.59 15.95 17.99 6.01 3:225� 10�2 4.1269 6:85� 102

With a substitutive
noise

119.87 20.04 19.25 4.24 1:938� 10�2 4.1442 6:25� 104

Filter 2 I1 SD1 T0 SD0 PCE G SNR

Without
substitutive noise

128.15 9.96 35.92 6.81 1:25� 10�2 5.4994

With a background
clutter

64.87 19.61 23.15 7.11 1:003� 10�2 1.5617 0:86� 102

With a substitutive
noise

50.30 8.49 15.78 2.47 1:443� 10�2 3.1474 5:70� 102

Note: Filter 1 is an ASFS filter optimized for the nonoverlapping noise. Filter 2 is a normal

ASFS filter. I1 is the mean maximum intensity of response 1; I0 is the mean maximum

intensity of response 0. SD1 and SD0 are the corresponding standard deviations. PCE is the

peak sharpness, G is the discrimination ratio, and SNR is the signal-to-noise ratio.

Figure 11 Maximum detected intensities as a function of the input image orienta-

tion with spatially disjoint background. The squares correspond to a normal ASFS
and the triangles correspond to an optimized ASFS filter for spatially disjoint noise.
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that the additional constraints are strong and decreases shortly the discrimi-
nation power of ASFS filters when input images are presented on a black
scene. The PCE and SNR values are also increased in the case of filter 1.

Remarks

We have shown that the ASFS algorithm can be modified to handle non-
overlapping background noise or textures. This is achieved by imposing
response 0 for the window functions of the reference images and by filter-
ing the zero order of the reference images. This method requires a larger
number of reference images (twice the number) and is limited for applica-
tions with nonbinary images. Those limits lead us to find another way to
handle the substitutive noise problem. This new method is presented in the
next subsection.

15.4.3 Second Method: The Mask Method

Introduction

As outlined in the window method, the substitutive noise contributes nega-
tively to the central correlation amplitude. The concept of the mask method
is to limit the spatial extension of the filter to the average spatial extension of
the reference objects by multiplying the filter hðs; tÞ by a mask mðs; tÞ. In this
case, the influence of the spatially disjoint background is strongly reduced.
Indeed, the numerical filter hðs; tÞ results from an optimization algorithm in
the Fourier space regardless to the actual extension of the objects in the
input images. As a consequence, the filter hðs; tÞ presents nonzero values
even when all the corresponding components xkqðs; tÞ are null.

Note that although these components result from the optimization of
the ASFS cost function, they do not have actual significance. Therefore, it
seems natural to limit them, because they disturb the filter performances
when the input targets have surrounding backgrounds.

Analysis

Let us consider a set of reference images xkðs; tÞ and a random noise nðs; tÞ of
mean � and standard deviation �2 that is modeling the background clutter.
We have

Efnðs; tÞg ¼ �

Efn2ðs; tÞg ¼ �2
ð46Þ

where Ef�g defines the expected value of the random variable �.
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The images x 0
kðs; tÞ surrounding by the spatially disjoint noise nðs; tÞ

are described as

x 0
kðs; tÞ ¼ xkðs; tÞwkðs; tÞ þ ½1� wkðs; tÞ�nðs; tÞ ð47Þ

where, as earlier, wkðs; tÞ is the support window function of the reference
image xkðs; tÞ. When the input image x 0

kðs; tÞ is correlated with a filter hðs; tÞ,
the central correlation amplitude cð0; 0Þ becomes

cð0; 0Þ ¼ ðh� x 0
kÞð0; 0Þ

¼
XN�1

s;t¼0

xkðs; tÞhðs; tÞ þ
Xn�1

s;t¼0

½1� wkðs; tÞ�nðs; tÞhðs; tÞ
ð48Þ

The first term of Eq. (48) is the contribution of the reference image. The
second one is the contribution of the nonoverlapping background. As
shown in the previous section, this term gives contributions because the
filter components have nonzero numerical values outside of the object to
be recognized. To reduce the influence of those insignificant components, we
should consider a filter hðs; tÞ whose spatial extension is comparable to the
ones of the reference images xkðs; tÞ. For this purpose, we multiply the filter
hðs; tÞ by a mask mðs; tÞ computed on the basis of the reference images. It is
requested that the multiplicative mask mðs; tÞ must have the smallest possi-
ble impact on the correlation peak height. Therefore, we define a cost func-
tion f to be minimized as follows:

f ¼
Xk
k¼1

XN�1

s;t¼0

fmðs; tÞhðs; tÞx 0
kðs; tÞ � hðs; tÞxkðs; tÞg2 ð49Þ

where K is the total number of reference images involved in the filter com-
putation. The expected value of f is computed as follows:

Ef f g ¼
XK
k¼1

Efh2x2k þ h2m2x02k � 2h2xkmx 0
kg

Ef f g ¼
XK
k¼1

h2x2k þ Efh2m2x02k g � 2h2xkmEfx 0
kg

Ef f g ¼
XK
k¼1

h2x2k þ h2m2Efx02k g � 2h2xkmEfx 0
kg

ð50Þ

where the ðs; tÞ dependency has been removed to keep simple notations.
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The expected values of x 0
k and x02k are expressed as

Efx 0
kg ¼ Efxkwk þ ð1� wkÞbg ¼ xkwk þ ð1� wkÞ�

Efx02k g ¼ x2kw
2
k þ ð1� wkÞ2�2 þ 2Efxkwkn� x2kw

2
kng

Efx02k g ¼ x2kw
2
k þ ð1� w2

kÞ2�2
ð51Þ

By combining Eqs. (50) and (51), we obtain

Ef f g ¼
XK
k¼1

h2x2k þ h2m2½x2kwk þ ð1� wkÞ�2

� 2h2xkm½xkwk þ ð1� wkÞ��
ð52Þ

By annulling the derivative of Ef f g with respect to mðs; tÞ, we obtain the
solution of mðs; tÞ:

mðs; tÞ ¼

XK
k¼1

½xkwk þ ð1� wkÞ��xk
XK
k¼1

½x2kwk þ ð1� wkÞ�2�
ð53Þ

which reduces to

mðs; tÞ ¼

XK
k¼1

x2k

XK
k¼1

½x2kwk þ ð1� wkÞ�2�
ð54Þ

Because the reference images components appear in the numerator of Eq.
(54), mðs; tÞ is null when all the components xkðs; tÞ are null. Consequently,
the mask mðs; tÞ will play the role of a support function limited to the zone
where the targets are situated. When the xkðs; tÞ are not null, we realize a
bounded function whose importance depends on the number of pixels of xk
ðs; tÞ different from zero.

The mask mðs; tÞ defines, in average, the regions of interest of the
reference images (the zone where the reference images are not null). For
each pixel ðs; tÞ, the value of mðs; tÞ is a weighted linear combination of the
nonzero components of the reference images xkðs; tÞ. If, for a value of ðs; tÞ,
all of the components xkðs; tÞ are not null, the value of mðs; tÞ for that
particular point will be maximum: mðs; tÞ ¼ 1. On the contrary, if, for a
point ðs; tÞ, some images xkðs; tÞ have zero components, the value of mðs; tÞ
will decrease. The larger �2 is, the stronger the decrease will be. Increasing
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the value of �2 will narrow the mask around the zones where all of the
reference images are not null.

Results of the Numerical Correlation Intensities

According to the previous discussion, an ASFS filter hðs; tÞ and a mask
mðs; tÞ (with a value of �2 ¼ 200) have been computed. The filter has been
designed to recognize a car (set 1) and to reject a truck (set 2), independently
of their out-of-plane rotation. Twenty images per class have been selected,
corresponding to an incremental angle of 48. The filter has been tested on 40
images per class, corresponding to an incremental angle of 28. For the
numerical simulations of the correlation intensities, we used, as in the pre-
vious section, two kinds of nonoverlapping background: a set of back-
ground clutter representing general landscape views and a set of
uniformly distributed random noise ð� ¼ 127; �2 ¼ 73 with a maximal
amplitude limited to 255).

The results of the simulated correlation intensities are reported in
Table 6 and in Figs. 12 and 13 with and without the application of the mask.

The use of the mask increases the correlation intensities of response 1
(object to be recognized) while keeping the comparable response 0 correla-
tion intensities. It is observed that the discrimination ratio is increased by
the application of the mask for both of the input image sets. SNR values are
also strongly improved.

Remarks

We have shown that reducing the spatial extension to the mean extension of
the reference images could increase the recognition performances of the
correlation filter when the spatially disjoint background is present in the
input image. This is performed by the application of a mask to the filter.
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Table 6 Results of the Numerical Simulations of the Correlation Intensities

Input images I1 I0 SD1 SD0 G SNR

Without mask Set 1 103.50 44.75 14.67 8.28 2.56 3691.02

Set 2 126.77 55.82 40.33 17.69 1.22
With mask Set 1 155.67 57.05 15.75 11.04 3.68 8336.87

Set 2 172.2 66.8 31.14 18.40 2.13

Note: Set 1 corresponds to nonoverlapping noise, set 2 corresponds to spatially disjoint

background clutters.
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This mask is computed on the basis of the reference images. The results of
the numerical simulations show that the performances are improved by the
application of the mask.

15.5 REDUCTION OF THE CORRELATION SENSITIVITY
TO ILLUMINATION CHANGES

15.5.1 Introduction

When an input image suffers from illumination changes with respect to its
reference model, the correlation peak amplitude decreases proportionally.
This problem becomes more critical in intensity. In practical applications,
Illumination changes are completely unpredictable and it is necessary to
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Figure 12 Maximum detected intensities as a function of the input image orienta-
tion for images with spatially disjoint random noise. Results are compared with and

without the application of the mask. Images of set 1 (car) have to be recognized and
images of set 2 (truck) have to be rejected.
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identify specific methods that allow one to automatically readjust the inten-
sity levels of the correlation peak when illumination changes appear in the
input images. Logarithmic methods have already been proposed by
Arsenault et al. [50]. The method that we describe here is based on the
statistical properties of the correlation intensities. It is based on the fact
that the histogram shape of the correlation intensities is a stable process
and depends very little on the presence or not on a recognized event.

15.5.2 Analysis

To understand the physical meaning of the process, we will consider a
particular application where illumination changes and substitutive noise
problem increase progressively during the recognition phase.
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Figure 13 Maximum detected intensities as a function of the input image orienta-
tion for images with spatially disjoint background clutter. Results are compared with

and without the application of the mask. Images of set 1 (car) have to be recognized
and images of set 2 (truck) have to be rejected.
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The goal of this actual application is to count the number of cancerous
cell divisions in in vitro cultures (cell line U87 from brain cancerous tumors).
The proliferation rate (number of cell divisions) is an important parameter
to test the antiproliferation efficiency of an antitumor drug. The images are
taken by a phase-contrast microscope (magnification �10) each 4 min dur-
ing 3 days, resulting in a sequence of 1000 images. A typical image of the
culture is shown in Fig. 14.

With the phase-contrast microscope, at the beginning of a division, a
cell gives rise to a bright ring. When the division is actually started, the cell
takes the shape of a bright ‘‘height’’ and finally separates into two daughter
cells. The identification of the object is performed when the cell appears as a
‘‘height.’’ It has to be noted that the culture and the shapes of the cells
strongly change with time. Examples of images at the beginning and at
the end of the culture are shown in Fig. 15.

The objective of this application is to train a correlation process to
automatically count the cells in division in a reliable way. For this purpose,
several items have to be taken into account:

The orientation of the dividing cells is random. Therefore, the recog-
nition process has to be completely rotation invariant.

As we are dealing with living cells, we can observe significant events
with very varying shapes.
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Figure 14 Example of in vitro culture. Objects to be detected (dividing cells) are
indicated by black arrows.
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There is an important background and the illumination changes in
time due to the fluctuations of the lighting.

In the following, the assumption is made that an ASFS filter has been
computed to recognize the dividing cells (the specifications are described in
Section 15.5.6). As the intensity changes in time, due to the cell prolifera-
tion and fluctuations of the background, it is mandatory to implement
specific methods to reduce the influence of the light fluctuations. We
have implemented two approaches. The first one consists of a preproces-
sing of the input images in order to suppress most of the background in
the input images. The second one is based on a postprocessing of the
correlation intensities based on the statistical properties of the correlation
histograms. This last method is quite general and can be exported to a
very wide range of applications.

15.5.3 Theoretical Aspects

First Method: Preprocessing of the Input Images

At the beginning of the culture, the number of cells is low and the back-
ground presents large regions of uniform background. This background
can easily be removed by preprocessing the input images. This preprocess
consists in the subtraction of the average intensity (computed for all the
pixels of the input images) and a stretch of the resulting intensities between
0 and 255:
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Figure 15 Examples of images at (a) the beginning and (b) end of the culture.
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x 0ðs; tÞ ¼ xðs; tÞ � 1

N 	N
XN�1

s;t¼0

xðs; tÞ ð55Þ

x 00ðs; tÞ ¼ 255
x 0ðs; tÞ �minfx 0ðs; tÞg

maxfx 0ðs; tÞ �minfx 0ðs; tÞg ð56Þ

where x 00ðs; tÞ is the preprocessed image of the input image xðs; tÞ.
Because bright cells are small compared to the size of the input images

(typically 32� 32 pixels for a cell and 512� 512 pixels for the input image),
the preprocess has a small effect on the cells and suppresses most of the
background. However, this is not true at the end of the culture, where the
number of cells in the background is larger. This induces important fluctua-
tions of the background, leading to a global change of the illumination. In
this case, the subtraction of the mean value does not remove the background
completely and introduces nonoverlapping noise in the input image.

Second Method: Postprocessing of the Correlation Intensities

Let us first investigate some statistical properties of the correlation intensi-
ties. For this purpose, we assume that the images xðs; tÞ can be described as
N2 independent random variables filtered by a pupil function. This is
corresponding to some colored noise. The corresponding Fourier transform
XðU;VÞ is defined as follows:

XðU;VÞ ¼ NðU;VÞPðU;VÞ ð57Þ
where NðU;VÞ are N2 independent random variables and PðU;VÞ is a
symmetric filtering pupil function. The corresponding nðs; tÞ is defined posi-
tive. Because nðs; tÞ is defined positive, the expected value is not null; we can
thus write NðU;VÞ as

NðU;VÞ ¼ BðU;VÞ þ B0�ðU;VÞ ð58Þ
where BðU;VÞ is the Fourier transform of a white noise of zero mean bðs; tÞ
and B0 is a constant value. We have

EfNðU;VÞg ¼ B0�ðU;VÞ
EfBðU;VÞg ¼ 0

ð59Þ

For the second-order moment, we have

EfBðU;VÞBðU 0;V 0Þg ¼ �2�ðU �U 0;V � V 0Þ ð60Þ
with

Efxðs; tÞg ¼ �

Efx2ðs; tÞg ¼ �2
ð61Þ
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The relationship between � and B0 is obtained by considering

Efxðs; tÞg ¼ 1

N

XN�1

U;V¼0

exp þ 2i�

N
ðUsþ VtÞ

� �
PðU;VÞEfNðU;VÞ

� ¼ 1

N

XN�1

U;V¼0

exp þ 2i�

N
ðUsþ VtÞ

� �
PðU;VÞB0�ðU;VÞ

� ¼ 1

N
Pð0; 0ÞB0

ð62Þ

Let us consider a filter hðs; tÞ and an image xðs; tÞ. The correlation product is
written

cðs; tÞ ¼ ðx� hÞðs; tÞ ¼ 1

N

XN�1

U;V¼0

exp
2i�

N
ðUsþ VtÞ

� �
H	ðU;VÞ½NðU;VÞPðU;VÞ�

cðs; tÞ ¼ 1

N

XN�1

U;V¼0

exp þ 2i�

N
ðUsþ VtÞ

� �
H	ðU;VÞPðU;VÞfBðU;VÞ þ B0�ðU;VÞg

cðs; tÞ ¼ 1

N
H	ð0; 0ÞPð0; 0ÞB0 þ

1

N

XN�1

U;V¼0

exp þ 2i�

N
ðUsþ VtÞ

� �
H	ðU;VÞPðU;VÞBðU;VÞ

cðs; tÞ ¼ 1

N
B0H

	ð0; 0ÞPð0; 0Þ þ 1

N

XN�1

U;V¼0

Cðs; t;U;VÞBðU;VÞ

where Cðs; t;U;VÞ is given by

Cðs; t;U;VÞ ¼ exp þ 2i�

N
ðUsþ VtÞ

� �
H	ðU;VÞPðU;VÞ ð64Þ

Combining Eqs. (62) and (63) gives

cðs; tÞ ¼ �H	ð0; 0Þ þ 1

N

XN�1

U;V¼0

Cðs; t;U;VÞBðU;VÞ ð65Þ

The second term on the right-hand side of Eq. (65) states that the correlation
product can be seen as a sum of random weighted variables BðU;VÞ. We
assume that the number of random variables is large enough to invoke the
central limit theorem, which stipulates that the sum of a large number of
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independent random variables is distributed as a normal distribution.
Applying this theorem, we find a correlation distribution:

P½xðs; tÞ ¼ a� 
 þ 1

�
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
2�

p exp � ða� �H	ð0; 0ÞÞ2
2�2

 !
ð66Þ

where P½cðs; tÞ ¼ a� represents the probability density to find a correlation
amplitude equal to a.

Let us determine the value of �:

Efc2ðs; tÞg ¼ E

(
1

N2

XN�1

U1;V1
¼0

Wðs; t;U1;V1ÞBðU1;V1Þ

XN�1

U2;V2¼0

W	ðs; t;U2;V2ÞB	ðU2;V2Þ
)

Efc2ðs; tÞg ¼ 1

N2

XN�1

U1;U2;V1;V2¼0

Wðs; t;U1;V1ÞW	ðs; t;U2;V2Þ

�2�ðU1 �U2;V1 � V2Þ

ð67Þ

�2 ¼ �2

N

XN�1

U;V¼0

jHðU;VÞPðU;VÞj2 ð68Þ

Let us now consider the properties of the correlation intensities. Starting
from Eq. (66), we would like to determine P½x2ðs; tÞ ¼ j�. For this purpose,
we use a specific theorem [51]:

P½x2ðs; tÞ ¼ j; j > 0� 
 þ 1

j�
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
2�

p exp
ð j � �H	ð0; 0ÞÞ2

2�2

 !
ð69Þ

This simple model of the images gives the general shape of the correlation
intensity distribution. In practical applications, we never meet this model.
Nevertheless, we observe, in practical applications, that the shape of the
correlation histograms obtained with input images are very similar to the
curve described by Eq. (69).

The result of Eq. (69) is very important: It states that we can consider
that the correlation intensity distributions have a defined statistical distribu-
tion that can be more easily handled than the original input image.

Let us analyze the correlation histograms obtained in the particular
application of the automatic detection of cancerous dividing cells and let us
consider the effect of illumination changes on the correlation histograms.

We assume that the input images are preprocessed before to be corre-
lated with the filter (the preprocess is presented in a previous section). At the
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beginning of the culture, the background presents large regions of constant
value. In this case, the preprocess removes almost the background and we
are close to the reference image illumination.

Examples of input images, correlation intensities, and correlation his-
togram (which represents the population of each intensity level) in the
beginning of the culture are presented in Fig. 16. The correlation image
presents a very large number of black pixels. The value of the histogram
in 0 is very large (62.6%) with respect to the other intensity levels. The
median (the value of the gray level, which leaves 50% of the population
for the lowest levels and 50% of the population for the highest levels) of the
histogram is close to zero.

Let us now consider an input image at the end of the culture where
the background has become nonuniform. Examples of images are pre-
sented in Fig. 17. We observe that the pixel population of the zero inten-
sity has decreased with respect to the beginning of the culture. Indeed, we
found a population of 31% for the zero level and a median equal to 5.
However, it can be seen in Figs. 16 and 17 that the global shape of both
histograms are very close.

Let us now analyse what happens in the case of a response 0 correla-
tion image. An example of image is shown in Fig. 18. This image is recorded
15min (in the same sequence) after the recording of the image of Fig. 17. In
this image, no event has to be recognized.

We found, in this case, a comparable value of the zero-level population
(31%) and a median value of 5. This observation shows that the statistical
properties (width, mean, median, etc.) of the correlation histograms depend
very little on the presence of a recognized event. The main difference
between the correlation histograms with recognized event or not lies in
the population of the highest intensity levels. However, the higher-level
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Figure 16 Example of (a) image, (b) correlation intensity, and (c) histogram in the
case of a recognition at the beginning of the culture.
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populations are very low because the number of pixels of higher intensities
(pixels corresponding to a recognition peak) is very low in comparison to the
total number of pixels in the correlation plane.

From those observations, we can conclude that the median of the
correlation histogram remains very low and that the intensity levels lower
than the median do not contribute to a recognized event. Therefore, those
intensities are removed by applying the following process:

If the correlation intensity Iðs; tÞ is superior to the median of Iðs; tÞ,
then I 0ðs; tÞ ¼ Iðs; tÞ� median fIðs; tÞg.

If the correlation intensity Iðs; tÞ is less than the median Iðs; tÞ, then
I 0ðs; tÞ ¼ 0.

As the correlation histograms are very similar for response 1 and response 0,
we will apply adjustments based on the statistical properties of the correlation
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Figure 17 Example of (a) image, (b) correlation intensity, and (c) histogram in the

case of a recognition at the end of the culture.

Figure 18 Example of (a) image, (b) correlation intensity, and (c) histogram in the
case of a reject at the end of the culture.
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histogram that will not depend on the present of a recognized event. It is a
very important point because the adjustment can be applied automatically.

To correct the intensity fluctuations appearing when the illumination
of the input image changes with respect to the reference model, we apply the
following process:

At the initialization stage, the correlation intensity between the filter
and a reference image to be recognized is computed. In this correla-
tion intensity, we measure the level that is higher than the intensity
of 95% of the pixels. This quantity is a measure of the spread of the
correlation histogram and the width of the correlation peak. This
value is noted Per_Ref (percentile 95 of reference image).

During the recognition process, we measure for each input image the
correlation width under which 95% of the pixels have a smaller
intensity correlation. This value is noted Per_Obj (percentile 95 of
the correlation with an actual input image).

The readjustment of the correlation intensity is achieved by multiply-
ing each gray level of the correlation image obtained with an input
image by the ratio Per_Ref/Per_Obj:

I 00ðs; tÞ ¼ Per�Ref
Per�Obj

I 0ðs; tÞ ð70Þ

where I 0ðs; tÞ and I 00ðs; tÞ are the correlation intensities before and after the
readjustment of the dynamics, respectively.

Let us now analyze the effect of the dynamics readjustment. If the
input image x 0ðs; tÞ undergoes a global illumination reduction with respect
to its reference model xðs; tÞ, we have

x 0ðs; tÞ ¼ �xðs; tÞ ð71Þ
where � is a constant ð� < 1Þ. Because the correlation product is a linear
operation, the effect of the illumination change in the input image is directly
reflected in the correlation amplitude:

c 0ðs; tÞ ¼ ðx 0 � hÞðs; tÞ ¼ �ðx� hÞðs; tÞ ð72Þ
The width of the correlation histogram will be decreased. This decrease is
measured by the quantity Per_Obj. As the value of Per_Obj will be less than
the value of Per_Ref, the ratio Per_Ref/Per_Obj will be greater than 1. We
will, thus, have an increase of the correlation intensities. On the contrary, if
we have an increase of the illumination in the input image, the ratio
Per_Ref/Per_Obj will be less than 1 and the correlation intensities will
decrease to a comparable value obtained with the reference images. In
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both cases, we will have an automatic readjustment of the correlation inten-
sities to overcome the illumination change of the input image.

15.5.4 Application to the Substitutive Noise

As has been outlined in the previous subsection, the substitutive noise has
a negative contribution on the correlation peak intensity. The consequence
is a decrease of the maximum correlation intensity. The intensity decrease
is reflected in the value of Per_Obj of the correlation image. With the
above-described methods, it is possible to readjust this decrease in order
to obtain a final correlation intensity comparable to those obtained with
the reference images.

15.5.5 Performances Evaluations on a Simple Test
Problem

The problem considered here consists in the classification between a car and
a truck independently of their out-of-plane orientation. Performances have
also been studied in the case of substitutive noise and background.

In this test, we modified the illumination of the input image numeri-
cally by multiplying all the pixels of the input image xðs; tÞ by a constant
factor �ð� < 1Þ. An ASFS filter has been computed on the basis of 20
reference images per class. Class 1 (of response 1) includes the car images
with an incremental angle of 48. Class 2 (response 0) includes the truck
images with an incremental angle of 48. As in the previous subsections,
for each reference image, a distorted image is associated corresponding to
an intermediate rotation with respect to the corresponding reference image.
The filter has been tested on 80 images corresponding to the reference
images and the distorted images. We found a value of the reference percen-
tile of 50 (Per_Ref ¼ 50Þ.

As a first test, we lower the illumination of the input images by a factor
of 2 ð� ¼ 0:5Þ. By readjustment of the correlation histograms, we obtain
correlation intensities similar to those obtained with the reference images.
Figures 19 and 20 present the results of the correlation images for the
reference images and for the low-illumination input images, respectively.
The statistic estimations are reported in Table 7.

The fluctuations of the correlation intensities are relatively important
when the correlation intensities have been postprocessed. Nevertheless,
even if the G ratio is decreased with postprocessing, the correlation inten-
sities of response 1 are strongly improved by the postprocessing while
intensities of response 0 keep low values. Comparing columns 2 and 3
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of Table 7 clearly shows a drastic improvement of the correlation inten-
sities, allowing one to use the value of the reference threshold when input
images have different illumination.

For the second test, we added surrounding backgrounds on the input
images. Two different kinds of background were used. The first considered
was uniformly distributed noise in the interval [0; 255] (mean � ¼ 127 and a
standard deviation �2 ¼ 73). The second one was a set of different textures
representing general landscape views (of the same maximal intensity of the
objects). A different texture has been used for each input image. The input
images and the corresponding correlation peaks are presented in Figs. 21
and 22 in the case of texture background and random noise background,
respectively. We used a threshold value of 150 (threshold used for the refer-
ence images). The statistical estimations are reported in Table 8. Results
with and without postprocessing of the correlation intensities are compared.
As in the case of low-illumination input images, we observe a larger differ-
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Figure 19 Input images and corresponding correlation images (with a threshold
of 150).
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Figure 20 Input images (low illumination) and corresponding correlation intensi-
ties after postprocessing (with a threshold of 150).

Table 7 Statistic Estimations of the Numerical Correlation Intensities for

Reference and Low-Illumination Input Images

I1 I0 SD1 SD0 G

Reference images 246.40 141.8 2.99 17.50 5.10
Low-illumination images without

illumination compensation

128.35 73.75 2.16 8.96 4.91

Low-illumination input images with
illumination compensation

219.9 113.05 28.14 20.02 2.22

Note: I1 is the mean maximum detected intensity of response 1; I0 is the mean maximum

detected intensity of response 0. SD1 and SD0 are the corresponding deviations. G is the

discrimination ratio.
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ence between response 1 and response 0 correlation intensities after post-
processing but with a decrease of the G ratio due to the fluctuations of the
correlation intensities after postprocessing.

The reason for those correlation intensity fluctuations originates in the
size of the input images (64� 64 pixels). Because the correlation peaks is
relatively extended, the number of pixels having high intensities is relatively
large with respect to the total number of pixels in the correlation image. This
induces fluctuations of thePer_Obj values, leading to intensity fluctuations of
the correlation intensities. Nevertheless, simulation results show a valuable
improvement of the correlation intensities after postprocessing (compared to
results obtained without postprocessing), adjusting intensity levels compar-
able to those obtained with the reference images.

On the other hand, it is important to note that the car–truck recogni-
tion problem presents high intraclass similarities. We found a mean inter-
class similarity of 0.669 (the mean similarity is defined as the average
normalized scalar products of the reference images). As it has been outlined
earlier, the ASFS filter presents better robustness to distortions if the intra-
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Figure 21 Input images (with nonoverlapping background clutter) and corre-
sponding correlation intensities after postprocessing (with a threshold of 150).
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Figure 22 Input images (with nonoverlapping random noise) and corresponding
correlation intensities after postprocessing (with a threshold of 150).

Table 8 Statistic Estimation of the Numerical Correlation Intensities for
Reference and Input Images Surrounded by Spatially Disjoint Backgrounds.

I1 I
0

SD1 SD0 G

Reference images 246.40 141.80 2.99 17.50 5.10
Input images with background textures
and without illumination

compensation

189.10 111.60 18.82 19.37 2.03

Input images with background textures
and with illumination compensation

204.95 113.95 24.95 21.72 1.95

Input images with background noise

and without illumination
compensation

153.15 103.40 13.48 9.67 2.15

Input images with background noise

and with illumination compensation

195.50 125.10 17.34 13.49 2.28

Note: I1 is the mean maximum detected intensity of response 1; I0 is the mean maximum

detected intensity of response 0. SD1 and SD0 are the corresponding deviations. G is the

discrimination ratio.
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class similarities are close to 1 and the interclass similarities are close to 0.
This means that the filter may have difficulties in handling distortions, even
if the input images are presented on a black background. As it can be seen
from the results of the numerical simulations, the postprocessing based on
the statistical properties of the correlation histograms allows one to cor-
rectly handle illumination changes and the presence of spatially disjoint
backgrounds in the input images.

15.5.6 Automatic Detection of Cancerous Cells Divisions

In this subsection, we describe the computation of the ASFS filter for the
detection of cancerous dividing cell application. The performance of the two
methods on this actual problem are presented next.

The relative position of the daughter cells in formation is randomly
oriented. Therefore, it is required to have a complete in-plane rotation
invariance for the recognition. Rotations of the reference images are
included in the reference image set with an incremental step of 22.58.
For response 0 images, we took several background zones representative
of the culture. The reference image set is shown in Fig. 23. Reference
images of 64� 64 pixels are cleaned by hand in order to completely
remove the background. For each reference image and according to the
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Figure 23 Reference image set. Columns 1–4 correspond to response 1 images and
columns 5–8 correspond to response 0 images.
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ASFS algorithm, a distorted image is associated, corresponding to an
intermediate rotation of 128. As explained in previous subsections, in
order to remove most of the background, the input images are prepro-
cessed before the correlation process. Results will be presented with and
without preprocessing in order to show the efficiency of the illumination
compensation postprocessing on the correlation intensities.

Input images, coming from a coupled-change device (CCD) camera
placed on the microscope are digitalized in a resolution of 512 � 512 pixels.

During the recognition phase, the correlation intensities are postpro-
cessed with the algorithm presented. Three tests have been performed:

Test 1: No preprocessing of the input images and no postprocessing of
the correlation intensities

Test 2: No preprocessing of the input images; postprocessing of the
correlation intensities

Test 3: Preprocessing of the input images; no postprocessing of the
correlation intensities

The results of the simulated correlation intensities are presented in Table 9
and Fig. 24.

Comparing the results obtained for test 2 and test 3 clearly show that
the intensities obtained with the postprocessing of the correlation intensities
are similar to those obtained with preprocessing of the input images (espe-
cially at the beginning of the culture where the preprocessing of the input
images removes almost the entire background). Furthermore, intensities of
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Table 9 Results of the Maximum Detected Correlation Intensities of
Response 1 and Response 0 in the Case of Input Images at the
Beginning and at the End of the Culture

Test 1 Test 2 Test 3

Average max intensity of response 1
at the beginning of the culture

135 189 190

Average max intensity of response 0

at the beginning of the culture

108 122 152

G 0.11 0.22 0.11
Average max intensity of response 1

at the end of the culture

122 181 203

Average max intensity of response 0
at the end of the culture

84 74 114

G 0.18 0.42 0.28

G is the discrimination ratio defined as G ¼ ðI1 � I0=I1 þ I0Þ.
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Figure 24 (a) Input image and correlation peaks in the case of a response 1 at the
beginning of the culture; (b) input image and correlation peaks in the case of a

response 0 at the beginning of the culture; (c) input image and correlation peaks
in the case of a response 1 at the end of the culture; (d) input image and correlation
peaks in the case of a response 0 at the end of the culture.
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response 0 are decreased for test 2 compared to test 3 while keeping similar
values for the response 1. An increase of the G ratio follows. On the con-
trary, results obtained with test 1 show that the intensity levels of response 1
and response 0 are too close to choose a suitable threshold that discrimi-
nates clearly events to be recognized and rejected.

Examples of input images and their corresponding correlation peaks
for the different tests are presented in Fig. 24 at the beginning and at the end
of the culture for response 1 and response 0 sample images. As expected by
the results presented in Table 9, the correlation intensities obtained with test
2 and test 3 are similar. Results clearly show a strong decrease of the low-
intensity levels and an increase of the high correlation intensities. Therefore,
postprocessing allows one to readjust the correlation intensities to those
obtained with the reference images, increasing the robustness of the correla-
tion to illumination changes.

15.5.7 Application of the Postprocessing on the Nonlinear
Cascaded Correlation System

Because the cascaded correlation architecture involves a nonlinearity, the
choice of the parameters 	0 and 	i [see Eq. (18)] which allows to adjust the
strength of the nonlinearity, may be critical, when the correlation intensity
of the first stage suffers a too large loss of intensity. Indeed, the role of the
nonlinearity is to perform a smooth threshold between the low and the high
intensities. If the nonlinearity parameters are not adequately set, a loss of
intensity at the output of the first stage will be increased by the nonlinearity,
leading to a detection error at the output of the second stage.

By applying the postprocessing of the correlation intensities at the
output of the first stage, before the nonlinear stage, allows one to avoid
this negative effect of the nonlinearity while keeping the advantages of the
cascaded correlation architecture.

15.5.8 Concluding Remarks

We have shown that it was possible to handle the problem of the illumina-
tion in the input image by a postprocessing of the correlation intensities. It is
based on the fact that the correlation histograms have stable statistical
properties and depend very little on the presence of a recognized event.
The postprocessing is performed in two steps. The first step consists of
suppressing the intensity levels that do not contribute to a recognized
event. This is achieved by subtracting the median of the correlation histo-
gram in order to recalibrate the histogram to the reference correlation his-
togram. The second step consists of stretching the resulting correlation
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histogram to make it correspond to the reference correlation histogram
(obtained with a reference image). This is performed by multiplying the
correlation intensity levels by a factor based on the statistics of the reference
and the actual correlation populations.

The postprocessing has been applied for the detection of cells divisions
in in vitro cell cultures, where it is used in actual applications. In this
application, the illumination problems appear naturally in time. Results of
the numerical simulations show that the influence of the changing illumina-
tion is strongly reduced by the application of the postprocessing.
Concluding results have also been provided in the problem of the car–
truck recognition where the illumination was changed numerically.
Results were also improved in the case of the nonoverlapping noise problem.

15.6 UNSUPERVISED LEARNING AND
POSTSEGMENTATION

15.6.1 Introduction

In pattern recognition problems, the user defines the recognition problem a
priori. One can include several patterns and variable distortions, but the
selection of the reference and distorted images is performed before the
computation of the filter and before the matching. This scheme is not appro-
priate for practical applications, where the shapes of the objects to be
recognized may change with time (see, for example, the identification of
cancerous cells in division presented in the previous section). For such
applications, it is mandatory to consider systems capable of dynamic self-
learning. Such a system must be able to integrate automatically, during the
matching phase, all of the recognized events in its database and to integrate
them in the further recognition process. In this way, when an object has been
recognized by the system, this object must be extracted from the input image
where it has been detected in such a way that it can be used for an update of
the recognition filters. This extraction is called an a posteriori segmentation
process, which differs mainly from an a priori segmentation process because
the position of the object to be segmented is known. This position, given by
the position of the correlation peak, is called the seed.

The automatic integration of recognized events in the learning process
considerably extends the application field of the pattern recognition by
correlation. Indeed, such a system has the capacity to follow objects
whose shapes may strongly vary in time without any human operator inter-
vention. Furthermore, the constraints applied to the initial filter are strongly
reduced because we can restrict the initial reference set to a limited number
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of images. The need of a posteriori segmentation in view to achieve an
automatic update of the correlation filters has already been investigated.

15.6.2 Automatic Self-Learning System

To establish the a posteriori segmentation applied to our system, we process
the data delivered by the correlation system with a segmentation system that
profits from the seed (correlation peak position) inside the recognized object.
The recognized and a posteriori segmented events are then used to dynami-
cally compute new recognition filters. Such a system, combining the recogni-
tion, the postsegmentation and the automatic learning, is described in Fig. 25.

Because the postsegmentation benefits from the seed delivered by the
correlation peak, it is possible to use specific segmentation techniques such
as region-growing techniques. Research in this field has been performed by
Réfrégier et al. in the case of image sequences where the high degree of
correlation between successive frames is taken into account while designing
the filter [52].

15.6.3 Segmentation Algorithm Based on the Snakes
Technique

The Snakes technique is based on a active connected contour centered on
the seed and iteratively distorted to match the external contour of the object
to be segmented [53].
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Figure 25 Global schema of the self-learning system.
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Let us consider an image xðs; tÞ (of dimensionN �N) in which an event
has been recognized at position ðxe; yeÞ (position of the maximum detected
correlation intensity). We crop, around the point ðxe; yeÞ, a windowwxðs; tÞ of
dimension n� n including the object to be segmented and the background
surrounding the object. The goal of the segmentation is to extract the object
and to remove the surrounding background automatically. For this purpose,
we choose an initial contour (initial Snake) that will be modified iteratively in
order to match the external contour of the object. The initial contour is
defined by a function S0ðs; tÞ equal to 1 ½S0ðs; tÞ ¼ 1� inside the contour
and 0 ½S0ðs; tÞ ¼ 0� outside the contour.

To extract the segmented zone, we multiply the image wxðs; tÞ by the
initial Snake S0ðs; tÞ:

w 0
xðs; tÞ ¼ wxðs; tÞS0ðs; tÞ ð73Þ

It is then necessary to define a function that allows one to distort the shape
of the initial Snake in order to extract correctly the object from its back-
ground. For this purpose, we use an optimization process based on the
decrease of a cost function. The choice of the cost function is very important
and depends on the actual application. In the particular application of the
recognition of dividing cells (see previous section), we have chosen a cost
function based on the histogram of the segmented zone because, in this
particular application, the gray-level histograms of the cells are very signifi-
cant. Other approaches have been investigated [54–57]. The choice of the
cost function is very application dependent. We consider that the objects to
be segmented (the dividing cells) present a stable histogram that is different
from the background one. We define the initial cost function as follows:

F0 ¼
XNn�1

i¼0

hw 0 ðiÞ � href ðiÞÞ2 ð74Þ

where

hw 0 ðiÞ is the histogram of the image w 0
xðs; tÞ (i represent the gray-level

intensity)
href ðiÞ is the reference histogram computed on a reference image con-

taining a segmented object (object segmented, for example, by a
human operator)

Nn is the number of gray levels in the images (typically 256).

The optimization of the cost function F is achieved by simulated annealing
algorithm. At each iteration, the Snake is modified and the cost function is
computed. If the cost function of the modified Snake is less than the pre-
vious one, we keep the modified Snake as the initial state for the next
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iteration. Otherwise, the Snake is rejected and the previous Snake is kept as
initial state for the next iteration. In this way, the optimization finds itera-
tively configurations, where the histogram of the segmented object is closer
and closer to the reference histogram.

The Snake is defined as an active contour; this means a series of nodes
Sðxk; ykÞ ðk ¼ 1; . . . ;KÞ, where K is the total number of nodes of the Snake
related to the line segments. The contour is connected, which means that the
first and the last node of the contour are identical.

The modifications ð�ðxkÞ; �ð ykÞÞ applied to each node of the Snake are
random values chosen in an interval ½�Am;þAm�. This interval is parame-
terized initially by the user. The modified Snake at the j þ 1st iteration is
written

S jþ1ðxk; ykÞ ¼ S jðxk; ykÞ þ � jðxk; ykÞ ð75Þ
Furthermore, we imposed the modifications �ðxkÞ; �ð ykÞ to be perpendicular
to the contour. It is observed experimentally with such displacements of the
nodes a faster convergence of the cost function F . On the other hand, we
observe that this specific segmentation method is very sensitive to the shape
of the initial Snake. To reduce this sensitivity, we have introduced a multi-
scale method [56] that allows one to increase the number of nodes during the
iteration process.

It is important to note that the cost function F that allows one to
optimize the Snake does not depend on the specific shape of the objects
to be segmented. It only depends on the difference of the gray-level popula-
tion of the segmented object and a reference image. It is a very important
point because it is not necessary to introduce a distortion model in the
system. However, it can cause problems when the illumination changes
significantly in a short time delay.

15.6.4 Application to the Cell Division Problem

The segmentation method based on Snakes has been used in the problem of
the automatic detection of cancerous cells. As described in the previous
section, this problem is particularly interesting for unsupervised learning
systems because the shape of the cells can vary significantly with time.
The different parameters used for the test are described in Table 10.
Examples of segmentation results are presented in Figs. 26 and 27.

We observe a drastic decrease of the cost function F from an initial
value of 0.001948 to a final value of 0.000008. The mean difference between
the 256 gray-level densities of the reference histogram and the histogram
obtained with the segmented object is less than 0.01%. This preliminary
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result show that the Snake segmentation method based on the histogram
cost function minimization is well adapted to the segmentation of the cells.

15.6.5 Self-Learning Recognition System for the Cells
Division Recognition Problem

During the recognition phase, the input images of the cellular culture are
correlated with an initial filter. This initial filter is computed on the basis of a
reference image set defined by the user. When an event is recognized in the
input image, the correlation image presents a bright peak at the position of
the detected object. This position provides the seed to the segmentation
process, which is then capable of extracting the object from its background.
This procedure is repeated for each image of the sequence (a sequence is
made of 1080 images). Each recognized event is segmented and stocked in a
reference image database. In this way, the system is capable of automatically
determining if the shape of the cells significantly changed with respect to a
reference model. This shape difference is measured by the normalized scalar
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Table 10 Parameters Used for the Segmentation Test

Input image size 256� 256 pixels

Window wx size 128� 128 pixels
Initial number of nodes 6

Final number of nodes 48
Maximum displacement amplitude ðAmÞ 3 pixels
Total number of iterations 1500

Figure 26 Target and reference image used for the preliminary segmentation test.
The cell to be segmented is indicated by a black arrow.
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products of the reference and the segmented image for different rotations.
Examples of segmented cells during the recognition phase are presented in
Fig. 28. Note that the shapes of the different segmented cells are very
different. This is a very important point because it means that the segmenta-
tion system is capable of segmenting new shapes that are very different from
the original ones.

When the shape of the segmented cells becomes too different from the
reference model, a new learning phase takes place. A minimum of two new
segmented images (sufficiently different from the reference model) is
required to perform a new learning phase. A new set of reference images
is built, including those two new reference images. As in the case of the
initial filter, the in-plane rotation invariance is required. Fourteen images
are computed for each reference image, corresponding to rotations of 248.
Intermediate rotations of 128 are computed for the distorted images (one
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Figure 27 Different steps of the segmentation process.

Figure 28 Examples of segmented cells during the recognition phase.
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distorted image per reference image). A new ASFS filter is computed and the
recognition phase goes on.

The unsupervised learning system has been tested on a complete
sequence (containing 1082 input images). Four new filters have been com-
puted during the entire sequence. We observed experimentally an increase
of the correlation intensities with the new computed filters for events that
differ strongly from the reference model. This intensity increase allows one
to detect a larger number of cells, especially at the end of the culture.
Examples of cells detected by new computed filters that were not detected
by the initial filter are shown in Fig. 29 (a threshold value of 140 was
used). We see that, with the initial filter, no cell has been detected.
However, with the unsupervised learning system, the three cells are cor-
rectly detected. For the complete sequence, a normal ASFS (based on the
reference set described in the previous section) detects correctly 164 cells.
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Figure 29 Example of input image and the corresponding correlation peaks in the
case of the initial filter (top) and a dynamically computed filter (bottom)
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The unsupervised learning system detects 308 cells correctly, which demon-
strates the efficiency of adaptive systems. Furthermore, it has been
observed that the number of false detections (the presence of a correlation
peak for a cell that should not be detected) has similar values to a normal
ASFS filter and with the unsupervised learning system.

15.6.6 Concluding Remarks and Perspectives

An unsupervised learning system has been studied and implemented with
the ASFS algorithm. In this configuration, the user defines the initial filter
with an initial reference set. During the matching phase, when an event is
recognized in the input image, the position of the detected event (the seed) is
transmitted to the segmentation stage, which is then capable of extracting
the object from its background and to stock the segmented image in a
database. Once the detected objects become too different from a reference
model, a new learning phase starts with the new reference images coming
from the segmented image database. In this way, once the recognition sys-
tem has been correctly initialized by the user, the system is capable of self-
adaptive learning and is capable of following objects whose shape may vary
considerably with time.

We have used a segmentation method based on the Snakes algorithm.
The optimization of the active contour is based on the minimization of the
mean histogram difference between the segmented image and a reference
model. This minimization criterion has the great advantage of being insen-
sitive to the shape of the objects and well adapted to the particular problem
of the cells. However, this choice could be problematic in other applications
and it should then be necessary to use other criteria [54–57].

15.7 GENERAL CONCLUSIONS

Actual applications require specific methods to reduce the influence of the
correlation to distortions that appear when input images differ from their
reference model. When the distortion model can be described analytically
(such as in-plane rotation, scaling, etc.), specific methods give invariant
outputs to those particular distortions but reduces significantly the field of
practical applications. To overcome those limitations, we have first pro-
posed the ASFS algorithm that allows to include a set of distorted images
in order to decrease the sensitivity of the correlation to nonanalytically
described distortions. Based on the ASFS algorithm, we have developed a
nonlinear two-step architecture, where the first correlation plane is pro-
cessed by a nonlinearity before being correlated by the second correlation
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stage. It has been shown that such an architecture increased the perfor-
mances of the correlation appreciably and allows one to solve a specific
recognition problem that linear systems cannot handle.

When input images are surrounded by noise or background clutter, the
correlation amplitude decreases because nonoverlapping noise has a nega-
tive contribution to the central correlation amplitude. To remove the
contribution of the nonoverlapping background, two methods have been
proposed and successfully tested. The first one includes, in the reference set,
the window functions of the reference images. The method presents an
improvement of the performances but requires twice the number of refer-
ence images and is restricted to nonbinary objects. The second method
consists of multiplying the numerical filters by a mask computed on the
basis of the reference image set in order to limit the spatial extension of
the filters to the mean spatial extension of the reference images.

To overcome the sensitivity to illumination changes in the input
images, we developed a postcorrelation method based on the statistical
properties of the correlation histograms. Correlation histograms depend
very little on the presence of a recognized event. Therefore, it is possible
to apply a postprocessing of the correlation intensities independently of the
presence of a correlation peak. The postprocessing allows one to readjust
the correlation values obtained with low-illumination images to those
obtained with the reference images. We emphasize the fact that, depending
on particular pattern recognition problems, most of those techniques can be
combined in a flexible way.

To extend the application field of the correlation to living objects
whose shape may vary strongly in time, we proposed an unsupervised learn-
ing system with a postsegmentation and a learning stage. In this configura-
tion, all of the recognized events are segmented and stocked in an image
database. When the shape of the objects becomes too different with respect
to a reference model, a new correlation filter is computed and the matching
phase continues with this new filter.
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